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Economic Diversity in Contemporary Timor-Leste analyses various economic 
dynamics in past and present timor-Leste. comprising 14 research chapters, 
the volume brings to the fore: 1) local, community-based economic values  
and arrangements; 2) community-based entanglements with a market-driven 
economy; 3) the colonial and postcolonial governance praxis through which a 
market-driven economy has permeated the country, and 4) the creative and 
place-based ways through which local people have responded to these trans-
formations. the collection challenges hegemonic, market-driven analyses which 
characterise timor-Leste’s economy as weak, deformed and homogenised and 
demonstrates the myriad of socially embedded ways through which timor-
Leste’s economy is diverse, richly complex and continually brought into being. 
to frame the analysis of these complex economic dynamics in timor-Leste,  
the collection’s introduction develops the concept of economic ecologies: the 
assemblages of institutions and their localised and historical relationships 
mobilised for reproducing collective life, both in its material and immaterial 
aspects.
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Introduction

Kelly Silva, Lisa Palmer and Teresa Cunha

Abstract

The introduction to this volume challenges hegemonic, market-driven analyses which charac-

terise Timor-Leste’s economy as weak, homogeneous and disformed and elucidates the agentive 

cultural institutions, logics and practices which underpin and mobilise diverse Timorese eco-

nomic ecologies. It begins from the assumption that capitalism and its market economy is only 

one regime, among others, of production, exchange, distribution and consumption that people 

rely on to make their living. Developing the idea of the interdependencies of economic diversity, 

it outlines the processes through which an assemblage of institutions and their localised and 

historical relationships are mobilised for reproducing collective life. It introduces the ways in 

which subsequent chapters analyse this economic diversity and presents an overview of the ways 

in which they pattern out across diverse spatio-temporal contexts.

Keywords: Diverse economies; economic interdependencies; Timor-Leste; history; culture

I follow Hirokazu Miyazaki (2013) and others in suggesting that to take the economy 

seriously in part means to take seriously people’s fantasies about it.

—Appel 2017, 312

For some time, narratives and projects aimed at improving and diversifying 
economic activities in Timor-Leste have been the leitmotivs of a number of 
development programs. Framing such endeavours are several assumptions about 
Timor-Leste’s economy, namely, that it is unproductive, weak and unfair; that 
most of it is made up of subsistence agriculture benefitting male interests (Brogan 
and TOMAK 2016); and that it is excessively dependent on oil and state spending 
(World Bank Group 2018; Scheiner 2015). To overcome this state of affairs, endless 
diagnoses and prognoses are undertaken by national and international experts, 
simultaneously building the received truth that the local economy is underdevel-
oped and blaming it as a purveyor of poverty and for the country’s low position in 
the Human Rights Development Index. Out of these narratives, a picture of Timor-
Leste’s economy as one in need of private/public investment and regulatory control 
emerges—processes, it is argued, that would make it more productive and diverse.
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various phenomena have been mobilised to make sense of this picture and to 
legitimise this constructed truth. On the one hand, a lack of proper physical, legal, 
financial and other institutional infrastructure is pointed out. On the other, the sup-
posedly negative effects of local practices and values are cited as explanations for 
many of the constraints on economic growth in the country: Timor-Leste’s people 
expend too much time on ritual practices (Alonso-población et al. 2015; Silva 2017); 
the fertility rate is too high (Burke 2020); ‘primitive’ agriculture techniques prevail, 
perpetuating a lack of skills. Low productivity rates and idleness are also often 
cited (dFAT 2014, 4, 32; Akta 2012). To counter this, economic pedagogies of multiple 
origins are promulgated by governance institutions with the aim of turning Timor-
leste’s citizens into active economic agents (Silva 2017) in neoliberal terms.1

As elsewhere in the world, measurement of the strength, weakness, growth or 
stagnation of Timor-Leste’s economy is made possible by the crafting and manage-
ment of indexes, numbers and percentages that supposedly record all activities of 
production, service and consumption (World Bank Group 2018). Gdp (gross domes-
tic product), Gni (gross national income), the poverty rate, and life expectancy at 
birth are exemplary of the serial global forms by which national economies are 
measured and crafted (Appel 2017; World Bank Group 2020, 34).

The Timor-Leste Economic Report 2020 reveals some of the variables taken 
into consideration in depicting the current state of Timor-Leste’s economy. These 
include 1) public expenditure, 2) private sector activity, 3) consumption related 
taxes, 4) fiscal sector activities, 5) commercial credit, and 6) domestic (national) 
revenue (World Bank Group 2020, 1-10). importantly, households are represented 
as acting exclusively as units of consumption or recipients of state transfers. no 
productive activities are endowed to them (World Bank Group 2020, 20) despite the 
fact that households—and, within them, women carrying out all sorts of work and 
care—produce the most important economic asset in the world: persons.

In making the above observation, we do not only refer to the reproductive 
potential of women’s bodies. As Federici (2019) and cunha and valle (2021) argue, 
the unpaid care provided mostly by women in the domestic realm is the very bed-
rock, the very infrastructure, of capitalism and the market society.2 Yet, it continues 
to be silenced and made invisible by the hegemony of economics. A 2020 Oxfam 
report (one among many such reports) presents an important counterpoint to 
this hegemony: “The monetary value of women’s unpaid care work globally for 
women aged 15 and over is at least $10.8 trillion annually—three times the size of 
the world’s tech industry” (Oxfam international 2020, 8).

At development sector or academic events in Dili—such as the Timor-Leste 
Studies Association conference—questions are sometimes asked about how local 
economic activities have been internalised, measured or even considered in indexes 
such as those aforementioned, but such questions cannot be answered. Some 
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interlocutors recognise that the various phenomena that comprise local economies 
in rural areas cannot be measured because state-centred or market-driven insti-
tutions lack the tools to consider them (Guteriano neves, pers. comm.). Activities 
such as growing food for self-consumption, exchanges performed in ritual contexts, 
barter among households or families, work exchanges, and women’s domestic and 
communitarian work for productive and reproductive ends are not considered or 
measured by default. Such phenomena teach us a very important lesson: what has 
been glossed as the Timor-Leste economy does not correspond to the real economy 
in Timor-Leste at all.

This volume provides data, narratives and analyses that allow us to understand 
that the idea of a single economy in Timor-Leste is inaccurate. In other words, 
the economic relations within the country cannot be reduced to what has been 
depicted as Timor-Leste’s economy in official narratives. We argue that it is critical 
to dissociate the idea of economy in Timor-Leste from its national inscription into 
a Timor-Leste market-based national economy, because the latter is unable to take 
account of economic facts that are outside and beyond the market-driven frame.

By doing so, we aim to complicate current imaginaries about the relevant 
economic dynamics in the country and bring to the fore fragments of the following 
occurrences: 1) local, community-based economic values and arrangements; 2) 
community-based entanglements with the market-driven economy;3 3) the colonial 
and postcolonial governance praxis by which a market-driven economy has been 
promoted in the country; and 4) the dramatic and creative ways by which local peo-
ple have responded to transformations in the economic dynamics to which they are 
exposed. Hence, this collection contributes to replacing hegemonic, market-driven 
images of Timor-Leste’s economy as pale, disformed and homogenised with a 
demonstration of the myriad ways in which economic relations in Timor-Leste are 
diverse, complex and socially embedded.

Our analysis is framed by a specific way of conceiving ‘economy’. economy 
is understood as a set of production, exchange, distribution and consumption 
procedures by which populations and institutions (including nation-states but not 
limited to them) guarantee their reproduction by replenishing people and things 
(polanyi [1944] 2000). Such replacements are the product of articulations between 
diverse regimes and relations of production, exchange, distribution and consump-
tion (Gibson and Graham 1996) among which the market regime is only one. These 
articulations create contextual equilibriums in order to respond to the aspirations 
and needs of the social whole. Therefore, on the basis of such a paradigm, we argue 
that economic relations in Timor-Leste are made up of particular interdependen-
cies or, as we term them, economic ecologies.

This way of conceiving economy entails a critical widening of the phenomena 
we conceive as comprising an economy. Domestic work like cooking is an economic 
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occurrence; care in the sphere of the family or of the community, producing the con-
ditions of life, is also an economic reality; so too are barter experiences, tara bandu 
(ritual resource regulation) and other socio-ecological services carried out by ritual 
mediations, marriage exchanges (be they glossed as barlake or not), growing food for 
self-consumption, interpersonal relations of clientelism and dependency, and individ-
ual and collective ways of organising and deploying labour. For example, any time a 
funeral occurs in rural Timor-Leste, the event mobilises a whole neighbourhood and 
the households connected to it through labour and exchange obligations concerned 
with raising funds, killing animals and offering ritual services. This is an economic 
event (see chapter 5, this volume). none of these phenomena are considered in any 
productive way when state-centred institutions discuss Timor-Leste’s economy.

The recovery of the etymological origins of the word economy—the governance 
of home—is apposite here. While reminding us that economic experiences in the 
world far exceed the singularly capitalist one (cunha 2015), it also highlights that 
what is presumed to be at stake in many governance strategies about the economy 
in Timor-leste (and beyond) is merely building and maintaining a capitalist market 
society. Yet, at a grassroots or local economy level, capitalism might be much less 
decisive than what dominant and orthodox economic science makes us believe.4

Importantly, our proposed analytical frame does not deny that most of the 
East Timorese population face deprivation and poverty, even though the very 
idea of poverty might be questioned because it is measured, partially, on the basis 
of people’s engagement with Western-origin systems and institutions (see, e.g., 
lundahl and Sjöholm 2019, 1-33). While recognising that the material reproduction 
of Timorese life is very difficult for much of the population, we argue that it could 
be still worse if community-based economic institutions did not exist. Despite all 
the political and ecological catastrophes to which Timor-Leste’s peoples have been 
subjected over time, their existence, resistance and resilience has been ensured, by 
and large, by relying on these local institutions (see chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8).

data provided in part 3 of this collection, and in many political debates in 
Timor-Leste, show us that most people in the country aspire to engage in the 
market economy through wage labour and/or finding a way out of subsistence agri-
culture. These aspirations align with the notion of an agrarian transition (Bernstein 
2010)—a model of social change that predicted that societal transformation and 
technological innovations would involve the exit of the masses from rural areas 
and agricultural activities towards urban settlements and waged work. challenging 
this notion, we assume that a society of fully paid employment will not succeed in 
Timor-leste, as it does not exist anymore anywhere in the world (li 2014; Ferguson 
2015; Ferguson and li 2018). not by chance, the question presented by Appel (2017, 
309) is fundamental: “On what fictions and forgetting does the making of a thing 
called a national economy depend?”.
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Of course, the typical phenomenon of a capitalist market-driven economy are 
everywhere in Timor-Leste. We do not intend to deny or underestimate these. Even 
in the most remote villages, people take part in local and foreign produce markets, 
sell and purchase commodities by the mediation of money, take out microcredit 
loans and look for wage labour. But none of these facts are spontaneous devel-
opments derived from a supposed natural evolution of social dynamics—which 
as polanyi ([1944] 2000) argued is based on the fallacious idea that the capitalist 
market is the natural and inevitable evolution of the economic life all around the 
world. On the contrary, they are products of multiple governance practices and 
interventions carried out since colonial times that entangle in both positive and 
negative ways Timor-Leste’s resources and people in global economic markets 
and make them dependent on the latter. It is by these governance practices—the 
colonial and postcolonial—that state-building has occurred.

The analytical framework proposed here takes a critical stance in relation to 
both local, community-based economic forms, and global, capitalist market-driven 
ones. We distance ourselves from any romanticism towards these economic institu-
tions, recognising that they are both structured by power relations which generate 
and reproduce hierarchies, inequalities and exclusions, even if in different inten-
sities and ways (Meillassoux 1981). For instance, criticism of the exploitation of 
the domestic work of dependents in Timorese households, on one hand, and land 
expropriation resulting from capitalist mega-projects, on the other hand, are both 
carefully discussed in the book (see chapters 4 and 9, this volume).

State-building, techno-science and national economies

The reduction of economic dynamics in Timor-Leste to a national representation 
of it has to do with elective affinities existing between modern state-building and 
the development of the global market capitalism elsewhere in the world. Broadly 
speaking, the global expansion of market exchanges and commercial linkages 
demand the pacification of various political conflicts and a certain monopoly and 
centralisation of power and global finances that is now performed by state and 
transnational actors (elias 1993; polanyi [1944] 2000).

Over time, the monopolisation of power by nation-states came to be nourished 
by political anxieties about the rationalisation of power. To manage these anxieties, 
a complex apparatus for producing knowledge for the betterment of governance 
practices came into existence. This included the emergence of statistics (the 
etymology of that word is revealing: stat-istic) and the systematic development 
of territorial and population maps (Mitchell 2002). in response to this epistemic 
anxiety, and in parallel with the very development of the modern nation-state, 
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proposals for the development of a science aimed at measuring the production, 
exchange and consumption of wealth emerged. It was called economics and it was 
immersed in liberal and market fantasies of the ideal society:

The national economy is, therefore, in the first instance an epistemological project of the 

state, born in a geopolitical moment in which Western powers were looking for tools to 

manage the Great Depression, pay for war, and respond to imperial decline. It was at 

this moment that states increasingly took explicit responsibility for economic activities 

nominally within their borders and sought statistical tools like per capita income, national 

income accounting, and Gdp through which to know and manage their new charge 

(Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi 2010; vanoli 2005). As chris hann and Keith hart (2011, 34) put 

it, ‘states claimed the right to manage money, markets, and accumulation in the national 

interest; and this is why today ‘the economy’ primarily refers to the country we live in’. 

(Appel 2017, 297-298)

These umbilical relations between modern state-building and economics have con-
ditioned the very idea of the economy. This reminds us, too, that economics respond 
to political anxieties related to the legitimation of state power. consequently, we 
need to reflect on the emergence of national economies from the outside in; that 
is, we need to discuss certain extra-economic facts (called externalities in contem-
porary dominant economic thought) that were imposed in shaping state economic 
constitutions. In this perspective, laws, property rights, international conventions, 
and measurement tools such as the census and statistics all perform important 
roles in the making of national economies.

Importantly, we need to consider the performative role of the epistemic 
products that economics bring into existence. in Austin’s (1999) terms, these have 
perlocutionary effects so as to build the reality that they, supposedly, only represent. 
So, when World Bank or international Monetary Fund (iMF) reports affirm the 
feeble character of Timor-Leste’s economy, they are actually building that national 
economy and predicating it as poor, fragile and weak. This is possible because of 
fetishisation—the assignment of superhuman qualities to certain facts—which 
marks people’s attitudes towards economics. nourishing these attitudes are the 
claims of exclusive technical expertise by those called economists and also the faith 
placed in technical science on the part of the general population.

if the idea of economy in Timor-leste cannot be reduced to the ‘official’ national 
economy, what phenomena constitute the former? In the following section we 
bring to the fore facts of a community-based economy that demand greater atten-
tion if we are interested in widening our perspectives about social reproduction 
at the grassroots or local economy level. All of these phenomena and associated 
institutions are, in varied ways, present in the chapters comprising this collection.
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After presenting a range of institutions and phenomena that characterise a com-
munity-based economy, we briefly outline the ways in which East Timorese people 
have become enmeshed with capitalist processes and its market society over time. 
We then examine the ways in which these multiple local and global institutions 
and phenomena are now the bedrock of economic ecologies in Timor-Leste. We 
conclude by outlining the structure of the collection and the chapters comprising it.

Unmasking community-based economies

A number of scholars of Timor-Leste have directly or indirectly argued for the need 
to make visible the community-based economies that contribute to, and underpin, 
heterogenous community life across the country (Traube 2007; McWilliam 2011, 
2020; palmer 2010, 2015; Silva 2016, 2017; carroll-Bell 2015; Fidalgo-castro 2015; 
Batterbury et al. 2015; Barnes 2017; Trindade and Barnes 2018; Gibson et al. 2018). 
Drawing on the work of economic anthropologists, sociologists and geographers 
(such as Appadurai 1986; Gudeman 2001, 2008, 2016; Gregory 1982; Sousa Santos 
2014; cunha 2014; Gibson-Graham 2005, 2006), they have highlighted the diverse 
ways in which community-based economies have been, and continue to be, central 
to Timor’s livelihood practices. They also show how these dynamic and always 
socially and historically contingent economies are masked or even denigrated by 
those who characterise them as ancillary or as a burden to society. Through long-
term ethnographic work, these scholars discern diverse and often highly localised 
economic logics that allow life to function and pattern out across, between, and 
within Timor’s diverse rural and urban contexts.

One area of concern has been the interrelationships between the logic of 
the gift (or customary exchange) and the logic of commodities (or market-based 
approaches). McWilliam (2011, 2020, this volume), drawing on Gudeman (2001, 2008, 
2016), has argued that Fataluku communities in the far east of Timor-leste, including 
their international diaspora, have chosen in the post-independence era to support 
their community economic relations for their own sake. These ‘high relationship 
economies’ (Gudeman 2016) are distinguished by their attention to mutuality and 
exchange rather than market-based self-interest. McWilliam’s work is informed as 
well by Gregory (1982) who argues that careful ethnographic attention is needed to 
unpack the usually stark contrasts between logics of commodity and gift exchange. 
reworking Mauss’s ([1923] 1990) theory on the classic gift or debt economy as an 
exchange of inalienable things between persons who are in a state of reciprocal 
dependence, Gregory (1982) focuses on the importance of discerning the distances 
between relationships that are created through transactions. He argues that, by pay-
ing attention to these dynamic kin and non-kin relationships, distinctions between 
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‘gift’ and ‘commodity’ exchange emerge as extreme points on a continuum rather 
than binary opposites. A single object of exchange may be considered a gift within 
one setting, but a commodity within another, as Appadurai (1986) also highlighted.

Other scholars have drawn on Gibson-Graham (2005, 2006) to ask why we 
do not pay as much attention to examining already existing alternative forms of 
socio-economic organisation. Gibson-Graham’s work encourages us to pay close 
attention to “non-capitalist economic spaces” and to ask what can be learnt from 
what is already there (Gibson-Graham 2006, x). palmer (2010, 2015), for example, 
has argued that Timor-Leste’s independence-era resurgence of customary exchange 
relations and lulik (Tetum: sacred, forbidden, taboo) comprises a re-normalisation 
of long suppressed potencies and practices across diverse community economies. 
At the same time, these powerful and dynamic (never quite settled) customary pro-
cesses (McWilliam, palmer, and Shepherd 2014) are being given new form by the 
uncertainties, opportunities and contingencies of the country’s post-independence 
political and economic transition to a largely neoliberal economy and governance 
regime. Such customary assemblages continually rub up against, and produce 
interpretations and variations of, the market-based economy and attendant insti-
tutions across the country (palmer 2015; palmer and McWilliam 2019).

In order to explore in regionally specific ways the “persistent practices of 
interdependence built on a diversity of social, cultural, economic and ecological 
relations”, Gibson et al. (2018, 4) elucidate a range of geographically located 
“keywords” or indigenous economic concepts. using this keywords approach to 
reveal “economic practices animated by place-based ethics of care-full exchange, 
reciprocity and redistribution” (Gibson et al. 2018, 4), they draw on Sousa Santos 
(2014, 184) to argue that reproducing such normally absent keyword/conceptual 
categories to understand “an economy” is “a necessary prelude to generating a 
‘sociology of emergence’”. The aim of this endeavour is to enlarge the formal idea 
of economy “by adding to the existing reality the realistic possibilities and future 
expectations it contains” (Sousa Santos 2014, 184).

Drawing from conceptual categories and keywords in the Timor region, Kehi 
and palmer contribute to this task by evoking the concept of hamutu moris hamutu 
mate (together in life, together in death), a concept that they argue underpins 
customary social and economic relations in this setting:

Life cycle events and commemorations are part of a vibrant complex of practices glossed in 

the Timorese language of Tetum Terik as the interplay between hamutu moris hamutu mate 

(together in life, together in death). in the process, people across east Timor (also West 

Timor) generate densely woven inter-relationships of spiritual ecology with ancestors, 

living relatives, their local environments and the Most Sacred One (Nai Luli Waik). Social 

and spiritual life and livelihoods are enacted and reproduced through careful attention to 
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these relations for the sake of “intergenerational well-being”, or a pervasive concern for 

sustaining and nourishing social and spiritual relations that stretch across the past, pres-

ent and future. Families of particular lineages are organised around origin groups linked 

to particular ancestral houses and local spirit ecologies which embed these families in 

intimate, intergenerational social, spiritual, political and economic relationships with their 

extended kin from other ancestral houses. The alliances formed includes the obligation of 

members of each ‘house’ to perform particular ritual duties at each other’s life and death 

based ceremonies and assist with house-based associated rituals and agricultural practices 

which are inseparable from spiritual life. (Gibson et al. 2018, 7)

Among other things, the institution hamutu moris hamutu mate presents us with 
new arrangements of categories for conceiving economic relations. First, it allows 
for a positive outlook on debts (notwithstanding the often onerous and frequently 
inter-generational burden these debts create (cf. Silva and Simião 2017)). Only those 
who are in a position to become a creditor of a debt participate in the hamutuk. In 
other words, it is a cooperative work that indicates that the people involved are 
mutually committed to recognising the debt that represents their interdependence. 
It is not a matter of symmetrical reciprocity in work, but, rather, the certitude that, 
when you are accepted into the group to work together, your place in the community 
and in the world is being recognised. In this sense, the worst that can happen to a 
person is not being accepted into the hamutuk because it means that she/he/they is 
not qualified with sufficient respect and dignity to make other people in debt of her/
his/their work. Being excluded from a sense of hamutuk is, therefore, the social and 
symbolic confirmation that her/his/their collective personhood is hurt or obliterated.

Second, the hamutuk can only be understood if we consider another concept of 
time and economy. The hamutuk work (i.e., those human activities that are carried 
out together [human and non-human] on/with the land/water) cannot be bought or 
sold because it involves a relationship with the sacred character of the land/water.5 
This goes against the grain of the so-called modern and so-called Western anthropo-
centrism in which nature, especially land, is property (polanyi [1944] 2000) prone 
to endless alienation and exploitation (cunha and Bessa, this volume; valle 2019).

Economic versions of this arguably pan-Timorese concept of hamutuk are 
explored by Fidalgo-castro and Alonso-población, Silva and cunha and Bessa in this 
volume. In these chapters, diverse economic household relations are shown to form 
a fundamental institution among people whose social reproduction is not capitalist 
and where the family is the main unit of production, consumption and, to a large 
extent, distribution. Yet, the further a capitalist economy intrudes, the more families 
lose the role of being a production unit (crespi, this volume) and the institution of 
the family loses part of its essential social function. nonetheless, some of this change 
might be welcomed in some contexts. For example, Barnes (this volume) explores 
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how historical ties of dependency, related to the potentially exploitative household 
category of servants or slaves (atan), also underpin the customary economy.

While these economic ecologies are often excluded from mainstream economic 
discourse in Timor-Leste, the autonomy and strength of community-based systems 
is, as many of the authors cited above argue, also an outcome of broader, more-
than-human economies in which customary systems are embedded (palmer and 
McWilliam 2019). in Timor-leste (as in many other places), ancestral spirits and 
other more-than-human agents are taken into consideration in economic life. 
These economies can be understood as comprising more-than-human communi-
ties, with a diversity of beings and potencies deeply embedded in understandings 
of more-than-human mutuality and social relations. understanding ‘nature’ as a 
part of these inclusive more-than-human social arrangements requires that people 
be constantly attuned to obligations and reciprocity across human and non‐human 
realms. It requires careful attention to a more-than-human and relational ethics of 
care and responsibility (Jackson and palmer 2015; palmer and Jackson, this volume).

The relational ethics of hamutu moris hamutu mate infuse diverse understand-
ings of labour and property that guide the more-than-human practices through 
which both materials and relations are continually transacted and exchanged. 
Yet, in their encounters with newer or more dominant economic arrangements 
(Gibson et al. 2018), a distinct dynamism continually shapes these diverse economic 
ecologies. As Gibson et al. (2018, 11) write:

What collectively situates them together on a plane of potentiality is, among other things, 

their inherent sociality and flexibility, their commitment to more than human wellbeing 

and their unique temporalities. The enduring value of these various practices, relations 

and knowledges is reinforced by their persistence, creative adaptability and resistance 

to appropriation. These relations, practices and associated knowledges and cosmovisions 

are by no means isolated, traditional or static, although their historical roots run deep. 

Rather, these relations and practices reveal the creative negotiation communities in this 

interconnected part of the world have long pursued in response to external forces and 

agents of change (cf. langton et al. 2006).

inspired by the keywords approach of Gibson et al. (2018), we distil a non-exhaus-
tive set of core economic institutions and phenomena that pervade customary life 
in Timor-Leste but which are not considered in neoclassical economic accounts 
of the country. The following economic institutions orient our approach to this 
collection and pervade many of its chapters:
– Marriage-based exchange: Timor-Leste is a house-based society and relation-

ships between fertility-giving and fertility-taking houses underpin the Timorese 
customary economy. These more-than-human economies are embedded in a 
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meshwork of multi-generational configurations in which the sum of the parts is 
always greater than the two houses concerned. Debts arising from the exchange 
processes are negotiated between houses in front of the ancestors and are 
usually settled and reconciled over the long term (often inter-generationally) 
through a series of highly strategic negotiations and exchanges.

– Kinship and economy: the multi-generational relationships between fertili-
ty-takers and fertility-givers create a rich array of interdependent economic 
relations involving both ritual and everyday obligations and acts of patronage, 
production, consumption and distribution. The types of kinship relation at stake 
(however close or distant they may be) help to determine the ways in which 
people comport themselves and the manner in which obligations and debts are 
activated and settled. This is not necessarily a fair or equitable economy but it 
is one with its own economic logics.

– Wealth in knowledge: this concept refers to two processes. First, the idea that 
people, specifically customary leaders, actively build compositions of depend-
ents endowed with specific knowledge, such as magical and healing knowledge, 
genealogical and ritual knowledge, geographic knowledge and labouring 
(Guyer and Beliga 1995, 102). Second, that people’s knowledge of their local 
environment, social relations and histories is learned through everyday prac-
tices of being together, doing, crafting and observing. This is a tacit knowledge 
transferred and grown inter-generationally (ingold 2011).

– Co-dependency: the knowledge referred to above is co-dependent on recognis-
ing wider sets of more-than-human social relations, some of which stretch well 
outside a given locality. These co-dependencies acknowledge, rather than elide, 
the structure and agency of the social relations that animate them.

– More-than-human care: this concept refers to the obligations that co-dependent 
relations create for economies of care and community that value reciprocity 
and the continual attunement to signs of non-care or displeasure, especially in 
relation to the ancestral realm.

– More-than-human economy: the co-dependent relations between certain groups 
of people, their ancestors and their environment hinges on the recognition of 
a more-than-human economy in which people are constantly indebted to, and 
seek the assistance of, the ancestral and nature spirit realm for the wellbeing 
and vitality of their families and their livelihoods (T: matak malirin). These 
debts have uneven material affects.

– Commons: the more-than-human sociality that underpins house-based kinship 
and economic connections includes the notion of a more-than-human commons 
as well. This commons refers to the spaces and practices through which people 
and other beings come together to negotiate power arrangements and people’s 
socially and historically contingent claims to material and immaterial resources.
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– Women and social reproduction: women’s role in these community-based 
economies is critical to their functioning. Their function and agency is central 
to social reproduction and economic production, consumption and distribution 
at the household and community level. While they play a less public role in the 
ritual economy, a woman’s natal house is honoured and invoked in all life-af-
firming and death rituals. In patrilocal systems, male ritual leaders state that 
it is incumbent upon them to skilfully negotiate ritual outcomes that meet the 
approval of the female members of their house, including their wives. Women’s 
roles in these rapidly changing processes of social production and reproduction 
are increasingly the subject of cross-scalar intervention, especially concerning 
the power, fertility and educational aspirations of younger women and girls.

– Wealth in people (Kopytoff 1986): across Timor-leste, people are preoccupied 
with drawing together and holding close vast networks of people. close and 
distant family members and neighbouring households are frequently called 
on to assist with the labour and/or resources required to run large agricultural 
and/or ritual events or to assist with burdensome or unexpected household 
expenses. The more people who are associated with a network, the larger the 
available pool of resources and support. While, in some cases, poorer live-in 
‘relations’ carry out the bulk of domestic duties, the expectation is that the 
owner of the house will also then have certain obligations to resource and/or 
support the family networks of that person. changing economic circumstances 
challenges these practices and assumptions; however, works by Mauss ([1923] 
1990), lévi-Strauss (2003) and Godelier (1982), among others, indicate that, 
among many people, wealth is the product of the possibility of distributing 
goods and people and not simply of their accumulation (as the hegemonic 
ideology of the euro-American world would lead us to believe).

To sum up, by community-based economy we mean the complex of economic 
relations involving production, exchange, distribution and consumption of goods, 
services and people undertaken on the basis of kinship, neighbourhood or other 
community bounds for the sake of these very relations (Gudeman 2008). The 
material and immaterial reproduction of the community by various means and 
in a long-term perspective is the main source of aspiration and anxiety within this 
economic domain. This particular economic sphere (Bohanann 1955) is embedded in 
other social institutions and exists to allow them to reproduce (polanyi [1944] 2000).

Institutions that make up community-based economy are not imagined as 
economic facts, necessarily. They act as total social facts (Mauss [1923] 1990) and 
often legitimise themselves in non-economic phenomena, such as kinship, reli-
gion, neighbourhood bonds, political relations and various symbolic governance 
systems.
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For East Timorese people, at least four different institutions make up the 
community-based economy: the nuclear or extended-family, the household, 
neighbour-based groups and origin houses (uma lisan), the basic unit of exogamy. 
Transactions occurring in the community take into consideration a more-than-
human economy wherein the potency of place, ancestors and other supernatural 
beings are considered.

Resources assessed by market operation, including money derived from wage 
labour and the sale of commodities, are often turned into resources to nourish the 
community-based economy. Importantly, in such an economic sphere, women have 
pivotal roles.

Capitalism and the market economy in Timor-Leste: a brief history

If it is true that the idea of economy in Timor-Leste very much exceeds what the 
concept of Timor-Leste’s national economy suggests, it is also undeniable that 
there have been growing entanglements between Timorese livelihoods and the 
market economy during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. As elsewhere 
in the world, it seems that colonial and postcolonial state-building in the country 
has much to do with the enforcement of governance policies aimed at reworking 
the webs of mutuality and the economic interdependencies in which people have 
been involved in order to make them more and more dependent on market-driven 
institutions (polanyi [1944] 2000).

Among other things, policies aimed at reinforcing capitalism as a mode of pro-
duction and the market as a sort of social organisation in the country have added 
new layers of density to the already complex set of local economic institutions and 
phenomena through which Timorese people make their living.

Others have comprehensively investigated the historical development of 
Timorese involvement in market and capitalist processes (Gunn 1999; clarence-
Smith 1992; Shepherd 2013, Figueiredo 2018; lundahl and Sjöholm 2019) and our 
intention here is not to restate this in any substantive way. Rather, in our brief 
outline of key historical events and processes, our aim is to reframe the met-
anarrative through which these events and processes have often been presented. 
That is to say, we do not consider these events and processes to be the genitors 
of economy in Timor-Leste; instead, we argue that they should be understood as 
the means by which capitalism and the market economy—as particular modes of 
economic and societal organisation—have been introduced into a country already 
redolent in other modes of economic and societal organisation. Further, given that 
the geographical, ecological and political conditions of colonial and postcolonial 
Timor-Leste have been, and are, very diverse, we also argue that these market and 
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capitalist processes have not manifest themselves in any homogenous spatial or 
temporal way.

Through the centuries and in uneven ways across Timor-Leste, facts as diverse 
as christianity, tax paying, ‘village making’ (aldeamentos), land grabbing, schooling, 
forced displacement of people, lawmaking, monetary policies, moralising narratives 
and statistical studies have all been conduits for the transposition and immersion of 
a capitalist and market ethos into the minds and bodies of Timorese people.

Between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, most of the portuguese and 
missionary actions on the island consisted of building alliances with local elites so 
as to access sandalwood, then a high value commodity exchanged in the incipient 
global market (Thomaz 2002). The then strong dominance of chinese merchants 
in the region obliged those acting in the name of portugal to subordinate and 
coordinate their interests with the former.

Later on, taxes were important devices for fostering the replacement of the 
webs of economic interdependence through which Timorese people made their 
living. As elsewhere, the monetisation of taxes—enforced as of 1906 by means of 
impostos de capitação (per capita taxes)—was an important vector for people’s 
engagement with the market economy, forcing people to work for colonial agents 
in exchange for money or simply to not be arrested. The introduction of cash crops, 
especially coffee, and the related colonial policies to turn these into major export 
products, was another important contribution to capitalist expansion in the colony. 
Such efforts entailed the first systematic and large-scale processes of land grabbing 
(Shepherd and McWilliam 2013; Fitzpatrick, McWilliam, and Barnes 2012).6 Regimes 
of forced labour were also important economic events in the history of colonial 
Timor and were strictly connected with the regimes of citizenship then existing. 
The 1899 indigenous labor regulations (Regulamento do Trabalho dos Indígenas) 
and the 1936 Rules for Indigenous Work in Timor (Regulamento do Trabalho Indígena 
na Colônia de Timor) along with similar legislation functioned as technologies of 
resource management—in this case, of people—with economic impacts.7

This intertwined character of state-building and market making is made clear 
in Sousa’s chapter in this collection. Sousa demonstrates the instrumental role 
assigned to local bazaars by colonial authorities in portuguese Timor as devices 
for imposing a colonial order, and the market as the regime of exchange associated 
with it. Markets, as time-space of commodified trade, did not emerge spontaneously 
across the territory; such a phenomenon was enforced by colonial administration 
as a governance strategy that facilitated control over indigenous power structures 
to standardise people’s mobility and set the use of space and time in an orderly 
administrative fashion. It also fostered new habits of dealing with resources and 
established certain expected economic behaviour for local people.
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during World War ii (WWii), much of the scant modern infrastructure in the 
territory was destroyed by the invasion of Timor by Australian and Japanese troops. 
After WWii, attempts to develop a colonial capitalism in portuguese Timor were 
undertaken by means of various government practices. pluriannual development 
plans were elaborated and carried out so as to foster the emergence of a local elite 
entrepreneurial class. Between the end of WWii and the civil war in 1975, a chinese 
trader middle class also established itself in the country, as did numerous small-
scale industries. Activities then undertaken by the state included the promotion of 
credit policies; the expansion of agriculture, veterinary assistance and schooling; 
housing policies; urban planning; price and inflation control; statistical registers; 
and attempts at mineral prospecting and exploration. Grainger’s chapter in this col-
lection investigates instances of colonial housing policy development after WWII, 
examining how these policies intersected with other economic, social and moral 
anxieties at the time. Grainger argues that competing colonial ideologies like racism 
and lusotropicalism as well as Fordism (a technique for organising large-scale 
production) all played a role in the development of plans for Timorese housing.

in the years after the indonesian invasion in 1974, an increase in public spending 
and investment in infrastructure such as roads and schools became the hallmark of 
Indonesian governance of the territory. Beyond state propaganda and control, the 
aim was to increase Timorese people’s involvement in the Indonesian economy and 
market society. Across the country, the number of schools, local health clinics and 
other state apparatuses increased greatly between 1975 and 1999, and the number of 
civil servants also grew exponentially. Meanwhile, the Indonesian army and police, 
as the state institutions with the strongest presence in Timor Timur, conditioned all 
governance practices carried out in the territory.

Transmigration policies and the appropriation of state apparatuses by people 
from other Indonesian provinces meant that the development policies undertaken 
during the occupation were redirected away from benefitting East Timorese 
people. These processes further exposed the reality that the enlargement of state 
and public policies was primarily undertaken in the interests of Indonesian and 
non-East Timorese people. Meanwhile, the ongoing violence of the military occu-
pation seriously damaged state policies aimed at enlarging market institutions 
in the country. The continuous suspicion of the East Timorese towards all public 
policies, programs and institutions led by the Indonesian state—and the fact that 
these were marked by corruption and collusion—saw little engagement between 
these initiatives and the east Timorese people (Mubyarto et al. 1991, 50). in this 
period, the chinese trader middle class and the small-scale industry existing during 
the portuguese administration were destroyed in the first years of the occupation 
(Mubyarto et al. 1991, 50).
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At the turn of the twenty-first century, Timor-Leste as an independent country 
came to life in a state of outstanding precariousness and vulnerability. Militia 
attacks in the aftermath of the 1999 popular referendum caused the destruction 
of most of the infrastructure developed by the indonesian state. Between 1999 
and 2006, humanitarian and development aid institutions played pivotal roles in 
the reconstruction of the country and in the development of new state-building 
processes (Silva 2012), supporting endless studies and proposals to forge the legal 
apparatuses to allow a market society to be transposed to the new country.

in 2007, the new country gained financial sovereignty through the royalties 
flowing from its vast offshore oil and gas revenues. Since then, the Timor-leste 
state has made enormous investments in developing large-scale infrastructure like 
the South coast industrial corridor and complex and the Special Administrative 
region of Oecussi (rAeOA)/Special Zone of Social Market economy of Timor-leste 
(ZeeSM-Tl). it is hoped that such mega-projects will trigger economic growth in the 
near future by providing wage labour to the enormous mass of supposedly unem-
ployed east Timorese citizens (Bovensiepen 2018). pension payments and direct 
cash transfers by means of government welfare programs, as well as microcredit 
initiatives, are increasingly providing post-conflict dividends to the poorer section 
of Timorese society. At the same time, they are also rapidly entangling people in 
further countrywide market production and consumption practices. Microcredit 
institutions have influenced the expansion of a monetised economy in the country 
and have also contributed to the replacement of webs of mutuality and the eco-
nomic independencies in which people and their house societies participate. not by 
chance, while legitimating their activities as ways to release Timorese women from 
kinship dependence, these very policies risk making them dependent on higher 
level financial institutions (Silva and Simião 2017).

The authoritative role that institutions like the IMF and World Bank perform in 
the arena of international development assistance in Timor-Leste has conditioned 
public policies and imposed models of neoliberal social organisation in the country. 
These models give heightened space and importance to the development of the pri-
vate sector as well as to opening the economy to national and transnational capital 
in strategic areas like education, health, manufacturing, agricultural production, 
infrastructure and social security. Such institutional frames ensure that the country 
becomes further entangled in webs and vacillations of global capital.

Examining Timor-Leste’s state budget/expenditure over a period of a decade 
and a half allows us to see how this global political economy has translated into 
domestic reality. Table 0.1 contains data documenting 2004/2005 and 2019 state 
spending in the selected areas of public social policies, defence and police forces, 
infrastructure and extractive activities.
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Table 0.1. Timor-leste state budget/expenditure

2004/2005 total spending:
$65,471,167.05

2019 total spending:
$1,233,357,598.67

Ministries Subtotal
%

Ministries Subtotal
%

Agriculture, Forest 
Fisheries

$1,342,837.08
2.05

Agriculture and 
Fisheries

$12,635,239.23
1.02

education, culture 
youth and Sports

$13,396,503.10
20.46

Education, Youth and 
Sports

$78,911,871.77
6.40

Health $7,769,571.77
11.87

Health $42,223,415.42
3.42

Sect. labour Solidarity $455,207.80
0.70

Social Solidarity and 
Inclusion

$54,792,385.36
4.44

Sect. of State 
commerce industries

$152,521.29
0.23

Tourism, commerce 
and Industries

$5,314,584.17
0.43

planning Finance $4,346,768.96
6.64

planning and strategic 
investment

$12,311,641.13
1.00

veterans $96,999,167.34
7.86

Sect. of State for 
Defence

$4,494,273.43
6.86

Defence $30,528,750.25
2.48

Interior $7,777,688.24
11.88

Interior $47,974,610.98
3.89

Oil and natural 
resources

$24,894,571.36
2.02

commission for the 
Administration of the 
Infrastructure Fund

$276,902,289.79
22.45

Source: Timor-leste Ministry of Finance. ‘Budget Transparency portal’. Accessed 
5 January 2020. www.mof.gov.tl/budget-spending/budget-transparency-portal/?lang=en. Figures 
originally drawn from www.budgettransparency.gov.tl/publicTransparency (site discontinued).

Alarmingly for a highly ruralised post-conflict country, the percentage of the budget 
allocated to health, education and agriculture has significantly decreased over this 
period. The Interior and Defence ministries also had a remarkable reduction in 
their budget, but a new ministry in the area of post-conflict societal management 
and control (roll 2018), the Ministry of veterans, was created with an important 
share of the total budget.

http://www.mof.gov.tl/budget-spending/budget-transparency-portal/?lang=en
http://www.budgettransparency.gov.tl/publicTransparency
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The largest share of this budget in 2019 was allocated to infrastructure and 
mega-project spending. Given the difficulties of attracting international investment, 
most of Timor-leste’s economy (as a market economy) has been derived from, and 
depends on, state spending. hence, during the last 20 years, Timor-leste’s economic 
policies have been based on the promise of prosperity through extractive activities 
and associated infrastructure (Bovensiepen 2018). Few investments have been 
made in smaller-scale productive activities such as small business and agriculture 
development (Scheiner 2015). Meanwhile, Timorese migrant and seasonal labour 
has burgeoned in overseas markets, becoming the second most important source 
of income in the country’s market economy (McWilliam 2020; Wigglesworth and 
Santos, this volume). in other words, the overseas migrant and seasonal labourer 
experience seems to have become a pivotal part of the East Timorese involvement 
with the market society.

not by chance, the final three chapters in this book deal with particular 
dimensions of the East Timorese overseas and seasonal labourer experience in 
Australia, the united Kingdom and Korea. By means of a comprehensive analysis, 
in different ways, these three chapters allow us to see how these phenomena are 
a means to promote the values and skills characteristic of a market society. Such 
experiences also reinforce urbanisation—most of the returnees stay in Dili because 
that is where market opportunities are concentrated—increasing people’s depend-
ency on money and wage labour and, ironically, given the nature of the seasonal 
agricultural labour overseas, contributing to the ongoing devaluing of livelihood 
activities such as agriculture in Timor-Leste.

nonetheless, Timorese people have demonstrated a great willingness to 
embrace their growing enmeshment with the market economy. For example, 
Wigglesworth and Santos (this volume) show how young Timorese returnees 
engaging in market opportunities can contribute to extending the rural econ-
omy beyond subsistence agriculture. Meanwhile, McWilliam’s chapter in this 
collection provides an important counterpoint by demonstrating that resources 
gained in migrant work carried out by Fataluku people in the uK have also been 
invested in the reproduction of mutual obligations among kin groups regarding 
life cycle rituals and the delayed revival of ceremonial origin houses.8 McWilliam 
attributes this to a Fataluku cultural pragmatism (among other variables) and 
the successful accommodation between mutuality and market that characterises 
their contemporary economic dynamic. Michael Rose’s chapter, in turn, points to 
the fact that some Timorese people make sense of their seasonal migrant worker 
experience by inscribing themselves in a narrative of national struggle for inde-
pendence: they see their labour journey overseas as shaping an economic front 
(frente ekonomika) of resistance and resilience in the ongoing collective process 
of nation building.
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Towards economic ecologies in Timor-Leste

contemporary accounts of Timor-leste’s market economy are unanimous in point-
ing out its fragility and its excessive dependency on oil and gas revenues (La’o 
hamutuk 2020). The unemployment index continues to be mobilised to prove the 
deficient character of the national economy and to legitimise multiple efforts to 
improve so-called productive activities and foster an entrepreneurial ethos among 
the population (Silva 2017).

discussing the state of Timor-leste’s economy, lundahl and Sjöholm (2019) 
argue that accounting for these variable unemployment/employment figures 
depends on whether or not analysts fully consider the labour force involved in 
agriculture and works carried out in the domestic sphere. If we consider unem-
ployment only on the basis of those who are jobseekers, the statistical figures 
for unemployment are much lower than the figures arising when we take into 
consideration those who are not seeking jobs, but still are in vulnerable livelihood 
conditions. Agricultural activity involves between 63 and 68 per cent of all labour 
in the country depending on the data source considered (lundahl and Sjöholm 
2019, 146). According to the 2013 labour force survey, less than 30 per cent of job 
positions in the country involve paid work. As lundahl and Sjöholm (2019, 143, 156) 
argue, “the unemployment concept is dubious in a country where few can afford 
to be formally unemployed”.

While agreeing with lundahl and Sjöholm’s (2019) criticisms of the validity 
of these figures concerning employment/unemployment and their weaknesses in 
depicting the reality of economic dynamics in Timor-Leste, we also draw on their 
analysis to tell another story. For us, figures on employment and unemployment in 
Timor-Leste are poor indicators of economic dynamics because most people make 
their living through a much more complex array of local economic institutions than 
those considered in hegemonic economic analysis.

By taking into consideration the diverse institutions, phenomena and events 
mentioned above, we analyse economic relations in contemporary Timor-Leste 
by means of the concept of economic ecologies—that is, the historised, localised, 
heterogeneous and complex combinations of knowledge, production, distribution, 
exchange and consumption by which people and things are replenished and more-
than-human well-being is ensured. As with Timor-Leste’s diverse local complexes 
of governance and spiritual ecologies (Silva 2014; palmer and McWilliam 2019), 
economic ecologies do not form a singular (economic) system per se: their constit-
uent parts retain considerable autonomy and coexist in time and space, running 
in parallel. Following Gudeman (2008), three transaction domains constitute the 
economic ecologies: the community-based economic institutions, the market 
economy and the market finance or the trade of money9. So, economic dynamics 
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are generated by people’s opportunities, choices or non-choices to engage in each 
of these economic domains.

Across the globe, diverse ethnographies of economies have long demonstrated 
that the separation between the dynamics of production, exchange, distribution 
and consumption is not universal. For example, in many societies, domestic produc-
tion is characterised by the fact that the production unit is also the consumer unit 
(Sahlins 1972), although this does not mean that the domestic unit is self-sufficient. 
The fact that households often do not produce all that is needed (in quantity and/
or quality) for their whole reproduction compels them to exchange.10 Thus, certain 
models of reproduction, including Timor-Leste’s community-based economies, 
purposefully show the correlations between the dynamics of production, exchange, 
distribution and consumption. At the same time, these systems are exploited by 
capitalist practices that work to make the dependency between the spheres of 
production, circulation and consumption invisible.11

In this collection, we seek to expand upon these entanglements and bring 
these models into conversation. To do this we draw on the concept of economic 
ecologies—a concept that goes beyond the fact of diversity to demand careful atten-
tion to, and the elucidation of, embedded more-than-human social relations and 
interdependencies. We ask how these ‘hidden’ socio-economic and socio-ecological 
rationalities are already embedded with capitalist economies and how increased 
attention to their salience might help reshape lives and livelihoods in more sustain-
able and life affirming ways (cf. de Jong 2013; Tsing 2015).

Our choice for economic ecologies instead of economy aims at producing at 
least three main effects: 1. To mark our distance and difference from hegemonic 
neoclassic narratives which reduces all economic diversity to a market-driven 
economy glossed as economy; 2. To highlight the multiple and diverse phenomena 
which allow material and immaterial reproduction to occur in each particular 
context; and 3. To draw out the intersectionality of these economic instances that 
create the necessity for multiple relational layers within economic life.

We embrace this concept fully aware of the fact that many of the institu-
tions making up local economic ecologies are a sort of living ruins (Santos 2018, 
29-30)—institutions carved out in the past (be it close or distant) that capitalism 
has damaged but not completely destroyed or colonised. We think here of rela-
tionships of care and donation, of cooperative and mutualist practices, and even 
of the various systems of government-sanctioned communal use and enjoyment 
of the land that continue to exist across the region and the globe (Gibson et 
al. 2018). in Timor-leste, this sense of mutuality and the commons is actively and 
explicitly informed by a more-than-human sociality, one that underpins house-
based kinship assemblages and associated spiritual and economic ecologies 
(palmer 2015, 2020). it is through these assemblages that people and other beings 
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come together to negotiate arrangements and claims to material and immaterial 
resources.

From this perspective, capitalism and the market economy is only one regime, 
among others, of production, distribution and consumption that people rely on 
to make their living. capitalism coexists with other institutions, such as those dis-
cussed above: marriage exchanges, more-than-human co-dependency and wealth 
in people and knowledge.

Thus, we deploy the concept of economic ecologies as a tool in a wider search 
for epistemological justice. We argue for an acknowledgment of the rationality 
and intrinsic value of non-market economic praxis and the ways in which these 
institutions and phenomena interpret, contribute to and sometimes even solve the 
problems and challenges that life, in all its interdependent spheres, presents. For 
us, inventorying, understanding and valuing these non-market praxes in Timor-
Leste is also a political act: expanding the spectrum of possible solutions to the 
present challenges faced by the world.

Structure and chapter outlines

This book is structured in three parts. The first, ‘Glimpses of the colonial economy’, 
provides insight into colonial governance attempts to transpose market economic 
practices into the country and unveils localised subversions of such efforts. Sousa 
reveals how local markets, as we know them today, are colonial inventions through 
which colonial authorities attempted to effect their authority and occupation 
over the territory. These formalised colonial bazaars were devices for taming 
and incorporating a reluctant Timorese population and other mavericks into a 
colonial order. As a political undertaking, this process was activated to influence 
and control indigenous power structures, standardise people’s mobility, and set the 
use of space and time in an orderly administrative fashion. nevertheless, Sousa 
argues, the bazaars were places of dissent and resilient native practices. This is 
elucidated through a historical analysis of concrete bazaar dynamics, including the 
expectations, interactions and duplicity of Timorese and portuguese actors.

In a similar vein, Hicks shows us a concrete experience of dissent around 
colonial projects of order through an analysis of the viqueque market during the 
years 1966-1967. hicks points out how the space occupied by the weekly emporium 
offered a forum in which ethnicity, social hierarchy, gender, cockfighting and 
religious affiliation played out visually, presenting a physical replication of the 
social distinctions that defined the contemporary character of the village and the 
subdistrict it served. His subsequent comparison between colonial and postcolonial 
market organisation in viqueque suggests that ethnicities, gender and other social 
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identity markers have become much less relevant in market dynamics. Hicks 
argues that this is a response to nation-building anxieties.

colonial attempts to create a socio-economic order via urban planning and hous-
ing are analysed in Grainger’s chapter. His study provides an epistemological window 
to better understand the control of domestic spaces and indigenous labour, as well as 
trans-colonial cooperation after WWII. Reporting on a regional housing study tour 
backed by the colonial state, Grainger reveals tensions in alignment of the diverse 
ideologies that underpinned popular housing plans and policies in colonial Timor-
Leste: Fordism, lusotropicalism, tropical architecture and racism. This amalgam of 
ideologies and associated constraints in their application reveals the controversies 
bound up in the making of a rational administration in ‘portuguese Timor’. colonial 
land titling and zoning are shown to be fundamental governance devices embedded 
with ideas and practices of urban planning, economy and mobility.

part 2 brings to the fore the local institutions and practices that comprise the 
economic ecologies existing among East Timorese people. On the basis of different 
case studies and theoretical approaches, a rich array of values and relationships 
are made explicit to challenge statist and other ‘common sense’ representations of 
local economies as weak or sub-developed. In different ways, the chapters distil 
and make visible particular sets of power relations, patterns of inequality and a 
vibrant more-than-human economy.

It is no accident that we begin such a discussion with an analysis by Barnes of 
the Tetum category atan (slave/servant). The persistence and, at the same time, the 
discomfort this category triggers in research dialogues about Timor-Leste signals 
its historical and contemporary importance. Barnes calls attention to the different 
meanings such a category evokes and alerts us to its specificities before Euro-
centric notions of ‘slave’ and ‘slavery’. Based on a literature review, the category of 
atan emerges as a floating signifier evoking particular relationships of dependency, 
servitude (bondage) and even slavery or property. On the basis of her own and 
other ethnographic research, Barnes points out deep anxieties about atan ancestry 
in a range of settings and contexts, including those involving social differentiation 
and status recognition. Barnes also argues that atan is a category that highlights 
the importance and uneven effects of ideas of rights and wealth in people in Timor-
Leste and elsewhere. Her analysis of this fundamental economic phenomenon 
blurs the boundaries between orphan/domestic, servant/slave, person/possession 
and kin/non-kin.

Fidalgo-castro and Alonso-población analyse how people from Faulara (liquiçá 
Municipality) mobilise goods and money by mechanisms other than market trans-
actions, namely rituals. In this chapter, rituals function as a pivotal economic fact, 
serving both as a source of economic security and of redistribution embedded in kin-
ship and everyday social networks. By exploring how a particular household deals 
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with and records their ritual commitments across time, the chapter demonstrates 
that wellbeing is enabled through debt relations with others and the ways these 
relations form a social and economic safety net. Taking this broader perspective 
of what constitutes economy as a category linked to ritual practice, Fidalgo-castro 
and Alonso-población avoid considering kinship related rituals as discrete units of 
analysis, and tease out some of the unseen functions of regimes of ritual exchange, 
including the ways in which they actively shape sociality and economy.

Following on from this, Trindade and Oliveira draw our attention to deci-
sion-making processes at the household level. Building on a study of household 
decision-making centred around farming, management of livestock and financial 
management in the viqueque district, the authors argue that cultural differen-
tiations at this scale have very often been neglected within the literature. The 
spatialised social differentiation bound up in Timorese sacred houses (Uma Lulik) 
and the complementarity this entails between male and female members of the 
house is drawn upon to document how decisions are made at the household level 
in relation to family resources. Who decides where to farm, what kind of crops 
are grown, how livestock is utilised and how a family’s money is spent are linked 
to complex understandings of sociocultural norms and practices in the household 
and wider kinship space.

The operation of a more-than-human economy, based on gift and debt exchange, 
emerges sharply in nogueira da Silva’s chapter. She discusses household feeding 
routines in ordinary and extraordinary contexts in Same, Manufahi. nogueira da 
Silva argues that the stages of making and consuming food are, among other things, 
moments of communion—with the creator (Maromak), with the ancestors (bei’ala) 
and with the sacred house (Uma Lulik). Within these moments, relationships 
between humans and non-humans are co-constituted by a constant giving and 
receiving of food—a process in which debt and the expectation of reciprocation 
are deliberate parts. nogueira da Silva reminds us that food ingestion is a form of 
productive consumption through which life is generated materially and immate-
rially. She also explores the difference between cooking procedures for foods that 
will be consumed by humans and spirits. The foods offered to non-human agents 
are offered half-raw (or half-cooked) and, thus, like their recipients, ‘appear to be 
in a liminal state between a natural state and a cultured one’.

cunha and Bessa’s chapter, the last in part 2, draws on a twofold ecofeminist 
assumption: 1) in Timor-leste, the vital relationship between people and the land is 
constitutive of both Timorese sociability and Timorese views of themselves and the 
world; and 2) as elsewhere, many of the land-associated works are the responsibil-
ity of women. This land work carried out by women generates, among other things, 
fundamental socio-economies for the subsistence of bodies, food for the spirit and 
a celebration of life that existed, exists and will exist. cunha and Bessa explore how 
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these land works performed by women produce goods, services, memories, iden-
tities, affections, bonds, food and objects; in other words, the plentiful resources 
that are essential for the endless flow of life. They also argue that such embedded 
socio-economies have a great capacity to resist a neoliberal capitalist hegemony 
by defining for themselves what abundance is and by practising another economy 
of desire. This economy of desire points to sobriety as the opposite of neoliberal 
austerity: sobriety at the centre is life in all its manifestations.

Finally, the third part of this book explores the economic transformations 
derived of the entanglement between local economies and broader market 
endeavours. In various ways, the new economic ecologies deriving from these 
assemblages are analysed as exemplary of the contemporary vitality and resilience 
of Timorese people and their capacity to generate new ways of organising life and 
economic relations.

crespi discusses the impacts of building the Suai Supply Base on the economic 
dynamics of Kamanasa kingdom. Her focus is on issues related to land appropria-
tion by the state and the ways in which this is linked to new phenomena concerning 
local diet and increased monetisation. Arguing that this project is a vehicle for the 
commodification of the economy, crespi explores structural changes that are affect-
ing existing social systems, especially as this concerns territoriality, trade and diet. 
With the transfer of the land to the project challenging local practices and notions 
of land ownership, crespi explains how the state’s plans for the base, and the ways 
in which the state deals with local expectations and knowledge relating to the land, 
have created tensions among local populations. She explores the community’s fears 
and expectations about these matters and, finally, discusses the economic changes 
derived from compensation policies.

palmer and Jackson explore the sociocultural benefits of emerging market-based 
instruments for carbon in Timor-Leste. Through an analysis of the market and 
community-economy interactions and values of a reforestation program in Baguia 
in the Matebian mountain range, the chapter highlights the opportunities and 
tensions faced by farmers and their extended kin networks in relation to their 
fields and forests. palmer and Jackson argue that these new arrangements are an 
important facet of Baguia’s emergent post-conflict local economy. Elucidating a 
diversity of understandings about labour and (private) property, they show how a 
range of practices of care are already subtly woven into the program’s operations. 
They argue that these highly localised and particular relations between people and 
nature, and between people and people, might be better foregrounded to underpin 
the carbon trading scheme, triggering a range of other social and cultural benefits 
as well as biodiversity exchanges.

Barreto Soares examines china’s economic activities in post-independence Timor-
leste since 2002. her analysis focuses on both chinese state and non-state actors and 
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their varied levels of immersion in Timor-Leste’s economy over the past two decades. 
Soares argues that non-state chinese actors are represented, in particular, by the 
overseas chinese community resident in Timor-leste. Further, that the presence and 
economic activities of chinese state and non-state actors has significantly changed 
Timor-leste’s economic landscape. The economic bolstering provided by the chinese 
state within Timor-Leste is shown, in part, to reflect an emerging battleground for 
the competing economic and geopolitical interests of major powers. Meanwhile, 
overseas chinese, particularly chinese newcomers and, to some extent, the histor-
ical Timorese-chinese community, are shown, to varying extents and with varying 
effects, to be involved in new forms of economic and settler colonialism. More recent 
arrivals of chinese nationals have settled in strategic locations, becoming, as in the 
past, key players in different economic activities across the country.

Wigglesworth and Santos analyse how migrant work has provided an opportu-
nity for Timorese youth to support their families. On their return to Timor-Leste, 
Timorese seasonal workers invest time and money in contributing to their family’s 
home improvement and daily living expenses. Wigglesworth and Santos argue that 
this migration experience represents an opportunity for families enmeshed in a 
subsistence economy to be lifted out of poverty. They also analyse the impact of this 
migration on social change in Timor-Leste and argue that the migration experience 
creates new perspectives for many returned workers on gendered relations and 
how best to respond to the immediate economic needs of their families.

In the next chapter, McWilliam continues an examination of the theme 
of economic transformations as this relates to the customary economy and the 
remittance landscape. Focusing on the progressive refashioning of Fataluku origin 
houses, McWilliam argues that a widespread feature of the post independence 
landscape of Timor-Leste has been the sustained revival of traditional practices 
of economic mutuality and a return to custom’ especially among many rural com-
munities; further, that Fataluku-speaking customary communities in the far east 
of the country have been able to continue their engagement with the rebuilding 
and restoration of their ancestral house traditions in part because of the opportu-
nities imparted by a remittance economy. The progressive re-appearance of these 
distinctive Fataluku origin houses across the landscape highlights the readiness of 
origin groups to commit their limited resources to their reconstruction. Reflecting 
too on the innovative changes that kin groups have made to these traditional forms 
of construction in recent years, McWilliam argues that this is also an outcome of a 
characteristic pragmatism that epitomises Fataluku cultural adaptation to chang-
ing circumstances and the embrace of modernity, highlighting what is arguably a 
successful accommodation between mutuality and the market

The final chapter in this collection focuses on the Timorese perspectives on 
seasonal work in Australia. Rose examines Timorese ideas about seasonal and 
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other remittance work being a part of a new frente ekonomika (economic front) 
and continuing the East Timorese struggle for independence through greater 
economic autonomy. Drawing on close ethnographic work, Rose develops the 
theoretical premise that policy relating to labour migration should be attentive 
to the perspectives of those who participate in it or aspire to it. In order to better 
understand the varied and uneven impacts of such programs (including implied 
or real corruption emerging from Timorese patron-client relations), rose argues 
that researchers need to find ways of engaging more deeply with those who do the 
work, listening carefully to their stories and grievances in all their cultural and 
linguistic distinctiveness.
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Notes

1 neoliberal capitalism emerged after the developmentalism of the 1970s (Sachs 2000), marked by 
the global rise of the financial sector and by the dynamics of a territorially expansionist system 
in which the growth of capital-bearing debt interest was an essential political dimension (Streeck 
2013; rodrigues, Santos, and Teles 2016; Fernández 2016). On neoliberal subjectivities, it is assumed 
that individual initiative driven by individualistic interests is the core condition of development 
and entails a belief that this is the only way to organise economic life. Reciprocity and mutuality 
are seen as obstacles to self-realisation and richness.
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2 For the purpose of clarification, here we use the term market economy or market society to mean 
the capitalist market economy and the hegemonic capitalist market society.

3 We define community-based economies as the social relations that have an economic value, 
meaning: 1) producing, distributing and consuming whatever is considered as essential to live well 
and 2) the material reproduction of life taking place within a group of people that nourish bounds 
of co-dependency among themselves.

4 de Jong´s (2013) analysis of the relatively minimal impact of indonesia’s 1998’s economic crisis on 
everyday life in two villages in Tana Toraja is exemplary of this.

5 Karl polanyi’s theorisation (1957, 72) about the invention of the work as a commodity is also instruc-
tive here. To polanyi, work is just another name for human activity and is associated with life itself, 
which in turn is not produced in order to sell labour but for completely different reasons.

6 In fact, it seems that the very nature of coffee plant production provoked changes in the land tenure 
in Timor. On the basis of extensive fieldwork in ermera, Oviedo (2019, 57) brings to the fore people’s 
memory about how coffee changed their agriculture practices. The fact that coffee trees produce 
annually and that people sold their production to colonial brokers worked to reinforce people’s 
attachment to the land plots where coffee trees were grown, whereas previously agriculture praxes 
were more nomadic and dispersed. A similar process is identified by li (2014) in her analysis of 
transformations in land tenure in Sulawesi, indonesia.

7 local government ordinance no. 439, of June 2, 1936. For more details see Figueiredo 2018, 482-483.
8 de Jong (2013) points to a similar trend among Torajans immigrants who go abroad or to other 

Indonesian provinces.
9 It is worth noting that the trade of money by means of local money lenders—at very high rates—is 

a common practice in Timor-Leste. Microcredit finance institutions also play a similar role.
10 Sahlins (1972) attributes the following predicates to what he calls the domestic production mode: 

underproduction; priority for the production of use values; social division of labour based on sex 
and age; a more unitary productive process (in comparison with the capitalist mode of production); 
absence of private property; inclination towards maximum dispersion, which since it is self-con-
tained, manifests in the absence of centralised political authority; etc.

11 Initiatives such as fair trade have explored the connection between production and consumption 
dynamics as a particular strategy for adding value to goods. For a discussion of fair trade initiatives 
in Timor-leste, see Silva, Ferreira, and Gosaves (2020).
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The colonial bazaar in ‘portuguese Timor’: 
the taming of the ‘savage marketers’

Lúcio Sousa

Abstract

This paper discusses the instrumental role assigned to bazaars by the colonial authorities 

in portuguese Timor in the late 19th century until 1930, when portuguese colonial power was 

established throughout the territory. We propose that the bazaars were objectified by the colonial 

authorities as part of the process of imposing the colonial order, a device to implement the effec-

tive occupation of the territory, subjugating and incorporating the reluctant Timorese population 

and other dissidents, such as chinese merchants who moved almost freely through the territory. 

This political enterprise was an active tool to control indigenous power structures, standardise 

the mobility of populations and define the use of space and time in an orderly administrative way.

Keywords: portuguese Timor; bazaars; colonial power; colonial order

Introduction: on bazaars1

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the words basar and mercado were used 
interchangeably in portuguese official records, like the Boletim Oficial de Timor 
(BOT), in portuguese Timor.2 In time, mercado, the portuguese word for market, 
would win official status; however, ‘bazaar’ (Tetum: basar) remained widely 
applied in the literature and daily life.

The term mercado is commonly associated with the marketplace, whereas 
bazaar refers as much to the site as to the event, either the daily market or the major 
weekly market.3 According to Menezes ([1968] 2006, 157), a distinction is drawn 
between these two events in terms of scope and time: the daily bazaar is known in 
Tetum as basar kiik (the small bazaar) and the weekly event is recognised as basar 
boot (the big bazaar). The daily bazaar is socially and economically restricted to 
local residents, but the weekly bazaar is a regional multicultural hub, with different 
regional ethno-linguistic groups attending from nearby villages and regions.
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As places, markets/bazaars refer to concrete locations, fixed in space, usually at 
the centre of villages and generally surrounded by local grocery stores. commonly, 
even nowadays, the daily market is at the heart of the ‘bazaar’, usually located in 
a building with a tin roof, or a square, with stores surrounding it. In some cases, 
the bazaar is on the main road or main intersection at the centre of the town. The 
weekly bazaar stretches from this minor epicentre and occupies the surrounding 
area, either the square or streets, providing a degree of plasticity to the space. The 
relationship between the stores and the market is of major significance and, in 
some cases, it is difficult to distinguish between them.4 Historically and economi-
cally, the existence of stores around the bazaar (most of which are chinese-owned) 
is important because there is an interaction between them and the bazaar, espe-
cially the weekly one as these stores provide the products to owners of the smaller, 
peripheric, shops or stalls from neighbourhoods and surrounding small villages.

The bazaar was also, and still is, a parameter of time. corrêa ([1935] 2009) com-
mented that, in Manatuto, one way of counting the time was according to the days 
of the bazaar: basar Maubisse (for Wednesday), basar Turiscain (for Tuesday). The 
month was accounted for by calculating the weeks since the last bazaar. Today, the 
routine of the weekly bazaar is still central to the socio-economic life of small and 
major communities (see chapter 2, this volume).

Regardless of the name, the mercado/basar remains a resilient setting for eco-
nomic and social interactions between vendors, buyers and onlookers. However, 
other spheres of social life play a role associated with attending a bazaar. One such 
dimension is the ludic one, related to the practice of games, the most relevant being 
the cockfight, a pivotal melodrama depicted by Geertz (1980). The social relevance 
of the marketplace is expressed by david hicks (2012, 55): “The space occupied by 
the weekly emporium offered a forum in which ethnicity, social hierarchy, gender, 
a pastime (cockfighting), and religious affiliation visually played themselves out 
and presented a physical replication of social distinctions that defined the charac-
ter of the town and the sub-district it served.”

As Thomaz (1973, 22) declared, the bazaar is a social event. in the colonial 
context, bazaars were not only an economic activity but also a tool to survey and 
control economic, political and social actors (yang 1998). Thus, they can be classi-
fied as an instrument of empire—part of the essential tools of colonial imposition 
and control of an administration and economy (headrick 1981). As such, they are 
subject to objectivation, in which the native model is transformed into an object of 
colonial manipulation. These manipulative purposes subject local social processes 
to colonial ordering, measurement and standardisation to allow control and order 
by colonial authorities. nevertheless, subjectivation can deviate from this process, 
as different actors can, from within, develop and perform new ideas and roles to 
counteract the imposition made by outsiders.
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This chapter analyses how bazaars were incorporated by portuguese colonial 
authorities at the beginning of the twentieth century as, first, a tool of colonial 
rule to control the native population and the flow of economic exchanges in the 
territory and, second, to curb and control interactions between the local population 
and potentially dangerous foreign wanderers. These processes and their long-term 
effects—including the imposition of the use of cash, replacement of barter with 
commodity exchange and commodification of certain pervasive assets such as 
tais (local handwoven fabric, used as cloths)—have generated an opportunity to 
scrutinise colonial power in practice, providing a theatre for the performance of 
norms by colonial social actors.

The research is based on documentary and archival sources, a literature review 
as well as ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Timor-Leste.5

The chapter has three parts: the first explores the ‘native market’ and the prac-
tices of ‘savage marketers’ in the nineteenth century, the second analyses the ways 
these ‘savage’ practices were tamed by portuguese colonial authorities through 
the establishment of comandos and the third explores the performance of colonial 
norms in the bazaars.

The ‘savage marketers’ at the end of the nineteenth century

The second half of the nineteenth century, up until the first decade of the twentieth 
century, witnessed a period of recurrent revolts against the portuguese colonial 
presence (pélissier 2007; Kammen 2015) in Timor. during this time of war, it was 
expected that trade and exchange would be hampered, yet the trade of weapons 
was among one of the major menaces to portuguese colonialism. very little is 
known about this trade and, particularly, the role of local bazaars in the colony 
of portuguese Timor. castro (1867) and França (1891) hardly comment on them, 
mentioning only the existence of an economy of exchange between the interior and 
the coast, with the main action revolving around Dili, that was based on a reduced 
and limited exchange of goods, particularly those motivated by the needs of war 
(castro 1867) or the preparation of weddings (França 1891).

nevertheless, two little-known eyewitness accounts from the nineteenth century 
reveal much about the dynamics of bazaars. The naturalist henry Forbes (1885, 461) 
visited portuguese Timor in 1882-1883 and, while travelling in the interior, came across 
a ‘native market’ near ‘Bibiçuçu’ that comprised ‘a wild and savage-like crowd’:6

There were between two and three hundred people congregated—a wild and savage—like 

crowd. The men were dressed in little more than the ordinary T-bandage or hakpoliké of 

native make, about their loins; some, but not all, of them, had a kerchief girt about the 
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head, while their hair was twisted into a knot on the top or back of the head, or combed 

out into a crimped or semi-frizzled mop. Every man wore suspended over his shoulder a 

tais or plaid, which differed in ornamentation and excellence of manufacture according 

to the district in which it had been made. From his shoulder-knob depended his coī, or 

wallet, the cords for whose opening and closing were elaborately strung with circular 

disks of shells alternating with dice—like beads of bone richly carved. In this is carried 

a store of betel-leaves and pinang-nut, with tobacco and other chewing necessaries, and 

the universal bamboo drinking-cup in case in his travels he should meet some friend or 

acquaintance who has a supply of palm-wine (laru) or of kanipa, as they name the coarse 

gin imported by thousands of cases every month into the country.

 Every man was armed with a spear and a long knife, and if he had not a long Tower 

flint-lock over his shoulder, he grasped a bow and a handful of arrows, light shafts made 

of the tall canes that grow everywhere in the island, tipped with poisoned bamboo 

barbs. Many of them carried besides a buffalo-hide shield to ward off the stones which, 

suddenly enraged, they are in the habit of discharging—and with wonderful power and 

accuracy—at each other. Most of the men had round the waist ammunition pouches of 

thick buffalo-hide, in form much like European cartridge-belts, with compartments for the 

small bamboo cylinders in which they keep gunpowder, shot, flints, balls of lead or of ruby 

crystals gathered out of the river beds…

 The women wear very few ornaments—a few arm-bands of silver or horn, and occa-

sionally earrings, and, transfixing the knot in which their hair was gathered behind, a high 

semi-circular comb, elaborately carved in beautiful and complex patterns. These are said 

to be given by the youths to their sweethearts, and possibly represent a sort of engagement 

token. Their dress was a simple tunic, the taisfeta, hung from the waist or from the armpits 

to the knees.

 The women did all the selling and buying, while the men strutted about exchanging 

with each other drinks of palm-wine—to which they are inordinately given. Besides the 

different food stuffs, there were exposed for sale on the ground, piles of those beautiful 

cloths, entirely spun and woven by themselves, in which both between themselves and 

among the surrounding islands a large trade is done, and cigarette and tobacco holders 

exquisitely woven out of thin shreds of palm-leaf, on which are worked in additional fibres 

most artistic coloured designs … I was told that rarely a month passed without once, or 

oftener, the market being suddenly broken up by a drunken brawl, as few of the men ever 

leave it sober. (Forbes 1885, 461-464)

Forbes’s description of the market and the ‘savage marketers’ is worth highlighting. 
The market had a regional dimension, as expressed by the use of the different 
garments, and its location seems to have been outside the main village, in an open 
space. The timing is also pertinent as it is mentioned that it took place weekly. 
The author pays great attention to the attendants’ attire, and particularly to the 
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men’s weapons, a detail that indicates that portuguese authority was probably 
absent. Importantly, he describes the role that men and women performed at the 
market. Women played the major role in trading—selling and buying—while the 
men seemed merely to attend, showing their weapons around. The role ascribed to 
women is similar to the one observed today, and may shed some light on the role 
of women in managing not only the household economy but also the circulation of 
goods, both locally and regionally (see chapters 5 and 8, this volume).

The products mentioned by Forbes (1885, 463), besides food, included “beautiful 
clothes” and cigarette and tobacco holders displayed on the ground. Reference to 
an inter-island trade of local garments is significant, as it reveals an autonomous 
flow of goods in a regional context, uncontrolled by the portuguese. Also, worth 
mentioning are Forbes’s comments regarding the recurrence of conflicts in the 
market. These indicate that markets were much more than places of product 
exchange; they were places of contact between different ethno-linguistic groups 
from different regions and realms—that is, places of diverse linguistic profiles—
and, thus, intercultural arenas of local pride.

José Silva, a portuguese doctor, provides another account of a bazaar at 
Bibiçusso (probably the same marketplace). The bazaar he witnessed occurred on 
a Sunday near the border between three local kingdoms.7 Local residents attended 
weekly to barter food and other goods. According to Silva (1892, 27), “it’s frequent 
in these agglomerations, with the rally of armed people and neighbour’s kingdoms, 
that serious disorders erupted by a futile pretext”. He recorded that he and his 
missionary colleagues were the only malais (foreigners) present. While he was 
there, an incident arose between parties of the kingdoms of Allas and Bibiçiusso. 
As in Forbes’s description, both parties had weapons at hand, which would suggest 
that no portuguese authorities were present. Silva managed to solve the problem 
by sending one of the parties away and postponing resolution of the incident to the 
near future, when no malai would be present.

The taming of the ‘savage marketers’

The idea that, at the end of the nineteenth century, bazaars took place regularly 
in relatively isolated parts of Timor without any ostensible control by portuguese 
authorities is important because, at the turn of the century, the opposite was 
purposefully promoted. This fact is inseparable from the process of effective occu-
pation of the territory instigated by Governor José celestino da Silva (1894-1908). 
An all new market paradigm would be developed following the establishment of 
a military-style administrative network called comandos—a stronghold of colonial 
presence with a military outpost.8 The implementation of these centres followed the 
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‘pacification’ campaigns that, finally, allowed portuguese authorities to overturn 
local resistances and claim authority over the territory (roque 2010; Sousa 2016). 
The relocation of the site, reconfiguration of place and concentration in settlements 
controlled by portuguese were political tools for colonial authorities to assert their 
power over the population in general, as well as particular groups like wandering 
chinese and other foreign merchants, deemed responsible for stemming rebellions 
as they provided guns to the interior (Figueiredo 2011).

in 1896, celestino da Silva, in his “instructions to the military commanders of 
the district of Timor”, affirmed his intention that each comando would be a major 
commercial centre, with regular markets or bazaars. As part of their administra-
tive duties, the commanders should: “i) propose to the government secretariat 
the establishment of fairs, markets or bazaars that they deem necessary, and the 
suppression of others” (Silva 1898, 99). On the subject of ‘relations with the indig-
enous’, the idea of the comando as a commercial centre was paramount: “m) To 
seek by all means to transform the headquarters of the military commander into a 
commercial centre, establishing periodic markets, making traders establish there 
and closely watching them not only for the contraband of opium and war material, 
but preventing them from practicing excesses or steal[ing] from indigenous people 
and abusing their ignorance” (ibid., 104).

Figure 1.1: A Timorese market (date unknown). image credit: Source: © Arquivo histórico 
ultramarino. Accessed 22 december 2020. actd.iict.pt/view/actd:Ahud27175.

http://actd.iict.pt/view/actd
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As Figueiredo (2011) explains, these measures were implemented to regulate 
trade and to ensure the rights of the state. Besides the advantages already men-
tioned, the governor thought that forcing the ‘indigenes’ to attend markets would 
contribute to the abandonment of their, in Forbes’s words, ‘savage’ habits. Thus, 
markets were imagined as serving multiple enculturation roles, providing for 
commercial, financial, police and ‘civilizational interests’ (Figueiredo 2011).

in 1901, Silva complained about the frequency of bazaars, declaring that they 
did not contribute to economic and commercial development, as they kept the 
‘indigenes’ from their work. Therefore, he scheduled the bazaars, concentrating 
them on Thursdays and Sundays.9 In this way, the colonial rule organised the space 
and time of bazaars, creating new habitus that could be spread by edicts or, as there 
were called locally, bandos at the headquarters of the comandos (BOT 10 May 1901, 
165). The role of the commander-in-chief at each comando was crucial: “… he is 
military, he is a territorial judge, he directs the telephonic-postal service, that of 
customs posts, collects taxes, watches over trade and markets, opens roads, super-
vises coffee-growing and agriculture in general, oversees forests and streams, lists 
the population, pursues loafing and crime, duplicates himself, quadruples himself, 
appears everywhere, takes care of everything” (quoted in Boavida 2014, 233).

As Silva (1906, 12) remarked: “it was necessary to do everything again, to 
organise everything, to open roads, to establish markets, to make relations between 
people’s cordial, to give development and security to trade, to encourage progress 
in agriculture”.

contemporary accounts of these changes can be gleaned. in Flores de Coral, pub-
lished in 1909, Osório de castro commented that the ‘baçar’ or ‘feira’—a portuguese 
term for fair—took place at the comandos and in ‘traditional places’, showing the 
transition that was taking place: “In the military commands, in traditional places, 
there are periodical fairs, called baçar or fair, and to which contributes all the people 
of surrounding area, usually making up the trade on exchange …” (castro 1909, 179).

It is noticeable that the monetarisation of the bazaar was still ongoing. That 
commerce was mostly by exchange of goods rather than money was also noted by 
J. G. Montalvão Silva (1910, 38), who explained that coins were valued for other uses: 
“… this is known and appreciated as material to be used in the manufacture of varied 
jewellery or used on the combs and belts that bind the hair and the women’s flounces.”

in 1911, attempts were made to organise ‘regional markets’ where indigenous 
goods that could be exported were sold (BOT 16 december 1911, 389-390).10 The 
purpose was twofold: 1) to control maverick itinerant merchants (mostly chinese) 
who acquired indigenous goods in villages by direct exchange via the imposition 
of heavy taxes that forced such transactions to be made with cash; 2) to oblige the 
movement of ‘natives’ to the administrative headquarters, thereby promoting the 
development of those villages and “a more regular contact with the Authorities of 
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the province” (BOT 16 december 1911, 389). This last sentence reveals that authori-
ties had a political agenda at work.

Such attempts to control economic activity did not stop clandestine practices, as 
Anselmo de lima, a lieutenant and the local commander of Oecussi, observed in 1918:

i had a complaint that in nuno-eno there was a clandestine bazaar every 3rd Tuesday 

and, having sent the régulo accompanied by two cavalry soldiers and two europeans, the 

amanuensis and the soldier posted here, to check what was really going on, they verified 

that the complaint was true and they arrested some of the people who were in the said 

bazaar to which this command imposed a 15-day prison sentence and a fine of 10 coconuts 

to each one and to the chiefs in whose lands the bazaar was held, and which was already 

coming for some time, a fine of 50 coconuts each, for being the first time, and they declare 

that they did it for ignoring that it was forbidden, which I do not believe, but I pretended 

that i conformed to the excuse, and two corporals that were there, i applied a fine of 100 

coconuts to them each, because they are the ones who are the guard and police of the 

sucos, therefore having the obligation to report all the occurrences. (Boletim do Comércio, 

Agricultura e Fomento 1918, 278)

Still, in 1929, the process of sedentarisation of stranded mavericks was far from 
complete, as Major lima (1929, 23-24) reports:

viewed only from the commercial point of view, it is even more important to adopt the 

method of concentration of the chinas in the administrative seats. The wandering life they 

lead today, settling here today, tomorrow there … is incompatible with the constitution of 

important settlements, with a definitive character, in the interior … It is necessary to get 

out of this primitive phase, which consists in the trader walking with the tent behind the 

producer, to move to the normal state of establishment and progressive consolidation of 

the population centres placed in the main lines of trade. … In conclusion: For political and 

commercial reasons, the chinese living in the colony, who almost all dedicate themselves 

to trade, should be forced to establish themselves at the administrative headquarters of 

the commandos and constituencies.

As bazaars were a focal point in local society, they were also an index of the polit-
ical situation. inso (1939, 24) explained that, in 1911, on the eve of the revolt of dom 
Boaventura Sottomayor, “in the Same headquarters, in the Manufai kingdom, it was 
noticeable that many natives abstain themselves to attend the bazaars …”. And, in 
fact, the Manufahi revolt started on a bazaar day. “Early morning, when the mora-
dores were walking around the bazaar, the commander felt the uproar, and as he was 
still in bed, he got up to see what was going on. A mob invaded the house; they wound 
him with a spear, he wanted to close the windows and he could not” (inso 1939, 25).
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in 1911, there were 19 recognised regional markets in the 11 comandos, as shown 
in Table 1.1.11

Table 1.1: regional markets in 1911

Comandos Markets Day

Mothael

Ermera Sunday

Remexio Saturday 

Aileu Thursday

liquiça

Aipêlo Sunday

Boibau Thursday

Maubara Sunday 

Hato-Lia Hato-Lia Sunday

Batugadé Balibó Sunday

Lamakitos
Bobonaro Sunday

Suai Thursday

Manufahi Same Sunday

Manatuto
Manatuto Sunday

Laclubar Thursday 

Baucau
Baucau Sunday

viqueque Thursday 

lautém 
lautém Sunday

loré Thursday

Okusse pant Makassar Sunday

dilly (county) Dilly Sunday

Following the 1911-1912 revolt of Manufahi, the proliferation of policies on bazaars 
stalled. nevertheless, the association of markets with the comandos was re-estab-
lished. in 1915, the military administrator of the lautém district wrote that: “The 
change of the marketplace near to the tranqueira is done, this change brought an 
increase in the revenue because the number of market stalls on bazaar days are much 
more than in the old place”12 (Boletim do Comércio, Agricultura e Fomento 1915, 627).

As Felgas (1956, 270) explained, it was thought that markets would “contribute 
to turning the indigenes more sociable and civilised by the contact with more devel-
oped natives and with the Europeans”. Thus, the bazaar, like other institutions of 
colonial rule, became a symbol of development: “In the villages appears schools, 
infirmaries, and the bazaar buildings” (Braga 1936, 34).
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Regional markets continued to be opened until the onset of World War II, 
including the “Fair or Annual Market of Timor”, in dili in 1925, which displayed 
“Timorese possibilities” and included representatives from the whole territory 
(BOT, 18 April 1925, 167-168).13

In nearby West Timor, the same politics had been implemented by Dutch 
authorities since the beginning of the century: “captain Franssen herderschee 
became a civiel Gezaghebber (civil Administrator) … [and] was ordered to 
introduce new regulations designed to bring rust en orde to the district.14 These 
included: abolition of headhunting and slave trading; a prohibition on the posses-
sion of firearms; registration of the people; assignation of fixed dwelling places; 
a pass system for chinese and other foreigners who wished to enter the interior; 
establishment of pasars (markets) to introduce competitive trading and end the 
chinese-run monopoly barter system …” (Farram n.d., 106).

Such intercolonial mimicry is not surprising, as it reflects the mirrored polit-
ical economy and interests of both colonial powers, as well as the global colonial 
enterprise in general.

The image of a manipulative chinese tradesman and a passive/indolent ‘native’ 
must be reconsidered. In fact, the Timorese had their own economic strategies that 
often prevailed, as the military commander of lamaquitos, cândido Bernardo, 
observed in 1918: “Some indigenous people bring sandalwood to the market, 
taking it home again because the price doesn’t suit them” (Boletim do Comércio, 
Agricultura e Fomento 1918, 313).15

By the end of the 1930s, the bazaar had become a centrepiece of colonial life: 
“Old bucolic theme of the lands of Timor, symphony of colors and customs, which 
anesthetises in its strong exoticism, the Timorese indigenous and that has passion-
ate europeans, the feathers of writers and the eyes of tourists” (leite 1938, 6).

in the 1940s, in the economic sphere, the outcome of the “protective” measures 
taken by portuguese authorities seemed to reflect well on them: “… determining 
that the transactions take place in daylight, in the regional bazaars, under the 
protective supervision of the authorities—thus, avoiding the classic exchanges ‘en 
nature’ in the nooks and crannies of the chinese shops under the effects of the 
tuaca … The money really came into the hands of the natives” (Magro 1947, 25-26).

The colonial performance at the bazaar

drawing on the lived experience of portuguese narrators, in this section we analyse 
how the political measures materialising at bazaars demonstrate different inter-
ests, both economic and mundane.
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The martial apparatus

The weekly bazaar enabled a display of colonial power via ritualisation and the 
symbolic use of signs of portuguese colonial order, namely military attire and 
the portuguese flag. On bazaar days people arrived early: “They sit. On his heels, 
waiting for the commander of the post or the district administrator to signal the 
opening of the market. And when the signal resounds in the touch of tambour of 
the moradores, a joyful shout rises of the crowd.” (Braga 1936, 34)

Trading started after the post-commander or administrator gave a signal; this 
could be the raising of the portuguese flag or the playing of drums by the moradores 
(local militia) or the cipaios (native police).

This martial performance was also performed at postos, lower administrative 
units in isolated places. For example, at Bázar-Téte:

At the front of the post, on the square and next to a banyan tree, there is a mast. On 

Thursdays, as soon as the sun rises, the corporal of the moradores gathers a dozen and a 

half subordinates in service. He puts simulated rifles in their hands, like those made by 

children. Then he tells them to march in place, do turn right and left, evolve and march. 

The drums rumble loudly. And the regiment of Bázar-Téte, with their wooden rifles and 

lipas, reminding boys playing and remembering Scottish soldiers, goes down the street 

of the village, to the bottom, turns around and returns to the post. The lábarac and the 

children of the chinas march in great steps, laughing, with their eyes very open. One cock, 

two roosters, twenty, thirty roosters, they crow. And the moradores line up facing the 

mast. Then the corporal orders the gun salute. The national flag rises slowly. Hundreds of 

indigenous rise on their heels and shout. The roosters keep singing.

 The bazaar is open, the market. (Braga, n.d., 33-34)

The association between the post or mast and the banyan tree (ingondoeiro) jux-
taposes the colonial order (post/mast) with the indigenous order (banyan tree): 
ancient sacred trees where the heads of defeated enemies had been placed.

Bazaar days also provided an opportunity to communicate and receive official 
information. According to duarte (1930, 387), the presence of chiefs at bazaars 
provided an opportunity for authorities to give orders, such as those related to 
planting, and to receive information about the outcome of rice crops.

The socio-economic dynamics of the bazaar

in addition to the martial rites that opened the bazaar, Braga (1936) vividly described 
it as a place to see and be seen. For europeans, according to Braga (1936, 11), it was 
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mostly a place to gaze: “the streets of Dili and the bazaars are like those of Aurea 
and Augusta streets, carmo and Garrett, like the Bennard, the Tivoli, the S. luiz”.16

The bazaar was a mixed index of development and joy: “At the headquarters of 
the command, the bazaars have buildings, some monumental. At the postos, they take 
place around banyan trees in a glade in the forest or near a mast where the national 
flag is swayed, raised on market days. But whether it is the shade of the tin roofs, 
or in the incidence of strong and aggressive sun, the bazaars are the most typical 
manifestation of Timorese life, immersed in color and motion.” (Braga 1936, 34)

This dual role—economics and ‘enjoyment’—is revealed in the former head of 
the administrative post of Bobonaro, viriato vale’s (1953, 372) account: “Going to 
the bazaars (markets) is at the same time work and enjoyment. On horseback and 
on their backs they take their products to sell to the europeans and the chinese, or 
exchange with other Timorese.”

Menezes ([1968] 2006) argues that the bazaar is a “lusotropical institution”, due to 
the products traded and the gathering of a unique intercultural assemblage. However, 
considering the power relations present, this is something of a benevolent vision.

The motivation for attending bazaars was more than purely economic, as por-
trayed by Fontoura (1942, 23): “The Timorese are curious to enjoy the bazaars on 
Sundays, in large towns, where they perform cockfighting, both of his predilection.”

The walk to the bazaar demonstrated also the hierarchy of the social order, 
as depicted by ribeiro (1939, 104): “We, europeans, stood at the front, followed by 
the nona and, at the end, the servants. The auxiliaries had already left, on foot, by 
impervious shortcuts and only known to them.”

clothing also revealed the social standing or category of the wearers: “Me 
and two or three other comrades were wearing the classic colonial helmet on 
our heads, but some were in hair. We all wore khaki shirts and white pants. The 
nona wore their best and most showy cabaias and dressing gowns… The servants 
wore lipas and coats and rolled up their heads in the manner of turbans, large, red 
handkerchiefs” (ribeiro 1939, 104).

The bazaar facilitated the spread and use of money in the Timorese economy, 
particularly after the introduction of a head tax in 1908 (hicks 2012). According to 
Martinho (1943, 154), the products regularly sold were small baskets of peanuts, 
areca, rice, sweet potatoes, fruits, salt, tobacco, betel, cotton and small pieces of 
meat. When tax payments were due, other goods were also traded, such as cloths, 
jewels, horses, pigs, goats, buffaloes and larger quantities of rice and corn.17

in 1947 the need to gather local commodities like coffee, rubber, sisal, copra, 
beeswax and areca in larger amounts for export led to the creation of ‘indigenous 
markets’ in Dili and all the circumscription headquarters (the new administrative 
organisation). A new ordinance (BOT 1 March 1947, 73-74) stipulated that these 
bazaars would take place in distinct locations near the coast a couple of weeks 
before the arrival of certain ships to the territory.18
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The spatial organisation of products in the bazaar was also a focus of control. 
Each type of product would be organised in lots, “very tidy, extended in rows to the 
eyes of buyers, the varied fruits and vegetables, which in Timor exist in abundance” 
(leite 1938, 8), and would be displayed either in the open air or inside new buildings. 
We do not have much data on the interior of these constructions. From the outset, 
some of the major comandos had special buildings for the bazaar, an example 
of colonial development or ‘fomento’. The best-known is the Mercado of Baucau, 
considered the “best building in Timor” constructed in the 1930s (corrêa 1944).

The production of colonial hierarchies notwithstanding, the bazaar was also a 
levelling moment (in contradiction of its rules), a unique moment of gathering and 
a reproduction of (part of the) empire. As paulo Braga observed (1936, 35): “in the 
bazaar, people are eloquent, animated. Alongside the European, there is the Indian, 
the Arab, the chinese, the Timor. The hierarchies disappear. The white, starched 
suit of the european is mixed with the chinese persimmons, the kimono or pajamas 
of the slanted-eyed sloths, the balandraus, and the white flocks of the Arabs, the 
cambatis and the Javanese huts and Timores, or, still, with the dusky skin of the 
Firracos the dark skin of the Mozambicans and Angolans.”

The nona and the cockfight: symbolic violence at the bazaar

The bazaar was also an arena of tension in which violence acquired a symbolic 
dimension (Bourdieu 2012) in two distinct ways: first, in the way it subordinated 
Timorese women in the mainframe of the ‘nona’ system; second, in the cockfighting 
ritual that can be seen, subjectively, as a response by Timorese to the portuguese 
colonial control of their mores.

The bazaar was a trading place for the manifestation of desires. Europeans 
sought more than goods to purchase; they also wanted to look for women. Some 
young women, hoping to get married, sought to barlake with portuguese and 
chinese men.19 It was for these young women that “Europeans attend the bazaar”, 
Braga (1936, 36) claimed. in portuguese Timor, many of these women were known 
as ‘nona’ (lover or concubine). This term was used for women who had intercourse 
with or lived with portuguese or chinese men (costa 2000, 272). in the novel Caiúru 
by Grácio ribeiro, a relationship between a portuguese man and a Timorese 
woman is portraited. Initially, the main character goes to a bazaar in order to 
‘acquire’ a woman.

“I bring with me all my fortune—fifty patacas—to acquire the most beautiful girl that 

appears in the bazaar!”

“With that money you can even afford to get two!”

“no, i can’t. One will do” (ribeiro 1939, 104-106).
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in the end, the protagonist did not ‘acquire’ a woman, but a horse. he eventu-
ally found the woman he wanted. Although, according to Braga (1936, 35), the 
‘hierarchies disappear[ed]’ in such relationships, gender and sexual relations 
were instrumentalised. The protagonist in ribeiro’s novel obtained a ‘nona’ 
after participating in a simulacrum of a feast with her relatives—a corrupt use 
of a barlake practice. The relationship eventually finished when he returned to 
portugal. Although there were cases of actual marriages between portuguese men 
and Timorese women, most relationships appear to have been based on the nona 
system, particularly for soldiers.

After a morning of economic activity and woman gazing, the bazaar took on a 
different form at noon, when the spectacle of cockfighting began:

The bazaar gradually falls apart and the shops of the chinas are filled. Mugs of brandy, of 

rice alcohol, of cannipa and tuaka are drunk painfully. Bets for cockfights begin to appear 

and challenges are directed among the different groups of aficionados … But suddenly the 

crowd, hallucinating, runs to the square or to the road. They scream, jump, push them-

selves into an unspeakable enthusiasm. It forms a circle. And the silence then becomes 

heavy … And two roosters, hitherto kept at a distance from each other, meet in the middle 

of the circle. They hit their wings, they dig the ground, they lengthened their necks, with 

the bristling fuzz. Then they jump, hit each other, stick their beaks and sharp spurs into 

meat. … until one of the cock’s faints and falls into gasp. Then, in the crowd there are only 

two expressions: that of those who have won bets and that of those who have lost. The 

first ones laugh, insult the losing cock, grab it, cut it still throbbing. The second ones walk 

away, defeated … The barbarous spectacle ends, the unique barbarous custom that the 

authorities have not yet been able to forbid and which, with the payment of a license for 

its realization, is a major source of revenue. (Braga 1936, 38-39)

here we see the portuguese authorities’ ambiguous position regarding this ‘bar-
baric’ practice from which they obtained dividends through taxes. The cockfight and 
its associated interactions had social and economic relevance for the individuals 
involved, and these also had structural and symbolic dimensions, as Geertz (1980, 
185) stated. Oliveira (1971) claimed that the midday cockfight was functionally equiv-
alent to the economic exchanges that took place in the morning, being a major event 
at which the community manifested great intensity in an economic and ludic sense: 
the “set bazaar-cockfight” can be seen as a “unified all and the sign of exchange” 
(1971, 67). Although incorporated in the tax system, the cockfight constituted a pas-
sion—a social drama and performance of life (Geertz 1980), or, as Oliveira (1971, 66) 
put it, a “a total universe that comes to settle in the relative of everyday life”.

As the bazaar started, it also had an end: this was marked by the removal of the 
portuguese flag from its pole by the military and the return to home.
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The bazaar of the 1930s portrays very different men and women from those 
depicted by Forbes in 1885.

The timorese, lean and earthy, squatted around a mound of potatoes or onions that the 

buyers would pick up. The women gazed at the chickens that surrounded them, trapped 

by strings, or sold, from time to time, areca or doet lima of coarse tobacco.20 Some carried 

small pigs on their backs or large bunches of bananas. The Europeans, followed by the 

nona and the servants, discussed and bought everything they needed for the week’s 

expenses. The chinese, stuck in their kimonos, managed to attract the indigenous people 

to their shops and there they tricked them with exchanges, almost always disadvantageous 

to them (ribeiro 1939, 107).

ribeiro highlighted the exploitation of the Timorese by the chinese; however, this 
position would not have been exclusive. As ribeiro (1939, 145) acknowledged, many 
of his portuguese ‘comrades’ forced the natives to sell the products to them for an 
arbitrary and imposed price and many bought horses or had nonas, using violence 
and extortion.

Conclusion

The bazaar is a paramount institution in Timor-Leste. Further research is needed 
to understand its dynamics in the nineteenth century, a period in which local 
economies were still controlled indirectly by portuguese colonial authorities 
concentrated on the coast, while the interior, often depicted as rebellious, was run 
by ‘proxy’ allies—local kingdoms responsible for the collection of indirect taxes.

The effective occupation of the territory and establishment of regional outposts 
with permanent garrisons (the comandos) allowed for the direct taxation of the 
Timorese. The comandos became administrative and economic centres that pro-
moted networks all over the territory, controlling traders and the establishment of 
marketplaces. The control of transactions and revenues via taxes was associated 
with the perceived need to ‘civilise’ the indigenous population and put them in 
close contact with the colonial authorities, “socialising” them, thereby promoting 
their integration into the colonial society.

The portuguese authorities objectified the bazaar and turned it into a mecha-
nism of colonial control by creating routines for acting in a place, like a theatre, 
and instructing socio-economic relations between the Timorese, the chinese, and 
the colonial authorities. A drama was promoted and performed using symbols and 
signs of colonial authority and power to enhance order so that habit of attend-
ance and participation would be instilled, transforming the ‘savage markets’ into 
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properly submissive actors. It is worth noting that this practice continued into the 
1960s. commenting on the bazaar at Same, Martins (2008) observed that the cere-
mony of the flag took place at the headquarters of the administration and that: “The 
occasion was used to give news, information or to transmit guidance emanated 
from the Government and to evaluate the state of the plantations or the progress 
of the harvests” (71).

This was done in the presence of the liurai and other chiefs of suku who were 
‘dressed with traditional clothes’ (Martins 2008, 169). Martins continued: ‘Above the 
good order the cipaios ruled and the business only started after the authorization 
of the administrator or his substitute’ (ibid.).

Further research is needed to understand the dynamics of the bazaar from the 
perspective of the Timorese and how it evolved during the portuguese colonial 
period. The roles of non-economic occurrences such as cockfights and sexual 
interaction, both charged with highly symbolic violence, as well as the ever present 
‘violence and extortion’ of colonial rule, deserve particular attention.21 Were these 
recurrent features across all Timorese social strata or just the poorest ones?

The bazaar should also be analysed as a space for interaction and resistance, 
not only during the portuguese colonial period, but also, and particularly, during 
the period of Indonesian occupation. Among those who arrived on the eve of the 
bazaar, the exchange of narratives, histories and memories sounds an alternative 
voice for the Timorese—beyond the colonial one: “The Timorese gathers, huddles 
in the bazaar, and gives rein to his innate collectivism, smokes with his pipe, tells 
stories of eras, where there were untamed warriors who cut heads through the 
mysterious night, queens whom the peoples obey and wonderful hunts through 
the unexplored jungle. It is a whole world of fantasies arising in his mind that 
encompasses his unconsciousness” (leite 1938, 8).

during the indonesian occupation (1975-1999), the market/bazaar remained an 
important economic event and also served a social function as a ‘meeting place 
for local people’ (Mubyarto et al. 1991, 22). it is possible to argue that bazaars also 
played a major role in Timorese resistance during this time, as traders arrived from 
celebes with the transmigration program. in 1987 a ‘mysterious event’ occurred 
that set the dili market on fire (Arquivo & Museu da resistência Timorense 2020a, 
File: 06454.026), and the mobility of some sellers who were also shop owners facil-
itated the activities of a clandestine front (pers. comm.).22 So, the bazaar was also 
a much watched place by authorities with armed personnel (Arquivo & Museu da 
resistência Timorense 2020b, File: 05733.036.002).

In contemporary literature, the bazaar or market is associated with notions of 
local development—roads and marketplaces—as Bicca (2011) shows in his work. 
nevertheless, the relationship between local aspirations and state directives can 
be difficult to manage, reinforcing the need for community involvement in the 
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management of the marketplace. Bicca (2011, 123-125) explains how the marketplace 
was built, against the advice of local habitants, on a windy site at the intersection 
of several suku (so that it could benefit all), but it was left unattended, while the 
old marketplace was used.

Bazaars were a focus of tension and places of struggle and control during the 
violence of 2006, as i witnessed in dili (lusa 2006) and Maliana. More recently, 
they have become places of tension between Timorese and non-Timorese, with 
locals complaining about foreign traders. As noted, it is felt that the bazaars should 
be for the East Timorese, and foreigners should be limited to trade in the shops.23 
Hence, the bazaar remains a total social phenomenon, continuing to move beyond 
its economic dimension.

Notes

1 A preliminary version of this text was presented at the international Symposium on economic 
dynamics and Social change in the Making of contemporary Timor-leste organised by the Institute 
of Social Studies, which took place at the university of Brasília in 2018, and was published in 2019 in 
the journal Plural Pluriel 19: 138-155. Accessed 21 February 2020. www.pluralpluriel.org/index.php/
revue/article/view/184 I am very grateful for the comments and suggestions made by reviewers.

2 i use the term ‘portuguese Timor’ as expressed by Gunn (1999, 213).
3 There are also small market stalls, daily, along main roads in the countryside that are sometimes 

associated with small street restaurants. In some cases, when the main road crosses the village, 
these are also the venues of the weekly bazaar (e.g., Atabae in Bobonaro district).

4 During the weekly bazaar, shop owners use the veranda or front space of the shop to display 
products.

5 This includes working as a teacher in Maliana and Bobonaro between 2000 and 2002; ph.d. field-
work in August 2003, August 2004 and from September 2005 to August 2006 undertaken with the 
support of the calouste Foundation Gulbenkian and the Fundação Oriente; short fieldwork terms 
in 2010 for the project ‘Translation as culture’ (project Fc—pTdc/AnT/81065/2006), in 2012 and 2013 
for the project ‘The Sciences of Anthropological classification in “portuguese Timor” (1894-1975)’ 
(project FcT—hc/0089/2009) and in 2014 as a consultant for Sitíos & Formas in a local market 
project.

6 Located in today’s Manufahi district, sub-district of Fatuberliu.
7 The concept of bazaars on the ‘border’ or at crossroads of different kingdoms is relevant because 

it may be seen as a focal point for interaction and communication, verbal and non-verbal, in the 
multicultural Timorese society.

8 Linked by the main roads and telegraph wire.
9 it is arguable that Sundays were chosen as a way of leading people to attend the morning mass 

(hicks 2012).
10 See: portaria 257.
11 in 1912, a new ‘regional market’ was allowed in viqueque on Sundays (BOT 26 October 1912, 221).
12 in portuguese, tranqueira means a wooden fence to fortify. nevertheless, it is also commonly 

applied to the stone walls that surround the military headquarters of the comandos.

http://www.pluralpluriel.org/index.php/revue/article/view/184
http://www.pluralpluriel.org/index.php/revue/article/view/184
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13 See: 1916, Tualo, viqueque commando (BOT 22 July 1918, 200); leto-Fó (letefo), hatolia comando 
(BOT 22 June 1918, 212); Báâ-Guia (Bagia), Baucau comando (BOT 13 July 1918, 247); cova, Batugade 
Military command (BOT 12 July 1919, 441); determination that the dili bazaar should be held on 
Wednesdays and Sundays (BOT 18 October 1920, 354); reorganisation of the days of the market 
of the regional markets (bazaars) of hato-lia, leto-Fó and Atsabe (BOT 17 April 1920, 85); Fatu-
Maquerec, Manatuto (BOT, no. 16, 17 April 1921, 86); Bazar-Tete, Aipelo civil post (BOT 13 August 1928, 
266); extinction of the regional market of Fato-russa (BOT 2 June, 128).

14 Rust en orde means peace and order, in Dutch.
15 See: ‘Boletim do comércio’.
16 Lisbon streets.
17 particularly in the dry season, a period when socio-ritualistic activities, like marriages, house 

reconstructions and village rites, occur.
18 It is difficult to analyse the extent of the success of this measure because of the forthcoming war. 

The retail trade was practised by local shops, mainly chinese (Martinho 1943, 154).
19 Barlake is the Tetum term for a marriage contract in which the man’s family provides certain goods 

while the woman’s family corresponds with others.
20 Doet lima means cinco avos, five ‘avos’, old currency used in portuguese Timor.
21 Some testimonies are critical for certain sexual practices. See: (carlos. n.d.).
22 Timorese friend and trader who took part in the clandestine front.
23 See: vendedores timorenses tristes pela enorme presença de comerciantes estrangeiros no mercado. 

08 de Abril de 2013, 19:07. noticias.sapo.tl/portugues/info/artigo/1310135.html (site discontinued).
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chApTer 2

Indexing social space: A marketplace 
in Timor-Leste

David Hicks

Abstract

Between 1967 and 2007 powerful political, economic, and social events profoundly changed the 

lives of the people of Timor-Leste. Every suku was affected and though some changes were com-

mon to all sukus, or local communities, each suku has its own history to tell. This essay compares 

changes in the economic lives of the local people in one suku, that of caraubalo, which is located 

in the municipality of viqueque, on the southern coast of Timor-leste during that period.1

Keywords: viqueque; caraubalo; market; gender

My principal intention here is to show how space and time indexed social identity 
in the marketplace of one of the larger ‘towns’ of Timor-leste (or ‘east Timor’), 
viqueque, during the years 1966-1967 and to examine their relevance for the social 
personality and economic character of viqueque town today.2 The space occupied 
by the weekly emporium offered a forum in which ethnicity, social hierarchy, 
gender, a pastime (cockfighting), and religious affiliation visually played them-
selves out and presented a physical replication of social distinctions that defined 
the character of the town and the sub-district it served. The marketplace (basar) 
also provided space enabling persons of different social identity to interact more 
readily and regularly there than anywhere else.3 The temporal dimensions of life 
alternately waxed and waned as six days of relative somnolence were interrupted 
by a day of excitement filled with commerce, gossip, cockfighting, and—in the case 
of the few christians in the locality—celebrating the weekly mass.4 As was true for 
other towns in the former portuguese colony, viqueque’s market contributed sub-
stantially to its social life and economy.5 As such, my comments complement other 
discussions of the Timorese bisar in certain other chapters, e.g., that of Sousa.6

A secondary purpose motivates this study. In evaluating the respective merits 
of the ‘polanyi School’ of economic anthropology (polanyi and Arensberg 1957; 
see also our editors’ remarks in the present volume) whose adherents regarded 
theories derived from the discipline of economics as inapplicable to primitive 
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and peasant societies, and the ‘Formalist School’ (cook 1966), which asserted their 
relevance, raymond Firth (1972, 468) roundly declared the dispute to be “largely 
futile”. The issue, he argued, was not “whether economic theory could be applied 
to primitive economics” but “where, how far, and with what modifications and 
additions, economic theory could be found appropriate to interpret ‘primitive’ 
systems”. In demonstrating how economic values, such as rational calculation, 
scarcity, and demand, are ‘embedded’—as George dalton (1971), the foremost of 
polanyi’s followers might put it—in non-economic aspects of communal existence, 
this study seeks to support Firth’s argument.

Focusing on gender, ethnicity, social class, and social identity, and their economic 
implications, also enables us to gain insight into the process whereby post-colonial 
nations transform themselves after gaining independence. By comparing the use 
made of social space at two periods of time separated by four decades during which 
momentous developments took place in Timor-Leste, we can see in sharper relief 
the kind of changes urban spaces experience when they are subject to colonial 
authority, pressures resulting from independence, and—ultimately—the tortuous 
process of nation-building.

Social identities

The present study is based on a field stay of 15 months in viqueque town during the 
aforementioned period, and shorter visits conducted in 1999, 2005, 2007, and 2009.78 
viqueque town was the largest settlement and commercial hub in the Posto Sede, 
or ‘home’ sub-district in which it was located, and the sub-district itself consisted of 
10 socio-political units known as suku, each suku consisting of a varying number of 
villages (povoações).9 Geographically, the town is sited at the edge of what the geog-
rapher, Joachim K. Metzner (1977, 22), defined as the “Southern Foothill Zone”, where 
it abuts the “Southern littoral plains Zone”. Sociologically, viqueque town was, and 
remains today, located in the suku of caraubalo and its boundaries overlapped with 
cabira Oan, one of the seven villages in that suku.10 Leadership of suku was invested 
in officials known as xefes de suku, or suku chiefs, who would always be literate 
Timorese men who possessed a working knowledge of the portuguese language.

The market nearest viqueque was that at Ossu, which was about nine miles 
distant and smaller, while other markets were situated at lacluta, uato carabau, 
and uato-lari. All were held on Sundays only. viqueque was the largest and most 
popular market because 1. there were more chinese Shops in viqueque; 2. there 
were more ema malai (foreigners, strangers), and educated Timorese families, 
who needed vegetables and fruits and the viqueque areas could not provide suf-
ficient supplies to meet their needs;11 3. the town and its environs had the highest 
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population density in the district; and 4. the town was conveniently situated near 
the geographical centre of the district and served by a north-south road that was 
passable most days even in the wet season. Baucau market rivalled viqueque’s 
in the number of its participants and its prominence, and was also held twice 
weekly, on Sundays and Wednesdays. According to Metzner (1977, 213) Baucau’s was 
“undoubtedly” the most important marketplace east of Dili as a result of its strategic 
location at the crossroads of the entire system of transportation in that region.12

The highest order of social classification divided the inhabitants of viqueque 
district into two basic categories, ema timur, Timorese, and ema malai.13 The former 
term, ema timur, in the viqueque region at least, incorporated two categories of 
person, ema fehan, or lowlanders—a gloss that included the coastal populace of the 
southern region—and ema foho, or uplanders. Fehan denoted Timorese who spoke 
the indigenous form of the Tetum language (Tetun Terik) and resided, for the most 
part, on the coastal plains of the south.14 The term fehan was a little ambiguous in 
that some Tetum speakers lived in the uplands, for example, the people of Lacluta 
sub-district (viqueque district), while some villages near the coast, especially in 
the sub-district of uato-lari, were home to non-Tetum speakers. But language was 
privileged over location, upland Tetum speakers being referred to as ema fehan 
and non-Tetum speakers who lived as inhabitants of the plains as ema foho.15 
The category ema foho included speakers of a number of languages: Makassae, 
Waimaha, naueti, Kairui, and Midique.16 Most foho participants in market activities 
were Makassae or Waimaha, people living in the mountainous sub-districts of Ossu 
(viqueque district) and venilale (Baucau district).17 Altitude and the availability 
of water played a major part in determining which crops could be grown as the 
cooler temperatures and abundance (in some areas) of water were more conducive 
to the cultivation of fruits such as tangerines (sabraca-lotuk), oranges (sabraca), 
lemons (derok), and pineapples (anana); and green vegetables such as lettuces 
(alfase), cabbages (repollu), and spinach (kankun malai) than the much hotter area 
around viqueque town. The town itself, however, was overwhelmingly fehan in its 
ethnic make-up, such foho as there were being members of families which usually 
provided the incumbents for the position of xefe de suku, each of whom (fehan and 
foho alike) owned a house in town. Of the 10 chiefly families in the town some were 
members of the social rank of liurai, or royalty, while others belonged to the second 
social rank, that of dato. Administration regulations obliged each xefe de suku in the 
sub-district to have a pied à terre in town, the consequence of this regulation being 
that nine of the ten chiefs owned two homes, one in the town and the other in their 
respective suku. unlike the chief of caraubalo, whose town and suku homes were 
the same, they thus divided their time between two houses.

The exchanges that took place within the category of ema timur in the mar-
ketplace at viqueque reflect, to some degree, the widespread Southeast Asian 
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opposition between the produce specialisations of the coastal populations and 
those of the upland. Fehan and foho were far more numerous than any other eth-
nic category participating in the market and most fehan who attended the weekly 
gatherings generally resided in suku located no more than a few miles from town, 
which was surrounded by suku whose majority population was fehan. Most foho 
resided at greater distances, sometimes dozens of miles away, a circumstance 
which meant some participants in the market would leave their upland suku on 
Saturday and camp overnight on the way to town or sleep in the market building 
itself at nightfall. For them the occasion was an event marking an important dis-
juncture in their daily routines of village life. Apart from the occasional marriage 
(whose preliminary terms might be negotiated on a market day), relatively little 
interaction took place between fehan and foho during the other six days, but once a 
week in the market they had the opportunity for mutual engagement. partly owing 
to the greater distance they had to travel, foho would usually only come to market if 
they had something to sell or a pressing need to buy some specific commodity and 
would frequently travel as a family. Fehan, on the other hand, tended to be more 
regular buyers and sellers. In contrast to most foho, whether as buyers, sellers, 
observers, or socialisers, fehan women and men from the nearby villages would be 
more likely to come alone or with a couple of relatives and take advantage of the 
occasion to chat with other fehan relatives from other suku whom they would not 
otherwise get a chance to encounter.18

Hierarchy, a pervasive feature of Timorese social classification was no less 
influential a determinant of social identity in viqueque, and was indeed implicit 
in the very terms ‘fehan’ and ‘foho’, in which the former connotes superiority and 
the latter suggests inferiority, another local expression of a widespread Southeast 
Asian contrast, that is, the ascription of superiority to coastal cultures and relative 
inferiority to upland cultures. In Timor-Leste this contrast is reinforced by the 
superordination accorded to town dwellers over people residing in the countryside 
and is made verbally explicit in the contrast, kota/foho. Hierarchical classification 
was further contained within each ethnic category since there were four social 
ranks, which in descending order of prestige comprised liurai (royalty), dato (aris-
tocrats), ema reino (commoners), and ata (slaves) (see chapter 4, this volume).19 
In suku caraubalo five villages were inhabited by ema reino while two (Mane Hat 
and Mamulak) were dato communities. Somewhat complicating this allocation of 
status was the presence of half a dozen or so Timorese, some from other districts, 
who worked in the colonial bureaucracy. These included policemen (sapaio), an 
interpreter for the administration, a meteorological officer, and a veterinarian 
nurse (pecuário). The policemen played an executive role on market days. Among 
their duties was walking, baton in hand, among the sellers ready to quell any 
disturbance or resolve any dispute that might have arisen between patrons. The 
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ability of these officers of the administration to read and speak portuguese and 
their prestigious occupations as members of the administration and—more often 
than not—members of liurai or wealthy dato families classed them with Timorese 
of elevated social standing. Educated Timorese, who invariably employed servants 
to take care of regular purchases for the table, only carried out their own buy-
ing when personal judgement was called for, as might be the case in buying a 
fighting cock (asuwa’in), for example, or a piece of cloth of unusual quality (tais). 
Occasionally groups of buyers from the Segunda Linha would arrive en masse at 
the market from their barracks in a military vehicle and descend upon the sellers.20 
Decidedly wealthier than most commoner Timorese, their arrival was met with dis-
may by the chinese buyers who knew sellers would be encouraged by the presence 
of these more liberal spenders to raise prices.

The second basic category, ema malai, consisted of the ema mutin, the Europeans, 
and the ema cina, the chinese (including chinese Timorese), who were for the most 
part hakka immigrants from canton, Fukien, Kwantung, hong Kong, and Macao. 
in viqueque town, where their families owned half a dozen shops (cantinas), they 
numbered several dozens and, as they did throughout the colony, controlled local 
trade. The chinese sold very little in the market—they were primarily buyers—but 
cakes made by one family in the town were sometimes available for purchase, and 
teenage chinese boys and girls from that family would walk between the rows of 
sellers calling out their wares. The European residents were far fewer in number 
and consisted of a portuguese schoolteacher and the administrator of the district 
and their respective wives, and my wife and me.

Religion and gender differences also contributed to the definition of social 
identity in viqueque and made their influence apparent in the spatial and tempo-
ral dimensions of the market. Although a substantial majority of Timorese in the 
sub-district comprised non-christians, the catholic mission in the town of Ossu had 
made converts over the years sufficiently numerous for the priest based there to 
come fairly regularly on Sundays to say mass in the building that arose from the 
market plaza. Few men attended. Apart from trading and socialising, their interests 
centred around the weekly cockfighting, an event women never attended. Those 
men who did partake of the communion were for the most part members of the 
administration who took advantage of the occasion to consolidate their claims to 
a Lusitanian identity.21 During the transactions in the marketplace the activities of 
men and women could, as we shall see, significantly differ according to context, 
and although it cannot be said, as happens on the island of Lembata, that “In a 
crowd of several hundred, women far outnumber the men, making up perhaps 
ninety percent of those present” (Barnes and Barnes 1989, 405), women were a 
dominant force in the viqueque market, especially if one takes into account the 
chinese women buyers.
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Then there were the itinerant traders, all men of various Timorese ethnicities, 
who visited viqueque about four times a year from as far away as Bobonaro and 
for whom the town was but one stop among several outlets for their non-comestible 
produce.22 no space in the marketplace was assigned them. The itinerants would 
move anywhere there might be prospective buyers for their wares, which included 
cloth from Bobonaro, Suai, and Atsabe; personal ornaments (such as combs and 
pins) made from aluminum; and other lightweight items, stopping when accosted.23

Market space

The principal watercourse in the region is the river cuha, which descends from 
the mountains to the north—Metzner’s ‘central uplands Zone’—and wends its way 
down the slopes of the Southern Foothill Zone; after a brief crossing of the Southern 
littoral plains Zone, it enters the Timor Sea about 12 miles further on near a place 
called Be-Asu. As the river reaches the interface between these last two zones its 
progress is impeded by extensive strata of hard rock that forces it to meander into 
a half-loop before swinging back into its southerly course for Be-Asu. Inside this 
half-loop, on the right bank, the town of viqueque was founded and developed. 
At certain stretches of the river sedimentary deposits have accumulated to form 
alluvial terraces, on one of which the portuguese administration constructed the 
aforementioned market building for the purpose of accommodating transactions 
between sellers and buyers.24 A cruciform white-washed structure topped by a 
red galvanised roof, the building’s main entrance faced south-west and on the 
three sides around the entrance was a clearing with bare soil interspersed with 
scattered grasses which formed the plaza that functioned as the principal forum 
for market commerce (Figure 2.1). From the south-western side of the plaza rose a 
stone wall several yards high which supported an embankment carrying the road 
that connected Be-Asu with the towns of Ossu, venilale, and Baucau to the north. 
The purpose of the building was to shelter participants in the market during the 
wet monsoon, which would be expected in november-January and then again 
from March-July.25 So when rain was not falling, sellers would sit outside where 
there was more space for them to display their commodities. With the onset of 
rain, sellers abandoned the plaza, moved into the building, and returned to their 
places outside when it ceased. The building was also where mass was celebrated 
after trading and before the cockfighting started. Access to the plaza was gained by 
means of a stone ramp descending from the road.

The hand of the colonial administration was also evident in the spatial accom-
modations made for the sellers, the majority of whom were aggregated into rows 
extending across the north-western, western, and southern sectors of the plaza.26 
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Although the actual composition of the rows was determined by those occupying 
them, sellers were expected under administrative fiat to remain in the rows and 
keep walkways between them uncluttered while the market was in session. In 
practice, though, almost as soon as trading started rows would begin to disintegrate 
and walkways would quickly fill in so that the neat order shown in Figure 1 would 
vanish. The ‘l-shaped’ rows shown in the figure were occupied by the foho and 
fehan and that sector of the plaza they occupied was the central area for trading. 
Generally speaking, sellers of the same ethnicity sat together. Fehan numerically 
dominated the inner ‘ls’, which were situated nearer the building, and foho domi-
nated the outer ‘ls’ (Figure 2.1). exceptions, however, occurred.27 Thus, while fehan 
sold tobacco (tabako) and betel (malus), some fehan sellers would sit in ‘fehan rows’ 
while others would sit with foho facing fellow fehan.28 Other commodities also pro-
vided a focus for sellers, who would cluster together in a group, and this accounts 
for the fact that one could never be certain that a ‘foho row’ might not harbour 
some fehan sellers, or, of course, vice versa. The number and size of the rows were 
a function of the number of sellers. In June through August sellers might be packed 
shoulder to shoulder on some days, but in november (when families were sowing 
their gardens) or February (when they were harvesting maize [batar]) rows would 
be less compact. Social identity was further indicated in the contrast between the 
relative immobility exhibited by these sellers, who until they had disposed of their 
produce remained seated, and the mobility of the ema cina or ema malai who circu-
lated around the plaza as buyers and the itinerant traders who circulated as sellers.

Although as few as 150 persons might patronise the market, on a busy Sunday 
the number could rise to as many as 500 especially in the period from June through 
August. This was the time taxes fell due and households had to raise cash, in the 
form of the portuguese escudo. Taxes comprised an annual head tax (imposto dom-
iciliário or imposto de capitação) of 190 escudos on physically healthy males aged 
from 18 to 60 and a tax on buffaloes, horses, and Bali cattle at 10 escudos a head 
(Metzner 1977, 6, 183, 211). Of this sum, 150 escudos went to the provincial govern-
ment and 30 escudos to the local municipality (Comissão Municipal), for example, 
viqueque town. The tax had been introduced in 1908 by Governor eduardo Marquês 
and replaced a tax called finta for which—either in cash or kind—the whole suku 
had been liable. Metzner (1977, 211) points out that since the finta was collected by 
the chiefs of the suku and village they were able to skim off a lot of the money and 
that the head tax was intended to do away with this practice. One result of this 
innovation was to help nudge the country towards a market-orientated economy 
since it obliged farmers to raise money either by growing an agricultural surplus—
which they were loath to do—or else work for cash. By the mid-1960s, cash had 
come to replace barter in most economic exchanges in the viqueque market and it 
is this form of economic activity that is discussed in this article.29
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Identities and commodities

Market commerce was mainly determined by the availability of agricultural pro-
duce. This, in its turn, depended upon the vagaries of rainfall and constant local 
variations in such geographic factors as altitude, slope, soil, and groundwater sup-
ply as well as various human variables, for example, the decision whether to focus 
on growing subsistence or cash crops or the need to raise cash.3031 prices responded 
to scarcity, such bargaining as did occur being effective only when a commodity 
was abundant, or as the market drew to a close, or in the case of obviously below-
par merchandise.32 They would usually remain firm for about an hour and a half 
and a buyer who considered a price excessive would simply shift to another seller; 
but when the most desirable items were gone and chinese and european buyers 
(or surrogates) had departed, prices might soften. Thus, whereas the asking price 
for an average sack of rice could start at around 30 escudos it might eventually fall 
to six. Or while one escudo might have bought nine tangerines shortly after the 
drum sounded, the same sum might buy a few more towards closure. protracted 
haggling, though, was rare, sellers preferring to take unsold produce home rather 
than settle for an amount they considered unacceptably low. In any case, bargain-
ing for comestibles was limited to Timorese, since Europeans would not generally 
haggle, and chinese buyers would have already decided upon their upper limit, 
that is, the minimum possible in light of the trading circumstances of a particular 
Sunday.33 The determination of the chinese women not to give more than their pre-
determined maximum extended to taking advantage of a seller’s lack of education 
by snatching up the selected item, quickly thrusting a pile of small change into the 
seller’s hand, and immediately darting away before the seller—unaccustomed to 
counting so many coins under pressure—discovered she had been swindled.

certain vegetables and fruits were sold by both fehan and foho, but just as 
the allocation of the different spaces they occupied and the mobility or relative 
lack of mobility in the market plaza indexed the social identity and gender of the 
sellers, so did the category of commodity they sold.34 This was even the case with 
commodities that belonged to a general class of object, such as ceramics or cloth. 
Thus, while both categories of ema timur sold ceramics, the character and style of 
their products differed. Fehan manufactured undecorated, thin-walled clay pots 
(lolon) in addition to clay plates (hanek);35 foho made thicker, decorated pots, but 
no plates.36 Likewise with cloth. While both categories of Timorese brought pieces 
of cloth to sell in the market, and though they were woven from the same raw 
material, fehan cloth and foho cloth differed markedly in style.

commodities can be conveniently listed under the rubrics ‘comestibles’, ‘live-
stock’, and ‘non-comestibles’ and are displayed in Table 2.1.
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The commodities of Caraubalo suku

Most fehan sellers were residents of caraubalo villages or those comprising the neigh-
bouring suku, of uma Kik, and their propinquity to the market may have encouraged 
them to regard the plaza proprietarily. Members of other suku would come to the 
market mainly to trade, and only after their business was concluded, socialise. 
villagers in these two suku would often come specifically to network. In another 
respect, caraubalo held a distinct standing in these commercial activities since its 
seven villages specialised to some extent in the commodities they sold (see Table 2.1).37

Table 2.1: commodities bought and sold in viqueque market

Fehan commodities

comestibles
Maize, dry rice (hare to’os), cassava (ai farinha), a variety of yams (uhi), many varieties 
of banana (hudi), breadfruit, melons, papaya (aidila), many varieties of pulses (including 
beans (fore) and peanuts (fore rai)), cashew nuts, dried pork (fahi), eggs (manu tolu), 
pancakes made of unleavened bread.

Livestock
Suckling pigs (fahi), hens (manu), fighting cocks, a fawn (bibi rusa) (one occasion), doves 
(faluk), parakeets (loriku), cockatoos (kakatua), civet cats (laku).

non-comestibles
Tobacco, areca, betel, lime (ahu), cotton (cabas timur), a species of vegetable that provides 
a castor-oil plant termed ahi oan (‘little fire’) and which is used by the Timorese as a lamp, 
women’s cloth (tais feto), a variety of items made from palm leaves (baskets, pouches 
(lacluta sub-district)), coloured palm-leaf strips, mats, leaf mats, ropework saddles (sela), 
harnesses), black rope (made from the fibrous outer covering of a palm tree), personal 
ornaments (hairpins, rings, bracelets, and combs), agricultural tools and other products 
made from iron (besi) (knives (tudik), machetes (katana), digging sticks (ai suak), spears 
(diman)), clay pots, clay plates.

Foho commodities

comestibles
Wet rice (háre natar) especially from Ossu and uato lari, sweet potatoes (uhi midar), 
European potatoes (fehuk europa), pumpkins (lakeruk) from Ossu and venilale, ‘Japanese’ 
pumpkins (lakeruk japonese), lettuce, cabbages, spinach, watercress, tomatoes, cucumbers 
(caban), asparagus (kamua), onions (liis), garlic (liis-asu), oranges, and tangerines sold by 
uato lari people, lemons, pineapples, grapefruits, mangos (has), strawberries (morangu), 
sugar cane from Ossu, dried octopus, dried buffalo meat (na’an carbau), salt (masin).

Livestock
On occasion a man would bring a fighting cock to sell; but otherwise foho rarely brought 
livestock to market.

non-comestibles
Women’s cloth from Ossu, venilale, and uato carabau, leaf-woven hats, fishing nets made 
from palm leaves, conical hats made from palm leaves, personal ornaments (hairpins, 
rings, bracelets, and combs), clay pots.
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commodities of caraubalo suku

cabira Oan village: maize, manioc, tobacco.
vessa village: manioc, clay plates.
Lamaclaran village: manioc, tobacco, iron implements, spears.
Has Abut village: maize, manioc, ropework (rope (tali), saddles), iron implements.

Identities, space, time

Trading officially commenced at 9:00 a.m. sharp with the beating of a drum by 
a uniformed sapaio, smartly attired in a cap, khaki tunic, shorts, long socks and 
soft boots, standing on the road looking down upon the expectant crowd below.38 
Sellers and buyers waited in the building in anticipation of the first roll of the drum 
and when it came—with an avalanche of chinese women and their children, bas-
kets in hand in the vanguard—launching themselves upon the sellers in a robust, 
but targeted, onslaught.39 in contrast to the chinese, Timorese never went in for 
team assaults. On some Sundays, while the sellers quietly chatted in their places 
below, the administrator, accompanied or unaccompanied by his wife, would be 
present, checking to see if official protocols were being observed; but in contrast to 
the portuguese teacher’s wife neither he nor his wife ever made a purchase, what 
weekly provisions they might require being bought by a servant.40 The liurai fami-
lies and members of the bureaucracy would from time to time come down into the 
plaza on a whim or out of curiosity but for regular items, particularly comestibles, 
like the administrator, they preferred delegating this chore to servants. Especially 
for men, trading was considered too undignified for someone with an elevated 
social status to safeguard or self-esteem to uphold.41

Among the Timorese themselves, most transactions occurred between the two 
categories of ema timur but so dominant was the foho commercial presence that 
had they shifted their produce to the emporia at venilale, Ossu, uato carabau, 
or uato lari, the result would have been seriously detrimental to the viqueque 
economy. Trade between households was not a dominant economic practice among 
the suku, and so trading in the market served to satisfy wants and slough off sur-
pluses. Foho traders came to market principally to earn the cash to pay their taxes 
and buy produce in the cantinas, but to a more limited degree they also depended 
upon fehan to supply them with maize, yams, coconuts, the three ingredients for 
use in betel-chewing (areca, betel, lime), salt, ropework, and metal implements 
(knives, machetes, spearheads, digging stick heads, arrowheads).42 Fehan traders 
would purchase wet rice, green vegetables, and fruits from foho and maize and 
root crops from other fehan, who because of local agricultural circumstances 
had a surplus. This was especially important in the wet months of December and 
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January before the short dry season arrived in February and maize and root crops 
could be harvested, since by the turn of the year fehan stocks would be depleted 
in a number of suku of the sub-district (hicks 2004, 49). Agricultural possibilities 
were determined by factors of physical geography and human decisions. As with 
altitude and climate, soils decisively influenced agricultural potential in the 10 suku 
of the sub-district of viqueque, and this was reflected in the type of crop and time 
when it was available for sale. Some soils were predominantly clay; others sandy; 
and others marl. The soils of Luka suku were especially fertile, yielding handsome 
maize harvests in a good year in contrast to the suku of caraubalo and Balarauain, 
which cultivated coconut palms as a cash crop instead of subsistence crops. These 
geographical factors also influenced the times of seeding and harvesting among 
the suku. Because Bibileu was in the northern uplands, the maize harvest in that 
suku came several weeks behind that on the more southerly Balarauain plains, and 
so in early February the farmers in Balarauain would sell maize to Bibileu buyers 
while in late March—by which time their supplies were dwindling—the people of 
Balarauain would purchase maize from Bibileu sellers.

Gender was apparent in the way in which the market operated. As a rough 
generalisation, most foho sellers were men, whereas most fehan sellers were 
woman. in the parallel rows displayed in Figure 2.1, therefore, the foho rows had 
more males than females while the fehan rows tended to have more females than 
males. various exceptions and nuances modified this broad allocation of gender 
function. Fehan men sold ornaments, metal implements, and ropework, which 
members of both sexes bought; fehan women sold papaya, eggs, maize, pots, cloth, 
and ceramics. Men and women sold cloth, but while only men sold agricultural 
tools women sold ceramics for which they were also buyers. Fehan men might 
sometimes sit with their womenfolk as the latter sold their produce, and when the 
mood struck get up and amble around looking at what was on offer elsewhere in 
the plaza. For her part, when a woman of either ethnic category was satisfied with 
what she had sold she might leave what produce that still remained in the care of 
a relative and take a look around. In social interaction, too, gender distinction was 
apparent: women generally conversed with women; men with men.

no prescribed ritual closed the market, but after trading ended the marketplace 
continued to index social identification. Even as the last of the sellers began gather-
ing up their unsold commodities and prepared to depart, members of the christian 
community would already have begun preparations for the mass, and some time 
before the priest arrived they would have taken their places in the building. For 
an hour or so, refined, yet culturally assertive, liturgical sounds filled the air as 
the small, almost exclusively female, congregation recited the sacred words while 
their menfolk—most of whom looked for guidance in the teachings of their ances-
tors rather than the priests—chatted outside among themselves and anticipated 
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Figure 2.1. Marketplace. image credit: david hicks.

Figure 2.2. Market in 1966 showing selling rows. image credit: david hicks.
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the enjoyment soon to be derived from the cockfights. When, finally, the priest 
dismissed the faithful, the men claimed the plaza for themselves, and at around 
3:00 p.m. the weekly avian battles began in an enclosure adjoining an outside wall 
(Figure 2.1). As men spent the next few hours betting some of the cash the market 
had brought in, women would look to see what the chinese cantinas offered that 
day or—on occasion—begin a spontaneous session of dance in the plaza opposite 
to the place from which the raucous sounds of the cockfight issued.

in contrast to the other six days, then, Sunday was a day dedicated to a dynamic 
bustle. From the moment of the drummer’s signal the little town was abuzz with 
noise until, with the fall of night, viqueque’s habitual tranquillity returned.

Viqueque 2007

During the period described above, market activities were focused almost entirely 
on the physical marketplace, and buyers and sellers were still attempting to 
accustom themselves to the use of cash. Since then, a fully developed system of 
commerce has evolved while viqueque’s version of itself has undergone a series of 
avatars.43 With the incorporation of Timor-Leste into the Republic of Indonesia as 
its twenty-seventh province, profound changes were unleashed upon the populace. 
Those chinese who had not been slaughtered by the armed forces left the coun-
try, while huge numbers of ema timur were obliged by the Angkatan Bersenjata 
republik indonesia (ABri, Armed Forces of the republic of indonesia) to leave 
their suku and resettle into concentrated settlements. viqueque town was not 
spared. villagers from the nine outlying suku were crammed into the town and the 
excess population overflowed into every available space in caraubalo suku. Almost 
overnight viqueque became seriously urbanised and as part of its social trans-
formation came commercial adaptation as Indonesian immigrants established 
warung (small shops or stores) and kios (kiosks or stalls) while the rupiah replaced 
the escudo.4445Although social coordinates of ethnicity and gender contributed to 
the shape of viqueque market in the mid-1960s they were complemented by factors 
of an economic nature. Even as Timorese women and men were cognisant of the 
cultural context in which they traded, they were also conscious of the necessity 
of adjusting their expectations to accommodate the supply and demands of the 
commodities they traded. Goods that were scarce, whether as the consequence 
of seasonal changes, or unforeseen contingencies, saw their market values rise 
just as goods in abundance witnessed a decline in their market values. Illiterate 
though most were, traders deliberately increased or decreased prices accordingly. 
In today’s Timor-Leste, literacy and the level-ling out of cultural differences have 
served to bring into sharper relief the economic calculations at play in viqueque 
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commercial life, and the operation of a self-conscious rationality Raymond Firth 
discerns at work wherever individuals go about satisfying one another’s economic 
needs regardless of the nature of their society is even more evident than at that 
earlier period.

With Timor-leste’s liberation in 1999 and the indonesian exodus, changes in 
Timorese lives took another turn as international agencies (spearheaded by the 
united nations, World Bank, and uSAid, and supported by a host of nGOs) replaced 
the ABRI. The malai had returned, energised by new directives and propounding 
new strategies for implementing them.

in viqueque today the presence of the ema malai is unobtrusive. They are no 
more numerous than in the old days, except at national elections when outside 
observers descend into the sub-district engaged in the discharge of their various 
mandates. now, though, when they do arrive the ema malai come as a considerably 
more ethnically diverse cast of characters as Indians, Japanese, and other national-
ities share space with ema timur. The district administrator is Timorese, though in 
2007 this office had failed to attain the imposing presence it once held during the 
time of the portuguese regime. The chinese have not returned to the town, how-
ever, and the marketplace, eviscerated by the accumulation of population under 
the Indonesian occupation and the shops that Indonesian merchants established 
to accommodate the increased demand for products, is covered by houses, warung, 
and kios. The road from which it once dominated life on Sundays in viqueque is 
today crammed on either side by these trading enterprises, many of which are run 
by Timorese. To these warung and kios, fehan and foho men and women bring their 
surplus garden produce for daily sale. As for the market building itself, its dilap-
idated space now serves as a handy place for stockpiling firewood and hanging 
up clothes to dry. Whereas in the past the building was a physically conspicuous 
representation of European presence and served as a space in which ethnicity, 
gender, social hierarchy, pastime, and religion were physically marked out, today 
its barely visible outline merges into those of the buildings adjoining it as though 
symbolising the changes in social identity that are currently underway.46 Once 
clear-cut, identities have grown increasingly diffuse as fehan and foho, though still 
discriminable by language, have merged into a more integrated recasting of the 
category ema timur while the distinctions between the ranks of liurai, dato, and 
ema reino are receding.

in a temporal sense as well, continuum has submerged disjunction. commerce, 
formerly characterised by weekly gatherings of social effervescence, has given way 
to routine. Daily commerce in shops and kiosks and the cycle of six quiet days 
interspersed by one day of sustained socialising has been superseded by a lineal 
sequence in which each day follows much like another. The mass no longer visually 
marks off the faithful as a minority community enclosed once a week within the 
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confines of the multifunctional marketspace. A church has now been built and the 
town has a resident priest who celebrates daily mass. In a formal sense virtually all 
Timorese profess to be catholics and the religion has now been assimilated into the 
daily lives of both women and men, though to what extent this reflects conviction, 
particularly on the part of the males, is an altogether different matter.47 Like the 
Sunday market itself, cockfights have ceased to provide a focal event for the week 
and have been displaced from the weekly space they formerly shared with ritual. 
The cockfighting pit is presently located on the margins of the town where the 
cocks battle each other every afternoon.48

Religion, pastime, ethnic differentiation, social hierarchy, and gender have 
thus grown more diffuse in their overt manifestations during the last four decades 
in viqueque town and their diffusion complicates the ready assaying of cultural 
identities, a challenge rendered all the more difficult because of the social changes 
wrought by the dynamism of a developed peasant market that has now become 
integrated into the national economy. Thus, even were the physical and temporal 
coordinates still available to mark social and cultural discriminations in today’s 
viqueque, these would only be of limited value compared with the 1960s, a period 
when space and time served as plangent indices of social identity.

in conjunction with the united nations, World Bank, other large international 
agencies, and the aforementioned cluster of non-governmental organisations, the 
Timorese populations in the interior of this newly emerged nation-state, like those 
of viqueque, are already engaged in advancing along a path that is transforming 
their identities from that of parochial-minded villagers into nationally conscious 
citizens. Local governance, as seen more particularly in institutions such as the 
suku council and the executive position of xefe de suku (suku chief), is now being 
populated by women, ‘youth’ (that is, young men and young women over the voting 
age of 18 years), and persons who previously were debarred because of their sub-
ordinate social pedigree in a society dominated by hierarchy (hicks forthcoming).

comparison between the two ‘time frames’ offered by the period 1966-1967 and 
the contemporary post-colonial nation-state of Timor-Leste suggests that among 
the consequences of colonisation (whether by other nation-states, international 
agencies or by non-governmental organisations), invasion, and the process of 
nation-building itself, is a tendency for ethnicities, social class, social status, gen-
der, and social identity to become much less differentiated in the face of the more 
assertive demands of state-wide imperatives, the evolution of a sense of national 
identity, and the values newly assimilated from a world both external and hostile 
to parochial concerns.49
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Notes

1 This article was first published at Bijdragen tot de Taal-, land- en volkenkunde vol. 168, no. 1 (2012), 
pp. 55-73. The editors are grateful to Brill editors for the authorization to republish it in this volume.

2 The term ‘town’ (vila in the portuguese language and kota in the Tetum language) refers to 
settlements in Timor-Leste which are of much smaller size than the term signifies customarily 
and one could argue that viqueque’s population of roughly 1000 in the 1960s hardly justifies that 
characterisation; nevertheless, it is usual to characterise it as such and I do so here. As of the 
national census year 2004, with a population provisionally set at 5,105, however, the appellation 
is more defensible; see http://www.citypopulation.de/EastTimor.html (accessed 21 February, 2012).

3 From an analysis of his data from the Bastar district of Madhya pradesh in india, Alfred Gell (1982) 
has also suggested that the market can, in effect, serve as a vehicle for delineating social identity 
and bringing together persons of different identities.

4 A Thursday market was also held, but this was sparsely attended with only fehan from local 
villagers and townsfolk participating. The more intense atmosphere of the Sunday market was 
absent and officers of the administration did not bother to oversee the proceedings. Few chinese 
came and those that did had bought the most desirable comestibles by 9:00 a.m., even though—as 
on Sundays—buying was not officially permitted until that time. Although some local people might 
turn up as casual buyers, there were fewer commodities for sale and sellers would tend to keep to 
the vicinity of the entrance ramp. Such trading as there was terminated by about 11:00 a.m. These 
Thursday markets tended to be patronised by no more than about 150 persons.

5 Anthony Forge (1991) discusses markets in the kabupaten of Timor Tengah utara and Timor Tengah 
Selatan in 1989, though his study is not concerned with issues of social identity.

6 I thank the following organisations for their help in funding my research at various times in Timor-
leste: the london committee of the london-cornell project for east and South-east Asian Studies 
which was supported jointly by the carnegie corporation of new york and the nuffield Foundation; 
the American philosophical Society; and J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board. i wish 
to express my appreciation to Andrew McWilliam and the two anonymous readers who read the 
manuscript for their incisive suggestions for its improvement.

7 Then as now viqueque town was the administrative centre for the district (concelho) bearing the 
same name.

8 My wife and i, who had been working among the Makassae in Baucau since March 1966, when we 
arrived in Timor, settled down in our viqueque house in June, and i remained there until early 
September the following year. Other than the two or three occasions upon which my wife and i 
paid short visits to Dili, we probably participated in just about every market session during the 
period we lived in the town. We were thus able to follow the cyclical trade of commodities month 
by month and record how price fluctuations responded to abundance or scarcity of commodities, 
an aspect of viqueque market i hope to describe elsewhere.

9 Also referred to as viqueque-Sede. The sub-district of viqueque was made up of 10 suku: caraubalo, 
uma Kik, Balarauain, uma ua’in craik, luca, uai Mori, uma ua’in leten, Bibileu, Fatu dere, and 
Maluro.

10 The other villages were: Mane hat, Mamulak, vessa, lamaclaran, has Abut, and Sira lari. All were 
fehan except for Sira lari, the residents of which were Makassae.

11 The term ema itself has as its prime referent ‘people’ and malai derives from Malay or Malayu.

http://www.citypopulation.de/EastTimor.html
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12 compared with such local indonesian markets as that described for Java’s ‘Modjokuto’ by Alice 
dewey (1962), the markets in Timor-leste before the indonesian Occupation were simple enough: 
systems of credit had not been devised, the key market day was on a once-only-in-a-week cycle, 
and the day on which it was held was not identified with any special designation. On the other 
hand, we see certain parallels. dewey’s depiction (1962, 69) of the Modjokuto market as “a place 
to meet people … sit and watch life go by while gossiping about the latest news and gathering 
information about crop conditions and prices” holds true for viqueque and other contemporary 
Timorese markets as does her allusion to itinerant traders “traveling constantly back and forth 
between the various markets” spreading news.

13 Alternative renderings: ema Timor and ema Timór (hull 2002, 71).
14 Fehan = lowlands, southern coastal plains, refined; foho = uplands, countryside, unrefined.
15 Andrew McWilliam (pers. comm.) has noted that this opposition is suggestive of another verbal 

opposition indicating the spatial indexing of others, namely, that of ema lorosa’e/ema loromonu, 
a contrast that received some attention in the press over the course of recent years. Indeed, its 
interest is so compelling in regard to its relevance for the social classification of identity that I 
have devoted an article to considering whether it indexes an authentic distinction or is largely 
specious (hicks 2009).

16 The Posto Sede included both highland and lowland/coastal areas, and certain villages on the 
lowlands/coastal areas consisted entirely of Makassae and naueti.

17 if we exclude the itinerant traders, the catchment region for the viqueque market extended as far 
as venilale, uato carabau, uato-lari, the village of uma liurai in suku Wai Mori, Lacluta, and Luca.

18 “Since a visit to the market will usually consume an entire day, it is obvious that the cash return 
and small purchases are not the only consideration. For most, a considerable social dimension is 
involved. villagers at markets chat with each other and with Timorese small merchants, but their 
relationship with other dealers, mainly Bugis and chinese, is more limited.” (Forge 1991, 167)

19 These are the denotations employed in the Tetum language. By the 1960s the category ata had 
been displaced by a category of servant identified by the portuguese term criado. For a lengthier 
discussion of these ranks in the 1960s, see hicks, “unachieved syncretism”.

20 The local militia which was composed entirely of conscripted Timorese men.
21 legally, Timorese were portuguese citizens.
22 Women were not travelling traders in contrast to Guro Land, in West Africa, where their role as 

itinerant traders in markets was very useful for communities during periods of warfare since 
unlike members of the male sex, women “could travel freely … and continue the trading activities 
of which they were active agents” (Meillassoux 1962, 283).

23 unlike in the markets described by Forge, papalele, that is, traders who purchased small quantities 
of produce to resell later, were not present in the viqueque market.

24 I was unable to discover when the building was erected, but from the evidence of an Australian 
map it was already standing as early as September 1942.

25 The influence on the market by the European administration is further evinced by the rumour that 
circulated in 1967 that the administrator was going to compel buyers and sellers to wear trousers 
and shoes. Two Timorese told me that the policy would result in sellers switching their allegiances 
to the uato-lari market. The logic driving this inspiration remains unclear, but whatever the verac-
ity of the rumour participants continued wearing—or not, as in the majority of instances—their 
customary footwear.

26 The itinerant sellers did not have any special location on the plaza. After the market commenced 
they simply wandered about in search of buyers.
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27 In the figure I give some indication of a few of the sites where the same produce (salt, calcium, 
tobacco, and so on) tended to be sold from Sunday to Sunday.

28 i should point out that Figure 1 is a schematic composite of the many Sunday markets we witnessed. 
Some variation in the seating could and did occur so that individual Timorese, whatever their 
wares, might, as the need or whim took them, sometimes settle into a row mainly composed of 
individuals of a different social identity. Most often, however, their seating arrangements accorded 
with the pattern shown here.

29 A substantive account of barter in the wider region is given in Barnes and Barnes (1989) in their 
discussion of exchange in Lamalera. They also discern a connection between social groups and the 
allocation of space (Barnes and Barnes 1989, 405).

30 Metzner (1977, 70-72) considers in some detail this aspect of viqueque’s climate.
31 copra was a major cash source for the Timorese living near viqueque town.
32 Bargaining, however, took place with ceramics, metal goods, cloth, fighting cocks, or an unusual 

luxury item such as a cockatoo or civet cat.
33 On one occasion a chinese woman friend of ours robustly counselled my wife to demand more than 

two eggs for her escudo, which up to that time she was content to accept.
34 ceramic objects were bought only by Timorese. it might be remarked that wet rice was much 

sought after by the fehan, who for the most part cultivated only dry rice in gardens and who lacked 
the flat fields and terraces of the foho. uato-lari was a richly productive wet rice subdistrict.

35 Fehan pots were made in Macdean village in uma Kik suku and plates in vessa village in caraubalo.
36 in venilale sub-district.
37 In what might be regarded as a kind of sub-set of exchanges between foho and fehan, in caraubalo 

suku, Sira lari foho provided wet rice, buffalo meat, fruit, and vegetables and the six fehan villages 
provided maize, coconuts, ceramics, ironwork, and ropework.

38 chinese buyers, however, would often strike clandestine deals with sellers before the market 
opened.

39 The rule that buyers must assemble in the market building to await the sound of the drum had 
been decreed by the then administrator on the grounds that it made the market transactions fairer 
for everyone. he probably thought this up to militate against the chinese monopolising buyers.

40 My wife, while occasionally employing a servant, would more often carry out the job of buying 
herself.

41 For a somewhat similar, though not identical, parallel in a part of the archipelago remote from 
Timor, see Alexander (1998, 211) in her discussion of the Javanese marketplace. She, too, remarks on 
“the prominent economic roles of women” in the marketing system (Alexander 1998, 211).

42 coconuts were not often sold in the market. Most families grew their own.
43 “The primitive world which for so long has dominated the anthropological imagination is inevi-

tably on the wane, being displaced by the world of the peasant and proletarian” (cook 1966, 338).
44 The term warung comes from Javanese.
45 The term kios comes from persian via Turkish and dutch, as one reader of my manuscript noted.
46 The contrast between the orderliness imposed by the portuguese and what appears to be—and 

in many instances is—the disorder evident in viqueque market activities may, as elsewhere in 
Timor-Leste, be traced to the Indonesian influence but also to some extent to the prior struggle for 
power between the contending forces of the União Democrática Timorense and those of FreTelin. 
The Indonesian army and the Timorese political elite together helped reduce towns, including 
the capital, to a shambles from which they have yet to recover. Dili, more particularly, bears little 
resemblance to the dili of the mid-1960s: dynamism has supplanted tranquillity. But at a price.
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47 Indigenous rituals and the ideological attitudes attending them continue to play very important 
roles in local community life. hicks, “Afterword”, 166-180.

48 Whereas in the 1960s attendance could reach around 100 men, the fights i witnessed in 2007, though 
well attended enough, were not as large, perhaps because cockfighting had by then become a daily 
pastime.

49 Or, in the apt terms of one reviewer of a draft of this article, ‘homogenised’ or ‘flattened’.
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chApTer 3

Flirting with Ford, reverting to race?  Housing, 
urban planning and the making of an 
economic and social order in portuguese 
Timor in trans-colonial perspective, 1959-1963

Alex Grainger

Abstract

This chapter examines two transnational ideologies—Fordism and Lusotropicalism—in the 

context of late-colonial public housing provision in portuguese Timor. it seeks to understand the 

extent to which planned housing in the colony was informed either by an economic ideology of 

mass production or a colonial ideology through which housing was racialised. It highlights the 

perceptions of portuguese architects regarding the ability of residents to ‘adapt’ to indigenous 

housing. This issue was raised during a housing study tour of Southeast Asia and northern 

Australia by the architects who wished to investigate possibilities for such housing in portuguese 

Timor. The chapter highlights the issues of social conflict which resulted from changes in housing, 

land use and labour provision in colonial and postcolonial cities; and examines the extent of 

cooperation among colonial officials to realise shared goals in these contexts.

Keywords: housing; urban planning; Fordism; lusotropicalism; portuguese Timor; Southeast Asia

This chapter examines a housing study tour of Southeast Asia and northern 
Australia, conducted by two portuguese architects in the late-1950s. The tour was 
intended to inform planned indigenous housing in dili, the capital of portuguese 
Timor, which they also later toured and reported on. The two architects, Sousa 
Mendes and Almeida, were commissioned by the Overseas Ministry’s (Ministério do 
Ultramar, formerly the Ministry of colonies) directorate-General of public Works, 
based in Lisbon, to visit neighbouring colonies and countries where they sought to 
learn lessons for public housing in Timor.

The architects expressed an apparent preference for ‘economic housing’ 
with vernacular features, over mass-produced housing, associated with Fordism, 
a post-war regime of accumulation intended to ensure economic growth. Apart 
from Fordism, throughout the chapter I attempt to account for this preference by 
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looking at two further sets of influences. The architects’ preferences were informed 
by Tropical Architecture, a school of architecture that emphasises the role of ethno-
graphic fieldwork and local materials on vernacular house design. Another possible 
influence addressed throughout is Lusotropicalism, a colonial racial ideology, 
officially promoted by the portuguese state throughout the 1950s and early 1960s.

The chapter is structured into three sections. Section one provides an intro-
ductory historical sketch, outlining the underlying social and economic objectives 
of colonial urban planning and housing and also elaborates briefly on Fordism, 
Tropical Architecture and lusotropicalism. Section two describes the study tour; 
and section three assesses the influence of the study tour and ideological influences 
on attempts to create a socio-economic order via urban planning and ‘economic 
housing’ in Dili. Whereas other contributions to this volume examine resistance 
to colonial attempts to regulate Timor’s society (see chapters 1 and 2, this volume), 
this chapter emphasises potential convergences and divergences in certain late-co-
lonial societies in the region.

Creating socio-economic orders through late-colonial urban planning

colonial urban planning and public housing involved deliberate attempts to order 
socio-economic spaces and to control social reproduction of indigenous households. 
From the beginning of the twentieth century, colonial cities were increasingly made 
into places where commodities extracted from rural areas were traded. Despite 
the increasing importance of consumption in colonial cities, they remained largely 
un-industrialised and peripheries of the world-economy. In the same period, colo-
nial cities were increasingly designed to absorb labour on a limited scale from rural 
areas. As part of this process, urban areas were segregated along racial lines, with 
indigenous populations gradually admitted into circumscribed zones according 
to labour requirements. This was a relatively common phenomenon in colonial 
Southeast Asia, it has been argued (McGee 1967 quoted in King 1990, 57) and key 
to this was the introduction and enforcement of private property rights and the 
colonial state’s ability to appropriate land.

consistent with these patterns of planning, colonial and some post-colonial 
governments conceived of socio-economic ordering taking place in terms of the 
operation of both small- and large-scale dynamics with the following elements in 
mind: design and construction of public housing and its adaptation to the tropics; 
urban planning and land-titling; and the mass-production of housing and urban-
isation alike which may be partly seen as attempts to produce stable social and 
economic orders. These were combined with strategies such as “welfare colonial-
ism” (Scott 1998, 97), and the control and reproduction of labour.
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Meanwhile, and beyond this colonial context, standardised, mass-produced 
housing was constructed after 1945 in various settings outside the portuguese 
empire. Mass production was also often associated with the term ‘Fordism’, orig-
inally associated with the assembly-line techniques of the Ford Motor company. 
Later it came to describe a particular regime of accumulation associated with 
mass production techniques and its coordination with consumption; a wage policy 
and urban planning to facilitate communication; and transport between housing, 
and places of work and consumption (Aglietta [1979] 2000). These conditions had 
developed in the united States and after 1945 began to expand globally as a capi-
talist regime of accumulation (harvey 1989). Fordism entailed coordinating labour 
and production in the service of producing not only capitalist development but 
also a social and spatial order allied with these goals (Jessop 1992). in other words, 
mass-produced housing was a key part of ensuring a stable social and economic 
order. An example of this integrated approach to economic and social planning was 
seen in Singapore (see section below).

In contrast, some late-colonial or post-colonial public housing projects were 
informed by Tropical Architecture, a school of architecture which emphasised that 
indigenous housing should be subject to ethnographic study to ascertain the prac-
tices of its inhabitants. Such housing could be adapted accordingly, so the thinking 
went, using local materials as far as possible and based on considerations of 
ventilation, heat and light (Baweja 2007). Tropical Architecture, with its emphasis 
on ethnographically-informed design, clearly influenced the perspectives of Sousa 
Mendes and Almeida.

Less clear is the extent to which the two architects were influenced by 
Lusotropicalism. Lusotropicalism was an official ideology, adopted and imple-
mented throughout the portuguese empire in the 1950s which posited that the 
portuguese colonial relationship with its subject peoples was exceptional. it 
emphasised fraternisation between coloniser and colonised based on christianity 
and, rather than racial segregation, alleged racial mixing (miscegenation) (castelo 
1998).1 In contrast to the underlying principles of Tropical Architecture, the 
portuguese colonial authorities were influenced by a racial perspective that both 
diluted its relevance to portuguese territories and also made it a governing concept, 
albeit to varying degrees in different territories and at different times. For example, 
some colonial anthropologists of Timor were less influenced by Lusotropicalism’s 
miscegenation thesis rather than set on promoting the exclusive racial origins of 
Timorese (roque 2019).

While the ethnographic study of ‘tropical’ housing as a basis for public housing 
was not novel in the period, potentially injecting the same study with ‘race’, in the 
context of lusotropicalism, implied portuguese exceptionalism. But the study tour 
itself seemed to underscore not exceptionalism, I argue, but rather trans-colonial 
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cooperation. The control and concentration of indigenous labour in colonial cities 
involved the authorities “… exchang[ing] information on standards, costs, and 
design [of economical housing] with other european powers …” (King 1990, 52-53). 
portuguese authorities seem to have been no exception to this pattern and engaged 
in cooperation with other European colonial powers in the field of colonial urban 
planning (Silva 2016). however, bringing such a trans-colonial perspective to bear 
in relation to Timor has been a relatively neglected area (Jerónimo and costa pinto 
2015, 52).

Timor was far-removed from the emergent circuitries of global capital on 
the periphery of the world’s economy (in contrast to, for example, Singapore). 
it could therefore be viewed as an ‘inappropriate’ candidate for mass-produced 
housing. However, when accounting for the choice of more vernacular housing, 
other factors also need to be considered. For example, did ‘Fordist’ urban planning 
and housing seen on the tour influence designs for indigenous housing in Timor? 
How far did Lusotropicalism provide a restraint on the realisation of this rational 
model of urban planning and standardised housing? In relation to this, how far 
did trans-colonial cooperation indicate, in Benedict Anderson’s words (2016, 153), 
a “… typical ‘solidarity among whites’, which linked colonial rulers from different 
national metropoles, whatever their internal rivalries and conflicts”? I examine 
these considerations, along with addressing the extent to which ‘indigenous hous-
ing’ was viewed by colonial authorities as requiring adaptation to house occupants, 
or, in contrast, whether occupants were viewed as having innate capacities (or 
otherwise) to adapt to housing.

The study tour

Singapore

By the time of Sousa Mendes and Almeida’s visit in 1959, Singapore was in a state of 
rapid change. Its economy was still fundamentally connected with that of Malaya 
(which had become independent in 1957) and was based on its ‘entrepot’ status, of 
processing primary products for export, especially petroleum and rubber. Before 
handing over power to the people’s Action party (pAp) government in 1959, the 
colonial authorities sought to ensure ‘stability’ through creating manufacturing 
jobs, welfare reforms, and to attract investment through special concessions to 
foreign business.

The centrepiece of ‘social development’ was housing, which was to be inte-
grated with an economic agenda which included increasing manufacturing jobs. 
After 1945, Singapore became the subject of the largest public housing programme 
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in the British empire and “one of the largest in the world” (Seng 2013, 7). The 
Singapore improvement Trust (SiT) was the authority responsible for alleviating 
‘overcrowded’ central areas of the city. With a new emphasis on planning in the 
post-war period, rather than housing per se as in the pre-war period (Seng 2013), 
the SiT began constructing housing on a large scale. closely modelled on Britain’s 
own post-war state public housing including the establishment of new towns, SiT 
set about constructing 4,336 houses between 1948-1950 to accommodate a quarter 
of the population, a target it missed by about 5 percent (yeung 1973, 45).

Between 1947 and Singapore’s independence in 1959, 20,000 houses were 
constructed by the SiT (Siew-eng and Savage 1991, 327-328). Most were built in 
Queenstown and Kallang, planned new towns where Sousa Mendes and Almeida 
were taken on a tour.2 As guests of the SiT and public Works department, they 
were shown apartments three or four floors high. They noted that there was a 
great dependence on concrete with no natural materials used. However, they 
were interested in incorporating design features which provided “good protection 
against the rain” and the architects saw flats with verandas coated with rubber 
and synthetic paint to make them impermeable.3 prefabricated concrete grillages 
covered walkways and offered some protection from tropical downpours.4

The SiT houses were, the visitors concluded, more likely to make use of 
“walls rather than spaces”. This reflected a taste for European, “even, we would 
say, english [architecture]”, producing “strange” results “for the country and its 
human content”. While this strangeness was partly the result of few concessions 
to “traditional” styles, incorporating such styles would be complicated, since, they 
asserted, Singapore was composed of “an amalgam of races”.5 The issue of race was 
a consideration in the architects’ thinking on the question of housing in Singapore 
where, they believed, “less evolved races”—by which they meant Malay and Indian 
people, as opposed to the chinese population—had difficulty adapting to public 
housing. It is of course possible that the architects had drawn their own conclusions 
about the existence of such a hierarchy of races from their own brief experiences 
in Singapore, or from Timor. it is equally likely, however, that they were repeating 
views put forward by their British official hosts in which the notion of a hierarchy 
of races originated from the need to assert political and economic dominance, sub-
sequently constructed as “an inevitable reflection of inherent “racial” differences” 
(hirschmann 1986, 348; Tajudeen 2011, 229).

The visitors noted the immediate surrounds of the flats they saw, with large 
lawns between the apartment buildings and a wide extent of forests to the rear 
and these features seemed to have left a positive impression. However, there was 
little remaining evidence by the time of their tour of the resultant changes to the 
surrounding areas to make way for Queenstown. In the previous few years, the 
area on which it was built contained many ‘Attap’ (from the Malay for the type 
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of leaves used in roof construction) houses, constructed mainly from wood, with 
reed walls and grass roofs. The visitors saw examples of Attap houses, but a brief 
description of the houses’ most common location in the city “suburbs” and the 
local materials used in their construction suggests that they may not have fully 
comprehended their political, social and cultural significance.

Attap house residents were farmers engaged in agriculture who were referred 
to by the authorities as “squatters”, who comprised about a quarter of the pop-
ulation in 1957.6 Squatters were defined by the British authorities in Malaya in 
the post-war period as those living on rural land without title and had fled urban 
areas during the Japanese occupation (1942-1945). After 1945, pre-war legislation 
was reintroduced under which wartime settlers were again defined as squatters 
and were to be moved off land earmarked for development. However, eviction 
rates were low partly because squatters challenged decisions with the support of 
unions (Wah 1988, 63, 83, 90). Many such unions were associated with the Malayan 
communist party (Mcp) which organised a wave of strikes in order to challenge 
the legitimacy of the returning colonial authorities. in 1948 the British authorities 
mounted a counter-insurgency campaign in Malaya, the ‘emergency’, moving more 
than a million rural labourers and squatters to ‘new villages’ with the avowed aim 
of separating the Mcp from its base of support among the population (hack 2012, 
212) which was completed by late-1951.

in Singapore, the emergency’s regulations had effectively halted open commu-
nist–supported labour movement activity after 1948 (liu and Wong 2004, 175) but 
strikes continued.7 however, squatter claims to land in Singapore were not only 
connected with the actions of an urban working class, but also agrarian small-
holders. having organised an “Attap dwellers Association”, 266 families resisted 
removal and by 1954, construction of Queenstown had “come to a standstill”. By 
1955, the authorities reported that it was “practically impossible to find sites for 
public buildings that were not encumbered with clusters of Attap dwellings or 
agricultural settlers” (quoted in clancey 2004, 39). As clancey notes, communist 
supporters of Attap dwellers could not object to housing reform promoted by the 
people’s Action party (pAp) government, elected alongside other parties in 1955, 
since the provision of public housing was a socialist mainstay. Moreover, certain 
techniques of the ‘new villages’ program in Malaya were practiced in Singapore 
from the early 1950s. Although no new villages were established in Singapore, 
colonial administrators that worked on the program were increasingly drafted in 
to work on housing reform in Singapore.

The construction of new towns required the evictions of Attap dwellers and 
this served as a formative stage of producing an economic order which was 
continued after independence in 1959 and which was centred on planned manu-
facturing industries, foreign capital, social welfare, and relatively high wages. This 
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organisation primarily complemented a global Fordist regime of accumulation by 
occupying an intermediary position of processing and trading extractive commod-
ities. The visiting architects rejected Singapore-style mass-produced housing for 
Timor because they viewed it as inappropriate for the tropics, lacking aesthetic 
value, and believed themselves able to make it more cheaply. And as their report 
also made clear, these factors had served as obstacles to the ‘integration of races’ 
into public housing.

Jakarta

Jakarta was an arena of fluid politics between Indonesia’s unilateral declaration 
of indonesian independence in 1945 and full recognition of independence in 
1949 (cribb 1991; Mcvey 1971) and the abode of different classes and several eth-
nic groups. This pattern of fluid politics continued into the 1950s. in contrast to 
late-colonial Singapore, in post-colonial indonesia president Soekarno directed 
campaigns against ‘neo-colonialism’. in 1957 dutch assets were nationalised and 
parliament suspended in favour of rule through presidential authority. under this 
arrangement, the military gained economic power by taking over Dutch plantations 
and increased its authority in urban areas and constrained the movements of the 
indonesian communist party, (Partai Komunis Indonesia—pKi), which thereafter 
worked more closely among the peasantry (Mortimer 1972, 10). colonial rule had 
also left a legacy of land ‘dualism’, whereby most of Jakarta’s dwellers were resident 
on unregistered land and very few houses were built on registered land (leaf 1994).

The largest planned public housing development was the Kebayoran Baru pro-
ject started by the Dutch. The Indonesian authorities continued this satellite town of 
modernist inspiration to the southwest of Jakarta, on which 4,630 houses were built 
between 1950-1953 (Silver 2008) dispossessing about 10,000 fruit growers. Kebayoran 
Baru was originally intended to have a mixture of lower and middle-class inhab-
itants. However, in the event this intention faded and the development became 
mostly inhabited by the middle and upper classes (lubis 2018, 67). indonesia lacked 
construction materials and according to some accounts, the houses that were con-
structed were “ornate ministries…” with “…practically no building of houses for 
poor people” (Wright [1994] 1956, 109). instead, the government pursued ‘monumen-
tal’ public buildings.8 Sukarno intended to clear slums and build Singaporean-style 
modernist public housing, but difficulties in implementing the plans meant that 
they were never realised (Abeyasekere 1990, 201).

Other factors contributed to Jakarta’s lack of affordable public housing such as 
the interplay of regional planning, domestic politics and international aid. Jakarta’s 
Master plan was co-authored by international consultants and uS-trained indonesian 
planners. in an early iteration in 1952, Bogor, Tangerang and Bekasi (collectively 
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presaging the so-called ‘Jabotabek’ or greater Jakarta region) were designated as 
sites of future housing developments but under the plans, the state was to play no 
role in their construction. Housing co-operatives (Jajasan Kas Pembangunan—JKp) 
were set up but few functioned since household savings had been eroded by infla-
tion preventing further investment in them (columbijn 2010, 341). ‘Self-help housing’ 
was touted by international donors (un, uS) which the JKp was to spearhead, in the 
manner of “top-down” development aid (ibid., 350); these too failed.

The two-day visit to Jakarta by Sousa Mendes and Almeida was the shortest 
of all on their tour. It appeared to make the least impression on them which 
may be explained by the fact that unlike Singapore and darwin, they were not 
accompanied by the authorities and were therefore left to locate housing by 
themselves. For example, they made no reference to Kebayoran Baru. Instead, 
they found single-story houses with large soffits that provided shade and which 
were “copied from the Dutch”, with downpipes and gutters to channel monsoonal 
rains. Of greatest interest to the visitors was the colonial hill town of Bogor, with 
landscaped gardens and the presidential palace, some 50 kilometres to the south 
of the city. They observed that like Singapore’s ‘green belt’, Bogor represented 
an attempt to integrate a ‘natural’ aspect which provided respite from heat and 
crowded conditions but was administratively and geographically separate from 
the city. As in Singapore, the visitors paid attention to the presumed race of the 
intended inhabitants. They asserted that Jakarta’s society was culturally monolithic 
with a “unity of people and race”. But they also photographed and commented on 
the roof of a Minangkabau (Sumatran) house. This is significant since Jakarta had 
been very diverse in character for several centuries (Gelman-Taylor [1983] 2009).

The portuguese architects undertook a fleeting overview of a limited number of 
houses. The relative lack of construction of formal public housing in Jakarta after 
Indonesia’s independence may have deterred them from delving more deeply into 
the matter, but their observations were no less informed by a preoccupation with 
the suitability of different ethnic groups to public housing as in Singapore and as 
shown below, in Darwin.

Darwin

After 1945, Australia had a shortage of 300,000 homes (Greig 1995, 1). The gov-
ernment set out extensive plans to stimulate housebuilding in a Commonwealth 
Housing Commission Report (1944) (Bunning et al. 1947, 7). The solution was to use 
“mass-production” (i.e., Fordist) techniques and local materials. however, rather 
than taking a direct coordinating role, the government aimed to provide the 
incentives to large private companies to produce thousands of affordable houses 
(Greig 1995, 67). The housing shortage was spatially unevenly distributed, with the 
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northern Territory less well served by construction companies than southern and 
eastern states of Australia.

To redress this imbalance, the Federal Government took a larger role in 
providing housing in darwin, capital of the northern Territory, than elsewhere 
in Australia for two reasons. First, on the back of economic activity, Darwin’s pop-
ulation grew by 300% between 1947 and 1957 (dewar 2010); many ‘new’ arrivals 
were also returnees who had no permanent dwelling on their return. Second, the 
territory was home to a large transient population of bureaucrats and soldiers 
which required temporary housing. There was a stark contrast between housing 
policy for this transient population and that of the indigenous population which 
must be viewed in the context of broader socio-economic dynamics. On the one 
hand, the departure of many soldiers from Darwin after the war marked a decline 
in the local pastoral industry, a key part of the economy (Wilson 2015, 186), before 
mining replaced it by the end of the 1950s (powell 1981, 220-225).

On the other hand, the pastoral industry relied heavily on Aboriginal labour 
(drakakis-Smith 1983, 7). The stations on which Aboriginal people worked encom-
passed large tracts of land allotted to white settlers or ‘grantees’. By law and in 
practice until 1943, grantees were not required to remunerate Aboriginal labour 
with money if they “maintained the relatives and dependents” of the worker 
(Berndt and Berndt 1987, 13). Government policy on Aboriginal housing in darwin, a 
hub of a declining pastoral industry, shifted from the 1920s when the main concern 
was to house cheap indigenous labour in darwin, to the 1950s, whereby the focus 
of indigenous housing had shifted to a more ambitious programme of assimilation, 
partly involving socialising labour in compounds.

The visiting architects did not take into account that there were, in essence, two 
housing policies, one for European Australians and one for indigenous Australians. 
rather, they concentrated on prefabricated (‘prefab’) housing for european 
Australians. prefabs were of great interest to the visitors since they provided uni-
form sets of houses and architectural styles. The main source of prefab houses in 
darwin up to 1956 were ‘hawksleys’, built and assembled in Britain and exported 
to Australia (dewar 2010, 129). The houses cost 260,000 portuguese escudos, a much 
higher figure than Singapore, where a SiT apartment cost 50,000 escudos. This 
problem of price could be overcome in Timor, the visiting architects believed, by 
a “judicious use of [local] materials”. like Singapore’s SiT accommodation, the 
darwin prefab houses “[left] much to be desired” in terms of aesthetics. in com-
paring housing in each location, moreover, the visitors also continued to exhibit 
their pre-occupation with race, believing that Singapore families inhabiting SiT 
accommodation were of a much ‘lower level’ than in more racially ‘homogeneous’ 
Darwin. Yet here, as in Jakarta, they appear to have misread the local context: 
darwin was home, as we have seen, to Aboriginal and chinese communities who 
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were the main permanent settlers, while those of European origin were most likely 
to be transient. indeed, they favoured darwin’s houses above those of Singapore 
and Jakarta despite what they perceived as its ‘racial dissimilarity’ to Timor.

The policy on Aboriginal housing in the 1950s must be seen in the context of an 
official policy of assimilation that was in force in Australia from 1951. Assimilation, 
it was believed, could be partly achieved through the government’s construction of 
four ‘reserves’ throughout the 1940s and 1950s including the relocation of an exist-
ing reserve (Kahlin, renamed Bagot and relocated in 1938). Bagot had as a central 
aim the ‘detribalisation’ of its inhabitants and was aimed to provide employment 
to inhabitants through ‘horticultural production’. Thus, while Kahlin during the 
1920s had explicitly economic aims, i.e., to house an Aboriginal workforce who 
lived segregated from the white population “… outside the town boundary”, by 
the 1950s it was viewed as promoting assimilation (Wells 2000, 73). A centrepiece 
of assimilation was later the “extensive” welfare provisions beginning in the 1950s 
which saw Aboriginal people live not in “official settlements” such as Bagot but in 
“fringe settlements and small towns” (drakakis-Smith 1981, 41).

The architects admired some aspects of Darwin’s urban planning—for exam-
ple, its botanical gardens. But they harboured doubts about the aesthetic qualities 
of prefab housing and its high cost. Yet they preferred the possibility for Timor 
of darwin’s relatively expensive prefab houses to those of Singapore since, they 
asserted, integrating European Australian occupants had been easier than in 
Singapore. The architects therefore promised both that cheaper housing could be 
achieved in Timor with local materials but also that the houses would be better 
adapted to their indigenous occupants. But as we have seen in the cases examined 
above, they also perceived barriers to occupants being able to adapt to houses. 
Affordability and adaptation are addressed together below.

Timor

As we have seen above, what is at issue in the architects’ account are two consider-
ations: the planning and provision of housing based on economic factors; and the 
appropriateness of housing to ‘characteristics’ of the population. While colonial 
public housing could be seen as a deliberate effort to ensure social reproduction and 
control, it must also be seen in the context of urban planning, which had the objec-
tive of creating social and economic orders based on spatial organisation. While 
investment in urbanisation in the late-1940s was very low, the largest aggregate 
investments in urbanisation in any colony by the portuguese metropolitan state 
during the period 1946-1972 were made in Timor and São Tomé e príncipe (Madeira 
2008, 414). The value of these investments was not recouped from the colony: the 
authorities had hoped for a windfall following oil exploration but by 1963, such 
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hopes had been repeatedly frustrated (Grainger 2018). hence, in this last section, 
I show how the project of designing economical dwellings (moradias econômicas) 
must be seen in the context of the allocation of capital and land to urbanisation 
projects in the 1950s; and in a context of issues that the architects encountered with 
reconciling the design of economical dwellings to Timor’s indigenous population.

Dili was severely damaged during the Japanese occupation of Timor between 
1942 and 1945. The returning portuguese colonial authorities saw reconstruction 
as an opportunity to conduct urban planning. This was carried out initially under 
the direction of the Gabinete de Urbanização Colonial (Guc, colonial urbanization 
committee) formed in 1944 and operating until 1947 under the Ministry of colonies. 
The Guc (after 1951, Guu or Gabinete de Urbanização de Ultramar, Overseas 
urbanisation committee) was highly centralised, meaning that its personnel 
were largely sent from Lisbon, which consequently restricted its capacity to act in 
far-flung colonies such as Timor (vaz Milheiro and costa dias 2010, 84). The metro-
politan government’s priorities also lay elsewhere: the Guc’s head, rogerio cavaca 
described plans for the urbanisation of Timor as “unduly vast”, and therefore they 
were subordinated to plans for portugal’s African colonies.9

in 1951 the Guu created an urban plan of dili which contained 13 separate land 
use zones. Zoning is significant for two reasons: first, it allocated land usage to 
distinctive areas; and second, it laid claim over land and consequently permitted 
or circumscribed uses and property claims to it. The centre of Dili was to contain 
a civic centre where commercial activities took place. Outside this central zone, 
there was a residential zone (for europeans), a Special residential zone (a superior 
zone for europeans based in the present-day Farol neighbourhood); a natives’ resi-
dential zone; and a chinese residential zone.10 The native zone was in the same area 
of the city where, it was observed, the indigenous population had already settled. 
By the early-1950s they constituted an ever-greater number of dili’s population in 
the east of the city (in present-day Becora and Bidau). Many of their number were 
“moradores” or soldiers (reservists) employed by the state but who also possessed 
their own means of subsistence in the form of smallholder cultivation and keeping 
poultry and pigs. In summary, the commercial centre of Dili would see “… individu-
als of all races and nationalities” admitted, while a series of residential zones were 
to be circumscribed along the lines of race.11

Further plans for economic dwellings emerged again in 1958 when the dili 
Municipal council (Câmara Municipal de Díli) discussed commissioning ‘showcase’ 
economic dwellings.12 reporting on the Municipal council’s discussions, Sousa 
Mendes favoured only limited production of “standard type” (projectos-tipos) 
houses on a large scale because they would require “careful study”. In his view, the 
priority lay with ‘adapting’ housing to its inhabitants and it would be better if the 
metropolitan government, rather than the Câmara Municipal de Díli, executed this 
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project.13 his audience at the directorate-General of public Works in lisbon agreed, 
because they wanted control over the direction of the projects and land rather than 
any “future proprietor, or even the Câmara Municipal de Díli”.14 The metropolitan 
state thus played a primary role from the early stages of the ‘economical dwelling’ 
project, indicating its importance in securing control over land and consequently 
an interplay between housing and urban planning, and as we have seen, a study 
mission to other cities.

The zoning of areas requiring the setting of geographic boundaries closely 
reflects ethnographic debates surrounding Timor. Such debates saw attempts 
to attribute racial boundaries based on geography, biology and ethno-linguistic 
groups which shifted over time and were a matter of dispute (roque 2010). Mendes-
correa’s study (1944) attributed racial and ethno-biological categorisations to the 
Timorese population partly with reference to ethno-linguistic categorisations. The 
MAT (Missão Antropológica de Timor) study mission in 1953-1954 under the direc-
tion of Antonio de Almeida had the “… ultimate aim [of] draw[ing] the portuguese 
Timor ethno-linguistic map” (castelo 2017, 634). Mendes correa’s later work sug-
gested that Timor was a source site of homo Sapiens who had thereafter mutated 
without being subject to significant racial mixing—a liberal reinterpretation of 
Freyre’s lusotropicalism (roque 2019). These studies point to how professional 
ethnographic work in Timor developed gradually, and that there was a tradition of 
considerable ‘overlap’ between anthropological work and such ‘bio-ethnographic’ 
study and, to some extent, colonial policymaking.

This context is significant since Mendes-correa’s study (1944) was referenced 
by Sousa Mendes and Almeida when writing their report on Timorese house 
designs. In light of their study tour of Timor, the architects cited in their report 
four supra-racial categories set out by Mendes-correa, on top of more numerous 
linguistic groups, extracted from the study. With both these racial and ethno-lin-
guistic categorisations in mind, the architects then went about assessing indigenous 
housing. They were directed by the scholar and colonial administrator rui cinatti, 
who had a deep and abiding interest in Timor’s flora, fauna, and human societies, 
and who advised them on what regions to visit to study housing arrangements. 
cinatti also had an interest in “study[ing] the main types of ‘native housing’ and 
its relationships with the natural and cultural environment”, an interest which 
chimed with that of colonial urban policy as described above (Sousa 2020, 143). The 
architects set about their task by seeking out archetypal house designs based on 
each region, insisting on adopting a ‘mode of classification’ for the populations that 
they would observe. To provide a typology they observed the ways in which forms 
of housing changed (or otherwise) “… according to diverse dialects”, with the least 
spoken ‘dialects’ in the interior and in the east, while the most spoken were on the 
coast with Tetum having the greatest tendency to spread.
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They explained differences in housing by reference to two principal elements: 
the ‘various racial origins’ of their inhabitants; and ‘climatic conditions’. it became 
clear, however, that they could not reconcile climate-adapted house design with 
‘race’. For example, they noted that upland house constructions (where the same 
cooler climate prevailed) were similar despite being built in different regions of 
Bobonaro and Maubisse. likewise, ‘raising’ native-ancestral housing or uma lisan 
was neither universally practiced, nor exclusive to ‘racial origins’. For example, 
houses in coastal areas which were at opposite ends of the colony—Oecussi, 
viqueque and Suai—were all raised off the ground by between one and one-and-
a-half metres. In short, they were able to adduce more examples of the practicality 
of pre-existing house types based on climate, by observing that in upland, cooler 
climates, roofs extended to the ground to provide more insulation, than with 
reference to putative commonalities of house design based on occupants’ ability 
to adapt to houses.

The one kind of house in portuguese Timor that Sousa Mendes and Almeida 
identified which was observably different from all other houses was that of ‘assim-
ilated’ Timorese. Such housing, mainly inhabited by liurais, was not constructed 
with wood, bamboo and ‘palappa’ (dried leaves of palm trees) but constructed with 
‘european’ materials “using the most economical methods”, for example, glass 
windows and zinc sheet roofs. Where these were unavailable, local materials were 
fashioned into european styles. Such styles also included housing with a raised 
ground floor, “definitive walls”—the prevalence of which they had frowned on in 
Singapore—and sometimes a latrine.15 The architects did not directly broach the 
question of how or whether the inhabitants of ‘traditional’ houses were to become 
‘assimilated’.

in 1963, Sousa Mendes alone produced plans for two prototype houses for 
indigenous soldiers in the colonial military. They consisted of two buildings—a 
main building with an entrance hall and two bedrooms, and an ‘outbuilding’, 
with a pantry, kitchen and bathroom. The cost of the houses was 40,000 escudos, 
10,000 less than Singapore’s SiT apartments. The houses were raised 1.15 metres, for 
unspecified reasons. This was a costly adjustment to previous plans that caused the 
land area on which the houses were built to be reduced by 10 percent to stay within 
the total budget. Otherwise, the costs appeared to have been kept to a minimum, as 
Sousa Mendes and Almeida promised four years earlier by using local materials.

The flooring in the entrance area of the main building was constructed with 
wood, as were the entrance’s ceilings. Elsewhere in the main building, the roof 
was made from grasses or palappa leaves bound with cord and connected to the 
joists with cane (cana brava) and casuarina wood. The house was not ‘entirely’ 
constructed with local materials as claimed, however. The roof was supported by 
iron pillars. The second ‘outbuilding’ had concrete screed floors and wainscots; 
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and walls made of concrete and a zinc roof. The kitchen was built around a 
hearth, constructed with three stones, a feature of ‘native’ houses, Sousa Mendes 
indicated. Indeed, the division of the house into two buildings seems to have been 
a portuguese interpretation of an ‘assimilated’ Timorese house.16

Twenty-eight years after the study tour and 12 years after indonesia had occu-
pied the territory formerly known as portuguese Timor, cinatti, Sousa Mendes 
and Almeida published Arquitectura Timorense (1987), an extensively-illustrated 
book based on their overview of Timorese housing. Some of the book’s chapters 
expanded on and followed the principle around which the Timor section of their 
report was structured, i.e., a review of the habitats of the territory’s ethno-linguistic 
groups. However, absent from the work was any reference to their foreign tour but 
one section briefly detailed city housing of ‘assimilated’ Timorese and europeans. 
On one level, this omission is not surprising since in some respects the foreign 
tour may have simply served to confirm the architects’ existing beliefs that eth-
nographically-informed housing was preferable to mass-produced housing and 
deemed unworthy for inclusion. Furthermore, the book’s audience, an educated, 
Lusophone public, may also have found traditional houses a more compelling 
subject. After all, the publication presents a view of Timor’s ethnic groups largely 
untouched by colonial rule, whereas the project to design and construct economic 
dwellings involved the colonial state’s attempts to create and sustain a social and 
economic order in an urban environment. The building of economic dwellings 
continued until decolonisation in 1974, with discrete but small clusters of houses 
appearing in some of Dili’s neighbourhoods.

Conclusion: affordability, adaptation, anxiety

During their study tour, the architects had observed large-scale urban planning 
and public housing in the service of creating distinct socio-economic orders in 
late-, settler- and post-colonial contexts. They flirted with this model but ultimately 
rejected it because they preferred their own hybrid ‘economical houses’ with 
vernacular features. Yet in the end, their own model, embedded in a larger urban 
planning experiment, was not so different. Furthermore, the study tour, the archi-
tects’ dependence on official hosts, and the zoning of Dili reveal rather colonial 
cooperation and to some extent, a commonality of approach. This did not stop the 
architects leaning on a model of Tropical Architecture grounded in pragmatism, 
albeit one seemingly preoccupied with the ‘integration’ of occupants. indeed, while 
the architects’ approach was influenced by questions of affordability, they also made 
assessments of the perceived ability of occupants to live in houses, thereby relying 
more on a biologist’s view of ‘species adaptation’ to habitat (cf. clancey 2006, 86).
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At the same time, this perspective appears to have been arrived at largely 
through contingency rather than based on an unswerving adherence to racial 
ideology. For example, the architects noted the work of portuguese anthropologists 
concerned with demonstrating a view of Timor’s ‘races’ but they did not adopt it 
to be a predominant criterion for their house designs. The architects’ designs of 
economical houses may have been partially influenced by the colonial ideology of 
Lusotropicalism, but equally, late-colonial regimes in general had begun to empha-
sise that colonial rule could cede some authority to indigenous elites (whether 
through French ‘associationism’ or British ‘indirect rule’). in both this broader 
context and in the context of Timor specifically, the houses and the planned urban 
socio-economic order in which they were situated may also be a manifestation 
of colonial anxieties (see introduction, this volume) as both migration from rural 
to urban areas and colonial expenditure on urbanisation increased in the years 
before 1974.
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Notes

1 These ideas were those of the Brazilian sociologist Gilberto Freyre who also espoused strong views 
on urbanisation and housing. Like the originators of Tropical Architecture, Freyre had predilec-
tions for vernacular architecture, and wanted to “…reconcile international modernity with local 
tradition” (Burke and pallares-Burke 2008, 113, 148-149).

2 The SiT houses that they saw “differ[ed] considerably from the normal run of privately-designed 
houses” (Swee 1956, 62); given their “large average household size, of 5.9. This is no doubt due to 
the system of allocation of Trust dwellings which gives preference to large households” (ibid., 64).

3 Sousa Mendes, A. and Almeida, l. ‘Missão de estudo de habitat nativo de Timor. relatório Síntese 
das visitas de estudo a Singapura, djakarta, darwin, e à provincia de Timor’ 4 March 1959, in Ahu 
icp Mu dGOpc dSuh (Mu T cx.22,1), 1.

4 Sousa Mendes, A. and Almeida, l. ‘Missão de estudo…’, 14.
5 Sousa Mendes, A. and Almeida, l. ‘Missão de estudo…’ 17.
6 in 1957 the population of Singapore stood at about 1,440,000 (chua and Singapore department of 

Statistics 1964, 43) of which squatters comprised about 360,000 (Kahn 2006, 9).
7 Singapore’s ethnic chinese population was strongly represented in organised labour activity but 

‘housing poverty’ (Aljunied 2009, 237), unresolved by the construction of a planned modernist resi-
dential area for Malays (Kahn 2006), had contributed to discontent with colonial rule more widely.
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8 For an attempt to “discern concretely” the meaning of such public monuments see Anderson 1990, 
174.

9 Ahu ipc/Mu/T/dGOpc/dSuh (Mu/T/ cx.22,6) ‘projecto de moradias economicas’. cavaca, 
‘informacao no.33 A/46’, 6 november 1946.

10 Ahu icp Mu cTFc (Mu/T) cx. 22,5 localização da colonia de Timor. Aguilar, JA, ‘plano Geral de 
urbanização do ultramar’, localização da colonia de Timor’, 30.

11 Ahu icp Mu cTFc (Mu/T/ cx. 22,5) Aguilar, JA, ‘plano Geral…‘, 9.
12 Ahu ipc/Mu/T/dGOpc/dSuh (Mu/T/ cx.22,6) ‘projecto de moradias economicas’. Antes de Megré to 

director dos Servicos de urbanismo e habitacao, 8 July 1958.
13 Ahu ipc/Mu/T/dGOpc/dSuh (Mu/T/ cx.22,6) ‘projecto de moradias economicas’. Sousa-Mendes to 

direcao de Servicos, Obras publicas, 14 July 1958.
14 Ahu ipc/Mu/T/dGOpc/dSuh (Mu/T/ cx.22,6) ‘projecto de moradias economicas’. Sanches de Gama 

17th July 1958.
15 Ahu icp Mu dGOpc dSuh (Mu T cx.22,1). Sousa Mendes, A. and Almeida, l. ‘Missão de estudo…’, 62.
16 Ahu icp Mu dGOpc dSuh (Mu T cx. 4,1) ‘habitações para praças nativas…’

Archival sources

Arquivo histórico ultramarino (Ahu), lisbon, portugal:
Ahu icp Mu dGOpc dSuh (Mu/T cx.22,1) ‘Missão de estudo dos habitos nativo de Timor’.
Ahu icp Mu cTFc (Mu/T/cx. 22,5) ‘localização da colonia de Timor’.
Ahu ipc/Mu/T/dGOpc/dSuh (Mu/T/cx.22,6) ‘projecto de moradias economicas’.
Ahu icp Mu dGOpc dSuh (Mu/T/cx. 4,1) ‘habitações para praças nativas’.
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On the existence and persistence of the social 
category of atan in contemporary Timor-Leste
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Abstract

This paper considers the historical category of atan (slave) in Timor-leste and its significance 

to contemporary social relations. While Indigenous forms of slavery existed on Timor island 

before the arrival of the dutch or portuguese, distinctions between liurai (rulers), povo (common 

people) and atan (slave) were produced, reinforced and modified by colonial modes of production 

and extraction. These categorisations continue to be re-enacted ceremonially, economically and 

politically in contemporary Timor-Leste. The paper first considers the category of atan from a his-

torical perspective. Secondly, gathering traces of evidence in ethnographically grounded research, 

it examines how the category of atan is imagined, resisted and embodied in contemporary East 

Timorese society. Lastly, it considers the implications of the persistence of this phenomenon.

Keywords: Slavery; dependence; kinship; agency

This paper considers the historical category of atan (e: dependent/serf/slave) in 
Timor-Leste and its significance to contemporary social relations. While Indigenous 
forms of dependency existed on Timor island before the arrival of the Dutch or 
portuguese (hägerdal 2012), social categories and distinctions between liurai 
(rulers), ema or reino (common people) and atan (dependents/serfs/slave) were pro-
duced, reinforced and modified by portuguese colonial modes of production and 
extraction as well as Indonesian military occupation. Although the constitution of 
the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste upholds the principal of equal rights for all 
its citizens, these social categorisations continue to be re-enacted ceremonially, eco-
nomically and politically in contemporary Timor-leste (rdTl 2001; Kammen 2010; 
Shepherd and McWilliam 2013). drawing on historical descriptions and regional 
comparisons, the paper will first consider the category of atan from a historical 
and linguistic perspective. Secondly, gathering traces of evidence and data collected 
in ethnographically grounded research in Timor-Leste, it will examine how the 
category of atan is imagined, resisted, embodied and enacted in contemporary East 
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Timorese society. Lastly, it will consider the implications of the persistence of this 
phenomenon particularly in relation to kinship and agency.

Slavery and other forms of dependency in historical perspective

Most historians of Southeast Asia agree that ‘slavery’ existed in the region prior to 
the expansion of european shipping and trade (Gunn 1999; Ward 2011; hägerdal 
2012). how ‘slavery’ was understood in the region, however, was complicated by 
the fact that it included a diversity of forms and practices ranging from chattel 
slavery and forced labour to debt bondage and other forms of dependency (Ward 
2011, 163). Some scholars argue that a distinction should be made between a ‘slave’ 
understood as ‘a person held to be saleable property, of low social status, and 
obliged to perform labour and other services for a superior without payment’, and 
other forms of ‘bondage’ that existed within a broad pattern of social relations 
based on differential status and mutual obligation (reid 1983). demands for labour 
in expanding regional economies undoubtedly fuelled the trade in slaves across 
the region. But it is also true that many Southeast Asian societies, including those 
found on Timor island, were “governed by laws and customs that embedded [these] 
vertical relations of bondage and reciprocity as the basis of social, economic, and 
political relations” (Ward 2011, 164).

The scope, motives and forms of slavery and other forms of bondage present 
on Timor island varied in response to changing socio-economic and political cir-
cumstances. While further research is required to understand the extent to which 
chinese and Makassarese traders in the region engaged in the slave trade in Timor 
prior to the arrival of the Europeans, historians suggest that “… after sandalwood, 
for which the island was famous, slaves were ‘the next most profitable commodity’ 
to be found on the island” (Boxer 1968, 189 quoted in Kammen 2010). From as early 
as the sixteenth century slaves were obtained by both dutch and portuguese who 
engaged in slave raids or collected slaves from the ports of Kupang, Manatuto and 
Ade (vemasse) (McWilliam 2007; hägerdal 2010; Kammen 2010). More commonly 
however, it was Topasses from Larantuka and Lifau who raided and sold slaves 
destined for Java and Macau (Kammen 2010). local rulers were active participants 
in this trade exchanging beeswax, sandalwood and slaves for counter-gifts of fire-
arms and other manufactured goods (pottery and cloth) (hägerdal 2010).1 Stories 
from older East Timorese suggest that the trade in persons continued well into the 
late nineteenth century. For example, from viqueque atan were sold as slaves at the 
port of Beasu in exchange for ‘guns and bullets’ (T: kilat no musan) (Barnes 2017).

While the slave trade became increasingly important in the region following 
the arrival of european trader/colonisers, hägerdal has argued that the volume 
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of trade in slaves from Timor island was never very significant (see de castro 
1867, 320; hägerdal 2010). A lack of evidence in the colonial record, for the trade in 
slaves, might be explained by the fact that slaves were not prominent in European 
cargo lists or, the fact that much of the slave-trade was intra-regional carried out 
by chinese and Makassarese traders and not directly by the portuguese or dutch 
(Kammen, pers. comm.; hägerdal 2019). it is also possible that trade in ‘persons’ or 
‘slaves’ was not a priority for Timorese rulers whose power and wealth was based 
on the number of people under their immediate control rather than the extent of 
territory they controlled (Barnes 2017). it is often said that Timorese rulers were 
‘rich in people’ rather than land and a person’s worth and social standing is still 
calculated in terms of their capacity to establish and maintain bonds of reciprocity 
and mutual obligation (McWilliam 2011; see also chapter 7, this volume).

Scholars maintain that pre-colonial societies on Timor island were divided into 
three social categories or ranks commonly described as comprising of chiefs and 
nobles (liurai), commoners (ema) and slaves (atan) (Gunn 1999; cinatti 1987; hicks 
[1976] 2004). however, given the diversity of forms and practices that have come to 
be defined in scholarly literature as ‘slavery’, the categorisation of atan as ‘slave’ 
requires further consideration.

The Tetum term atan is commonly translated as ‘slave’ in english, and this is 
also the most common meaning attributed to the word and its variants in Indonesia. 
However, linguists suggest that locally and regionally atan, and its equivalents in 
other Austronesian languages, has a range of different meanings. For example, 
in Timor and Flores it may also be used to mean simply ‘person’ or ‘human’ 
(Schaepper, pers. comm.). Blust has also suggested that atan could mean ‘stranger 
or outsider’ (2013). These linguistic pointers suggest two things; firstly, that those 
who fell under the category of atan may not necessarily have been considered 
possessions, objects or non-subjects; and secondly, that if they were conceptualised 
as ‘outsiders’ or ‘others’ there were distinctive ways in which persons included in 
this category could be integrated into local social structure.

I would argue that colonial processes of classification, categorisation and trans-
lation established a false equivalency between the notion of atan and the category 
of ‘escravo’ making it synonymous with euro-centric notions of ‘slave’ and ‘slavery’. 
In their book Slavery in Africa: Anthropological and Historical Perspectives, Miers 
and Kopytoff (1977) argued that euro-centric notions of slavery, and in particular 
english language scholarship on the topic, were heavily influenced by ‘imaginaries’ 
of slavery that drew heavily on the specific experience of plantation slavery in 
the Americas (carvalho Ferreira 2019, 51-52). Such notions of slavery presented 
an image of ‘the slave’ as a person devoid of any rights, freedoms or capacity for 
choice. For Miers and Kopytoff, however, the position of ‘slaves’ in the African cul-
tural context had to be understood in relation to the concept of ‘rights-in-persons’ 
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(1977, 7). rights-in-persons were defined by local laws and the subject of complex 
transactions. rights involved ‘transactions’ between individuals, offices and cor-
porate groups, rights that were mutual but seldom symmetrical, rights that could 
entail labour and services but also total rights over a person (ibid., 8-9). The concept 
of ‘rights-in-persons’ provides a useful framework for conceptualising the position 
of atan in East Timorese societies. Rather than representing a category of persons 
that would fit euro-centric definitions of ‘slave’ described above (p. 2), i would 
argue that atan encompassed a broad category of persons who, as Ward (2011, 64) 
suggests, found themselves at the bottom of the vertical relations of bondage and 
reciprocity, a situation which arguably also placed them on the margins and made 
them vulnerable to forms of extreme exploitation including slavery.

Historically, persons included in the category of atan on Timor island were war 
captives, debtors or serious violators of custom, procured through warfare, as gifts 
from allies or tribute from vassal kingdoms (Forman 1978; hägerdal 2010; Kammen 
2010; Blust 2013). historians argue that those persons classified as atan generally 
fell into two categories. Drawing on the terms ulun-houris and lutu-hun used by 
Tetum-speaking populations, they suggest that a division existed between what is 
commonly described as ‘chattel’ slavery and other forms of more-or-less permanent 
dependency. Ulun-houris, meaning ‘living head’, was used to denote war-captives, 
often women and children, who owed their lives to their master. hägerdal (2010, 
270) suggests that ulun-houris were ‘chattel’ slaves, treated as commodities to be 
bought and sold or even gifted and offered as tribute (see also Kammen 2010). 
Lutu-hun, meaning either the ‘dwellers at the bottom of the enclosure’ or ‘from the 
bottom of the enclosure’, on the other hand, was used to describe those who worked 
the fields and tended the cattle of the liurai (rulers). Lutu-hun could not move from 
their land but neither could they be bought or sold and as such occupied a position 
similar to that of serf (de castro 1867; hägerdal 2010). portuguese anthropologist 
and public servant, de Menezes (2006, 69) states that lutu-hun were considered 
‘communal’ property while atan were individual property; a view which was also 
proposed by de castro who stated that lutu-hum cannot be sold by the king (rei) 
because they belong to the people (reino) (de castro 1867, 320). The extent to which 
these distinctions were fixed and the degree to which they are applicable across 
Timor island is debatable. ethnographic evidence from viqueque district suggests 
that chattel slaves could well become serfs, and not only serfs, but also commoners, 
may have been sold at slave markets. Moreover, not all war captives became slaves. 
In some cases, they were incorporated into local house-based groups either as allies 
or vassals (Barnes 2017).2

How atan were treated by rulers and commoners is a subject that requires 
more in-depth research. The conditions under which atan lived likely depended on 
time, place and the personality of individuals involved. According to local histories 
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from viqueque for example, atan were at the mercy of the ruler (liurai). elders 
from viqueque reported that, in the not so distant past, atan were exchanged 
as gifts and on a ruler’s death could be killed and buried with them; they also 
suggested that during certain rituals such as the planting of house-posts atan were 
sacrificed in lieu of buffalo or pigs (Amaral, pers. comm.; see also Bovensiepen 2015, 
113). however, evidence also suggests that over time the descendants of atan were 
given specific tasks and roles associated with ruling (liurai) ancestral houses (many 
would have also been descendants of the men [and also women] of the house) and 
in some cases incorporated into these ancestral houses albeit without the same 
entitlements as full-members (Barnes 2017).

The British explorer/anthropologist Forbes, who travelled across Timor in the 
late 1880s, suggested that atan in Timor were relatively well treated and could be 
freed at any time through the payment of a fixed sum. This is a view shared by 
Affonso de castro the Governor of portuguese Timor (1858-1863) who wrote “the 
slaves of Timor are not subject to the same ill-treatment found in other countries. 
If there has been any mistreatment it has been at the hands of the inhabitants 
of Dili rather than in the kingdoms (reinos), where slaves are almost considered 
family members and do not find any problems in obtaining freedom” (1867, 319).3 
portuguese poet and ethnographer, rui cinatti, wrote, “At the bottom of society 
lived the slaves, prisoners of war (lutuhum). Or people bought (ata). Slavery is not 
very rigid… permitted serfs to become free men” (cinatti quoted in Kammen 2010). 
While conditions may have varied depending on circumstances, the category of 
atan clearly does not fit neatly into euro-centric notions of ‘escravo’ or ‘slave’. 
However, what also appears to be clear is that persons classified as atan had lim-
ited freedoms and could be tied to their master’s house inter-generationally. It is 
perhaps the lack of social recognition as members of an independent house-based 
ancestral group that distinguishes atan as ‘other’ in east Timorese societies.

Although the portuguese officially abolished ‘slavery’ in 1869 (hägerdal 2012), 
the categorical distinctions of liurai (noble, chief), ema (commoner) and atan 
(understood broadly as serf/slave/dependant) persisted well into the twentieth, 
and some would argue the twenty-first, century.4 indeed, when in the late 1800s 
the portuguese began to establish cash crop plantations (coffee, coconut and can-
dlenut) in an attempt to make the colony more profitable, they benefitted from 
the ‘free’ labour ‘recruited’ by local rulers who were obliged to provide labourers 
for plantations a certain number of days each month. local rulers who were ‘rich 
in people’ were able to draw on the atan class to work on the plantations and 
expand their own holdings.5 Free labour on plantations was provided not only 
by those categorised as atan but following the imposition of the head-tax in the 
early twentieth century, individuals unable to pay their tax (including commoners 
and some nobles) were forced to work as auxiliar (auxiliaries) providing manual 
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labour on plantations or building and road works, or as ordenança working as 
domestic servants for civil servants and local rulers (clarence-Smith 1992; Kammen 
2010; Shepherd and McWilliam 2013). in her ethnography of Funar, in the region 
of Manatuto, Bovensiepen describes how villagers confided that they had been 
given as children to the liurai because their parents had not been able to pay 
the taxes the local rulers had collected for the portuguese colonial government. 
The children who carried out housework in liurai houses were locally known as 
ornassa—a corruption of the term ordenança (Bovensiepen 2015, 113). Similarly, in 
Babulo, uato-lari, where i undertook my fieldwork, the term asuliar, a corruption 
of the portuguese ‘auxiliar’ (Barnes 2017, 66), became part of local vocabularies to 
denote persons held in debt bondage or positions of servitude.6

Kammen has written convincingly of how this history of ‘forced labour’ fed 
into nationalist discourses that pitted portuguese ‘masters’ and their Timorese elite 
collaborators against a Timorese mass of ‘oppressed’, which included both ema/
reino (commoners) and atan (serf/slave/dependants). collapsing the categories of 
ema and atan, Kammen argues, effectively silenced the reality of Indigenous forms 
of, what he calls, ‘slavery’ (see analysis of Araujo’s “Timorese elites” in Kammen 
2010, 263-264). Kammen suggests that the unspoken legacy of indigenous forms of 
dependency and servitude continues to affect contemporary East Timorese social 
relations. While many East Timorese are reluctant to speak openly about atan, and 
most are quick to state that “We don’t have slavery any more”, Kammen argues 
most “[east Timorese] are acutely aware of who is a descendant of a legitimate tra-
ditional ruler, who is a descendant of a portuguese-appointed chief, who obtained 
positions by collaborating with the Indonesian occupiers. They also know “who 
was a commoner and who was a slave” (2010, 75). Shame is attached to the fact 
that East Timorese enslaved other East Timorese, yet atan ancestry continues to 
affect individual and communal aspirations and many descendants of former atan 
remain on the margins. Moreover, a variety of forms of servitude including debt 
bondage and other subtler forms of temporary and permanent dependency persist 
(Bovensiepen 2014; Trindade and Barnes 2018).

Atan in contemporary ethnography

Although people were initially reluctant to speak of it during my field work in the 
suku of Babulo, uato-lari subdistrict, the topic of atan was unavoidable. Babulo is 
comprised of eight hamlets, each of which broadly correspond to an ‘origin’ group, 
a group of families sharing a common ancestor and centred on a common sacred 
house (Uma Lulik). Sometimes referred to by other groups within suku as the ‘aldeia 
without land’, the hamlet of roma was established in 2002. unlike the majority of 
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the suku population, the people of Roma hamlet are largely of Makassae rather 
than naueti descent. According to one history of the origins of this group, the roma 
are descendants of atan who served a liurai from Babulo who lived in exile near 
Quelicai. When this liurai was invited to return and rule over the people of Babulo 
it is said he agreed on condition that he could bring his “own people” who “stuck to 
him like seeds of a long grass” (Trindade, pers. comm.). There are no roma ‘house’ 
structures in Babulo. Historically, members of this group were incorporated into 
their masters’ houses as ‘people of the house’. The roma were not granted specific 
areas of land on which to farm or settle but were servants to the chiefly houses of 
Babulo. Their main task was to watch over the herds of buffalo which belonged to 
their masters. In time, however, the descendants of the Roma started farming near 
the animal pastures and enclosures they guarded. now many of this group claim 
these plots of land as their own based on long-term occupancy rights.

The hamlet of Roma was created after independence by the then Fretilin gov-
ernment in recognition of the Roma people’s part in the struggle for independence. 
There can be no doubt that the aspiration of the people of Roma hamlet resonated 
with Fretilin’s rhetoric concerning putting an end ‘to all forms of domination of 
our people’ (Jolliffe 1978, 331). despite their gains in achieving recognition in the 
eyes of the state, however, the people of Roma hamlet remain marginalised within 
the suku.

Discussing relations of dependency and atan in Babulo is a sensitive issue. For 
example, at first members of chiefly houses were reluctant to speak to me about 
the people of Roma hamlet, but as time went past and in more relaxed settings, 
they would let down their guard. Although there is a general consensus that they 
should no longer be referred to as such, members of the chiefly houses and main 
ritual houses continue to identify the people of Roma hamlet as former atan. In 
hushed and embarrassed tones, I was told that they are sometimes pejoratively 
referred to as kilat no musan (guns and bullets) (see above). Some members of 
chiefly houses told me that during the Indonesian times, education had a levelling 
effect, and ‘people like the roma’ were able to improve their situation through 
economic activity and employment. A middle-aged member of one of the main 
ritual houses suggested to me that levelling social relations was not necessarily 
a good thing and that social tensions were a result of people ‘like the roma’ “not 
knowing their place”.7

During the course of my fieldwork one incident in particular highlighted the 
reality and continued social exclusion of some members of roma hamlet. in 2006, 
members of the house of Aha Bu’u (the ancestral house of the former liurai and 
xefe suku of Babulo) began collecting material to rebuild their ancestral house. in 
the past, the ancestors of the people of Roma hamlet would have performed this 
task as servants to the house of Aha Bu’u. In this instance, however, and perhaps 
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as a result of the Roma community organisation to assert their rights in the eyes of 
the State, the headman of Aha Bu’u had arranged with the new headman of roma 
hamlet to recruit members of the hamlet to collect unu (T: tali metan, Bot: arenga 
pinnata), a type of fibre obtained from black sugar palm, for which they would 
receive cash in exchange.

One morning, as I made my way to a wake near the secondary school and 
old-posto of uato-lari leten i was stopped by two men, one of whom was a local 
secondary school teacher. They told me that a murder had just been committed a 
few hundred metres up the road. A Roma man who had been collecting unu for 
the house at Aha Bu’u had killed the Roma hamlet chief with a machete. Later, I 
received news that the suspect had handed himself in to local police and was being 
detained at the sub-district police post in Darabai. In the village, rumours began to 
spread about the incident. The general agreement was that the suspect had acted 
out of desperation. A witness to the incident said that the suspect had approached 
the hamlet chief to discuss the payment for some unu he had collected for the 
house of Aha Bu’u. But the hamlet chief informed him that he was not permitted 
to collect unu and refused to pay him. At this, I was told, the suspect grew agitated 
threatening the hamlet chief and declaring, “What can I do? I have no land to farm 
and I cannot collect unu? How am I going to feed my family?”, He then struck the 
hamlet chief with his machete and broke down.

The incident prompted much discussion about the predicament of those who 
do not have access to land or depend on others to gain access to land and other 
resources within the village. I was told that while the suspect did in fact farm a 
small piece of land, he had eleven children to clothe, feed and send to school and 
no means of earning cash. The teacher I had met in the morning suggested that as 
a citizen of independent Timor-Leste everyone had the same rights to access land 
and other natural resources; a member of one of the senior ritual houses, however, 
argued that if the Roma wanted land and other resources they should return to 
their village of origin.

The nature of social relations between Roma and other groups present in 
Babulo is more complex than the story above suggests. Descendants of Roma have 
become ‘incorporated’ into various ‘chiefly’ (liurai) and ‘commoner’ (ema/povo) 
ancestral houses including the house of the former liurai and xefe de suku as well 
as the houses of the liurai rai nain (n: rea netana, e: source of the land). Over time, 
some descendants of former slaves and their former masters have become kin 
either by birth, or more rarely, through marriage. Yet, unless they are officially 
adopted by their former masters’ house, the descendants of atan are commonly 
considered to be dependents not descendants of the house (see also, Hoskins 
2004). While this mechanism of partial or nominal incorporation into a house 
group is commonly used to cover a range of non-ideal marriage arrangements (see 
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Fitzpatrick, McWilliam, and Barnes 2012; Barnes 2017), the fact remains that there 
are no socially recognised atan ancestral houses and as such the descendants of 
atan remain on the margins of customary social arrangements.

During my fieldwork in Babulo and elsewhere in Timor-Leste, I also encoun-
tered other perhaps more ambiguous yet common forms of servitude and 
dependency affecting men, women and children. The transfer of people between 
houses has historically occurred in the context of marriage exchanges between 
fertility-givers and fertility-takers (Bovensiepen 2015). Bovensiepen has described 
how marriages between liurai in Funar sometimes involved fertility-givers ‘giving’ 
slaves or one or two children from a commoner house to their fertility-takers along 
with other gifts such as cloth and pigs (2015, 113). While expressed in the language 
of kinship such transfers reveal the stark status inequalities that persist in Timor-
leste, particularly in cases where houses of ‘chiefly’ status request the payment of 
debts from their fertility-takers (ibid., 114-115).

In Bobonaro district, for example, men can become bonded labour when debt 
is owed to their bride’s father. In the ritual community of Leosibe, the practice 
of uxorilocal residence continues whereby a husband must reside in his father-
in-law’s house and work on his land until marriage debts are repaid either to an 
agreed amount or in full. During this time any children born of the marriage do 
not inherit from their father’s descent line but the descent group of their mother 
(Fitzpatrick, McWilliam, and Barnes 2012).

in Babulo, debts between fertility-givers and fertility-takers could (and do) 
involve the transfer of a person. Depending on the wealth and status of individual 
families, some households include one or two distant to destitute kin, or individuals 
who are the descendants of atan. Although these household members are not spoken 
of as servants or atan but as ‘family,’ they are socially inferior and under obligation 
to serve other members of the household. In exchange for food, shelter and, in some 
cases an education, these dependent household members are expected to perform a 
number of tasks including cooking, fetching firewood and water, working the fields 
and caring for younger children. While other household members also take part 
in these activities, often the main burden of this work falls on these dependents.

One family in Babulo took on a child as a ward or foster child (oan hakiak). 
described to me as the child of a ‘poor relative’, the boys’ status was not equal 
to other children of the immediate family who were also raised as oan hakiak. 
Although he went to school and played with the other children of the family, he was 
expected to do much of the manual labour of the household. In her ethnography 
of Funar, Bovensiepen recounts how one young man made explicit the connection 
between fostering and slavery: “there are two types of foster children (oan hakiak): 
real foster children and slaves. But no one talks about this anymore. nowadays we 
just call them all walin (younger siblings)” (2015, 113).
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The practice of taking orphans or removing children from their parents is 
complicated by the Indonesian occupation when East Timorese children were 
taken by indonesian soldiers. east Timorese children were frequently ‘recruited’ 
by the Indonesian military to perform menial tasks and many others were forcibly 
removed from their families and taken to be raised in Indonesia. The conditions 
that these children encountered varied greatly, while some were cared for and 
educated others were not so fortunate (van Klinken 2012; cAvr 2013). Similarly, 
women were often ‘married’ (often under coercion) to indonesian soldiers or kept 
as sexual slaves (cAvr 2013). The historic reality of the taking of war captives, 
slavery and servitude, both in Timor-Leste and other parts of Indonesia, may well 
have provided a precedent for the actions of the Indonesian military and others 
in this regard.

Beyond the framework of kinship relations there are other cases that blur 
the boundaries between orphan/domestic, servant/slave, person/possession. For 
example, in addition to the boy, the family discussed above had also taken in and 
given shelter to a woman with a history of mental illness who had been abused 
and accused of witchcraft by her own relatives. Theoretically, she was free to leave 
but in practice she was indebted to the household and would have found it very 
difficult to do so. While the living conditions that this woman and the foster child 
experienced were harsh, they were not as desperate as that of another woman 
who lived with family of chiefly descent. Although I was never able to speak to her 
directly, this young woman was clearly the servant of the family. Subjected to ver-
bal and physical abuse by the women of the house, she was tied to the household 
by status, bonds of personal obligation and fear.

Agency, dependency and kinship

What the descendants of the Roma, the foster-child and female servants described 
above have in common is that they are all formally denied agency in one way or 
another; however, they are people with will and desires, who can and do act—even 
if their actions are heavily constrained by their structural position in society (see 
hoskins 2004, 92). Social inequalities express themselves in cultural forms and it is 
often from within a shared cultural framework that individuals and groups seek to 
act out their aspirations and desires (see Appadurai 1996; Ortner 2006).

drawing on Bourdieu’s notions of the ‘rules and strategies’, hoskins argues that 
marriage in Sumba is a key arena where the “games of social status are played”. 
in order to be considered full subjects, people of ‘slave’ descent must find ways of 
manipulating the ‘rules of marriage’ to achieve some degree of freedom (hoskins 
2004, 92). in Babulo, descendants of atan have sought to manipulate the ‘rules’ of 
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the game of social incorporation. not only have they achieved independence and 
recognition in the eyes of the state following the creation of their own administra-
tive hamlet (see above), they have also re-negotiated their position within the local 
ritual community.

in the context of political violence that erupted in uato-lari sub-district during 
the presidential campaign of 2007, the people of roma hamlet ritually re-affirmed 
their allegiance to the chiefly houses of their former masters and the houses of the 
local liurai rai nain (n: rea netana, E: source of the land) by swearing under-oath 
to protect the domain under the leadership of the former liurai (hereditary chief) 
and xefe de suku. Such a move may at first sight appear to be counterproductive to 
efforts to assert their civil and political rights; however, in renewing their commit-
ment to the chiefly houses of the domain, the people of Roma achieved recognition 
in the eyes of the ritual community independently of their former masters. During 
the rice harvest of 2008, for the first time, the people of roma hamlet were called 
by name to receive their portion of the ritual meal and ancestral blessings—an 
acknowledgement of their collective rights to independent group identity.

At an individual level, descendants of slaves can also seek to renegotiate their 
status by mobilising resources, to improve their condition and achieve social 
recognition. For example, in 2006 i met a teacher Alberto, who lived in a modest 
house in the Indonesian-era settlement of Kampung Baru.8 Alberto, whom every-
one referred to as ‘Mestre Alberto’ is a descendant of former slaves. i was told 
that Alberto was a messenger, fixer and go-between who served the Source of the 
Land. The first time I met him he was negotiating the procurement of animals 
necessary for a ritual sacrifice to be performed by the Source of the land on behalf 
of the construction company building the bridge across the Be-Bui river. At the 
time, he was somewhat flustered finding himself accused of making money from 
the contractors by members of a subsidiary house of the Source of the land. Five 
years later, during another period of fieldwork, I was surprised to find Alberto one 
afternoon deep in conversation with one of the senior ritual elders of Babulo, the 
liurai Source of the land (n: liurai rea netana, T: liurai rai nain). it was immediately 
apparent to me that his situation had changed from the last time I had been in 
Babulo. While in the past I had seen him address ritual elders with a degree of 
humility and servitude, he now sat confidently opposite Source of the land dressed 
in new clothes, his fingers adorned with gold rings and a visible thick gold chain 
around his neck. In the intervening five years I discovered that Alberto had been 
able to accumulate a small fortune renting out his house to chinese technicians 
working on the national electricity grid and had established a few businesses of his 
own. he still served the Source of the land as a fixer and negotiator, but his social 
standing had improved somewhat. When I inquired about his status to members 
of the Source of the land’s house, i was told that Alberto’s ancestors had always 
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traditionally served as intermediaries between the Source of the land and other 
houses—the suggestion being that Alberto’s ancestors had always been ‘more than’ 
slaves. Rather than seek status and power from other sources of authority, such as 
the state for example, Alberto continued to ‘serve’ the Source of the land, investing 
in custom to enhance his status within the ritual community. Following a familiar 
strategy of incorporation and accommodation of outsiders, the Source of the land 
was able to benefit from Alberto’s wealth and connections while reaffirming their 
authority and legitimacy.

Returning to the cases of contemporary forms of dependency and servitude 
described above, those unable to mobilise individual or collective resources remain 
marginalised or exert their limited agency by resorting to either clandestine or 
more visible forms of resistance and rebellion. For example, once he was of age 
and finished primary school, the foster-child from Babulo ran away to Dili, the 
capital. The city offered some anonymity, but he could not cut ties completely with 
the family. Given shelter by a relative, he continued to meet with the sons and 
daughters of his foster-parents in order to gauge the likelihood of reconciliation 
or possibility of continued support. The woman with mental health issues, who 
was taken in by the family i lived with was known to have ‘bouts of madness’ and 
disappear for several days. The other of the women of the household confided in 
me that during this time she usually returned to her husband’s house. The young 
woman, who served a prominent household and was perhaps the person with least 
agency I encountered, was nevertheless able to rebel in her own way, and on at 
least one occasion violently. pushed to the limits while the husband was away in 
Dili she lashed out at his wife and sister forcing them to seek shelter in the house 
of my host family for several days until she had calmed down.

Conclusion

In this paper I sought to reconsider the historical category of atan in Timor-Leste 
and its significance to contemporary social relations. By drawing attention to the 
different meanings of the word atan and the way atan were historically portrayed 
in the literature, I called into question understandings of atan that tend to reflect 
euro-centric notions of ‘slave’ and ‘slavery’ based on experience of the Atlantic 
slave trade (see Miers and Kopytoff 1977). While rejecting these narrow correspond-
ences with the notion of ‘slave’ and ‘slavery’, i have illustrated the myriad of ways 
the social category of atan persists today and how individuals and groups seek to 
transform or resist categorisation. This is by no means an exhaustive survey or 
analysis—there are modern forms of slavery, servitude and dependency present in 
Timor-Leste, including those linked to the trafficking of humans, and the conditions 
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of workers, domestic and other. My aim here is to start a conversation and open up 
avenues for further research.

I have focused in this paper on my own research conducted mainly in the village 
of Babulo; however, since my initial fieldwork in Timor-Leste the rate of migra-
tion from rural to urban centres has increased dramatically, particularly among 
the 15-35 age group. Often migrants are supported by their parents or relatives 
already settled in urban centres like dili. Shame and fear of stigma characterises 
conversations about atan in Timor-Leste. While social categories are well known at 
village level this is less true of urban settings where the heterogenous population 
provides a degree of anonymity. yet, Silva’s research on marriage practices in dili 
suggests class, family trajectories and education play an important part in shaping 
urban-based marriage negotiations, and the suspicion of atan ancestry feeds into 
distinctions and prejudices that revolve around the notion of ema foho and ema Dili 
(Silva 2018). This raises questions regarding the spatial and social mobility of people 
on the margins, descendants of atan or in positions of servitude, their capacity to 
access resources through education and employment and/or transcend their social 
categorisation through strategic alliances.

The question of the persistence of social categories extends more generally 
to the growing population especially in urban centres, the emergence of a new 
middle-class and the growth in social and economic inequality. In his discussion 
of metaphors of slavery in Timor, Kammen raises questions regarding the social 
origins of east Timorese militia members. in lautém, militia members tended to be 
recruited from the descendants of former atan (F: akanu) while in liquiçá militia 
leaders mobilised plantations labourers, former asuliar (portuguese: auxiliaries). 
Kammen speculates that “those at the bottom of the social scale may well have 
feared that independence would mean the reassertion of liurai or landlord power, 
and hence the revival of internal social stratification” (Kammen 2010, 272). The same 
questions could be asked in relation to the origins and structure of East Timorese 
martial-arts groups and other gangs or, in relation to new political movements that 
seek to represent “the voice of the oppressed” (ibid.).

Across both rural and urban Timor-Leste, the category of atan persists and 
speaks to the reality of unpaid labour not only of women but also vulnerable 
men and children in contemporary society (see introduction, this volume, 10-11). 
It also draws our attention to other entanglements between community-based 
and market- driven values and arrangements. As observed by McWilliam (see 
chapter 13, this volume) and palmer (2010, 2017), the resurgence of customary or 
community exchanges that underpin the relations of dependency from which the 
category of atan emerge, is occurring in the context of political and economic tran-
sition to a largely neoliberal economy and governance regime (see Introduction, 
this volume, 19). however, in this context, and perhaps against neoliberal logics, 
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individuals and groups, such as Alberto described above, choose to invest in the 
community economy seeking social integration and prestige within kin-based net-
works of gift exchange and alliance (see chapter 5, this volume). in making these 
strategic investments they actively seek to re-negotiate and re-define their atan 
status within, and not beyond, the community-based economy.

To conclude, relationships involving atan are often presented as an extension 
of kinship relations. Some argue this strategy has been used as a moral backing 
for slavery around the world (see Meillassoux 1991). refocussing on both the 
nature of gift exchange and dependency in Timor-Leste may shed new light on the 
boundaries between freedom and disenfranchisement, and just how fragile these 
boundaries may be (see hoskins 2004, 90).

Notes

1 Slaves formed part of tribute provided by vassal kingdoms to larger coastal kingdoms who traded 
with outsiders (Forman 1977).

2 For example, in Babulo a group of war-captives were incorporated into the local house-based social 
structure. Incorporation involved the exchange of gifts, and the granting of a rota (sceptre, rod) 
from the sacred house of the source of the land to the in-coming group. Slaves may well have been 
part of these exchanges (Barnes 2017; see also Kammen 2010).

3 Author’s translation from original portuguese.
4 According to clarence-Smith (1992) “chiefs, headmen, and leading warriors disposed of considera-

ble numbers of slaves long after the export trade in slaves had been stopped, and it was only in the 
mid-1900s that the portuguese made hesitant moves to abolish slavery”.

5 clarence-Smith (1992) suggests that local potentates had the right to corvée labour to cultivate 
their specially demarcated plots or tend to their livestock well into the 1920s. it is possible that 
individuals entered into arrangements with local rulers and land-owners as a means of avoiding 
taxation. however, how common or widespread these forms of ‘resistance’ were, requires further 
investigation.

6 Of interest here is that the word ‘asu’ often used as an insult in a derogatory manner to deprive a 
person of dignity and personhood, is sometimes used as a form of self-referential humility—much 
in the same way as the expression ‘Atan hau’ is used in Tetum. For example, in a ritual setting in 
Babulo persons refer to themselves as ‘asu’ and not ‘ema’ in deference to the ancestors.

7 underpinning this comment is an understanding of local social organisation predicated on 
intricate networks of affiliation and alliance within and between ancestral houses that serve to 
legitimate and confirm the relative standing and entitlements as well as differential social ranking 
(Fitzpatrick et al. 2012).

8 Alberto is a pseudonym.
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chApTer 5

The serimónia network : 
economic mobilisation through rituals 
in the hamlet of Faulara, liquiçá

Alberto Fidalgo-Castro and Enrique Alonso-Población

Abstract

This chapter addresses some economic aspects of the ritual exchange regime in Timor-Leste. 

drawing on quantitative data gathered in the village of Faulara (liquiçá municipality) through a 

household survey and a qualitative case study on the marriage rituals involving a particular house-

hold, we show how ceremonies structured around fertility-giver/fertility-taker (umane/mane-foun) 

relations constitute only a small part of ritual activity in which other types of relationships such as 

neighbourhood and friendship play a central role as well. Building on that and considering the ritual 

exchange regime in a broader way, we show how the ritual exchange regime can work as a credit 

and savings union as well as a safety and solidarity network. In a broader theoretical perspective, 

we analyse how people use rituals as an economic mechanism and propose that they serve to ensure 

the economic security and redistribution embedded in kinship and everyday social networks.

Keywords: Timor-Leste; economic anthropology; household economies; ritual exchange regime; 

ritual revitalisation

Ever since the first social scientists became interested in Timor, the exchange of 
gifts involved in alliance and mortuary rituals have been a dominant focus, par-
ticularly among those working in the last years of the colonial period (Forman 
1981; Friedberg 1989; hicks 1984; Traube 1980a, 1986). recently, the issue of ritual 
exchange has gained renewed traction as a topic of interest among social scientists 
in Timor-Leste, with anthropologists focusing for the most part on mortuary and 
alliance rituals (Bovensiepen 2014; hicks 2010; Silva 2018). Other research streams 
have analysed different ritual aspects, such as linkages with resource management 
(Alonso-población et al. 2018; palmer 2010, 2011; palmer and carvalho 2008; Thu, 
Scott, and van niel 2007), conflict resolution (Babo-Soares 2004; Simião 2017; 
Trindade 2008, 2014) and the motivations of people to attend small rituals connected 
with the Uma Lulik (origin house) outside the common ritual cycles (Silva 2019).
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Initially, researchers drew attention to the apparent revitalisation of these 
types of practices (Bovensiepen 2015; McWilliam 2011; palmer and carvalho 2008); 
later, new discourses around ritual practice were identified (Alonso-población, 
pena-castro, and Fidalgo-castro 2018; Silva 2017).

Among the first set of researchers, palmer and carvalho (2008) explained ritual 
revitalisation around resource management as an attempt, in part, by communities 
to play a role in state formation. Bovensiepen (2014) suggested that the expansion of 
ritual practices enabled communities to deal with past conflicts in a context of post-in-
dependence construction and identity formation. in contrast, McWilliam (2011), taking 
an economic standpoint, suggested that ritual revitalisation arose as a response to 
the collapse of the market economy after Indonesia’s withdrawal from Timor-Leste.

Following this initial focus on ritual revitalisation, other researchers called 
attention to the emergence of a new discourse that portrayed rituals as a burden for 
economic development. This issue has been approached from both an interpretive 
and objectivist viewpoint (Alonso-población, Fidalgo-castro, and pena castro 2018; 
Silva 2017). Among objectivist works, policy-oriented development agencies stand 
out, and, according to Silva and Simião (2012), have played a role in amplifying 
such discourses. A policy brief published by a local nGO, Belum, and the center 
for international conflict resolution (circ) of columbia university, have explicitly 
endorsed the representation of culture as ‘burden’ (Brandao et al. 2011). Brandao et 
al. (2011) expressly state that culture is an expense that deprives families of basic 
resources such as access to education. However, their conclusions are driven by a 
narrow conceptualisation of ‘culture’ that focuses solely on rituals in which mar-
riage exchange relations become effective, with special emphasis on ceremonies 
of alliance (barlake) and death.

Based on a case study in the Faulara, we show that ceremonies structured 
around fertility-giver/fertility-taker (umane/mane-foun) relations constitute only a 
small part of ritual activity (palmer 2015). however, as we show in this chapter, 
when seen in a broader temporal perspective, the ritual exchange regime can work 
as a credit and savings union as well as a safety and solidarity network that goes 
beyond the umane/mane-foun relationship. We highlight this function to discuss 
some of the hypotheses formulated about the revitalisation of rituals in independ-
ent Timor-leste, specifically McWilliam’s (2011) view of rituals as an economic 
strategy used to mitigate economic uncertainties and grant security after the fall of 
the market economy at the end of Indonesian occupation.

In a broader way, we also contribute dense ethnographic descriptions to Gibson 
et al.’s (2018) call for more elucidation of the “community economies of monsoon 
Asia”. This chapter analyses how the people of Faulara mobilise goods and money 
by mechanisms other than market transactions, specifically by rituals. We propose 
that rituals serve to ensure the economic security and redistribution embedded in 
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kinship and everyday social networks. By exploring how a particular household 
deals with their ritual activity, we uncover the ways in which they enable their 
wellbeing through relations with others (Gibson et al. 2018, 6).

Methodology

This research is based on a case study in the village of Faulara. Information gathering 
was undertaken through mixed research methods, both quantitative and qualitative.

Quantitative data was gathered through a household survey carried out in 
June 2011 that aimed to elicit information about the number of rituals a respond-
ent’s household attended and/or organised between January 2010 and June 2011. 
Additionally, the survey was used as a tool to help us understand the economic 
impact and importance that rituals had on household economies in the hamlet. The 
questionnaire was developed through an iterative process of test and refinement.1 
It consisted of nine series of open-ended questions, four of which are analysed here:
1. What ceremonies did you attend between January 2010 and June 2011?
2. What assets and animals did you bring to the ceremony?
3. What assets and animals did you bring back from the ceremony?2

4. Where did the ceremony take place?3

A total of 67 respondents were selected randomly among the 159 domestic units 
that, according to the livro de aldeia (hamlet book), resided in the area.4 After the 
data gathering process, responses were codified and classified.

Table 5.1: name and type of ritual recorded

Name of the ritual Type Classification

Ai-funan midar/moruk/rahun (different moments of the 
mourning ritual) 4/1

1. Funerary

Barlake (marriage) 2 2. Marriage

Kasamento (catholic marriage) 4/2 3. Uma Lulik

Krisma (catholic confirmation) 4 4. Specifically catholic

Eskola (school) 5 5. School

Halibur maun-alin/Kumpul (gathering of people) 7 6. Other

Halo rate (construction of a grave) 1 7. cooperation

Hasai feto (marriage) 2

Hasai krus (last stage of the construction of a grave) 4/1

Hatun fatuk-ain (construction of a grave) 1
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Name of the ritual Type Classification

Husu misa/Selu misa (pay for a catholic mass) 4/1

Kore metan (end of one year of mourning) 1

Lere dalan (marriage) 2

Asiste mate (go to a funeral) 1

Mate ruin (second burial) 1

Prenda/Bua-malus/Ko’alia feto-foun (first stage of the 
marriage ritual) 2

Raut fatuk rahun (construction of a grave) 1

Riba fatuk-ain (construction of a grave) 1

Sarani (catholic baptism) 4

Sunu metan (end of one year of mourning) 1

Uma Lulik (sacred house) 3

Halo koran (blood brotherhood ritual) 7

Other 6

ethnographic research was conducted by the lead author between 2007 and 2013 
for 42 months (18 of them in Faulara). For this case study, the lead author followed 
a particular household through two marriages in which they were a main actor 
between 2009 and 2011 (both as fertility-givers and fertility-takers). The aim of 
the case study was to show how a particular domestic unit engages with ritual 
exchanges and mobilises economic resources through them.

The household in this case study has its roots outside Faulara, in a suku (village) 
called Asumanu, although the house of origin (Uma Lulik) is based in hatuquessi. 
Both suku share borders with leotelá, the suku where Faulara is located.5

Julião was born in Asumanu, the place where his parents established their res-
idence, matrilocally, after getting married. Mariana was born in Hatuquessi. They 
married after the Indonesian invasion and established their temporal residence 
in the village of liquiçá, where Juanito, pepito, Benedita, leomar, and Josito were 
born (pepito and Benedita died young).6 Afterwards, the family moved to Asumanu 
where the rest of the children were born at a house they constructed on the land 
Julião inherited. They decided to move to Faulara in 1997 when the indonesian 
administration announced the opening of Faulara’s transmigration site. The first 
one to move there was Julião, along with his sons Juanito and Alsino. Shortly after 
his arrival he was assassinated and his children were sent back to Asumanu. Even 
after that, in 1998, Mariana decided to move to Faulara with her children, apart 
from Juliana, who had been adopted at the age of two by Mariana’s elder sister.
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in 2009 the household owned one property in Faulara with an approximate 
total area of 0.45 hectares. Five sons and daughters were permanently living at 
the house, and two others were living with Mariana’s elder sister and husband in 
the suku lauhata, close to liquiçá, attending senior and junior secondary school. 
Juanito Jnr had discontinued his studies and was taking care of the agricultural 
work along with his mother. leomar, the woman getting married (see below), was 
still living in the house after finishing secondary school. Josito had just finished his 
studies at the Agricultural Technical School of Maliana (Bobonaro district). Folga 
was finishing her studies at the primary school in Faulara.

The family did not own any rice fields, but they normally planted some each 
year through agreements with other families (called lisuk) who had land titles, 
or by payments in kind after working in somebody else’s fields.7 They cultivated 
cassava and corn in the house garden for household consumption, and also used 
cassava as a cash crop from time to time.8 Though settled at Faulara, the family 
kept their land, inherited from Julião, at Asumanu, where they owned 2 hectares 
of coffee plantations from which they received some money. They had owned 
two cows, but both had died and the only animals they were raising at that time 
were two pigs, as well as many chickens. none of the members of the household 
had a formal job and they carried out different tasks for money. Mariana cooked 
and sold pastries (dosi) during market days.9 She also had an agreement with two 
women traders who sold products in the Dili markets. Other economic activities 
included occasional infrastructure maintenance works carried out by the men of 
the household.10

1. Julião Tinto
2. Mariana de Moisés
3. Juanito de Moisés Tinto (Jr.)
4. pepito de Moisés Tinto
5. Benedita de Moisés Tinto

6. leomar de Moisés Tinto
7. Josito de Moisés Tinto
8. Alsino de Moisés Tinto 
9. rigoberta de Moisés Tinto
10. Folga de Moisés Tinto

11. Juliana dos Santos
12. José larreto
13. Berta dos Santos

Figure 5.1: Family tree of the household in 2009. credit: Alberto Fidalgo-castro and enrique 
Alonso-población.
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Results

The relevance of rituals of cooperation

When analysing the frequency of responses regarding the types of rituals attended 
during the previous six months, three types represented 86.16 per cent of all rituals 
attended. As can be seen in Figure 5.2, most of the cases (47.5 per cent) corresponded 
to a ritual called halibur maun-alin, which we classified as a ‘ritual of cooperation’.

Figure 5.2: percentage of total ritual movements (names in Tetum) credit: Alberto Fidalgo-
castro and enrique Alonso-población.
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Figure 5.3 represents the frequency of rituals mentioned in Table 5.1 sorted by 
type. The frequencies point to a consistent trend: most of the rituals attended by 
the participants of the questionnaire were those that we have called ‘rituals of 
cooperation’, particularly the ones called halibur maun-alin and kumpul.

The reason to classify these serimónia as rituals of cooperation is because they 
are usually celebrated for the purpose of gathering the support of neighbours, fam-
ily and friends in order to acquire a certain amount of money, animals and goods to 
carry out, or attend, another more expensive ritual (mainly marriage or funerary). 
These rituals of cooperation are the ones referred to as halibur maun-alin rituals 
(gather the older brothers and the younger brothers), although sometimes they are 
also referred to as kumpul (indonesian: together) or kafana (warm coffee, as it was 
called in Tokodede according to the accounts of local villagers).

The household that organises or attends a costly ritual (such as a marriage or 
funeral)—especially as a fertility-taker—usually organises another small ritual in 
which commensality is the central element and a variable number of animals are 
sacrificed to offer food to the people attending (among other foodstuffs). Those 
attending, in turn, make monetary, goods or even animal donations that are care-
fully registered and kept by the household, for they need to be returned when 
those attendees organise a ritual of this kind themselves. This monetary exchange 

Figure 5.3. percentage of ritual movements by type (according to Table 5.1). credit: Alberto 
Fidalgo-castro and enrique Alonso-población.
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is conceptualised as matak (raw) or tasak (cooked), a classification in which ‘raw’ 
is the first of the donations, and ‘cooked’ refers to the donation that is returned in 
exchange. It is expected that the monetary refund, called osan funan (flowers of 
money), will be higher than the money received (usually double). The described 
reciprocity cycle is restarted each time it is completed. consequently, these rituals 
could be considered as an investment (with a 100 per cent return rate).

Following the exchange of goods – Part 1: La’o umane—walking the path of the 
fertility-giver

in August 2009, the household held a marital ritual they referred to as prenda. 
Leomar was getting married to a man from Darulete, a bordering suku. The fer-
tility-takers arrived at Faulara the day before the celebration, staying overnight at 
some of their relatives’ houses. After lunch, the fertility-givers started to get ready 
to receive them. The household’s front garden was crowded with people, many 
of them neighbours. The people who played the central role in the fertility-giver 
group are shown in Figure 5.4.

The fertility-givers’ representatives (lia-na’in) for the ceremony were José 
Larreto, Siñor (Mister/Mr) Antonio, Siñor lorenço da Silva and Siñor domingos (12, 
14, 15, and 17). Although two of them were not members of the descent group (uma 
lisan), they were asked to act as their representatives because the men of the house 

1. Julião Tinto (F)
2. Mariana de Moisés (M)
3. Juanito de Moisés Tinto (eB)
4. pepito de Moisés Tinto (eB)
5. Benedita de Moisés Tinto (eZ)
6. leomar de Moisés Tinto (eGO)
7. Josito de Moisés Tinto (yB)
8. Alsino de Moisés Tinto (yB)
9. rigoberta de Moisés Tinto (yZ)

10. Folga de Moisés Tinto (yZ)
11. Juliana dos Santos (yZ)
12. José larreto (MeZh)
13. Berta dos Santos (MeZ)
14. Sr Antonio (FeBS)
15. Sr lorenço da Silva (MyZh)
16. Sra Amelia dos Santos (MeZ)
17. Sr domingos (FyB)
18. Sra Teresinha (FyBW)

Figure 5.4: Family tree of the fertility-givers’ group (ego is 6). credit: Alberto Fidalgo-castro 
and enrique Alonso-población.
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were considered to be too young (labarik) to carry out that task. Apart from the 
people consigned in the diagram, the godparents and the chief of the village and 
his spouse had important roles during the celebration of the ritual.

The fertility-takers arrived at 6.00 pm. After greeting each other in ritual 
language, they were received with refreshments in the front garden. After this, 
the lia-na’in of the fertility-taker’s group went into a room inside the main house 
prepared for bridewealth negotiations where they met the representatives of the 
fertility-givers. There they asked for the blessing of the ancestors from both houses 
to keep the ceremony going (hasé matebian). The fertility-takers handed over 
uS$190, two bottles of tuak (wine/liqueur) and a goat—a gift reciprocated with one 
tais and a pig by the fertility-givers. Right after exchanging gifts, the fertility-givers 
informed the fertility-takers that it was time for them to have a break for dinner. 
This first contact between both groups was called tuku odamatan (knock on the 
door). neither the groom nor the bride took part in this first meeting.

Once this first stage of the negotiations was complete, the bride went outside, 
dressed in a bridal gown, to receive her future in-laws. She offered them betel 
and areca (bua-malus) and kissed their hands (hola bensa) as a sign of respect. 
Then the couple went back inside and paid their respects to the bride’s family in a 
similar fashion. Shortly afterwards, the fertility-givers served dinner, consisting of 
a banquet of food (rice, pork, noodles, salad and fries) and drinks (beer, soft drinks 
and bottled water). The next stage of the ceremony was the kaben (marriage). 
lorenço da Silva acted as the master of ceremonies and some catholic prayers 
were offered. After cutting the wedding cake, the groom gave the bride a necklace 
and they performed the first dance.

Dancing continued until dawn and, while most people took part (particularly 
the young ones), the representatives of the houses and other adults completed the 
bridewealth negotiations (which they called biti ho mama).11 The lia-na’in of the 
fertility-givers called the fertility-takers back into the house to present the bee-
manas ai-tukan (one of the parts of the bridewealth payments). Although they had 
previously agreed upon an amount of $uS500, the fertility-takers presented only 
$uS430, along with betel and areca, some sticks of goat meat, a metal breast plate 
(belak) and one Mexican coin (pataka).12 The fertility-givers rejected these offerings, 
so the fertility-takers added an ulsuku (hairpin made with a dutch coin). The lia-
na’in asked Mariana to bring the liver of the pig that had been sacrificed at the 
beginning of the ceremony; divining its signs (halo urat) settled the negotiations.

Once the negotiations were over, both groups wrote a document in which they 
registered two new deferred bride wealth payments that should be provided before 
the end of 2011. in the first, the fertility-takers agreed to pay $uS250, one metal breast 
plate (belak), one goat and eight bottles of wine/liqueur.13 In the second, which they 
considered to be the barlake (bridewealth) narrowly speaking, the fertility-takers 
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agreed to provide $uS2,500, five goats, one buffalo or cow and 40 bottles of wine/
liquor.14 After writing the document, two of the lia-na’in from each group signed 
it and the fertility-takers were asked to give a dollar as a token representing their 
commitment to fulfilling it. This marked the end of the negotiations, after which 
people scattered to rest or continued to party until dawn.

Following breakfast, which was served at around 7.00 am, some participants 
expressed the intention to leave. Mariana then called a number of people into 
the house and began redistributing the gifts presented by the fertility-takers. This 
redistribution was registered, as shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. redistribution of ritual gains

Person Receives

Marriage godmother $150

Baptism godmother $40

Mariana $100 + 1 belak (metal breast plate)

Juanito $14

Josito $30

José larreto 1 pataka (Mexican coin)

Berta dos Santos $50

Antonio $20 + 1 belak (metal breast plate)

lorenço da Silva $40

Domingos $20

Teresinha 1 ulsuku (hairpin)

Hamlet chief $10

Hamlet chief’s wife $20

TOTAL $494, two metal breast plates, one Mexican coin and one hairpin

The redistribution of money and goods was explained as a means of compensating 
people for their fatigue (kolen)—either for their services during the ceremony or 
because they had helped to raise Leomar.15 In the case of the hamlet chief (xefe de 
aldeia), this fatigue was conceptualised as governance (kolen tanba Ita-nia oan feto 
nia mak ukun). The rest of the money the household received was redistributed 
among neighbours and other family members in varying amounts ($10, $5 and $1). 
This was because of the belief that ‘nobody can leave empty handed’ (labele bá ho 
liman-mamuk).
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Following the exchange of goods – Part 2: La’o mane-foun—walking the path of 
the fertility-taker

Hamanas kafé – ‘Heating the coffee’: Problems retrieving the deferred bridewealth
in September 2010 the household was getting ready to attend another marriage. 
Juanito was going to marry a woman from a neighbouring suku in Ermera.16 He 
and his bride had already been living together for some months both at his and 
her families’ houses, moving back and forth to help with farming work. The two 
houses had agreed upon a total bridewealth of uS$4,500, and the fertility-givers 
would allow the couple to establish their residence patrilocally after the ‘clearing 
the path’ (lere dalan) ceremony. For that ceremony, the household would have to 
meet the economic requirements of uS$500 and a cow.

With the intention of gaining economic support from their familial neighbours 
(maun-alin vijiño) and their fertility-takers (mane-foun), the household organised 
a ritual of cooperation called hamanas kafé. They sent a messenger (manu-ain) to 
notify the fertility-takers about the economic requirements. The ceremony took 
place in October 2010 during the rainy season (tempu udan), which is considered 
to be ‘the time of scarcity’. The household’s expenditure consisted of a pig (raised 
by themselves) and uS$20 to buy beer, soft drinks and some bottles of palm wine.17

When the ceremony started, the people arriving entered a small room in the 
house where the lia-na’in received their contributions. The people who acted as 
lia-na’in were an elder brother of Julião—who could not be a part of the ceremony 
the year before—and lorenço da Silva (see Figure 5.4). Josito recorded the con-
tributions in a notebook. The contributions made by the familial neighbours are 
shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. neighbours’ contributions

Name Contribution Note Name Contribution Note

1. Avelina da 
costa

$10
22. Jorge 
pereira pinto

$10

2. Armando 
Alvis

$5
23. Olandino 
da costa

$5

3. raimundo 
Serrão

$5
24. Julião 
Martins

$5

4. umberto da 
costa

$5
25. Sezario 
Alberto

$8

5. Albino 
Manekas

$5
26. Tomas 
pereira

$9
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Name Contribution Note Name Contribution Note

6. domingos 
da costa

$5
27. valentin da 
Silva Martins

$10
Tasak uS$4
Matak uS$5

7. Antonio 
Alves

$5
28. calistro 
José Marçal

$5 Tasak

8. Sonsitançio 
da Silva

$5
29. Martinho 
Sampaio

$5

9. domingos 
Babo

$10
30. Alcina da 
Silva

$5

10. Moisés $20
31. Julio 
Soares

$5

11. duarte da 
Silva

$5
32. carlos 
nunes correia

$5

12. Gilberto 
pereira

$5
33. Manuel 
José Manus 
Marçal

$5

13. Joanico 
Aniceto

$10 Tasak
34. Alberto 
Fidalgo

$10

14. Saturnino 
da Silva

1 metal 
breast plate 

(belak)

35. egido da 
costa

$10

15. Martinho 
da costa

$10
36. Agostino 
Marçal

$5

16. Francisco 
da Silva

$5
37. nelson da 
costa

$10

17. victor 
Berrão

$4 
38. Gaspar de 
Jesus

$5 

18. Alberto da 
Silva

$5 
39. Angelino 
dos Santos

$10 

19. Andino 
pereira

$5 
40. loreça da 
Silva

$5 

20. Manuel 
Barros

$5 
41. rafael da 
Silva

$5 

21. napolião 
da Silva

$5 
42. Julito Alves 
Ataide

$10 

TOTAL
$281 and one 
belak
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The contributions made by the fertility-takers were recorded separately from those 
made by familial neighbours. Even though they were informed by the household 
of the amount of money and goods to bring to the ceremony, they were not able 
to comply. That day, they brought a small part of the goods and money demanded 
by the household, and committed to bringing the rest in the dry season (bailoron).

Of all the negotiations with the fertility-takers, that with house Betrema took 
the longest to settle. House Betrema was establishing a second fertility-taking 
relationship with the household, and the other mane-foun were the original ones 
of the house—the ones that established marriage alliances with them in the ‘age 
of the ancestors’.18 consequently, Betrema would carry a heavier burden, as they 
were asked to present the payment of the bagi (see footnote 120), as agreed upon in 
a document they signed in 2009.

When it was time to make his offering, the spokesman for house Betrema—in 
this case leomar’s husband—presented uS$25, a goat and four bottles of palm wine 
(tua). The lia-na’in refused Betrema’s offering and mentioned that they had been 
instructed to bring uS$250, a goat and four bottles of palm wine. leomar’s husband 
replied that the messenger (manu-ain) had informed them that they had to deliver 
dua puluh dollar (indonesian: twenty-five dollars). however, the messenger con-
firmed that he had asked them to bring duaratus lima puluh dollar (Indonesian: two 
hundred and fifty dollars). One of the lia-na’in commented that the fertility-takers 
may have thought the figure was in rupees, not dollars, since it was not uncommon 
for some people to refer to ten cents (around 1,000 indonesian rupees) as seribu 
dollar (1,000 dollars). This comment served to relieve tensions and caused much 
hilarity among the mane-foun and the umane.

However, the lia-na’in of the house reiterated that they still had to deliver the 
uS$250. The fertility-takers’ spokesperson explained that the economic situation 
of the people on the mountain (foho) was very complicated at that time; had they 
performed the ceremony two months earlier (when the economic returns from the 
coffee harvest came in), it would have been less difficult to make their contribution. 
The response of the givers was sharp: when an umane calls their mane-foun to give 
what was agreed upon, they have to comply with it whether they are prepared or 
not. The umane repeated that the amount was immovable and warned about the 
dangers of not delivering what was fixed and, therefore, being ‘rejected by the fer-
tility-givers’ (umane la simu): “Bele akontese azar oin-oin, ita bele halai soke kareta, 
dala ruma trabaun la di’ak” (‘Anything can happen, there may be a car accident, the 
brakes may not work’).

The fertility-takers’ spokesperson maintained long periods of silence, but did 
not leave. After a while, he pointed out that the pig the fertility-givers had gifted 
them the year before at the marriage ceremony had died on the way back to his 
house, suggesting that they had been given an animal in poor condition. The umane 
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replied that it was true that the pig issue was something to talk about, but not 
on that occasion, since, in his words: “Buat ne’e iha nia dalan. Ida ohin dalan ida, 
fahi nian ketak fali” (‘This has its own path. Today is a path, the pig is another’). 
However, the umane immediately proposed a new contribution different from the 
one originally stipulated: the mane-foun could donate uS$200 and one cow instead 
of uS$250 and one goat. The fertility-takers’ spokesperson did not accept this. A long 
pause followed during which there was no conversation between the two groups; 
the silence was only interrupted by the lia-na’in of the fertility-giving group who 
made funny comments and jokes.

After a while, one of the lia-na’in asked for a bottle of anggur merah (Indonesian: 
red wine). he opened it and offered its contents to some of those present; he then 
invited people who were outside the house to come inside and drink a glass. But he 
did not invite the mane-foun to drink. Two hours after the negotiations had started, 
lunch was called. The representatives of the two lineages were served separately 
in the place where they were negotiating. Leomar’s husband refused to eat, but 
the umane told him that he should not be concerned about breaking any taboo 
when eating, because the meat was not lulik, it was conceptualised as breakfast 
(matabixu).19 After much convincing, he agreed to eat.

The negotiation continued well into the night. The next morning the lead author 
returned to the house to ask how it had been resolved; he was told that the parties 
had agreed to an up-front contribution of uS$50, one goat and four bottles of wine 
and a deferred contribution, in the dry season, of an additional uS$150.

Table 5.4: Fertility-takers’ contributions

Group name
Contribution 
(US$)

Deferred 
contribution (US$)

Goat Belak
Wine/
liquor

Talibela 10 40 - - -

craeleki Bercoli 5 45 - - 2

Mau-Meta 5 45 - 1 1

Betrema 50 150 1 - 4

TOTAL 70 280 1 1 7

At the end of the hamanas kafé, the domestic unit had gathered a total of uS$350 
(uS$280 from neighbours and friends and uS$70 from the fertility-takers), a goat, 
two metal breast plates (belak) and seven bottles of wine/liquor (tua). Apart from 
the expenditure of the goods needed to hold the hamanas kafé, the rest of the earn-
ings would be used to present their own offerings for Juanito’s lere dalan.
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Lere dalan: ‘Clearing the path’: Problems in the accords for the bridewealth 
payments
One and a half months after the celebration of the hamanas kafé, a lere dalan (one 
of the different stages of the marriage, the barlake) took place. in that ritual, the 
people of the domestic unit delivered part of the bridewealth payments they still 
owed to their own fertility-giver. Mariana sent her son Alsino (see Figure 5.4) to buy 
a male goat (bibi aman boot) from a neighbour, which was going to be handed over 
in the ritual, since they could not afford a cow, which was what their fertility-givers 
had stipulated. not reaching an agreement on the price, the family went to another 
neighbour to buy a goat on credit. At around four in the afternoon, once everything 
was ready, we left to go to the house of the fertility-givers, arriving there an hour 
and a half later.

After asking the fertility-givers for permission to enter, the goat was presented. 
We were then taken to a house to wait to be called by the lia-na’in to begin the 
ceremony. The initial process that followed was similar to that of the marriage 
ceremony accounted above. While we waited, two women from the giver group 
presented us with offerings of betel, areca and tobacco, following the local eti-
quette. Later on, the woman who was going to marry Juanito, the feto-foun (new 
woman), presented herself to her future in-laws and expressed her respect by 
kissing each member’s hand (hola bensa). After this, the first ceremonial exchange 
took place, in which the lia-na’in of both groups carried out the hasé matebian (ask 
permission from the ancestors), presenting the fertility-givers uS$50, a bottle of 
palm wine, betel and areca, which was reciprocated in exchange for a tais from 
the fertility-giver.

After the exchange, we were taken to a space where a snack consisting of pas-
tries, coffee, soft drinks and palm wine was served. Before feasting, some catholic 
prayers were conducted and the bride and groom cut the wedding cake and started 
the dance, which lasted all night.

Later on, the fertility-takers’ group was called to attend the biti ho mama (the 
mat and chewing of betel and areca), to which they had to present part of the 
bridewealth. They presented uS$500, a metal breast plate, two bottles of palm wine, 
betel and areca. The fertility-givers did not accept (la simu) the offering, as it had 
been agreed that a cow (karau) and not a goat (bibi) should be the item offered. This 
led to a negotiation of more than an hour; eventually, the fertility-giver agreed to 
accept the goat if uS$50 was added to the total. After this, the fertility-takers were 
ordered to leave the room where the lia-na’in were gathered and were told that 
they would only be allowed to return when they presented the additional uS$50.

Mariana got angry and commented ‘umane ne’e explora ita’ (‘these fertility-giv-
ers take advantage of us’). nonetheless, they made a new collection from among 
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the family and neighbours who had accompanied them to the ritual—more than 30 
people—obtaining the amount asked by their fertility-givers (see Table 5.5).

Table 5.5 collection made during the negotiation of the bridewealth in ermera

Name US$

1. Alberto Fidalgo 10

2. Mãe Meri 5

3. M. izak 1

4. B [unreadable] 2

5. T. delfina 2

6. Ama ensa 4

7. Amatoni 1

8. Azinha 1

9. Ama Teza 2

10. elvis 1

11. nona Britis 1

12. T. dulce 2

13. T. Zito 1

14. T. Samu 1

15. T. rozita 2

16. Sonistancio 1

17. pai Joy 5

18. M Maku 2

19. Kera Bel 1

20. Tio Mario 5

TOTAL 50

When the umane agreed upon the offerings of the lere dalan, the fertility-takers 
group retired again and was served dinner. Subsequently, a new meeting was held 
to determine a future date on which the mane-foun should deliver the offerings 
related to the bee-manas ai-tukan of the bride. Those negotiations lasted nearly 
two hours. The fertility-givers intended to set a specific day in August the following 
year when the fertility-takers would bring the stipulated items for the payment 
of the bridewealth. However, the fertility-takers refused to agree, arguing that it 
was impossible to foresee possible shortcomings in the harvest that might prevent 
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them from fulfilling the agreement and, thus, creating a problem between the 
two houses.

This negotiation was carried out in metaphorical terms in which the delivery 
of this part of the bride exchange was expressed as the delivery of isin ho been.20 
Once the umane showed their intention to establish a specific day in August for 
the payment, and the lia-na’in of the mane-foun group expressed doubts about 
their ability to meet that deadline, there was a long period of silence in which the 
negotiation was halted. Then Mariana intervened, arguing that the fertility-takers 
were willing to make Juanito reside matrilocally (with the umane), working for the 
family of the bride (bride service) while the payments were not made, and that 
the fertility-givers had agreed to postpone these negotiations until a year after the 
celebration of the marriage. Her intervention was answered almost instantly by 
the elder woman (ferik) of the fertility-givers’ group, who said: “we won’t accept 
the offerings of the isin and the been if it takes too long”. This warning implied that 
the failure to comply with the payments of this stage of the barlake could have 
unforeseen and dangerous consequences for the fertility-takers.

This crossing of statements raised tensions that were finally eased by the 
comical remarks of a lia-na’in of the umane group. Once the hilarity ceased, the 
negotiations resumed. Berta dos Santos (Mariana’s eZ) intervened, saying that it 
was irresponsible for the fertility-takers’ group to agree on a specific amount with 
a deadline. They could not anticipate the economic results of the harvest and the 
production of palm wine (isin ho been) and if they arrived in August without the 
agreed payment, they would be accused of being liars. She proposed to meet again 
in August and to defer negotiations until then. Her proposal was widely debated 
for more than an hour by the lia-na’in of both groups, who finally agreed that they 
would meet in August, and would not specify what items had to be delivered on 
that date. The ibun ho nanal (mouth and tongue, spokesperson) of the fertility-giv-
ers stated:

La fuik, la leet, mesak umane-mane-foun kedas.

Atu to’o la to’o, aban-bainrua nia sei to’o iha ne’e.

Atu isin la isin, aban-bainrua nia sei isin iha ne’e.

Atu been la been, aban-bainrua nia sei been iha ne’e.

To’o isin ona, isin

Been bá mak been.

neither savages nor strangers, we are already umane-manefoun.

Whether it will be enough or not, tomorrow he will come here.

Whether or not there will be a body, tomorrow he will come to bring it here.

Whether or not there will be juice, tomorrow he will come to bring it here.
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When there is a body, there will be a body.

When the juice comes out, there will be juice.

This last intervention put an end to the negotiation. An agreement was reached to 
postpone the delivery of the bee-manas ai-tukan until August of the following year, 
(2011) at which time it would be stipulated what would be delivered.

In the morning, members of the fertility-takers’ group began preparing to 
return to Faulara, accompanied by the woman whose marriage had been cele-
brated. The bride and groom dressed in traditional clothes (tais) and coral bead 
necklaces (morteen). Before leaving, the mane-foun met one last time with the lia-
na’in of the fertility-givers and gave them uS$5 which they referred to as hiit umane 
nia ain (raise the foot of the umane). After this, the women from the fertility-takers 
gave two offerings of uS$5 (one for each of the hearth fires used) to the women 
of the donor group in the kitchen, as a recognition of their work cooking for the 
ceremony. In exchange, they received half a sack of rice and a bornal (backpack) 
with uncooked pork meat.

Following these last exchanges, the Faulara entourage set off towards the 
village. When they left the patio of the house, the women from the umane started a 
halerik (stylised wail), lamenting the departure of their daughter. Along the way to 
the river, people cheered for Juanito and for Faulara, calling out “Long live Juanito! 
Long live Faulara!” When we reached the riverbank, the bride and groom changed 
their ceremonial clothes so as not to spoil them. On the other side of the river, the 
entourage stopped at the mechanical gate for the irrigation channel to the rice 
fields. There, one of the entourages who belonged to the local elite of the village 
made a speech in which he congratulated Juanito and congratulated himself on 
Faulara winning (manan) a new woman and a new member of the community. This 
was followed by another round of cheers in honour of Juanito and Faulara, after 
which the march resumed and people began to disperse in the direction of their 
houses, bringing the ceremony to a close.

Discussion

Among anthropologists who have focused on the economic dimensions of the 
exchange regime in Timor-leste, the work of Andrew McWilliam (2011) is key. he 
argues that, in the context of post-conflict Timor-Leste, the revitalisation of ritual 
activity among Fataluku communities is a strategy to mitigate economic uncer-
tainty and reinforce human security following the collapse of the market economy 
that accompanied the end of the Indonesian occupation. His research emphasises 
the redistributive character of ritual exchange, a fundamental element that Traube 
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(1980b, 1980a, 1986) had previously analysed. yet, 10 years after that economic col-
lapse, and with Timor-Leste increasingly immersed in the market economy, rituals 
continue to have a strong presence.

We agree with McWilliam’s depiction of ritual exchange as an institution that 
helps to mitigate economic uncertainty. As we have shown, rituals can sometimes 
involve expenses (especially when attending as fertility-takers), but can give profits 
too (when attending as fertility-givers). Also, when a household is facing contingent 
payments for their own ritual activities, they can mobilise neighbours, family 
members and fertility-takers to redistribute their economic burden (which will 
always need to be repaid). in this way, the ritual exchange regime as a whole can 
work as a credit system. In a context in which access to credit is otherwise limited 
to local moneylenders who impose exploitative clauses (lundahl and Sjöholm 
2019, 222), formal jobs are scarce and few state-sponsored support networks exist, 
ritual exchange can be seen as a primary practice of local economic life that can be 
utilised as an economic network and safety mechanism.

Boosted by foreign policy-oriented development agencies (Silva 2017), a dis-
course that conceptualises rituals as an economic burden has gained prominence. 
elsewhere (Alonso-población, Fidalgo-castro, and pena castro 2018), we have 
interpreted this phenomenon as a tension between fields, understood as a social 
space of forces and struggles in Bourdieu’s (1991) terms, derived from the interest 
of certain social groups (e.g., an aspiring consumer class [Alonso-población, pena 
castro, and Fidalgo-castro 2018]) in questioning, under certain discursive contexts, 
the very basis of power acquisition in contemporary Timor-Leste.

Moving to a more grounded discourse, this case study shows that rituals can 
be both an economic burden—especially when attending them as fertility-takers 
(e.g., when the household attended a lere dalan)—and a profitable venture—when 
attending as fertility-givers or even as holders of a ritual, as Traube (1986, 204-220) 
has pointed out. Further, we show that the fulfilment of ritual obligations depends 
largely upon webs of solidarity that go beyond networks, making household econ-
omies strongly reliant on their relationships with neighbours and friends.

We described two sets of rituals performed in 2009 and 2010. in the first set, 
a domestic unit held a ritual in which one of their female members got married. 
That ritual established (or renewed) the fertility-giver/fertility-taker relationship 
between two houses. Once the marriage was consolidated, the household then 
prepared for the marriage of one of its male members, which we tracked through 
two ritual moments (October 2010 and december 2010). The first was a cooperation 
ritual called hamanas kafé—a specific type of halibur maun-alin—that the domestic 
unit celebrated with the aim of gathering resources from neighbours, friends and 
fertility-takers in order to meet the costs of paying for part of the bridewealth of 
one of its male members. The second ritual was about the marriage event itself; the 
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household travelled to the fertility-givers’ house to deliver the lere dalan and agree 
upon future payments of the barlake. We suggest that facilitating the marriage of a 
female member of the house first is a strategy that is used to gain capital (mobilisa-
tion of resources and people) and leverage in future negotiations over bridewealth 
payments for male members’ marriages.

By taking a household as the unit of analysis, and by lengthening the time span 
under consideration, we have been able to widen our view of particular rituals 
within a gift regime of exchange. The selected household was not a rich landowner 
household, but a la’o rai or newcomer house (Alonso-población and Fidalgo-castro 
2014) with no property rights in rice producing areas. during the period under 
review, this household benefitted from their position as fertility-givers and carried 
the economic burden of being the fertility-takers. By making the strategic decision 
to marry the woman first, they were able to mobilise the postponed payments of 
their fertility-takers to pay their barlake obligations. Along with everyday economic 
collaboration with other houses, especially with neighbours, through cooperation 
rituals, this helped them to cope with their own barlake payments. In this way, 
ritual exchange can be seen less as a ‘burden’ and more as a savings fund subject 
to the fluctuations of the life cycle of different houses and households.

Through our analysis of the redistribution of ritual gains and losses, we have 
shown how, far from simply enriching or impoverishing households, the ritual 
exchange regime connects people through family and neighbourhood relations 
(among others), creating a complex, nuanced and wide support web. unlike previ-
ous anthropological works, which have tended to focus on the economics of rituals 
that engage people through kinship, we have shown, through our focus on what 
we call ‘rituals of cooperation’, how relationships of neighbourhood and friendship 
are essential for social reproduction. This required a methodological approach that 
did not isolate kinship rituals as discrete units of analysis.

conceptualisations of the exchange regime as a ‘burden’ derive mostly from 
discursive analyses that lead to reductionist understandings of the phenome-
non. These not only remove from sight the nuanced complexities and flexibility 
involved in ritual negotiations (e.g., taking into account the time of the year and 
the outcomes of the agricultural activity, historical debts between house groups, 
the patrilocality-matrilocality interplay, etc.) but also neglect the very sources of 
income that enable the continuous flow of goods and the prevalence of exchange 
regimes in new contexts (e.g., a market economy).
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Conclusion

Several studies have depicted the revitalisation of tradition in Timor-leste as a 
mechanism to cope with social and historical change. In present day Timor-Leste, 
in a context in which access to credit is regulated by exploitative clauses when 
borrowing from local moneylenders (something that may produce chain debts and 
thus dependency), opportunities for formal employment are limited and there are 
few support networks from the state or supra-local entities, ritual practices can 
be seen as a primary practice of local economic life, as they can function as an 
economic network and safety mechanism. In this paper, we have shown how, when 
a household needs to observe their ritual obligations with their fertility-givers, or 
face some contingency, they can mobilise neighbours and agnatic kin through coop-
eration rituals, redistributing the burden they are facing. We have also shown how 
ritual gains are shared back to them. Taking a broader perspective of the economy 
linked to ritual practice, and avoiding an approach that considers kinship-related 
rituals as discrete units of analysis, we have been able to tease out some of the 
hitherto unseen ways in which the ritual exchange regime shapes sociality. In sum, 
we contend that, from this broader perspective, ritual life can be interpreted as a 
mechanism that provides a social safety net, ultimately shaping the way the market 
economy functions and is displayed.

Notes

1 Among the first challenges faced, the selection of words to refer broadly to ‘ritual’ was crucial. We 
decided to use the portuguese-loaned serimónia instead of halo-lia or halo-lulik, among others, as 
that would narrow the responses. We found that serimónia was the word that referred to a wider 
range of rituals. However, this caused some rituals to remain outside the responses of the partici-
pants. Specifically, those related to the annual cycles of the catholic religion (All Saints’ day—Loron 
matebian) and agricultural-related rituals (sau-batar, nahe-biti, etc.).

2 For the complete list of items recorded under questions two and three, see Fidalgo-castro (2015, 
230).

3 For the complete questionnaire, see Fidalgo-castro (2015, 443).
4 The hamlet chief keeps the livro de aldeia up to date, registering all the domestic units and people 

living there.
5 All the names of people have been modified to protect their true identity.
6 during the first years of the invasion and until 1985, the year in which the “pacification campaigns” 

ended, forced population movements to areas controlled by the Indonesian military were common. 
The liquiçá district was “pacified” around 1979.

7 That year they obtained eight sacks of unhusked rice (50 kg each) through one of these arrange-
ments.
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8 In Faulara, cassava can be harvested six months after planting. From that year’s harvest they got 
five sacks (35 kg each) of husked corn.

9 The weekly gross profit of this activity was variable but, according to Mariana, it ranged between 
$7 and $8.

10 During the time the fieldwork was carried out, there was a plan called serbisu dólar tolu (three 
dollar work), promoted by the government and several aid agencies. it was used as a way to create 
jobs through engaging people in maintenance activities both on the roads and in the irrigation 
canals for the rice fields.

11 Sitting down on a mat (biti) while chewing betel leaves and areca nuts was understood as a meto-
nym of the negotiation.

12 In previous private negotiations that took place a week before the ceremony.
13 This payment was registered under the name of bagi in Tokodede, banin in Tetum. It was made 

in honour of Mariana’s FZ, which was the woman that ‘opened the path’—that is, the one that 
established the fertility-giver/fertility-taker relation between the two groups.

14 This payment was called hine-heu in Tokodede and feto-foun in Tetum, meaning ‘new woman’.
15 in the case of women’s fatigue, this was called ‘breastfeeding’ (fó-susun).
16 The case study was witnessed by Alberto Fidalgo-castro during his fieldwork. For that reason, in 

part of the texts, we decided to keep the first-person in the description.
17 contrary to the ceremony they held the year before, they didn’t need to rent an electric generator, 

because the lead author lent them a small one of his own.
18 This reveals the recent commencement of marriages of choice, as the norm for some houses is to get 

married within the narrow range of houses with which the house has previous marriage alliances 
(from the time of the ancestors).

19 The notion of lulik meat refers here to meat that can only be consumed by the fertility-givers (goat 
meat) or fertility-takers (pork) once the ritual exchange has been successfully completed.

20 This expression refers to two productive activities from which the items delivered at the bride-
wealth were obtained. Isin means ‘body’, both referring to living animals and people as well as 
crops (in the case of corn, e.g., the cob is called batar-isin). in the case of been, it refers to the activity 
of producing palm wine (ko’a tua, cutting tua), in which been (liquid) is consumed.
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chApTer 6

Household decision-making processes and 
family resources : A case study from viqueque

Josh Trindade and Ivete de Oliveira

Abstract

Drawing from a place-specific context, this chapter makes explicit a range of local, community 

and sacred house-based economic values and arrangements which contribute to household 

decision-making processes. household (hh) decision making processes in Timor-leste are an 

important component in designing the development approaches of government and civil society 

organisations. understanding decision-making processes at the household level can enable 

development practitioners to better design their programs and improve the quality of life for 

households at the local level. This paper reports on research which has documented gender-based 

decision-making at household levels across one rural area of Timor-Leste. The primary data for 

this research was collected from the Municipality of viqueque, covering 11 suku (villages) and four 

ethno-linguistic groups (naueti, Makassae, Tetum Terik and Kairui). The research illustrates how 

rural households make decisions around food preparation, family food gardens (to’os) and rice 

farms (natar), livestock (water buffalo, Balinese cows, pigs, and chickens) and household finances.
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household (hh) decision making processes in Timor-leste are an important com-
ponent in designing the development approaches of government and civil society 
organisations. understanding decision-making processes at the household level 
can enable development practitioners to better design their programs and improve 
the quality of life for households at the local level. This paper reports on research 
which has documented gender-based decision-making at household levels across 
one rural area of Timor-Leste. The primary data for this research was collected from 
the Municipality of viqueque, covering 11 suku (villages) and four ethno-linguistic 
groups (naueti, Makassae, Tetum Terik, and Kairui). The research illustrates how 
rural households make decisions around food preparation, family food gardens 
(to’os) and rice farms (natar), livestock (water buffalo, Balinese cows, pigs, and chick-
ens) and household finances. The data was collected between 2nd-14th of April 2018.
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Studies on decision-making processes in Timor-leste have been largely focused 
on the public domain (Ospina and hohe 2001; niner 2011). The objective of this study 
is to document and to understand how decisions are made at the household level in 
relation to family resources. That is, who decides where to farm, what kind of crops 
to grow, how to use livestock, and how the family money is spent. Drawing from 
a place-specific context, this chapter makes explicit a range of local, community 
and sacred house-based economic values and arrangements which contribute to 
household decision-making processes (see also chapters 5, 7, and 8, this volume).

Methodology, variables and informants

The data in this study was collected through focus group discussions (FGd) and one-
to-one interviews as well as informal discussions and observations. Interviewers 
used semi structured questions with gender and socio-cultural norms treated as 
crosscutting issues. The following variables were adopted to understand patterns 
of the decision-making household:
1. Household food consumption and family nutrition. The objectives were to under-

stand patterns of daily food consumption, how daily menus are decided, and 
the consumption patterns of meals between household members.

2. Family gardens (to’os) and rice paddies (natar): Questions in this section focused 
on understanding farming practices and the division of labour between men 
(husbands) and women (wives), decisions around field preparation, seed selec-
tion, weeding, harvesting, managing food post-harvest and the consumption of 
this food in the household.

3. Livestock (water buffalo, Balinese cattle, pigs, chickens): The most commonly 
reported animals owned by households were water buffalo, Balinese cattle, 
pigs and chickens. These animals are considered the household’s most impor-
tant livestock resources. Questions explored the types of animals owned by the 
household, who kept and looked after which animal and decisions around the 
use of animals.

4. Household finances: These questions investigated sources of household cash 
income; who managed household cash and expenditure choices and decisions.

The total number of informants in the study was 77 (comprising 47 (61%) women 
and 30 (39%) men). having a higher number of female informants was an advantage 
because rural Timorese women are often under-represented in research studies 
(see chapter 8, this volume). The education level of the participants was divided 
into those who were literate (30 (39%)) and those who were illiterate (47 (61%)). 
Having a higher number of illiterate informants was an advantage for the study 
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because responses from those with little formal education were heavily influenced 
by the primacy of the socio-cultural norms in the rural setting rather than external 
sources, namely schools and higher education institutions. For example, while 
some have reported that urban educated Timorese assume that most Timorese 
spend their household income on expenses relating to customary rituals and cer-
emonies (Guterres 2011), this study in viqueque found otherwise. in this study the 
most literate participants had completed only a low to mid-level of education, with 
the majority attending primary school (81%) and a minority also attending junior 
high school (14%) and high school (5%).

The study included informants from four ethno-linguistic groups in the 
south-eastern municipality of viqueque. These included naueti (18 (23%)), Tetum 
Terik (27 (35%)), Kairui (10 (13%)) and Makassae (22 (29%)). These comprised 57 
(74%) married participants, 5 (6%) widows and 5 (6%) widowers, 8 (11%) boys and 2 
(3%) girls. The study was undertaken in 11 suku (villages) in four of viqueque’s five 
Administrative posts. Two suku were in uatolari (18 (23%)), six suku in viqueque 
vila (34 (48%)), two suku in Ossu (22 (29%)) and one suku in lakluta (3 (4%)). 
The Administrative post of uatu carabou was excluded from this study because 
the two languages (naueti and Makassae) spoken in this area were covered in 
other suku.

Study findings

Definitions of family and household

The ‘household’ in this paper describes a physical structure and its usual occupants 
as a residential unit. A family is taken to be a group consisting of parents and their 
children living together as a unit. In most cases, many households in rural areas 
also comprised the elderly parents of either the husband or the wife. This was 
particularly pronounced as the younger children of the elderly couple were often 
living outside the village, working or studying in Dili or in other urban areas.

Linked to the idea of household in Timor-Leste is a household’s membership of 
and alliances with other uma lisan (ancestral lineages) and associated Uma Lulik 
(sacred houses). To help understand decision making processes at the household 
level, we briefly discuss the socio-cultural norms linked to these Uma Lulik and the 
ways these are reflected in the meaning and use of public and private spaces in 
Timor-Leste. Despite their many regional variations, Timorese sacred houses (Uma 
Lulik) are always divided symbolically by a masculine (public) space and feminine 
(private) space. The feminine space is considered the womb (hicks 1984), the inner 
space to nurture life. Meanwhile, the masculine space is considered to be the outer 
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security for the womb. The feminine space occupies roughly 80% of an Uma Lulik 
interior and the masculine space consists of about 20%.

These spaces are not gender exclusive, men and women have access to both 
spaces. Likewise, the categories of masculine and feminine spaces in no way infers 
a separation between men and women, rather it is the case that “men and women 
operate in both” and that “masculine and feminine aspects exist in both sexes” 
(Trindade 2019, 46). The symbolic classification of the interior/private/feminine 
space and exterior/public/masculine space is significant in so far as it determines 
the kinds of activities that take place in these areas. For example, when discussing 
issues regarding members of a particular house, discussions are likely to take place 
inside the private spaces of the house. When negotiating relations with others, 
these interactions will take place in the exterior, public spaces of the house. Gender 
dynamics within and without these spaces are contingent on numerous intersect-
ing factors including age, rank, degree of affiliation and personality. The social and 
spatial organisation of these lineages (uma lisan) and sacred houses (Uma Lulik) 
nevertheless plays an important role in shaping the organisation of households, 
especially concerning what is considered appropriate in public and private spaces.

The difference between public and private spaces in the Timor-Leste context

The concepts of private and public spaces in a Timorese context (in this case con-
textualised in the viqueque district) is different to that contextualised in western 
(or global) terms. To analyse the decision-making process at the household level, 
one needs to understand how the idea of public and private spaces in Timor-Leste 
also links with cultural ideas bound up with the Uma Lulik and how these spaces 
influence each other and interact when it comes to decision making. There are 
numerous anthropological studies which have analysed the decision making pro-
cess in public space in Timor-leste. For example, Ospina and hohe (2001, 140) note 
that, “the decision making process is the domain of the senior male of the existing 
social groups within the hamlets. Rural women are not supposed to be outspoken 
and take the floor in public meetings”. Furthermore, niner (2011, 417) has observed 
that, “in public or political decision-making processes senior men dominate, while 
women, particularly senior women, have symbolic and ritual power”.

Studies like those cited above often lead people to believe that women are 
excluded from the decision-making process in both public and private spaces 
because decision-making is the domain of senior males in the hamlet. Secondly, 
studies on the decision-making process in Timor-Leste have focused heavily 
on public space while ignoring private space. More recent work on gender and 
power in Timor-Leste has begun to unpack these characterisations, highlighting 
the need to take into account questions of age, rank and affiliation (Silva 2017; 
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see also chapter 8, this volume). This study finds that, as is often the case with 
complex ritual events in the Uma Lulik, in the private spaces at the household level, 
men and women have an equal if differently configured say in decision-making 
processes. Of further significance to this finding is the fact that in most cases any 
final decisions concluded in public space have already undergone background 
consultation processes involving both men and women in private spaces. Men have 
the responsibility to speak about, negotiate and/or convey the final agreement in 
public meetings. Because this joint male/female consultation process happens in 
the background and out of public view, there has been a tendency in the literature 
to conclude that it is only men who make these decisions.

Additionally, we note that one reason why women participate less in deci-
sion-making processes in public spaces is because this space has been incrementally 
colonised by an explicitly patriarchal religious (catholic) and administrative 
(portuguese) system for almost 500 years. As a result, women often feel insecure 
or unable to speak out in public spaces. Furthermore, when the portuguese began 
to administer a census in 1960 (Weatherbee 1966) and register households and 
families, they usually registered these households under the name of the head of 
the household, which in most cases meant that the name of the father/husband 
was recorded. Hence, the unfolding process of colonisation has meant that the role 
of men has been emphasised and the role of women downplayed in these circum-
stances. colonisation has weakened the status of women in Timorese society. in 
contrast, niner (2011) describes how in pre-colonial times queens made decisions 
at the highest levels of society and were politically and diplomatically powerful.

Trindade (2017, 13) notes that, “most research focuses on analysing women’s 
participation in political life and decision-making processes in the formal/public 
sphere, largely ignoring traditional or localized decision-making processes that 
occur informally”. He further argues that, to comprehend the decision-making 
process in Timor-Leste, one should expand investigations into the ritual domain 
(including those that occur in the private spaces of the Uma Lulik) because a better 
understanding of this realm can be used to open the way for enhanced women’s par-
ticipation in the decision-making process in the public realm. This is because while 
women are actively involved in the decision-making process on informal matters 
such as traditional rituals and ceremonies, their participation is less obvious or vis-
ible in decision-making in the public sphere. As Trindade (2017) argues, even in the 
private sphere prior to a decision being made, there will be consultation processes 
occurring between men and women, although the final decision will usually be 
announced by a man. What is important in these cases is that it is a collective deci-
sion-making process. When social outsiders do not have access or understand these 
background consultation processes, they conclude that the men have made these 
decisions themselves without consulting women and other community members.
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Depending on the situation, it is also difficult for social outsiders to differentiate 
between public and private spaces in Timor-Leste. This is because these spaces 
exist in the mind not in the actual space. Even when social outsiders meet with 
Timorese in literal private spaces, the status and presence of the outsider means 
that Timorese will respond as though they are in a public space. In this sense, they 
will only convey some information about decision-making processes and will likely 
withhold, or not mention, other information. conversely when Timorese gather in 
public arenas, if they feel comfortable enough, then they may interact as though 
they are in a private space. In these situations, they will speak out more openly. 
Long-term processes of colonisation and foreign control in Timor-Leste has meant 
that people have often been persecuted for speaking the truth. This has made 
Timorese feel insecure in public spaces. For this reason, it is extremely important 
that research encounters take place in friendly and trusted environments. This will 
enable a better sharing and exchange of ideas and information.

It should also be noted that there are power imbalances between men and 
women in public space in certain situations. This is particularly the case when men 
feel they hold more power in comparison to women and this influences the domi-
nance of men in decision-making processes in public space. While some may blame 
local cultural norms for the dominance of men in these instances, it is important 
to remember that during the periods of portuguese and indonesian colonisation, 
men had more opportunity to receive formal education than women. Women often 
did not feel secure to travel to school because of the distance from their home and 
for security reasons. yet evidence suggests that, before portuguese colonisation, 
Timorese society was more egalitarian. portuguese archival research reveals that in 
the 17th century, around one quarter of all political leaders who signed official doc-
uments with the portuguese colonial administration were women (Kammen 2012; 
hägerdal and Kammen 2016). From the 18th century onwards, these female political 
leaders disappeared from the records. Oral evidence suggests that in the pre-colonial 
period the island of Timor was ruled by a pre-eminent female leader with the title 
of ‘maromak oan’ (child of the creator). This female role was one of ritual leadership 
and had a higher value and more power than associated male political leadership 
(Therik 2004). however, women’s involvement in public affairs lessened from the 
19th century onwards, suggesting that the portuguese colonial administration pre-
ferred to deal with men than women. This is a key reason why in Timor-Leste today 
we find fewer women active in decision-making processes in public space.
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Decision-making processes at the household level in relation to family resources 
are sketched schematically above (see Figure 6.1). Oral culture in Timor-leste does 
not define who should make decisions at household level in regard to resources.

From the diagram above, we can see that, for reasons discussed earlier in the 
paper, men have more power in public space in comparison to women, yet our 
findings suggest that women have an equally significant role to play in the private/
less visible space of household decision-making.

To make decisions on household resources, husbands and wives must first 
weigh the economic value of the goods. if the goods have a ‘smaller financial value’, 
then either of them can make a decision and the other will be informed later. For 
items with a ‘larger financial value’, husbands and wives must make a joint deci-
sion to avoid household conflict. The exception to this is in urgent situations such as 
when children are sick or when there are educational expenses such as school fees.

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of decision making process at household level. The 
figure depicts the relative weighted power of males and females. credit: Josh Trindade.
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Different factors influencing household decision-making

There are different factors that influence a household when making decisions 
about the deployment of resources (see Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Factors influencing household (hh) decision making. credit: Josh Trindade

– HH Harmony: to make a decision in a HH, all HH members should have a high 
regard for HH harmony. This means that every decision must take into account 
the interest of all HH members to prevent conflict. To secure this, HH members 
often undertake informal consultation between parents, children, and other 
HH members. As a result of this, HH members sometimes sacrifice their per-
sonal interests for HH harmony.

– Socio-Cultural Norms: Timorese socio-cultural norms that are passed down 
inter-generationally influence the decision-making process at the HH level 
whether directly or indirectly.
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– Economic Capacity: Another key contributing factor to the HH decision making 
process is economic capacity. Before making decisions, households will con-
sider economic capacity over the long term, especially the availability of stores 
of food, HH finances, and the amount of livestock owned.

– Personality and Social Status: Within a given HH, men or women who have 
strong personalities and/or come from families of higher social status tend to 
influence the decision-making process at the HH level.

– Priority: HH priorities also influence decision-making processes at HH level.
– Personal capacity (education level): The other influencing factor in HH decision 

making is personal capacity. For example, men or women with higher levels of 
education or who have access to and control over a large amount of resources, 
tend to influence decision-making processes at HH level.

– Urgency: To make a decision at the HH level, both spouses should consider the 
urgency of the need. For example, providing for the need of a family member 
who is sick is more important than providing resources for an unrelated cul-
tural ceremony.

Negotiation processes 

This study found that withholding sexual intercourse is sometimes used to nego-
tiate an individual’s interest and the outcome of decision-making processes.1 For 
example, one participant from a women’s group in viqueque explained that: “if 
I want to do something but my husband does not allow me to do it, then I can get 
angry. When this happens, sometimes I throw things around. At night when we 
sleep, I can turn away from him. But I don’t do this for too long, because he can go 
and find another woman” (FGd with Women Group, Waimori village).

On some occasions, before decisions are made, there will also be informal 
negotiation processes occurring between family members in order to secure their 
interests. There are many ways in which this is done between family members. 
For example, if a wife wants something from her husband, she will cook nice food 
and speak softly and nicely to him and vice versa. When men do not get what they 
want from their wives, they will try to leave the house to cool down and avoid a 
violent situation in the home. The emotional aspects of household decision-making 
are thus important to consider. If either the husband or the wife act without first 
gaining the permission of the other, this can trigger conflict and disharmony in the 
HH, and often this in turn can lead to domestic violence.

participants also informed us that sometimes when problems arise between 
spouses, they do not talk to each other for a while. For some this may be a brief 
period of up to two hours, but for others it may take one or two days before they 
acknowledge and repair their rift. Some others informed us that such rifts may 
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continue over the longer term, although a situation such as visitors to the house 
will mean the spouses make peace temporarily. When their guests leave, they will 
continue not talking to one another.

Decisions on food, nutrition and household resources

Food in the Household
cooking is normally carried out by women, but when women are sick or not at 
home, men cook too. While what food is prepared is primarily a woman’s decision, 
men may request foods that they wish to eat.

Household chores are undertaken by women assisted by the daughters in the 
household. Men may help when they have time. While two participants in this study 
explained that in their households domestic tasks were divided equally between 
men and women, this is not the case for the majority of households. Women gen-
erally decide on the allocation of domestic tasks. One participant explained that, 
because she was breastfeeding, she was not currently doing domestic chores and 
that she was also asked to eat first when the meals were ready.

When meals are ready, all household members eat together at the table at the 
same time, but customarily the male head of the household will take his food first. 
If one of the household members is not at home during mealtime, their food will 
be set aside for when they return. The now common practice of eating together at 
a table reinforces the household hierarchy. Timorese meal habits have changed 
over time and most households now adopt the portuguese style of eating at tables. 
Traditionally Timorese ate on a bamboo platform (hadak leten) inside the house 
with food divided into portions on the plates of each household member.

Household Nutrition
Women’s decisions about daily food consumption also determine household 
nutrition. When asked about what they had consumed for the previous evening’s 
meal, the foods listed by the participants were rice and vegetables (cassava leaves, 
chinese cabbage, pumpkin leaves), etu sedok (a mixture of rice, black beans and 
vegetables boiled in one pot) and batar-da’an (pounded corn boiled with kidney 
beans, peanuts and vegetables). All respondents (men and women) stated that 
they had not consumed meat in the previous evening’s meal. While a minority of 
respondents reported that they consumed meat once or twice a month, the majority 
reported that they eat meat only when there is a traditional ritual and ceremony 
(lia mate no lia moris). Those who have access to money may sometimes buy fish 
sold on street stalls or by mobile fish sellers.

young children (under-five) are served each morning with either sasoro mutin 
de’it (just white rice porridge) or rice porridge and vegetables (carrot and pumpkin 
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leaves). For lunch they eat rice and vegetables and at night they are served more 
porridge. All mothers who participated in this research had breastfed their chil-
dren for six months or more.

Family swidden gardens (to’os) and wet-rice fields (natar)
Family swidden gardens (to’os) are used primarily to grow maize, cassava, black 
beans and other staple crops. Family gardens and wet-rice fields are considered 
important family resources and are the basis of the livelihoods of most farmers.

The majority of participants in this study owned swidden gardens (to’os), 
but only some owned or had access to wet-rice fields (natar). Those living in the 
Administrative post of uatolari had both to’os and natar, while those living in 
viqueque villa and Ossu had limited to no access to natar and usually had access 
to to’os. Those who only had access to natar were able to do so as labourers in the 
fields belonging to others. In these cases, the harvest would be divided equally 
between workers and land owners.

When asking about how places are selected for the family swidden garden 
(to’os) most respondents explained that it was the husband who decided where to 
make the gardens and farm each season. Others described this as a joint decision 
between the spouses. people explained that they will select a site based on soil 
fertility and the distance from the family home. To’os is planted either on family- 
owned or community land.

clearing swidden gardens and rice field preparation is considered men’s work, 
but women also contribute when they have free time. It is considered that men 
and women contribute equally to field preparation, planting seeds, weeding and 
harvesting, even though they do not necessarily do the same amount of work. 
prescriptive gender relations mean that men and women commonly do different 
jobs, but these roles are considered to be equal or complementary (niner 2012; 
hicks 2012; Wigglesworth 2010; see also chapter 8, this volume). For example, 
respondents from one Focus Group Discussion explained that when men clear the 
fields or carried out fencing, women would be in charge of preparing food at home 
to take to the men in the fields at midday. These two tasks are considered equal con-
tributions to household life. One advantage of these prescriptive gender relations 
is a division of tasks which contributes to household harmony. A disadvantage of 
these prescriptive gender relations is that women often spend many more hours 
working on their household and agricultural tasks compared to men.

After crops are harvested, it is the responsibility of the women to manage the 
harvest storage and consumption. If one of the household members decides to sell 
a portion of the harvest, they must first consult with other household members in 
order to avoid conflict.
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Livestock
Livestock are considered one of the most valuable assets of a household. Livestock 
may be sold during emergency situations such as for paying school fees or for 
healthcare costs when someone gets sick.

The most important livestock for most people are water buffalo or Balinese 
cattle, pigs, goats or sheep and chickens. The most common animals owned by 
households are pigs and chickens. Only a small percentage (less than 5% of partici-
pants) of household respondents owned water buffalo or Balinese cattle.

In a customary exchange sense, water buffalo and Bali cattle are associated 
with masculinity or men, therefore it is the men who look after them. Women will 
look after buffalo when men are not available. Women are customarily associated 
with pigs because it is considered a female (feminine) animal in marriage exchange. 
In life cycle (lia mate no lia moris) rituals, the fertility-taking group (fetosan) gives 
buffalo to the fertility-giving group (umane) who provides a return gift of a pig. 
Some respondents explained that while women and men can help collect food to 
feed the pigs, it is women’s daily responsibility to feed the pigs. Men will feed pigs 
when women in the household are sick, giving birth or are not at home.

As livestock have a great economic value for households, except in urgent 
situations, decisions over animals like a water buffalo, Balinese cattle and pigs 
need to be made by consultation between spouses and other household members. 
Decisions about the use of livestock with a lesser economic value, such as chickens, 
may be made independently by either spouse.

Family Finances
The main sources of cash income for households are selling agricultural produce, 
selling livestock, contributions from other household members who are employed, 
and social security payments made to the elderly or veteran’s pensions. In some 
cases, the household heads (one or both spouses) may be employed in the govern-
ment or non-government sector.

All participants, both men and women, agreed that it is women (the wife) who 
manages a household’s finances. This does not imply that women have autonomy 
to spend the money however they wish, but rather that men and women usually 
come to a joint decision about all significant household spending. Both men and 
women have autonomy over matters involving smaller expenditure.

There are variations between households in terms of what is considered to 
be of significant economic value. For some households, anything over uS$10 is 
considered significant, while for other households this amount may be over uS$50.

All participants agreed that household spending should be first on education, 
second on food and third on customary activities such as life-cycle rituals. This 
order of priority contradicts popular beliefs, especially those of educated Dili-based 
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residents, which assert that the majority of rural households spend all of their 
money on customary activities such as life-cycle rituals.

Conclusions

The objective of this study was to document and to understand how decisions are 
made at the household level in relation to family resources. That is, who decides 
where to farm, what kind of crops to grow, how to use livestock, how to allocate 
food resources and how the family money is spent. While the study identified a 
tendency toward prescriptive gender relations guiding the allocation of household 
tasks, it found that these roles were understood to be complementary between men 
and women. The identified socio-cultural norm for household decision-making 
was one of collaboration between spouses and where necessary other household 
members. The necessity for collaborative or joint decisions was especially the case 
for matters concerning the use or expenditure of significant household resources.

previous studies on the decision-making process in Timor-leste have focused 
heavily on the public sphere with little to no attention to decision-making in 
private spaces such as households. This household research across four ethno-lin-
guistic groups in the viqueque Municipality recommends that further study into 
decision-making in the private sphere be extended to other language groups in 
Timor-Leste.

Household decision making processes in Timor-Leste are an important compo-
nent to consider and inform the development approaches of government and civil 
society organisations. culturally and context-specific understandings of household 
decision-making processes are needed to enable development practitioners to 
better design the programs which aim to improve the quality of life and economy 
for households at the local level.

Notes

1 This is an area which requires further research.
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chApTer 7

Gift economy and the acknowledgement of 
debt : (On) living and eating with ‘mystical’ 
actors in Timorese houses

Renata Nogueira da Silva

Abstract

This essay is based on ethnographic research in a Same community (Manufahi) and it seeks to 

grasp the ways by which the cohabitation of persons and ‘mystical’ actors acquires meaning 

through daily practices of commensality. This essay thus delves into the idea that the stages of 

making and consuming food are, among other things, moments of communion—with god (maro-

mak), with the ancestors (bei’ala), and with the sacred house. in light of this idea, the relationship 

between humans and non-humans is constituted by a constant giving and receiving of food, of 

which debt and the expectation of reciprocation are a deliberate part.

Keywords: commensality; cohabitation; sacred house; humans; non-humans; Timor-leste

Figure 7.1: The preparation of the sacred food offered to bosok.1 Uma Lulik, Mau Asu, Sau 
Batar, 2017. credit: renata nogueira da Silva.
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The intention of this essay, which is based on ethnographic research conducted 
in an east Timorese community (Same, Manufahi) during 2017, is to reflect upon 
the relationship between food, gift, and debt.2 The object of this study is the eating 
practices of my interlocutors (the sons and daughters and also the friends of the 
Mau Asu Sacred house) and their relationship with different ontological agents, 
both humans and non-humans (mystical agents).

Before proceeding, some terminology clarification is needed. In this essay, I 
employ house, with a lowercase h, to refer to a house, a place where people live. 
When I am dealing with the ceremonial houses, I employ sacred house, a lulik and 
also House, with a capital H. In this case, I am referring to a House as an entity (even 
when i do not specify which particular house). i make such distinctions based on 
Friedberg’s (1972, 1989) and Sousa’s (2008) suggestions.

I employ the expression mystical actors/entities within this essay to refer to 
the gathering of non-human entities (which nonetheless have agency in the lives 
of humans), such as god (maromak), ancestors (bei’ala) and the sacred house. 
Throughout the text, the terms ancestors and forefathers are used as synonyms and 
the expressions non-human entities and mystical actors are related. I have been 
using the latter since a conversation i had with professor Kelly Silva, who warned 
me back then about the risks of not taking into consideration the heterogeneity of 
the non-human actors (which act upon human lives) in my research field.

For the purposes of this essay, I employ maromak as a synonym for god, that is, 
as another entity amongst the several mystical agents with whom humans interact 
by means of eating and food.

Moving on now to food, I approach food ingestion as productive consumption 
(Marx [1859] 1982; Gregory 1982), a phenomenon by means of which life is repro-
duced (materially and immaterially), in its multiple meanings.

According to Marx ([1859] 1982, 8), “They [the economists] call productive 
consumption both production that is simultaneously identical with consumption, 
and consumption which is directly concurrent with production”.3 Such production, 
analogous to consumption, becomes a second production, for it arises out of the 
annihilation (consumption) of the product of the first production. That being so, 
the very act of consuming food and offering it to non-humans allows for the satis-
faction of a set of both material and immaterial demands of the productive process 
(such demands are aimed at the reproduction of life). The material conditions for 
social reproduction (of existence) are related in a number of ways to certain cosmo-
logical representations (which include the mystical realm). The material conditions 
themselves feed such representations.

Offering food and sacrificing animals to non-human actors is a practice that 
has long been discussed in the literature on rituals (in Timor-leste and elsewhere). 
Tylor (1871) considers sacrifice to be a gift which the ‘savage’ offers to the gods 
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with whom he or she seeks to have a relationship. Mauss and hubert ([1899] 2005), 
in their turn, understand as religious sacrifices everything that includes certain 
rituals—which are not necessarily actions that cause pain or suffering. Most sac-
rifices studied by Mauss and Hubert took place by means of rituals which ended 
with the death or consumption of a victim or an offer (an animal, some food or 
a human being), which was then taken by the god to whom it had been offered. 
“Every sacrifice takes place under certain circumstances and for certain ends” 
(Mauss and hubert [1899] 2005, 101).

Mauss and Hubert divide rituals into two kinds: occasional sacrifices and 
constant sacrifices. The former are those which may take place at any given day, 
whereas the latter always take place on a set day, following a routine. Mauss and 
Hubert suggest that sacrifice establishes a sort of contract between humans and 
gods, for if the latter ensure the existence of the former, the reverse is certainly 
true, also. Gods acquire their food from humans. The flow of gifts remains by 
means of a deliberate maintenance/nourishment of the debt and it allows for an 
articulation between the freedom to and the obligation to give and to reciprocate.

At the urufu aldeia or community (in the Same municipality and the holarua 
suku), offering food—daily—to the mystical actors at home and having meals—peri-
odically—at the sacred house are essential acts that ensure the harmony between 
different social groups, the reproduction of life and the balance of the house as a 
moral entity (lévi-Strauss 1986).

The non-humans or mystical actors I refer to throughout this essay include: 
ancestors, the sacred house and maromak. Ancestors are not the dead in general but 
rather those who accumulated several sources of value (be it cultural, emotional, 
social, religious, economic or political) when alive and had the ability to activate 
or to access them in different social contexts. Employing an idiom from botany 
(McWilliam 2009), we could describe an ancestor as a trunk of an origin group (Fox 
1996) and its descendants are the branches. Such representation (a trunk and its 
branches) is the expression of an archetype of precedence (McWilliam 2009, 112) in 
which the trunk comes before and is superior to the branch, in a temporal sense. 
The moral authority of the trunk (over its tips, its descendants) is acknowledged, 
regardless of this particular ancestor being dead or alive.

Authors such as david hicks ([1976] 2004), elizabeth G. Traube (1980), Shepard 
Forman (1980), James Fox (1996), Andrew McWilliam (2009), and Susana viegas 
(2016), based on research conducted in different east Timorese contexts, point 
out the centrality of funerary rites and ancestors’ rites in the lives of Timorese 
men and women. Social life itself depends on the ways by which the connections 
(between the living and the dead) are nourished during ceremonial occasions (such 
as funerals). The social life also depends on the ways by which such connections 
are nourished in daily life. people pay their deference to the dead in ceremonies, 
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such as during the Day of the Dead; tombs are visited by relatives who offer them 
candles and flowers and the ancestors are fed during those ceremonies. Life is to 
a large extent ordered by the exchange of gifts and by the acknowledgement of 
the communications and negotiations with spiritual entities. certain development 
programs and projects associate what is considered the country’s low economic 
development to their population engagement with practices and local values. 
However, when we observe the ways through which the local economic relations 
are materialised in daily life, we see a different arrangement between different 
regimes and production, exchange, distribution and consumption relations, 
amongst which the market and the gift are activated due to life reproduction (i.e., 
see introduction, chapters 5, 8, and 13, this volume).

The aforementioned literature, however, does not explore differences between 
the scale and the types of ritual practices and specific eating practices. There is also 
a lack of analysis regarding the daily offering of food within domestic unities (such 
offerings can be described as a constant sacrifice, as Mauss and Hubert would call 
it). hick’s ([1976] 2004) work, though, does describe the interior of houses and the 
events that take place there. Among other things, he suggests that the innermost 
part of the house, called labis laran, is the place of women where food is prepared 
and where the altar is placed (in which offerings are given to the spirits of the 
house). The innermost room is used exclusively by women during the daytime.

I highlight here the importance of women in a chain of transformation: food 
into nutrition, raw food into cooked and nutrition into offer. The raw food may 
be considered everything out of control from the house and the cooked food as 
something social, thus allowing the relation and the mixing of things from the 
world that were eventually separated. Women are fundamental to the physical 
process of cooking things and also to operating the changes of relation status (see 
lévi-Strauss 2004; daMatta 2004).

nutrition takes us to family interactions, alliance nets and commitments, to 
the mystic agents, the house and the sacred houses. On sharing food, we celebrate 
relations allowing the production and life at its most diverse expression.

Most of the food consumed in the homes I visited in Timor-Leste comes from 
the commodity regime (the market). When such foods are offered to mystical 
beings, they change their status and thus begin to circulate in the gift exchange 
regime. Such regimes are not mutually exclusive but rather coexist in social life 
and they may be activated (or not) depending on the context. in the case of a gift 
exchange regime, maintaining the relationship is as important as acknowledging 
the debt (Silva 2016).

In this essay, I explore how relationships between persons and non-human 
entities are nourished by, among other things, a constant giving and receiving of 
foods, in which debt and the expectation of reciprocation are both deliberate. I deal 
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with the distinctions between rituals concerning gifts/sacrifices of foods (conducted 
inside the sacred houses) and, on the other hand, rituals conducted within the 
domestic unit. I also propose analogies between the liminality of the food offered 
to the non-human and the liminality of these very actors, whose actions take place 
between two worlds—the world of the living and the world of the dead.

Throughout the text, I make it explicit that the foods offered to non-human 
actors have unique features: they are prepared without seasoning and salt and 
they are offered half-raw (or half-cooked). Thus, these foods, like their recipients, 
appear to be in a liminal state (between a natural state and a cultured one, through 
their cooking).4

This essay proceeds in three parts. In the first one, I return to some of the ways 
by which anthropology has approached the question of food. In the second one, I 
deal with some of the traits that characterise fó han (to feed) in intra-sacred house 
rituals. These are privileged moments to feed (in the broadest sense of the term) the 
House, its members, and the very bonds that constitute it. In the third part, in its 
turn, I analyse the ways in which mystical actors are handled during daily practices 
of commensality within the home where I was welcomed and stayed for research 
purposes. Finally, in the fourth section, I explore the nature of the kind of foods 
offered to non-human actors and I try to derive the analytical implications of it.

Food in anthropology and in East Timorese ritual contexts

Some currents of thought have taken the problem of nourishment as the founding 
phenomenon of the economy. The capacity of the productive forces to produce 
more food, beyond the demand for immediate consumption, constitutes in fact 
the first social surplus; food is thus the fundamental element for the reproduction 
of a society, at the level which Marx defined as the infrastructure (carneiro 2003, 
22). “every production, then, immediately becomes consumption, and consumption 
also immediately becomes production” (Marx [1859] 1982, 218-219). uniting the 
realms of consumption and production allows us to highlight some of the subtleties 
involved in the relationship between human beings and commodities, and thus to 
reconcile, in some measure, the subject and the object, interiority and exteriority.

in another front of research, lévi-Strauss ([1962] 1980, 2004) understands 
food as an analytical unit which allows one to access human thought; as a way 
to elaborate relationships between groups by means of analogies and metaphors 
regarding marriages, sexual acts, and alliances. In the wake of this perspective, 
leach (1983) and Sahlins (2004) both indicate that food is a symbol which commu-
nicates specific messages in social interactions. There is an ongoing discussion on 
the distinctions between mere nourishment (portuguese alimento) and food. Such 
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discussion sharpens our interpretative horizons. daMatta (2004), in his study on 
Brazilian food, states that any nutritious substance is a nourishment (alimento), 
however not every nourishment constitutes food. According to him, a nourishment 
is anything someone ingests to remain alive; food, in its turn, concerns the very 
constitution of identity. “There are ‘nourishments’ and there is food. Food is not 
merely a nourishing substance: it is also a way, a style and a manner of eating” 
(daMatta 2004, 56). in a similar perspective, Woortmann (1986) contrasts “food” 
with nourishment (even though the former derives from the latter), for food is the 
transformation of provision by means of cooking. For carneiro (2003, 8), “what 
one eats is as important as when one eats, where one eats, how one does it and 
with whom.”

Another important contribution to the discussion on commensality and anthro-
pology is viegas’ work (2006) on the historical elaboration of identity among the 
Tupinambá people of Olivença (state of Bahia, Brazil)—based on the relationship 
between food and pleasure. in her study, viegas highlights the importance of 
“feeding” as a dimension of sociality and of the construction of what it means to be 
a relative. Throughout this text, I speak of food, nourishment, and food products to 
approach the different ways of feeding, nourishing and sustaining human beings, 
non-human entities and the bonds between them.

persons organised in groups of origin, such as several east Timorese commu-
nities, live in mutual dependence—dependence not only on the living but also on 
those who dwell in another realm of existence. Balancing the most important phe-
nomena that make up the life of the living is conceived as a gift from the non-human 
entities; such gifts must be reciprocated, so as to ensure the very reproduction of 
life (Silva 2016).

The vegetable garden, the animals, health, employment and anything which 
allows the reproduction of human existence are considered to be a gift from the 
mystical actors. Therefore, people feel in debt to them. Offering food is a way to 
give thanks for the gifts received and, in a way, to acknowledge a debt which, in 
fact, can never be paid. commitment to others, humans or not, ensures the ongoing 
and permanent nature of the debt. According to palmer, in this region, sociability is 
sustained by more than human relationships, involving conscious cooperation and 
intersubjectivity manifesting and transforming itself through different bodies and 
things in space and time. This the author calls “inclusive sociality” (palmer 2015, 42).

Acknowledging the agency of the mystical actors is part of daily life and can be 
seen in the amount of trouble humans take to feed and take care of such entities. 
Feeding those non-human entities establishes a system of prestations and coun-
ter-prestations, in which food is a vehicle for communication. Feeding the mystical 
agents is essential to maintain the bonds with those who dwell in different realms 
of existence.
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Intra-sacred house ceremonies

I attended several ceremonies at East Timorese sacred houses, in different munici-
palities.5 In each and every one of them, giving food to the non-human entities was 
a part of the ceremony. Each ceremony has its own scope and dynamics, which 
involves a certain number of families being together in the vicinity of the sacred 
house for a certain time, and also involves exchanging respects and goods. The 
nature and the amount of goods exchanged depend on the position of each family in 
the context of the ceremony in which persons and goods circulate. Some goods are 
consumed during the period in which people are staying in the House, while others 
become relics for the sacred house. And some are distributed according to the rules 
of precedence among the members of a group of origin called for the ceremony.

In these ceremonies, bua-malus is essential: it serves the purpose of enhancing 
communication between the realm of the living and other realms.6 It consists in the 
first offering that is given to the non-human entities. This offering can be placed in 
different locations, depending on the ceremony. It could be left within the sacred 
house, at the bosok, or on a stone, as the activity taking place prescribes.7 According 
to my interlocutors, bua-malus opens the kultura ceremonies and may also be used 
to welcome visitors. In other words, bua-malus opens paths for both horizontal 
and vertical relationships, promoting communication between people within the 
human realm (horizontal) and also communication between human beings and 
non-human beings (vertical).

Offering, accepting and sharing bua-malus is indispensable in communication, 
exchange and in opening new dialogues. The action of chewing bua-malus, on any 
social occasion, has been described as fundamental to begin and/or to strengthen 
relationships. This applies equally to isolated encounters as well as to greeting 
family, friends or newcomers (Sousa 2010). here we are facing material support of 
cultural translation (Sousa 2010),8 capable of ordering the flux of life, by creating 
a path which connects persons and makes social life possible in the presence of 
others (Seixas 2009; Sousa 2010; Fidalgo-castro 2012).

Food prepared for non-human entities in ritual contexts (and here I draw on 
my experience with the Mau Asu Sacred house as well as other houses in different 
municipalities) usually is prepared within the sacred house at the dapkur lulik 
(sacred kitchen).9 it is prepared on stones arranged for this purpose. no salt or 
other condiments are used. In the Mau Asu sacred house, sacred food is served to 
the mystical beings in straw baskets (luhu). Men who can claim descent from the 
founders of the house are responsible for conducting the hamulak (which could be 
described as a prayer, if we compare it to the Western classificatory system) and 
also for sacrificing animals and cooking their meat. Women, in turn, prepare the 
fire (for cooking rice and also the meat that the men will prepare).
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Small baskets with a little rice and some pieces of meat are prepared for offer-
ings to the non-human entities. These baskets are placed on the holiest part of the 
sacred house (the place where the sacred objects are) and they stay there for some 
hours. In a separate dish, a mixture of rice and meat is prepared. The meat is shred-
ded or chopped into very small pieces and then mixed with rice. Each corner of 
the inner part of the house receives a little bit from this mixture. The stones which 
were used for preparing the meals, the exterior columns that support the house 
and the bosok (also called fatuk lulik or fatin lulik in other places) also receive it. 
The ancestors get their food and so does the house—and the human beings. Taking 
care of the mystical actors ensures the fertility of life in its several manifestations.

Feeding and offering food to the entities implies not only transfers and 
circulation, but also expenditure and losses. Therefore, it is a kind of productive 
consumption. For Marx ([1859] 1982), productive consumption is directly associated 
with capital-labour relations. From this perspective, production is also consump-
tion; firstly, because when an individual produces something, thus developing his or 
her capabilities, he or she also spends it—consuming it in the very act of production.

Feeding the ancestors within the home

To follow the ritual dynamics of a sacred house implies also getting to know (in a 
way) the daily life of the people who are a part of the sacred house. it also involves 
understanding that persons themselves are “produced” through the relationships 
between the homes and the sacred houses. My research took place within such 
intertwined zones.

In order to research the reproduction and transformation of social life within 
the sacred houses in post-colonial Timor-Leste, I visited several sacred houses 
in different municipalities.10 To get to know the dynamics of a particular sacred 
house, i focused on the Mau Asu sacred house, located in Same. i was welcomed at 
Filomena’s home. Filomena is the sister of celeste, who, in turn, is one of my inter-
locutors, and she is a daughter of the Mau Asu sacred house. celeste, at that time, 
was living in Dili. The family who welcomed me had a large home, with several 
rooms and two kitchens—one of them indoors and the other outdoors. There was 
also two bathrooms outdoors. In the indoor kitchen there was an electric cooktop, 
a fridge, a large table and two kitchen cabinets. On the table, one could find house-
hold items for daily use. There was a cooktop placed on a chair next to the fridge, 
which was used mostly to cool water. The fridge was not used to store food such as 
meat, vegetables, milk or to store cooked food. Rice was the only food which they 
stored; all other foods (such as sugar, bread, milk, oil, eggs, leaf vegetables, and 
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tuna) were bought daily at kiosks nearby or at the local market, depending on the 
demand and on the amount of money available at different times.

Meals were prepared in a manner that depended on who was home at the time. 
When the mother and the father were both home, there was coffee in the morning. 
When only the children were home, the youngest one had some milk and the others 
had sweet potato, rice, macaroni, biscuits or bread; konforme.11 using products 
stored at home to prepare a meal was rare: going out to buy some ingredients 
before cooking was part of the house dynamics and its routine.

Filomena (who hosted me) was born in Same. She has a master’s degree in 
natural Science and she is a political activist, married to Marsal (who comes from 
a lospalos family). She has seven children (between 2 and 18 years old) and she 
spends part of the week away from the family to teach at Betano, which is quite 
far.12 When the mother is not home, the father manages the house, with some help 
from the older daughters and the neighbouring aunts (biological sisters of the 
mother). Thus, what was cooked (and how and where it was cooked) depended on 
the presence (or absence) of the mother at home.

Filomena’s daughters handled the kitchen utensils, especially the electric pan 
used to make rice and the electric cooktop. Their chores consisted of boiling water 
to make coffee, cooking rice, sautéing leaf vegetables from the vegetable garden or 
from the shop (mustard, watercress, and cassava leaves) and, sometimes, cooking 
some eggs or tuna. The girls rarely cooked chicken or beef. The siblings took care 
of each other, so that at lunch time the food was ready, they got everyone bathed 
and set to go to school.

When Filomena was at home it was common to use the outdoor kitchen. 
Daughters, female cousins, nieces and daughters of mana Mena all gathered to 
cook their food on the wood stove in the outdoors kitchen. It was quite a feast! The 
women sang around the fire, laughed, played, listened to music. cooking food thus 
became a lengthy process, permeated with affection. By both observing and taking 
part in the preparation of several kinds of food, sometimes squatting (often almost 
juggling!) sometimes sitting on a stone with the other women, i slowly learned that 
the food they cooked was permeated with the affections of those who prepared it. 
These emotions were passed on to those who would partake of that meal. The food 
made in that outdoors kitchen assembles values such as sorority and affectivity.

For several months I accompanied my friend Filomena and her daughters in 
the kitchen (outdoors or indoors) for the preparation of rice, leaf vegetables (modo), 
eggs, meat or tuna for the family meals. In any case, rice was always cooked first. 
Before it was fully cooked, those who were cooking started preparing plates of food 
and placing them on the main table.13 The same procedure applied to the modo, 
eggs or tuna.
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When everything was set, there were around five plates of food on a table. Here, 
for the sake of clarity, I must point out that in the living room, there was always 
a separate table which was used, among other things, to serve coffee, cookies and 
other food (to visitors). On this table were also placed the dishes offered to non-hu-
man entities. This is the table I am referring to here. Those plates were placed there 
before the meal for the living is served and remained there afterwards. They were 
sometimes partially consumed throughout the day by anyone who wanted them, 
especially the children. Such plates were always served before the two main meals, 
that is, the non-human entities were always fed first—before the living humans.

Every time we went to eat, the scene described above called my attention, 
especially because I saw similar things in other homes I visited. We would often 
eat in front of the table where such plates were laid and that made me slightly 
uncomfortable. I did not want to ask directly to whom that food was meant, so I 
kept watching. During the rainy season, however, I spent a lot of time indoors at 
Filomena’s home, not just at night but during daytime also. While helping the girls 
and Filomena herself cook, I finally started asking about those plates left on the 
table. Then, Filomena told me something more or less along these lines:14

At my home I offer a plate of food to the spirit of my sacred house (Uma Malae), another plate 

for the spirit of my husband’s sacred house (Uma Yanamli), yet another plate for Maromak, 

a plate for my husband’s family ancestors and also a plate for my family ancestors. I pre-

pare them neat and separately… just like we do in the Sau Batar ceremonies, on the day of 

the Dead, when inaugurating something etc—all things within the sacred house. Anything 

related to Maromak, the Sacred house and the ancestors is called fussu nin in the Mambae 

language and lulik na’in in the Tetum language. It is part of the East Timorese tradition to 

leave food for the ancestors—matebian—every day before our meals. people usually place 

it all on a single plate but here i place it separately. (Filomena nunes, Same, 2017)

Thus, placing plates of food on tables and altars was not just a practice of that par-
ticular domestic unit alone. people connect with these mystical actors by means of 
daily gifts and debts. Everyday food is offered to the mystical actors to thank them 
for life. Such an offering in a way allows existence to be and at the same time asks 
for the continuity of this flux of life. It is all about giving and receiving, asking and 
offering—a constant flux of gifts and debts between the living and the ancestors. It 
is an extended family (consisting of the living and the dead). Such a family, through 
food, nourishes and maintains bonds which are thus not interrupted by death (see 
chapter 8, this volume).

According to Filomena, in the times of the Biblical Old Testament, the trees, 
stones, water and everything had a custodian. And people knew that everything 
had a custodian. Therefore, one needs to give satisfaction to the masters of things. 
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With the new Testament, there came the time when the ancestors (bei’ala sira) 
started to understand that everything was created by God. To Filomena, one needs 
to offer food to God (Maromak) because he is the creator. One needs to pay respects 
to the Matebian (ancestors) to show them that the living still remember them. 
Offering food to the sacred house is important because it is the place where people 
gather to worship the ancestors. At Filomena’s home, offering food to the mystical 
agents happens on a daily basis, no matter who is preparing the meal.

Filomena also told me that the sacred house matters because it is a place where 
relatives meet each other. The sacred house allows people to locate themselves, to 
meet and to recognise other people. If there were no sacred house where people 
gather, then how would the people know where they came from, who is related to 
whom and thus who they can marry and who they cannot marry?

The quality of nourishments offered to mystical actors

For daMatta (2004), as mentioned before, food is not just a nourishing substance, 
but also “a way, a style and a manner of eating”. The way one eats something 
defines not only what was eaten but also defines the very person who eats. Hence, 
the food on a plate nourishes the body, but it also signals a belonging, and serves 
the role of a social recognition code (Sobreira, Garavelllo, and nardoto 2018).

The transformation of raw food into cooked food is interpreted by lévi-Strauss 
(2004) (based on his analysis of a set of myths) as the human transition from the bio-
logical condition to the social one. The raw appears as a metaphor of nature: animals 
eat raw flesh. Fire, in its turn, is associated with culture; human beings eat cooked 
meat. It can be said that the kitchen, through women, articulates the categories of 
nature and culture and interconnects systems of opposition (such as raw/cooked, 
nature/culture, the dead/the living and so on). For lévi-Strauss (2004), the invention 
of the kitchen not only modified and differentiated human eating behaviours, but 
it also added social functions to meals. The kitchen thus articulates the categories 
of nature and culture and also expresses a language, for it interconnects systems of 
opposition. Besides strengthening friendship between equals, eating and drinking 
together also served to reinforce the relations between unequal (such as a lord and 
vassals, for instance). Food is made in the kitchen—within this social space, we can 
observe the sexual division of labour and the organisation of family relations. The 
elective relations between family, house and home remind us of the concept of fire 
as both a builder and a driver of the relations of commensality. At the sacred house 
(in ceremonial contexts) food offered to mystical actors possesses a certain texture. 
It is only slightly cooked and unseasoned. At home, food offered to non-human 
entities is the same food humans eat, but not seasoned and not fully cooked.
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On the question of spices and condiments, there was something I experienced 
(outside of any ritual context) which can enrich the interpretative horizon regarding 
such matters. On one occasion, I was having tea without any sugar and such a choice 
generated quite a few remarks. The elderly asked me whether I was sick, and the 
children, in their turn, just laughed a lot. It turns out unseasoned tea was a medi-
cine—a drink for humans who were not at their best human condition. The absence 
of seasoning on food and beverages is related to certain conditions—the condition 
of non-human actors who dwell in another realm of existence and also not fully 
healthy humans. The absence of seasoning, it appears, leads us to a liminal situation.

The liminal condition of these foods offered to mystical actors might indicate 
the liminal position of these very actors: neither raw no cooked, neither alive nor 
dead. They are in another dimension of existence and yet they possess agency in 
the world of the living humans. perhaps it is precisely their liminal condition that 
allows them to act in both worlds.

Some substances have the power to connect two kinds of beings. They can 
gather wishes and desires from humans. Food is a vehicle for mystical power and 
it works as the unifying force in exchanges between participants in the ceremony. 
The relationship between human beings and mystical beings at home involves the 
persons who dwell together there, the ancestors who had an important role in the 
constitution of that particular family, the spirits from the sacred houses of both the 
father and the mother, and maromak.

The economic participation of women at managing daily life is fundamental. 
According to what was demonstrated, nutrition is mostly prepared by women; 
being so, we may say that the mystic aggregating power of relations and people 
is dominated by women and by them it is agencied. In a context like the East 
Timorese one in which the accurate development of life is related to the cultivation 
of relations with the mystic agents, feeding them means guaranteeing life. Women, 
in turn, feed human beings and mystic agents, allowing life to move on (see also 
introduction and chapter 8, this volume).

Gift and debt: humans, non-human entities, and food

By observing and taking part in acts of commensality (both in ritual and daily 
moments and both at the sacred house and at home), i learned about the power 
food possesses to bring people closer and to establish bonds with non-human enti-
ties. Based on what I saw, heard and tried (especially in the gustative sense) during 
fieldwork, I suggest we think of food as a vehicle that communicates the recognition 
of debt between humans and mystical actors. Attending ceremonies at the sacred 
houses is not enough; one must also feed on everything that is offered—including 
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food offered as sacrifices. In any case, food is a vehicle for mystical forces and it 
works as a unifier among the different participants of the ceremony (non-human 
entities included).

The relationship between human beings and mystical actors at home involves, 
as we have seen, the persons who dwell there, the ancestors who were important 
in the constitution of that particular family, the sacred houses of both father and 
mother, and also maromak. I have been arguing that the relationship between 
human beings and non-human entities at the sacred house embraces a greater 
number of participants and involves a greater quantity and quality of goods 
offered, and objects as well as relics. In both cases (at home and at the sacred 
house), however, the mystical actors eat first and the recognition that humans are 
in a state of debt with non-human entities guides the provision of offerings. To sum 
up, the sacred house, just like home, allows people to activate their bonds with 
non-human entities through food, but it happens, in each case, at different scales 
in terms of groups of persons.

I suggest that there is an elective relation between sacred house, home and the 
quality of food offered. unseasoned and not fully cooked food is associated with 
the sacred house. Seasoned and not fully cooked food, in turn, is associated with 
home. in short, the type of cooking and the use (or not) of seasoning are associated 
with the ontology with those who consume it. Finally, I indicate that the trans-
formations which occur in the physical state of food are operated by women and 
such transformations help us to think over the modalities of relations and actions 
which allow more-than-human collectives to reproduce themselves in material and 
immaterial ways.

Notes

1 Also known as fatin lulik (sacred stones), a sacred place where offerings to the mystical actors are 
left.

2 i thank professor Kelly Silva for her careful reading and comments which much contributed to the 
development of this essay. i am also grateful to Ana carolina Oliveira and Alberto Fidalgo-castro 
for our fruitful exchanges and their careful listening.

3 For quotations, I used Marxists.org translation (Marx [1857] 1971), available at: <https://www.
marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1859/critique-pol-economy/appx1.htm>.

4 Here I work with the premise that, to some degree, the nature-society dichotomy is operative in 
the context I am studying. I am aware of the fact that such dichotomy has been problematised by 
a number of authors—see, for instance, descola (2014) and, of course, Maccormack and Strathern 
(1980). however, for reasons of space and scope, i shall not delve into this discussion here. For a 
more in-depth discussion of this, see, for instance, Machado (2006).

5 Municípios are the name given to a territorial administrative division that comes from the 
portuguese administrative culture (in the “original” portuguese case, it usually corresponds to a 

http://Marxists.org
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1859/critique-pol-economy/appx1.htm
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1859/critique-pol-economy/appx1.htm
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town). in Timor, a município can be a town or a village—it is the administrative headquarters of 
local (official) authority.

6 Malus is a heart-shaped leaf, and bua is a nut. Together, they act as material support for the rela-
tionships described and they are called, together, Bua-malus. In the literature, we recurrently find 
betel (leaves) and areca (nuts). Some of my interlocutors defined bua-malus as something similar 
to the catholic host (sacramental bread). For an in-depth look at the relationship between catholic 
religion and local practices in Timor-leste, see Fidalgo-castro (2012).

7 Such was the term employed by my interlocutors which considered it to be a Tetum word.
8 That is, material elements and items that convey and communicate aspects related to certain 

cosmological worldviews.
9 Such as my experiences at sacred houses in Baucau, cova-lima, and ermera, for instance.
10 in historiographic terms, i understand ‘post-colonial’ Timor-leste here as beginning with the 

post-indonesian occupation period and Timor’s restoration of independence (post-1999). i feel it is 
important to explain my definition of ‘post-colonial’ (here in this context), given the complexity of 
colonial encounters and mismatches.

11 Konforme (similar to portuguese conforme) can mean “accordingly” or “depending on” or even 
“yes”, “precisely” etc. It is one of those catch-all expressions.

12 Betano is 25 kilometers from holarua. The trip by motorcycle takes around one hour, due to the 
road’s conditions.

13 In this case, the rice must be removed before the water dries out completely so as to ensure it is 
not fully cooked.

14 This quotation is not a literal transcription of an interview. It is from a conversation which started 
in 2017 and was transcribed and (in 2018) submitted (for her appreciation) to my interlocutor, 
who, in her turn, made some corrections and added some information. I am also grateful for my 
supervisor’s insistence on the need to understand the heterogeneity of the mystical actors which 
appeared on the horizon of my research. This call, during the writing of my phd dissertation, took 
me out of my comfort zone, which made me de-naturalise certain statements.
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chApTer 8

The work of women in Eluli and land 
economies in Timor-Leste

Teresa Cunha and Mina Bessa

Abstract

As elsewhere, many of the land-associated works in Timor-Leste are the responsibility of women, 

generating, among other things, fundamental socio-economies for the subsistence of bodies, food 

for the spirit and the celebration of life that existed, exists and will exist. Having as a theoretical 

framework a feminist hermeneutics of the epistemologies of the South in this work, we aim to set 

some theoretical and analytical bases for the co-construction of a post-abyssal feminist knowledge 

about women’s works and economies of land in Timor-Leste. The methodological approach is 

qualitative based on ethnographic work in the place of Eluli located in the western part of the 

country in the mountains north of Maubara where the predominant language is Tokodede.

Keywords: Timor-leste; land; feminist economies; epistemologies of the South

In Timor-Leste, the emplaced and vital relationship between people and the land 
is constitutive of both the Timorese sociability and their view of themselves and 
the world. As elsewhere, many of the land-associated works are the responsibility 
of women, generating, among other things, fundamental socio-economies for the 
subsistence of bodies, food for the spirit and the celebration of life that existed, 
exists and will exist (cunha and valle 2019; Gudynas 2019; Shiva 2017; narciso and 
henriques 2011; Friedberg 2011; langton and palmer 2006; Shiva and Mies 1997).

Having as a theoretical framework a feminist hermeneutics of the episte-
mologies of the South (cunha and Sousa 2019), in this work, we aim to set some 
theoretical and analytical bases for the co-construction of a post-abyssal feminist 
knowledge about women’s works and economies of land in Timor-Leste.1

The context of analysis is Eluli, the lands of a family community that descends 
from Rainha Dona Marta (Queen dona Marta).2 Eluli is located in the western 
part of the country in the mountains north of Maubara where the predominant 
language is Tokodede.

Although Eluli has been governed by women for the past three generations and 
we can consider that a certain functional matriarchy is acknowledged in the family, 
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this does not mean that there has been a rupture with the customary patrilocal and 
patrilineal kinship structures of that region of Timor-Leste. We argue that, rather, it is 
a tactical adaptation to concrete circumstances that has marked, in a very traumatic 
way, the family and the community in the last seven decades. Several extreme events 
determined this special rise of women’s power in Eluli. The first was the sudden and 
untimely death of Dona Marta’s husband. In the absence of the man, head of the fam-
ily, it was decided, according to the consultations with the ancestors of the house and 
after the appropriate rituals were performed, that she should be the one to assume 
the government of the land and be consecrated liurai-feto.3 The second was the war 
against the indonesian occupation that took place between 1975-1999. in addition to 
the destruction of the territory, it was responsible for the flight and displacement 
of many people and the death of many others. In the post-war period, the return of 
surviving people, many of whom were widows and alien to the customary commu-
nity, the reconstruction and the recovery of non-violent social relations also required 
exceptional measures. One of the granddaughters, the current matriarch, was mar-
ried to a portuguese man (already deceased) and, as a result, he was incorporated 
in the house of her male ancestors: the noliku-nobesi. Therefore, she never left her 
patrilineal lineage. These events created social and cultural conditions in which the 

Figure 8.1: Map of Timor-leste. Available at http://timor-dili.blogspot.com/2015/03/geogra -
fia-de-timor-leste.html accessed on 22-10-2020.

http://timor-dili.blogspot.com/2015/03/geografia-de-timor-leste.html
http://timor-dili.blogspot.com/2015/03/geografia-de-timor-leste.html
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governance of Eluli by women, since the mid-twentieth century until today, became 
not only possible but accepted. However, the matriarchs of Eluli are aware and affirm 
their family belonging to the noliku-nobesi and secure rituals and rules in conform-
ity to lisan.4 Thus, in customary terms, the three female daughters of the matriarch 
of eluli already belong to the houses of their husbands (Silva 2017) and only her male 
son continues to be linked to the noliku-nobesi.5 However, she affirms that all of her 
daughters and her son will inherit that land equally (according to the constitutional 
rights in the country). Moreover, the family has agreed and decided that the next in 
line responsible for Eluli will be her second daughter. However, it is interesting to 
bear in mind that none of the female descendants of Dona Marta acquired the status 
of liurai-feto after her. This shows how these processes of authority and legitimacy 
are instilled with variations and complexities (see chapters 6 and 7, this volume).

Our methodology includes ethnographic notes, but it is, above all, a co-author-
ship based on a dialogue with the matriarch Avó Mina about the place, the land, 
her works and those of the women that inhabit Eluli and everything they represent 
for herself and her family.

We develop two main theses along this chapter. The first is that all the land-
work is productive. It produces goods, services, memories, identities, affections, 
bonds, food, objects. In other words, it produces the abundances that are essential 
for the endless flow of life. We demonstrate that abundance can be thought of as 
the power to assess and state what kind of resources and wealth are available and 
valuable to a community. ultimately, it is the possibility of exercising subjective 
and objective sovereignty to decide what kind of resources can never be reduced 
to commodities. It is also awareness about everything that the community-socie-
ty-group already possesses to live and live well.

The second is that the socioeconomies with the greatest capacity to resist neo-
liberal capitalist hegemony are those that define for themselves what abundance 
is and practice another economy of desire. This other economy of desire that we 
discuss here points to sobriety as the opposite of neoliberal austerity. Sobriety is a 
choice in which life, in all its manifestations, is at the centre. In this sense, sobriety 
is an ecofeminist view of the world (Shiva and Mies 1997; puleo 2013). Austerity, in 
contrast, is an imposition to safeguard the wealth of some at the expense of the life 
and misery of the majority. Sobriety is an alternative to the endless accumulation 
and extraction of contemporary capitalism because it is the opposite of greed. It 
is an economy of reciprocities in action and that is why it is the reverse of waste 
(Gibson et al. 2018). it is to amplify the functional utility of objects and tools; it 
is the opposite of disposable thinking; it is a rationality that aims at an organic 
preservation of whom and what takes care of life.

This text is structured in two sections. The first is dedicated to a theoretical 
reflection that allows us to clarify our feminist approach of the epistemologies 
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of the South (cunha 2017; cunha and Sousa 2019). The second is an ethnography 
carried out in dialogue with Avó Mina (Grandma Mina), the matriarch of eluli, and 
co-author of this chapter.

Our writing strategy for this second section was based on the artisanal 
thinking of feminist ecologies of knowledge (cunha 2017; cunha and Sousa 2019.). 
We exercise an inversion of the narrative order that has been naturalised in the 
social sciences in which the analysis is authorial, and constitutes the main body 
of the text, and the excerpts from the interviews or ethnographic notes appear 
as evidence or underlines to reinforce the theoretical and analytical argument. 
In this logic, even without explicitly stating it, it is considered that on one side 
lies authorship, meaning the authority of knowledge producers and, on the other, 
mere information. In our chapter, we consider that the descriptions about Eluli 
and everything that involves the life that takes place in that territory (Gago 2019) 
is mediated by subjectivities that think, analyse, and narrate knowledge. In this 
way, we want to highlight the dialogical construction of this text in which each of 
the authors, Mina Bessa and I, began to weave our analysis of the same issue on 
our own terms. It is a record of what we both know about Eluli, the people that 
inhabit it and the senses they produce with their thinking and daily works with 
the land. nonetheless, it is important to state that we are aware of the limits that 
writing always imposes on us. Our aim is to exercise our epistemological decentre 
and challenge the limits of canonical textual production and accept staying with the 
trouble (haraway 2016). We do hope we accomplish the task.

Feminist hermeneutics of the epistemologies of the South

The epistemologies of the South (Santos 2018) are a theoretical field that seems 
to point to a certain geography of knowledge. For Boaventura de Sousa Santos, 
this South has the strength of a metaphor of the human sufferings experienced 
by the violence perpetrated by colonialism, capitalism and heteropatriarchy. 
however, this South is not solely circumscribed to the victimisation and tragedy 
that torment inflicts; above all, it represents the strength of knowledge and social 
practices imagined and created in the struggle against all oppression aiming at 
paradigmatic and liberating social transformation. The epistemological field is 
open to think about the diversity of the world in its abundance, without wasting 
any experience, especially that which has seeped through the exclusionary sieve 
of modern logocentric science. The challenge is launched: to recognise that there 
is a South, to go to the South and to learn from the South. in our view, this allows 
us to break the abyssal line created to separate valid (scientific) from irrelevant 
(non-scientific) knowledge; it means corrupting the abyssal line that creates a 
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world of beings of which dignity, history, identity, memory, culture and creative 
power are intrinsic attributes versus a world of ontologically flawed beings where 
animality, irrationality, repetition, and the incapacity to produce the world as their 
own are a common feature. It is on these grounds that the concept of the abyssal 
line is so important for what it reveals, this radically dichotomous way of thinking, 
along with the indignation it provokes which, in its turn, incites disobedience, 
divergence, and rupture. Starting from the assumption of incompleteness and 
imperfection of all knowledge, Boaventura affirms that the western and modern 
way of knowing the world is only one among many and ignoring or neglecting this 
cognitive abundance is a tragic waste of experiences (Santos 2002, 2018).

The feminist hermeneutics of the epistemologies of the South that we are 
proposing allows us to distinguish, with greater clarity, that the abyssal rationality 
inscribed in the modern logocentric rationality is also androcentric and anthropo-
centric. In other words, the abyssal separation is also reflected in sexism, understood 
as a system of disjunction and hierarchy based on the opposition between female 
and male, reduced to biosocial attributes created and fed by themselves. That is to 
say, the idea of the ‘masculine’ (of a certain masculinity or virility) as a measure of 
all things is central to the abyssal thinking. The proliferation of dichotomies, based 
on this subordinate opposition between those who represent themselves as women 
and those who represent themselves as men, has maintained the structurally sexist 
bias of modern Western thinking.6

Far from being blind or negligent in this regard, it is a rationality that takes 
care, in detail, to maintain the foundations of its power. In this sense, the work 
of many feminists has been showing how women’s strategies are co-opted for 
the benefit of men (Waterhouse and vifhuizen 2011). consecutively, women 
were invented (Oyewùmí 2017) and as Silvia Federici (2010) warns, women were 
invented as ‘housewives’, responsible for the care and infrastructure of life which, 
in turn, are the necessary conditions for the accumulation of capital; an endless 
multitude of invisible women, overloaded with subordinate work, who are trying 
to convince themselves that this is their most natural function to which they cannot 
and should not aspire to escape. As stated by Amaia Orozco (2014), the promotion 
of a reactionary ethics of care is at the basis of the modern social contract that 
continues to maintain the obsession for the conquest of women’s knowledge and 
bodies (Federici 2010; cunha 2014) reorganising and appropriating their ways of 
life, their activities, in short, their knowledge and work.

We argue that feminist hermeneutics of epistemologies of the South offers a 
subversive thinking that questions and confronts any elements or traces of that 
colonial and cognitive empire that subjugates and discriminates women, their 
bodies and works (Mcclintok 1995). This has one main consequence which is that 
the epistemologies of the South have to address two things with equal radicalism: 
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on the one hand, the ontological, social and cognitive abyssality of sexism that 
creates women as beings on the side-line, flawed in creative humanity, inferior, 
empty, whose dignity is derivative and whose existence is subsidiary to the mode of 
virile domination; on the other hand, the realisation that this abyss is furthermore 
a colonial one. Women in metropolitan societies may be discriminated but they 
deal with it with regulative means—laws, conventions, institutions—to emancipate 
themselves. Otherwise, the women living in the colonial world—the old and new 
colonial worlds—are conceived as the others-of-others. Their tools for individual 
and collective emancipation imply a double movement against victimisation: the 
violence and appropriation of local and global patriarchies.

Although very briefly, it is still important to explore here the anthropocentrism 
of western modern abyssal thinking and how it is closely related to the idea of ‘man’ 
as the measure of all things. In other words, on one side of the line we have human 
beings, or rather, those beings to whom ontological plenitude is attributed and 
recognised, even if subsumed in the category of anthropos [man]; on the other, all 
the existences lacking intrinsic dignity and which are designated by nature. polanyi 
([1944] 2001) shows how the commodification of the land, read also as nature, and 
the capitalist fetishism that followed, implies making the multidimensional and 
non-market wealth that this entity represented and represents for human societies, 
critical for the capitalist rationale. The land, instead of being nature understood 
as a matrix on which the vital conditions of existence are based, is reduced to 
a landscape or tradable resource (Shiva 2017). This has meant, on the one hand, 
increasingly violent and larger scale extractive cycles (Svampa 2013) and, on the 
other hand, that it allows separating life from the economy, work from ways of life 
and imposes a certain sexual division of labour. As can be seen, androcentrism 
and anthropocentrism go hand in hand, constituting two sides of the articulation 
of the three oppressive and constitutive systems of Western modernity: capitalism, 
colonialism and heteropatriarchy.

The feminist heuristic energy compels us to invoke Mohanty’s (1991) 
ground-breaking questioning about the need to decolonise all feminist thinking that 
is not deeply humble, situated, concrete and producing real effects in people’s lives, 
especially those of the women. The feminist hermeneutics of the epistemologies 
of the South represents the continuous rescue of both the narratives of suffering 
and the struggles inscribed in it as well as the narratives of hope and possibility 
produced and constructed by the potentially infinite diversity of being a woman 
(carty and Mohanty 2014).

This decolonising exercise implies the practice of a feminist ecology of knowl-
edge that puts the diversity of knowledge in the world in dialogical tension and 
examines the value and meaning that each of them have in every context to solve 
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problems and promote dignity and respect. It involves a pluritopic hermeneutics, 
rooted in a geography of knowledge that considers the power relations that are 
established and occupies the epistemological and sociological space to subvert it 
democratically (harding 1998). The African philosopher Kwasi Wiredu (2003, 54) 
stresses that the epistemological dialogue needs open-mindedness, full respect 
for difference and is not only intended to avoid misunderstandings between the 
parties. Dialogue needs a cognitive horizon in which other narratives and other 
unexpected results can be inscribed and take place in other terms than those of 
the western orthodoxy.

As argued in the introduction to this volume, in Timor-Leste, as in many 
other places of the world, the diversity of lifestyles and livelihoods is profoundly 
connected with an ecology of economic relations that exist together in articula-
tion, or/and in tension, one with the other forming a complex and fascinating 
socioeconomic landscape that has to be understood in order to know how to face 
and overcome the contemporary challenges (McWilliam and Traube 2011; palmer 
2010, 2015; Silva 2016, 2017; Gibson et al. 2018) and imagine a future of justice for 
all. The following epistemological exercise is a contribution to the community of 
knowledge that aims to unveil and problematise the possibilities that exist within 
the social fabric and constitute micro-politics of another way of organising life, 
production, consumption and distribution of the welfare.

The economies of the land and the narratives that keep the experiences alive

One time, in my great-grandmother’s day, they saw a turtledove that everyday flew by the 

huts and landed on the same ai-dila (papaya) branch. it was always the same turtledove, 

always at the same time. The feathers were shiny and her beak was always full of water. 

The drops could be seen falling on the ground. My great-grandmother then realized that 

the turtledove spoke with them saying that, right there, next to their huts, was a clean 

water spring. The turtledove came and went every day until one day, under the stones, the 

water reached the land in such abundance and was so crystalline that they knew that it 

was a blessed land where water was born sacred. It was Eluli, sacred water. The turtledove 

would be, forever and for the entire family, one that would never be touched, injured, 

imprisoned. Thus, Eluli was born, on the slopes of the mountains of Maubara.

 At the peak of the mountain is Guguleu where the Uma Lulik (sacred house) is located 

and all the grandmothers and grandfathers of that region were born. From there, the 

grandmothers, their daughters and granddaughters continue to stare at Eluli and observe 

the turtledoves flying over the land and resting on the centuries-old coffee-shade trees 

spread around, offering immense shadows on the hillsides.
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Logocentric knowledge is that which uses instrumental reason to formulate the 
verifiable explanations that identify, delimit and interpret a certain phenomenon 
or reality. In this way, knowledge is always a rational act based on concepts that 
allow extrapolation and, thus, the enunciation of general laws. What feminist 
epistemologies of the South teach us is that poly-rationality is the condition of 
possibility for cognitive justice. That is to say, telling the world in its own terms 
cannot be considered a derivative or metaphorical thought, but a knowledge that 
cannot be wasted. A post-abyssal thinking, in the wake of the criticisms of post-co-
lonial feminists, has to start from a self-imposed silencing to open mental space for 
other knowledge, without which we are reduced to the drastic impoverishment 
that presupposes the pretension of a self-sufficient modern-western thinking. It 
is assuming a reason, which does not conform with a sole way of knowing and 
considers emotions, memories and sentiments as an integral part of knowledge 
production and enunciation.

Eluli, the land, the water, the coffee plantations, the flights of the turtledoves and the other 

obligations were attributed to Marta. In Guguleu, at the Uma Lulik, all homage and respect 

were paid and Marta joined the grandmothers as liurai-feto. She became known as Rainha 

Dona Marta, as the malai-mutin (portuguese) say. A solemn and respected woman, she was 

consulted in her Eluli land on the affairs of families spread across these mountains. Her 

authority and her knowledge to preserve harmony still rests in the memory of those who 

knew her and call her the Maubara’s liurai-feto. At a certain point she decided that her 

youngest son should succeed her in the care of Eluli and later on it should be his eldest 

daughter who would take care of that place and take over the responsibilities of the family. 

For grandmother Marta, the liurai-feto, Eluli should be transmitted to her granddaughter 

and her son would only be the intermediary. The other daughters and sons were advised 

to spread out over the mountains occupying their lands she designated and there raise the 

children and their descendants.

The androcentrism of modern Western knowledge demonstrates that an author-
itative masculinity and its coercive power is capable of imposing himself as the 
measure of all things. For this reason, the idea of patriarchy, in which the figure 
of the man-male-father predominates over all social relations, is at the basis of 
the idea of the existence of a planetary and totalitarian system that victimises and 
oppresses all women in the world in the same way. In this sense, what vary are some 
of the patterns and methods of victimisation of women. The second assumption is 
that women will never be completely free from patriarchal oppression because the 
system overdetermines their existences.

postcolonial feminisms have been showing two very important things. The first 
is that there are several systems of inequality production and some of them should 
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be conceptualised as patriarchy in these terms. In other words, it is necessary to 
consider the colonial character, the imperial leather to use the words of Anne 
Mcclintock (1995), that certain concepts, such as patriarchy or gender, have been 
marking certain feminist narratives of emancipation.7 The second is that both 
oppression and liberation are strongly contextual and, therefore, they are always 
in dynamic articulation between grounds and options.

in this particular case, the exceptional conditions (death, war and marriage) in 
which these women lived and live opened a rupture in the orthodoxy of customs, 
providing them with a space of power and legitimacy that they took for themselves 
and their descendants and exercise despite what was and is established. It is also 
very interesting to realise that this authority acquired both by circumstances and 
by the arrival of the modern state with a constitution that enshrines substantive 
and formal equality between women and men, did not make them forget the origin 
of their lineage or the obligations to which they are linked through them. These 
multi-layered and complex realities are, in our view, critical to decolonising any 
feminist thinking that seeks to see itself as the measure for all women. Therefore, 
collaborative modes of feminist knowledge and reciprocal learning are needed.

With the war came the need to escape from destruction and persecution. Exile happened 

to many and with it the memories of Eluli, the sacred water, the Uma Lulik at the peak of 

Guguleu within the mountains of Maubara, were to be preserved with strength and resil-

ience to somehow maintain our family united over continents, oceans and times. When 

peace and political independence arrived, we were able to begin the way back to Eluli. Eluli 

was patiently waiting for someone to arrive to comfort her from years of emptiness and 

with her recolour the gardens, the coffee plantations and her skies and clouds.

 We decided that the family home should be built in the same place where grandmoth-

ers and grandfathers had always lived and that had disappeared in the midst of violence, 

fighting and military persecution. The robusta and arabica coffee plantations had to be 

cleaned and maintained. The older coffee trees deserved to rest and newer ones should 

be buried to carry out the renovation of the highland coffee grove. The land suitable for 

growing gardens had to be cleared and prepared for planting and sowing. The house 

needed to be built solidly.

 We called on men to do their jobs: clearing the coffee plantations and the land, build-

ing the house’s walls and placing the roof. The women picked, chose, roasted and pillared 

the coffee cherry, and went to the bazaars to sell the oversupply. It is also the women 

who plant the gardens, weed, harvest, and make granaries to store corn and beans. They 

harvest fruits, yams and cassava and prepare food for everyone. They care for chickens 

and pigs. They dig pits for the hens to lay their eggs away from heat and theft; they collect 

the eggs and know how to store them in the coolest places in the house. They gather fruits, 

vegetables and everything they can to give to their pigs by feeding them just as they do 
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with their offspring. We organised the house so that we can sleep, eat, live and talk, and do 

everything else we need.

One of the most recurrent themes in feminist debates is the sexual division of 
labour as a source and the reason for the inequality of power between women and 
men. In many cases this is confirmed and all the statistics on the subject usually 
demonstrate the overload of women doubled by the tasks at work and at home. 
An assumption is made from there, with good evidence supporting it: this reality 
results in their subordination, delay in their professional careers, wage discrim-
ination and less decision-making power. Being true in many societies, we need, 
however, not to colonise the world through the universalisation of this claim. By 
clearly identifying the jobs of men and the jobs of women in Eluli, we see things 
that contradict the notion that the sexual division of labour is always a mode of 
patriarchal oppression. There are three ideas that we want to underline here. The 
first has to do with the clear adequacy of the work of women and men to their 
bodies. Women feel protected because they do not have to do things that involve 
greater physical efforts for which they do not feel prepared. However, when we 
look closely, we notice that this division of labour is based on the principle of 
complementarity. This is the second idea: men clear the land with fire, remove 
the stones and cut the bush, so that later women can plant the gardens. Doing one 
without the other does not make sense. And the third is that it is up to women to 
decide on things as important as: what to eat; how food can be preserved; how 
animals are fed; what to store to stock for times of greatest scarcity and what to sell 
in order to be able to buy what is missing; what destination is given to the spaces 
of the house, among other things.

If we manage to silence our Western feminist assumptions what we can see is 
a system of balanced work and power which, in Eluli’s case, gives women greater 
authority and freedom.

We throw away things that we can no longer reuse. There are few such things because, if 

there is any packaging coming from a supermarket, when it is empty, it serves as a cover 

or as a small container to organise and store whatever is necessary. The life of things is 

prolonged, new functions are assigned to them, everything is used and reused.

The anthropocentric character of modern-Western rationality has long been identi-
fied and is heavily criticised. This radical anthropocentrism of capitalism explains, 
on the one hand, the intensity of the extraction of everything it can transform into 
commodities that result in capital gains in favour of profit and the accumulation 
of a few who control the means of production. On the other hand, capitalism sees 
the possibility of accumulation as potentially infinite. In this way, nature and all 
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beings, human and non-human, are considered as potentially unlimited, or at least, 
subjected to endless exploitation.

The commodification of all spheres of life is one of its most brutal manifestations 
leading to the privatisation of essential goods and the radical separation between 
humanity and nature. The criticisms carried out by ecofeminists, post-developmen-
talists, solidarity economies and popular economies, among others, clearly show 
the limits and the dangers of this extractive and destructive anthropocentrism. We 
also know that the burden of anthropocentrism, of which the extractive capitalist 
economy is an utmost expression, is not equally distributed around the world. 
Environmental conflicts, but also the scarcity of water and the abuse of poisons 
unequally condemn the populations of the world to lives without security, without 
dignity and respect. What underlines the knowledge and practices of these Eluli 
women are two things. On the one hand, the idea that in communities like them, 
seen as traditional, permaculture and the integrated and holistic view of life that 
is nowadays conceptualised as a circular economy are known and have been 
practiced since ageless times. It is neither an ideological option nor a surrender 
to scientific knowledge. It is ancestral knowledge, proven, tested and assumed as 
the one that best protects life in all its forms. On the other hand, it shows how 
women’s work, far from being merely reproductive, is what produces, in a real and 
permanent way, the material and immaterial basis of life. This also is not survival, 
as development theorists insist on characterising. This is life lived with sobriety 
because it is based on another economy of desire.

We are four women who take care of flowers and fruit trees in Eluli and I decide with the 

others what can be sold in the mountain bazaars in Maubara or what we can take to sell 

in Dili. I have that authority. The people who live there, in the mountains, also ask me for 

advice and often my intervention to resolve their disputes or anxieties. I am called Avó 

Mina and I assume this role naturally since I know the value given to older people and their 

experiences in our community. The example of liurai-feto Dona Marta, my grandmother, 

accompanies me in my role, which, during my exile, first in indonesia and then in portugal, 

I never thought I would inherit and fulfil. But it was not enough to return to Eluli, it was 

necessary to assume Eluli completely and that means to belong to the land which is much 

more than to possess the land.

in Kelly Silva’s words and analysis, this relationship of belonging to the land and not 
of possession of the land forces us to think, with another depth, of the relationship 
between subject and object.8 As Kelly says, and it is also our argument, along with 
those of many feminist authors already mentioned in this chapter, one of the main 
conditions for the commodification of the land was its disenchantment, it was to 
remove from the land its own agency as a creator of meanings. This relationship of 
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reciprocity with the land, the impossibility of separating, much less ontologically, 
the land and the beings that inhabit her and are inhabited by her, the practices and 
experiences of these women in Eluli suggest that, certainly, what characterised eco-
nomic relations before Western European modernism commodified them to such 
an extent that only what can be bought and sold is valuable, is beyond life itself.9

I know my responsibilities towards my grandmothers and grandfathers who, on top of the 

mountain, in Guguleu, continue to be present in many ways. I know that I have to prepare 

my second daughter to continue to be Eluli’s and govern her on her behalf and that of 

her sisters and brother. I am also preparing my granddaughters and grandson who will 

succeed me. Life is renewed in each generation, but each one is as outside as it is inside the 

previous one. This is what I teach the youngest, how to take care of the house, the garden 

or the coffee plantations; knowing how to harvest, choosing the fruit, where the hens lay 

their eggs, how to know if they are proper to eat, how to roast coffee, how to ground it; 

where the graves of grandparents are and what must be done to honour them; knowing 

the way of the bazaar; knowing how to respect neighbours and families in the community 

and when and how it is necessary to be present. It is like a school to give meaning to the 

world where we live and want to live. I am the principal educator of our daughters and 

granddaughters and grandson and provide all necessary lessons and experiences to them. 

It is a school without walls and without schedules, but made up of many useful knowledge 

that can be learned by experiencing everything with the joy of playing or, simply, because 

we are together and feel that we belong there.

It is known that in Timor-Leste societies are mostly patrilineal and patrilocal. 
It appears that power and authority within the family and community are 
patriarchal. Many studies and data prove this (niner 2017; Silva and Sousa 2011). 
However, in the case of Eluli, it seems to be more complex and divergent than 
that normalisation of patriarchal relations.10 The authority and power seem to be 
transitive and often, in the last generations, they are expressly feminine. Women 
were chosen and are given the legitimacy of the power to decide, to teach, to pass 
on the land and all the connections that it entails and allows. This reality questions 
in a very clear way that tradition is always being invented and reinvented and how 
generalisations, even when contextualised, can be inadequate. On the other hand, 
this situation opens space for other narratives of emancipation of women, endog-
enous, with strong local meanings and in terms in which they are perceived as a 
reinforcement of the power and autonomy of women without having to dispense 
with their view of the world and what makes them feel they belong and have a 
place in their society.
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Final notes

The feminist hermeneutics of epistemologies of the South is an exercise of pro-
found reorganisation of the cognitive agencies with which we have to deal in 
producing post-abyssal knowledge. Moreover, it is an approach to humbly deal 
with perplexity in the face of divergent memories, discrepant narratives and 
stories told otherwise. It is to think beyond the colonial that still binds most of us 
to Western modernity. It is a constant effort to highlight the ignorance generated 
by the colonial-capitalist-heteropatriarchal imagination. visible, invisible, partially 
exposed and/or still covered by shadows, women and their works narrated by their 
words teach us several things that we enunciate here very briefly.

Eluli’s socioeconomics cannot be reduced to the absence of choices, poverty, 
ignorance, primitive, backward, obscure, ancestral ways or, in the words of con-
temporary financial hegemony, as an obstacle to development. It consists of secular 
practices and struggles for other ways of life, for other paradigms of government of 
the house, but also with functional adaptations to the monetised world of capitalism 
or the rules of patrilineality and the powers of men. In these practices, other imag-
inaries of justice, respectability and authority exist and are recreated. If wealth is 
more than the accumulation of things and goods, it can be said that they enrich lives 
and communities by giving them meaning and valuing their skills and knowledge 
as well as their identities in motion. They are not complete responses and are not 
thought as such. But they are narratives of dignity and the struggle against vulner-
ability, violence and its reduction to a secondary or worthless existence.

In Eluli it is easy to understand that women’s work is productive. First, all 
women work, and always have worked. Their works produce countless things, 
both material and immaterial, at different scales and spheres where they live and 
perform. Second, questioning and being able to define what abundance is leads 
us to another economy of desire where there is a sovereignty of its own to define 
what is important for life to flourish and be lived with respect and joy. In this 
other economy of desire, in which sobriety is central, what has more value are the 
fruits of the land but also feelings of belonging and protection, ancestral spirits, 
goddesses and gods, attention, care, trust, technologies, the knowledge and the wis-
dom that people throughout the ages and generations have been gathering, keeping 
and teaching. If the terms of abundance are determined and stated by whom they 
concern, the constituent power passes from the hands of those who permanently 
exploit what is scarce and what is abundant to the hands of those who decide on 
their own lives. This is a paradigmatic shift. Sobriety, as we propose, highlights, 
on the one hand, the ecology of temporalities in which the past, the present and 
the future intersect and, on the other hand, the maximisation of justice that such 
divergent experiences can generate.
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Within this collaborative work, we articulated a feminist hermeneutics of the 
epistemologies of the South with an ethnography about eluli narrated by Mina 
Bessa, co-author of this text, about that space-time which is in the mountains of 
Maubara in Timor-Leste. From this dialogue between different knowledge, we 
learned several things that we explained in the reflective excerpts. We assume 
the heterodoxy of the text because we are aware that writing together is, in itself, 
a form of affirmation and rebellion necessary for the production of post-colonial 
feminist knowledge.

Notes

1 Santos (2018) argues that the scientific-philosophical apparatus that emerged from the euro-centric 
tradition is sustained by the creation of abyssal lines. The abyssal lines are those that create a world 
of humans and sub-humans and non-humans separated abyssally. Santos adds that the abyssal 
lines separate people and their worlds through a colonial model that guarantees ontological, social 
and epistemological inequalities and hierarchies. A post-abyssal thinking is the continuing exercise 
to radically criticise and overcome this abyssal rationality.

2 As we explain further in the text, Eluli means sacred water.
3 Liurai-feto is an expression in the Tetum language that is commonly translated as queen (rainha 

in the portuguese language). however, the word refers to a position of authority and exceptional 
recognition in a given community. The expression can be better understood by looking at each 
literal meaning of its components. Liu: form of comparative superiority; Rai: earth, ground, world, 
and Feto: female person. See, costa, Dicionário de Tétum-Português.

4 Lisan is a Tetum word that means ceremonies, customary rituals, norms and practices. See, costa, 
Dicionário de Tétum-Português.

5 On this subject of the circulation of fertility and the flow of life in Timor-Leste through marriage 
and the circulation of women through different houses, it is important to read Silva, “Women, 
Gender and power among indigenous peoples of portuguese Timor”.

6 In this chapter we use the word women to refer to all human beings that present themselves as 
female-women in spite of their biological sex or ascribed sexual identity.

7 Mcclintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest.
8 These reflections by Kelly Silva occurred when we discussed this chapter. We thank Kelly for her 

words, generosity and contributions.
9 here and above, we decided to consider the land as a subject. it is why we are using ‘her’ instead 

of ‘it’.
10 As the works of lisa palmer show, this is occurring across the country where more ambilineal 

norms and practices remain or emerge in place and shape the daily lives of Timorese people much 
more than some mainstream views want to acknowledge. We thank lisa palmer for the sharing of 
this knowledge that brought more accuracy to our discussion.
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Land and diet under pressure : The impacts 
of Suai Supply Base in Kamanasa kingdom

Brunna Crespi

Abstract

This chapter discusses impacts of the building of the Suai Supply Base on the economic dynamics 

of Kamanasa kingdom. it focuses on issues related to land appropriation by the State by exploring 

phenomena related to diet and increased monetisation. Accelerated by this project, a certain 

modernity has induced unprecedented changes within the territory and social fabric. To study 

these changes, I will present a case study of Kamanasa, a Tetum and Bunaq village located on the 

east coast of Suai.

Keywords: development; oil project; monetarisation; tradition; Suai

despite Timor-leste being considered an independent country since 2002, its terri-
torial integrity was, until recently, under international pressure. In fact, until the 
middle of March 2018, the maritime borders of this new State were uncertain, given 
that the neighbouring States, indonesia and Australia, had long refused to establish 
a permanent agreement to set the borders between the countries. This conflict has 
its origin in the fact that the marine subsoil of the zone is rich in oil and gas.

For a long time, the existing off-shore oilfields in the sea of the Timor were 
explored by an Australian oil company based in Darwin. Timor-Leste expects finally 
to end this external dependence, with the creation of its own oil company and asso-
ciated industrial bases, that, according to the government, “will makes possible the 
consolidation of an independence of the Timor-Leste based on the economic sover-
eignty” (program of the vi constitutional Government legislature 2015-2017). This 
affirmation let us glimpse that oil development is an essential condition to reach 
political sovereignty (Bovensiepen and nygaard-christensen 2018), despite the 
possible impacts of this project on the environment, and the risks of an ecological 
disaster (cryan 2015a; la’o hamutuk 2013a, 2013b, 2014b; Fundasaun Mahein 2013).

It is from the troubled context of a post-conflict country intent on accelerated 
development that there emerged the idea of a national oil company, Timor Gap, 
and its oil development project Tasi Mane. This project occupies a large part of the 
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Timorese south coast and includes terrestrial infrastructure such as a refinery, a 
petrochemical complex, a gas pipeline, a supply base, a port and an airport.

But this project is a vehicle for change for local society. While modern economic 
challenges are created by oil, Suai’s traditional economy is still based on subsist-
ence farming, with 41% of the Timorese population still living below the poverty 
line and suffering with a high rate of malnutrition (World Bank 2014). This fragile 
situation, associated with a strong dependence on oil, creates a sense of insecurity 
for the local inhabitants. Much of this process is taking place very rapidly and takes 
little account of the demands and needs of local society (crespi and Guillaud 2018).

This chapter discusses the impacts of the building of the Suai Supply Base on 
the economic dynamics of Kamanasa kingdom. It focuses on issues related to land 
appropriation by the State by exploring phenomena related to diet and increased 
monetisation, on the basis of information produced during 11 months of fieldwork, 
divided into several stays between 2015 and 2016, and two other visits in May 2014 and 
november 2018.1 The Tasi Mane infrastructure project, implemented by the national 
oil company Timor Gap, occupies three areas: Beaço (gas processing), Betano (oil 
refinery) and Suai-covalima (oil industries and storage). My study focused on the 
Suai-covalima, where the project includes a supply base, a new administrative city, 
an international airport and a highway. More specifically, I observed the transfor-
mations brought by the project in two localities: Holbelis, a hamlet affected by the 
airport extension; and Fatisin, where the Suai Supply Base is to be built. These two 
localities are part of the kingdom of Kamanasa, the political entity most affected 
by the mega-project. The kingdom of Kamanasa is an ancient trading kingdom 
that once controlled the southern coast of Timor-Leste. It corresponds today to a 
customary territory inhabited by two main ethno-linguistic groups: the Tetum and 
the Bunaq, the two main communities affected by the project.

Broadly speaking, my article argues that this project is a vehicle for the commod-
ification of important aspects of the economy as feeding and land access, leading to 
structural changes that affect social systems in place, especially the territoriality, 
trade and diet. This article is organised in four sections. The first explores local 
practices and notions of land ownership and use and how the transfer of the land 
to the project challenged these practices. The second explains the State’s plans for 
the base and the ways in which they have dealt with the expectations and local 
knowledge related to the land. it also addresses the way in which the State has 
implemented its compensation practices for land appropriation. The third analyses 
the tensions emerging among local populations arising from State practices in the 
region and explores the community’s fears and expectations about these matters. 
Finally, I discuss the economic changes derived from compensation policies and 
how they have been a major disturbance on the way of life, transforming the local 
agriculture and diet.
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Local practices and notions of land ownership and use

The Tasi Mane project’s infrastructure is located over large areas that are essential 
to the people of the region: it covers land currently used for livelihood purposes, 
such as farmland (rice fields, maize and other crops of high economic value as 
teak and tobacco), pasture land, forest areas used for plant and timber collection, 
and parts of the coast used for fishing and salt harvesting. In addition, many of the 
sites that will be affected by construction are invested with sacred value, and local 
people believe that the destruction of these sites could lead to disease, conflict and 
natural disasters (see rose 2017; crespi 2018). This process of land expropriation was 
financially compensated (starting from 2013 until now, 2019) by the government, 
affecting people’s relationship with their land and existing customary practices.2

Most of the inhabitants of the kingdom of Kamanasa have remained food farm-
ers, despite the efforts of the portuguese government to increase production and 
the Indonesian regime to develop transmigration as a model of modern, surplus 
agriculture aimed at developing a market and service economy (Shepherd 2009). 
Their mode of livelihood is linked to the importance of symbolic relationships 
with the complex and omnipresent universe of non-humans, spirits and ancestors, 
which condition the outcome of any human action (Guillaud 2015).

prior to the arrival of the Tasi Mane project, most of the local lands of Kamanasa, 
with rare exceptions, were only delimited by customary agreements between the 
two ethnolinguistic groups in the area, Tetum and Bunaq. It is assumed by this local 
community that these frontiers had once been delimited by the ancestors and are 
thus subject to prohibitions and symbolic representations.

In Kamanasa, most of the land has been used collectively: this is obviously 
the case for forests and springs, grazing lands, and generally sacred sites and 
cemeteries. On the other hand, the level of the community or the social group 
concerned with this collective exploitation can vary: lineage, clan, hamlet, village, 
etc. community lands are in principle accessible to all members of the community 
concerned, and there are only a few resources in these areas that are individually 
appropriate: they concern commercial trees such as sandalwood and teak, the ones 
present in plantations such as coconut trees, as well as trees bearing hives, domes-
tic animals, etc. Thus, the members of a village have the right to use equitably the 
lands of the village, but a tree belongs to the one who planted it, even if the land 
where it is, is cultivated by another (see chapter 10, this volume). Similarly, when 
a field is abandoned, other inhabitants of the same hamlet can freely take it back, 
unless there are perennial trees that indicate the appropriation of the land, such as 
coconut trees, areca, candlenut, etc. In this system, a field is not necessarily reused 
by the one who cultivated it previously, which does not mean that users do not take 
care of these lands.
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In this context of a land with multiples users, for the proposed land compen-
sation system, Timor Gap opted for a land registry that followed the national land 
registry model. This national cadastre is based on the user rights, and does not have 
the capacity or the purpose to register the various interlocking land rights that form 
the customary system. However, this register process by Timor Gap was revealing 
and, moreover, “a catalyst” for the tensions between users, since it exposed the 
intersection and overlapping of several types of rights that coexist in the customary 
system (crespi 2018; rose 2017; cryan 2015b; McWilliam 2008), as well as the contra-
dictions in the rules management of resources and spaces between the State and 
local communities (customary management). More precisely, the transition from 
an oral system to a written, individual and property title system, was equivalent to 
moving from a “commons” possession to a private property.3

The functioning of the commons is very complex in itself, which is not a prob-
lem in a customary system that is regulated on a case-by-case basis, but which 
returns to its full complexity once we reduce it to a right of individual appropri-
ation, as is the case in the Timor-Leste national land registry. The land belongs in 
fact to the few original houses which settled the area first, and whose legitimate 
right to the land is rarely questioned.4 This initial right to land is branched out into 
multiple subordinate rights, allotted to allied houses, especially those belonging to 
the system of matrimonial alliances. These multiple rights of land use are anchored 
in the memory of “word masters”, who in the event of land conflicts are responsible 
for reconstructing the historical transactions between the different groups in long 
“sessions” of speech (see more in crespi 2018).

The symbolic territory

in Suai, the territory is associated with the spiritual control of the place, which is 
held by the clan having the function of rai nain.5 It is the oldest clan of the place, 
assimilated to the first arrivals, the only one able to appease and control the 
evil spirits who protect the land and who also bear the name of rai nain; these 
“land-master” clans, first-comers, therefore have a pre-eminent right over the land 
and its resources.6

According to Friedberg (1982), the oldest clans would be responsible for the integ-
rity of the territory both militarily and in terms of productivity. In Kamanasa, military 
protection is provided by a clan specialised in war (kakaluk) and not by the rai nain, 
the political and military being separated from the spiritual. For Bovensiepen and 
rosa (2016), the categories “indigenous” and “sacred” are diametrically opposed to 
“foreign” and “political”. Thus, any new clan arriving in a place must establish a 
relationship of alliance and precedence with this “land-master” clan, which will then 
determine the relationship that the new arrivals will establish with the land.
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To this first register under customary land law is superimposed another related 
register, but within the political sphere and guaranteeing the previous rights. In 
this register, two types of power combine without opposing each other—the first 
is spiritual power, concentrated in the invisible power exercised by the beings of 
the afterlife rai nain, and controlled by the rai nain clan. This is a symbolic mastery 
since the rai nain beings are considered as non-humans, spirits of the earth, present 
in the forests and owners of the wilderness, as their name implies. They are only 
present in places considered as fuik (= wild) and, considered as evil, are sometimes 
called “devils”, sometimes referred to as ular (= giant snakes). The local inhabitants 
represent them as rather feminine beings. Other researchers (Francillon 1967, 151) 
consider them to be the spirits of the former occupants of the earth, but this does 
not seem to be the case in the kingdom of Kamanasa.

The second power is the political power, held by the liurai.7 The liurai are 
responsible for making decisions concerning the territory, such as the management 
and use of all the lands of the kingdom, and are also involved in legal and important 
matters, such as those relating to the delimitation of borders between kingdoms. 
This liurai manages land at the suku or kingdom level and is responsible for the 
final decision on the allocation of land.8 At the time of portuguese colonisation, the 
occupants of any land had to pay them a tax, called rai teen; this tax went directly 
to the liurai when the clan owned the land, and went to the owning clan when the 
group only had a right of use.9

We can see that these two powers combine and recognise each other, even if at 
first sight it is the liurai that controls the land. Since it is the liurai that controls the 
political decisions related to the territory, the clan of the first arrivals has the power 
to control the rai nain beings and consequently the fertile and productive land as 
such. These first-comers have no political power over the place, but they continue 
to have spiritual power. Their rights to the land are inalienable, except in the case 
of prolonged abandonment.

concerning the different levels of land ownership (see Figure 9.1), the first one 
corresponds to the right of ownership over the land and is passed down through 
generations. The movements of houses observed in this highly mobile society gen-
erate rights of appropriation subordinate to the theoretical “initial right” of the first 
occupant. This is the second level of land control, which includes usage rights, held 
by the clans who use the land and exploit its resources, but who do not have with it 
the privileged spiritual relationship of the newcomers. This right is granted by the 
clans that control the land and is validated by the king (liurai) to allies, on the con-
dition that the latter respect the rules put in place by the clan of the first occupants. 
This category of right itself has several degrees, since a clan that has a right of use 
on a territory can delegate this right to other allied clans, taking responsibility for 
them. For example, the forest of Mane Lima belongs to the royal clan of Kamanasa, 
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but rights of use have been granted to clans of Fatisin, who in turn granted the use 
of the plots to clans of Maneikin, who planted teak stands there.

in the past, before the arrival of the portuguese according to my informants, 
when a clan granted the use of its land to another clan it was common practice to 
exchange it for a service, such as taking part of the harvest of each family culti-
vating on it, or watching over the land so that others would not come to occupy 
it. At that time, unoccupied and uncultivated land was the subject of stakes and 
conflicts, especially when commercially valuable trees such as sandalwood were 
growing on it.

The multiple rights over the land

In brief, while the rai nain clan has an inalienable right of appropriation over its 
territory, its allied houses as well as those of other clans can also take hold of the 
territory and even become autonomous after a certain period of land use. This 
original territorial map and the resources that it may contain thus evolves from 
a theoretical use of the land of the first-comers clan by its members to a scheme 
where multiple “borrowers” cultivate the land of another clan over the long term 
(Figure 9.1). in this complex territory, in which precedence and alliances play an 

Figure 9.1: The different levels of appropriation of territory in Kamanasa. credit: Bruna crespi.
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important role, the underlying use rights overlap and may conflict with the original 
property rights.

But while these multiple use rights may be inextricable, and sometimes con-
tentious, so far, the customary system has demonstrated its ability to resolve land 
conflicts, relying as a last resort on the ancestors’ arbitration. In addition to the 
customary assemblies established to resolve boundary issues, house renovation 
ceremonies are crucial moments of sociability and social cohesion during which 
knowledge about history and territory is expressed and transmitted (crespi 2018).

Communication between State and local populations

The project schedules and implementation

The government began the preliminary assessments as well as the first discussions 
with local populations in September 2011, when it made its final investment decision 
on the Suai Supply Base project. The exchanges officially ended on April 8th 2013, 
with the official statement from Timor Gap that “land identification, consultations 
and negotiations with the community have been completed”. According to several 
statements, however, the government did not present to the communities the real-
ity of the project, nor did it specify the potential social and environmental impacts.

These negotiations on the land led in April 2013 to an agreement between the 
government and the local communities on land transfers and their compensation 
(Timor Gap 2014; cryan 2015a; la’o hamutuk 2016). in this agreement, the entire 
population of the Kamanasa kingdom agreed to cede a total of 1,113 hectares of 
land for a duration of 150 years, in return for 10% of the profits of the Suai Supply 
Base, once the base is active. however, the nGO that accompanied the process, 
la’o hamutuk (2014a, 1), denounced the lack of consensus in the community at that 
moment, the document being signed only by 15 of the 267 families concerned: the 
opponents to the project as well as women had been excluded from this meeting 
of agreement between the government and local chiefs. It is necessary here to 
point out that the society of Kamanasa is matrilineal, and that, consequently, the 
lands are transmitted to the women; and yet, it was their husbands or brothers 
who traded in their places. Moreover, the details of the negotiation, as well as the 
final document, remain secret and are not available, either to the public or to the 
community itself.

in July 2015, during a government-sponsored “socialisation” meeting with 
Kamanasa, several villagers revolted against state agents, accusing the project of 
misleading advertising and neglect of local populations.10 The local community also 
accused Timor Gap of unequal treatment among the villages affected by the project, 
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which increases the tension between the different actors in this process: residents 
complained that other, less affected villages (for example, those with just a few 
displaced homes and no fields) received the same hiring promises from the govern-
ment—that is to say, the government promised to hire them on the same basis as 
those who had completely lost their land and no longer had a way to live from their 
livelihood—or received money for land belonging to others (for example, villages 
displaced by the indonesian government).

Timor Gap mapped and identified the land to be affected by the project, and by 
2017, a large proportion of residents of that land had received financial compen-
sation. The compensations proposed by the government for the local inhabitants 
cover two modalities: the monetary compensation for the monopolised lands, as 
well as the crops that grow on them; and material compensation for the rituals 
necessary for the displacement of houses and other sacred elements.

Monetary compensation and property 

The land registry proposed by Timor Gap differs, however, from the government’s 
proposals in the Ita Nia Rai (Our land) program regarding land ownership levels: 
in the national program, individuals are invited to declare only the possession 
of their lands, and the right of use is not taken into account (cryan 2015c). The 
compensation system proposed by the Timor Gap has attempted to approximate 
local realities and, more specifically, the customary system of land appropriation. 
nevertheless, the most visible land use is that which is linked to the present user, 
who cultivates the land, which leads government officials to register them as 
“owners” of the land, causing conflicts between the users.11

The compensation was determined by the government according to a pay scale 
that distinguished two types of property: on the one hand the fields (the land itself), 
and on the other the useful trees and plants that grew on these lands at the time of 
negotiation. This distinction was made in an attempt to include the local property 
regime that dissociates the land itself from the crops and trees that are cultivated on it.

Land clearances were planned in two phases, depending on when they would 
be recovered by the State: land on the immediate perimeter of the highway and the 
airport were the first to be compensated, while those that would serve the supply 
base would be compensated only later, during the second construction phase. The 
first offsets occurred in 2013 with construction commencing at the end of 2014, 
while compensations for the second phase of the project, which was originally 
planned for 2015/2016, started at the end of 2016.

The residents of the traditional Kamanasa kingdom transferred a total of 1,113 
hectares of land to the Suai Supply Base project. They used the word fo (“to give” 
in Tetum Terik) to describe this transaction, which is different from faan (“to sell”). 
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This transaction was seen as a donation to the government, made by signing a 
register, but none of the research participants were issued documents for such 
a transaction. Money was transferred to bank accounts that beneficiaries were 
required to set up for the transaction; most immediately emptied these accounts, 
preferring the security of cash. Indeed, the Timorese people have low trust in 
the government and all its structures because of several years of human rights’ 
violations during the Indonesian occupation.

According to information provided by the head of one of the villages affected by 
the project, norberto Amaral of the village of holbelis, the fields were paid at the 
rate of $3 uSd per m², i.e. $30,000 uSd per hectare. Additionally, productive fruit 
trees (coconuts, mangoes, jackfruit, etc.) and cultivated plants were compensated. 
each fruit tree was estimated at $60 uSd per tree, $25 for marungui (Moringa oleif-
era), and $25 for betel palm (Areca catechu). Moringa leaves and fruits are common 
vegetables. Betel nut, along with betel leaf and lime, make up the betel quid; it has 
high customary value due to its use in all ceremonies. crops like corn, rice and 
beans were compensated at the rate of 15 cents per plant. electric poles installed 
in fields encroaching upon settlements were also compensated at the rate of 50 kg 
of rice and $250 uSd for each pole. The akar palms (Corypha utan) which belong to 
the semi-spontaneous domain were not compensated, nor were the banyan (Ficus 
sp.). Although the Timor Gap paid for the rituals for the displacement of altars, 
clan houses and sacred places, the displacement of simple family houses was not 
compensated, either in the form of a payment, of a replacement of materials or in 
the form of new land. According to the local inhabitants, the government consid-
ers that with the land being State-owned in this area, the only exceptions being 
a private title to the land—and no sacredness being linked to the family houses, 
compensations are not necessary.

Consulting and participation of the local population

The details of the negotiations conducted by the Timor Gap were never exposed to 
the public. The local residents indicated that the decisions had been taken by the 
government and then communicated to the communities, who did not contest the 
decisions. The nGO la’o hamutuk (2011) argues that these communities, long lived 
under the Indonesian dictatorial regime, were legally abandoned (due to a lack of 
legal assistance) and were not aware of their rights. Moreover, they had no point 
of reference regarding the market value of their lands and crops, since subsistence 
farming is predominant in the area.

consultation meetings with the community revealed in themselves the key 
problem surrounding land-policy-making methods throughout Timor-Leste: the 
lack of democracy and of spaces dedicated to discussions during the meetings, or 
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an entire lack of consideration of the opinions of the participants from the local 
communities by the decision-makers.12 Moreover, these “consultation” meetings, 
whose reports and minutes are rare, did not clarify the make-up of communities, 
nor did they provide protection of community land rights, as they were supposed 
to do. On the contrary, they even contributed at times to sowing confusion and 
misinformation among the participants.

I verified that several families who had already received compensation were 
unable to tell the exact size of their land, which cryan (2015a) suggests was the 
result of a lack of information and access to a legal compensation process. The 
only document made available to the public is the Worley parsons’ environmental 
impact Statement in 2012. project maps, negotiations and project milestones are 
not accessible anywhere and Timor Gap officials are not inclined to share them.13

The role of popular participation in the process was questioned by cryan 
(2015b), as it is unclear to what extent local concerns and recommendations have 
been taken into account, with state agents using local influence, social pressure and 
formatting of public opinion—using newsletters and government interlocutors—to 
allow the implementation of the project (see below).

Indeed, the Timorese government has a very limited tradition of dialogue and 
engagement with civil society, which for its part is poorly equipped to articulate 
and communicate the essential messages about public opinion and community 
aspirations. The government is thus cut off from constructive public feedback and 
has a weak capacity to understand and respond to public concerns. And as a result, 
Timorese communities express a low degree of reliability towards the government, 
accusing it of not establishing a place of effective collaboration between the various 
sectors of society and of explaining very little about its policies and programs to the 
citizens (Brady and Timberman 2006; devant 2008).

State practices leading to local tensions

All aspects of social life, in this period of change, are affected by tensions between 
groups, but it is especially the land that catalyses most conflicts. We saw that in 
the context of overlapping rights, which make the question of land inextricable. 
State-based cartography materialises the borders and the territory, thus, becomes 
fixed and unchanging, eliminating any possibility of negotiation between the 
different parties. This cartography also does not take into account the symbolic 
territory, which is materialised by the places considered as “sacred”, and for which 
a system of private property would be contrary to all that this territory represents 
in relation to the collective identity, responsible for strengthening and structuring 
the social relations of a village or clan. The spatial disruption caused by the project 
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underlines how the territorial structure is punctuated by sacred places, which link 
the groups to their territory and to their past.

Territoriality changes, sacred landscapes and rituals

Furthermore, after the land loss for the Tasi Mane constructions, in Suai, the lands 
that are still available for forestry and agricultural exploitation for the local inhab-
itants are a long way from their present villages. As a result, older people fear that 
young people will abandon cultural practices that require, for example, continuous 
maize (maize harvest rituals) and harvesting of forest products (for the building 
of sacred houses). Moreover, traditional practices are often abandoned in such 
cases, in the expectation of new activities, or in the provision of vacant jobs to the 
populations. This model represents a danger to the ritual life: the time devoted to 
ceremonies is shortened, artisanal knowledge is lost with the arrival of objects and 
industrial materials, and agricultural and forestry activities are gradually forgotten 
in view of the new facilities offered by a ‘modern life’.

But if the older members of the community care about the loss of traditions, 
the weakening of spiritual sanctions, and the transgression of prohibitions, young 
people often think differently: attracted by the prospect of new comforts and a 
better quality of life, young people aspire to modernity without being fully aware 
of the costs it might require. With these project developments, residents now have 
to pay for the ‘conveniences’ of electricity, fuel and education, which drastically 
reduces their autonomy and increases their need for financial resources. Hence, 
these villagers who formerly lived by subsistence farming are often confronted 
with the obligation to pursue professional activities outside of the village, which 
increasingly alienates them from their former way of life.

Finally, local populations fear that the influence of the State on land will cause 
a rupture with the current system of collective management of resources (“com-
mons”) and a more individualistic behaviour in which exploitation of resources 
accelerates, with individuals exploiting resources without thinking about the rest 
of the community or future generations. These fears make us think of the Garrett 
hardin (1968) concept of “tragedy of the commons”. in the notion of “tragedy of the 
commons” each individual demonstrates a personal interest in using the common 
resource in such a way as to maximise his or her individual use, while at the same 
time distributing operating costs among each user, which would not allow sustain-
able management of the resource acceptable to society (see also Feeny et al. 1990).

In the past, local communities made the choice of collective management to 
different degrees in order to manage, value and protect their resources in the long 
term. In this management regime by commons, characterised by the juxtaposition 
of different rights of collective appropriation and use, property is not attached to 
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a good, but to its products, which is very different from the modern concept of 
exclusive, private and indivisible ownership, where the rights of use of land and 
its resources are attached to land ownership.

Moreover, the lack of state recognition of traditional land management and 
sharing modes, and the exclusion of local communities from the long-term land 
management process may weaken customary prohibitions and rights (for example, 
“tara bandu”, i.e., to hang the ban, and other “lisan”, i.e., customs).

As already discussed by other authors (d’Andrea 2003; McWilliam 2001), the 
abandonment of customary resources management—which evokes the notion of 
collective use of the territory, or “common good”—can lead to the degradation of 
local forests and protected areas. When ritual practices (such as a prohibition on 
cutting trees in the sacred forests) are reduced to simple and meaningless symbolic 
gestures and when, consequently, spiritual or material sanctions are weakened, the 
penalties for those who transgress are smaller and may no longer be a deterrent.

But these changes on the territory and in the management of its resources are 
not the only source of conflict. Different visions of the project and reactions to it 
between the community also need to be considered. Accelerated due to this project 
of oil development, the modernisation of infrastructures as well as the important 
process of monetarisation without precedents in the zone inspires great hope of 
economic prosperity to the youth of Suai. This image of prosperity carries other 
prospects: that of a better standard of living although until now these ‘novelties’ 
cost more money than they bring (see Bovensiepen 2018).

The expectations of the population: the imagery of a ‘New Singapore’ versus 
the fear of misfortune

The inhabitants of the affected area have a double vision of the project: on one 
hand they expect modernisation and an increase in employment, hoping for a ‘bet-
ter life’; but on the other, they are afraid of losing their lands, forests, livelihoods 
and, consequently, the traditions and knowledge that constitute the very basis of 
their identities and livelihoods.14

Accelerated by the oil development project, the modernisation of this zone 
inspires great hope in the Kamanasa youth: the prospect of economic prosperity, 
more convenient work than their parents, and the access to education are explicit 
in the imagery of a Timor-leste that could be the ‘new Singapore’ of Asia. This view 
has its roots in the organisation by the Timorese government in September 2013 
of a delegation of local power authorities sent to Singapore and other major 
cities in Indonesia and Malaysia to see for themselves “the benefits of economic 
development”. It is necessary to emphasise that this trip was not perceived by the 
communities as a “consultation”, but as a way of inciting the local inhabitants to 
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abandon their lands, according to the members of this delegation that I was able 
to interview.

This ambiguous and mitigated attraction for modernisation also gives rise to 
other hopes, such as the wealth that would allow the inhabitants of the zone to 
improve their living conditions, although until now, as already mentioned, the 
measures taken just lead the community to an increasingly important monetary 
dependence (the monetisation of trade and the increase of life’s costs will be dis-
cussed below).

Economic changes derived from compensation policies: relationship with 
money and changes in diets

The economic changes derived from compensation policies brings the community 
to an increasing monetary dependence, as well as a change in their relationship 
with money and in the dynamics of non-monetary exchanges. Thus, this situation is 
a major disturbance to the way of life, transforming the local agriculture and diet.

The monetisation of exchanges, a major disturbance to the way of life

The monetary compensations made by the Timor Gap project led to an important 
and unprecedented monetisation in the zone, although the last three decades had 
already been a prelude of this change. During the period of Indonesian occupation, 
monetary exchanges became slightly more frequent and the arrival of the united 
nations in 2000 was followed by an injection of money into the country (aid, wages). 
In the past, if exchanges linked to long-distance trade could imply a currency—as the 
old coins now used as ornaments bear witness to—an essential part of exchanges 
between local populations was on the basis of barter, such as products of the sea 
being exchanged against mountain products. Even the cockfights (“futu manu”) that 
today yield a few exchanges, were originally not monetised: the winner had the 
right to take the losing rooster to eat it. consequently, locals were not accustomed 
to having large sums of money, such as the compensation provided by the project.

This large influx of money into societies where monetary exchanges were limited 
has only reinforced the illusion of wealth to the inhabitants who do not see money 
as a resource that must be capitalised and managed but as an excess to be spent 
quickly (see chapters 1 and 2, this volume). Thus, several families used almost all of 
this money in the purchase of consumer goods like motorcycles, mini buses and tel-
evisions. Others contracted large debts that they thought would be able to be repaid 
quickly with the promise of ongoing income from the oil project. Some informants 
stated that “only a few of them used the money for the children’s schooling”.
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It is also important to remember that the purchase of consumer goods is mostly 
done by men. Yet, in Kamanasa land belongs to women, who are now losing their 
property against goods that benefit their husbands the most. This reality poses a prob-
lem in the matrilineal transmission system and amplifies the vulnerability of women.

Finally, the traditional houses that were once made from materials collected 
in the surrounding forests have begun to be rebuilt in bricks. Local clan elders, 
fearing the environmental degradation of the area, wanted to ensure the durability 
of their houses. They worried that in the future the wood and palm leaves used for 
traditional houses would no longer be available.

The transformation of local agriculture and diet

According to the United Nations World Food Program Report (2005), households 
in rural Timor-leste would have a typical shortage (“the famine season”) of 3 to 
4 months per year on average. Timor-leste is located in a region heavily affected 
by natural disasters, and its vulnerability is aggravated by the threat of climate 
change, which reinforces food insecurity (WFp 2005). This insecurity is now height-
ened by the fact that the lands used by the local populations for their livelihoods 
(agriculture, fishing, harvest) have been abandoned for food production and the 
community is no longer self-sufficient in their diet, according to my informants. 
Likewise, based on my own fieldwork observations, most staple products now 
come from the local market, where most vendors are residents of the surrounding 
mountains. This context has so far produced two key changes in the region, accord-
ing to my informants and my own observations.15

The first change refers to the products available for consumption (and con-
sequently food). As most products originate in the mountains, this has caused a 
change in the composition and food diversity of the communities in Kamanasa: 
maize, sorghum, fruits, and green leaves are less present, giving rise to sweet 
potatoes and taro, as well as industrial rice and meat.

The second change concerns trade and the cost of living. As demand for com-
modities increased and supply declined, prices rose sharply. The exchange is also 
less and less recurrent, since the inhabitants no longer have any fields from which 
to extract production. The remaining money provided by Timor Gap is thus used to 
buy basic food products, which has also contributed to the cost of living in the area.

According to the Timor-Leste government, the Tasi Mane project would allow 
increased employment and education prospects in the area, creating new sectors of 
economic activity and promoting local products (agriculture, livestock, fishing), as 
well as creating tourism, catering, transport, business and hospitality sectors. The 
government have promised local workers will be a priority for the jobs created by 
the project. The promises of the government thus led many inhabitants to believe 
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that they would get all the jobs, without workers from other areas or even countries 
being mobilised. However, residents indicate that the rate of job creation so far has 
been very low and that this has not allowed the communities to secure new liveli-
hoods, with past livelihoods compromised by the use of their land by the oil project. 
The reason for this is, according to the women of the village, that most local people 
are now forced to buy their food—which, moreover, is becoming more and more 
expensive and outside of their usual diet. A reliance on bought food is a result of 
local lands used by the local populations for their livelihoods (agriculture, fishing, 
harvest) being evacuated. As a result, the community is no longer self-reliant on 
food or in control of their diet.

Several nGOs, among them the more active la’o hamutuk, contest the Tasi 
Mane’s project which, according to them, has so far severely compromised the 
public budget without the Timorese government having stabilised the unemploy-
ment rate, which increases each year.16 In addition, such funding could have been 
invested in other sectors such as agriculture and small industries, which would be 
much more beneficial to local communities (la’o hamutuk Bulletin 2003).

Moreover, these nGOs accuse the project of lacking economic and technical via-
bility in the national scenario. Fearing a vain sacrifice, they urge the government 
to create policies that will ensure the long-term economic sustainability and food 
sovereignty of these impacted communities. But not all families are impacted in the 
same way. According to cryan (2015a), family vulnerability is intrinsically linked 
to status, noble families being less vulnerable than modest households since they 
“are often already part of the local elite and have greater access to land, business 
opportunities and political connections” (ibid., 9). Modest households on the other 
hand are likely to be more dependent on subsistence farming as a source of food.

One last important point is that, with the increase in the search for empty land, 
the inhabitants of other surrounding villages expect their unused land to be bought 
by the affected families at the same value as the compensations provided by the 
State, that is to say $3 uSd per m², thus leaving very little money available to these 
families to recommence production on these new lands (cryan 2015a).

Conclusion

We can observe that this project, so far, is causing more problems than it is helping 
to improve local living conditions, in addition to causing internal conflicts. Although 
tangible security, or even comfort (electricity, basic necessities, goods from village 
grocery stores, opening of telephone networks, highways) is emerging, this new 
context creates new needs that local production systems and social organisation 
cannot fully satisfy. new uncertainties are emerging related to the loss of ancestral 
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lands and the conflicts caused by the project, which many elders attribute instead 
to the disruption of ancient ceremonies.

While elder people resist the adoption of this “modern” way of life and remain 
intrinsically linked to customary or traditional cultural practices, young people are 
rapidly integrating change by accepting new convenience goods and the comfort 
that they offer, even if there is so far no disregard for the culture of their ancestors, 
which remains an important part of their daily lives by the accomplishment and 
adaptation of customary rituals—like “blessing” newly acquired motorcycles.

The Timor Gap project has also created problems, even a land crisis, by destabi-
lising the local community and defusing their social dynamics of conflict resolution, 
which normally follows a peaceful procedure (through a neutral mediation in the 
customary assemblies and during ceremonies—the stakes of money changing 
this situation). Other social structures were also committed, such as land use and 
ownership, and the matrilineal system—by the fact that land, inherited by women, 
is exchanged for consumer goods that are perceived as more “masculine”.

In conclusion, this project has been responsible for radical changes in the local 
way of life, even if it is important to emphasise that there is a gap between the 
local populations’ vision of these changes and its consequences, stressing their 
resilience, and ours, anthropologists, archaeologists and geographers, from a 
comparative and diachronic perspective. And, according to our reading grid, the 
consequences of this process may lead, in the near future, to the impoverishment, 
marginalisation and exclusion of this community in the national context, due to 
the lack of land and work in the area, as well as the possible loss of local practices.

Notes

1 The fieldwork was conducted as part of a doctoral thesis on the impact of the Tasi Mane project on 
the livelihoods of local communities.

2 For more details, please see crespi, “Sacralité, rituels et développement chez les Bunaq et Tetun de 
la région de Suai, Timor oriental”, 250.

3 According to Ostrom’s (1990) “commons” theory, goods are not considered in themselves as par-
ticular goods, but rather in their relation to the social groups that participate in their production 
or maintenance by relying on them in a complex system of collective property rights and rules.

4 See also Fitzpatrick, d., A. McWilliam and S. Barnes, Property and Social Resilience in Times of 
Conflict: Land, Custom and Law in East Timor.

5 Rai= land; nain= master. This word that can have several meanings, see more in crespi 2018.
6 In Timor-Leste each locality has its own territorial organisation. For other cases, please consult: 

McWilliam, A. and e. Traube (eds.), Land and Life in Timor-Leste–Ethnographic Essays.
7 Liu = beyond; rai = land. This title corresponds to the highest status in Kamanasa, placed at the 

top of the social hierarchy and politically responsible for the kingdom. Although the explanation 
most frequently invoked by researchers of the zone (Francillon 1967, 24; McWilliam and Traube 
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2011, 7; Bovensiepen 2015) translates liu as “above” or “superior to”, another meaning of this word, 
“beyond”, might be more relevant here, since, according to the accounts, those who originally 
occupied this function came mostly from outside the island, from “beyond the land.”

8 Suku is a socio-political unit. Each suku has an administrative structure, consisting of a village chief 
and a council. See also chapter 2, this volume.

9 Rai = land; teen = excrement
10 Inspired by the Indonesian “sosialisasi”, socialisation in this context refers to “efforts made to 

popularize something that must be known, understood and assimilated by the public” (Kamus 
Besar Bahasa indonesia, translation by dominique Guillaud).

11 As discussed earlier, the question of the land covers two dimensions in Timor: that related to real 
land, which includes the rights of appropriation and use, and that related to the symbolic territory, 
which refers to the spiritual and political power, knowing that these dimensions are closely nested. 
in Kamanasa, land includes property rights and usage rights (which also have several levels), while 
power is divided into spiritual (rai nain) and political (liurai) power.

12 See also Scambary, “in Search of White elephants: political economy of resource expenditure in 
east Timor”, 283-308.

13 During my fieldwork, I have tried several times to obtain these documents from the representative 
of Timor Gap in Kamanasa, who promised to send them to me by e-mail each time. However, to 
date, no e-mail has been received.

14 Based on industrial standards of life, their perception of better life is the availability of goods such 
as running water, electricity, electrical appliances in the house, transport and other goods and 
services.

15 comparing the situation between 2014 and 2018.
16 note that this only becomes a problem when people become dependent on the market. On the 

contrary, people always have occupations based on what makes up their livelihood activities.
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The socio-cultural benefits of emerging market-
based instruments for carbon in Timor-Leste

Lisa Palmer and Sue Jackson

Abstract

climate change mitigation and adaptation are pressing societal challenges necessitating new 

approaches to the management and governance of nature-society relations. Market-based instru-

ments under the ecosystem services framework have emerged as innovations in conservation 

policy and practice. Yet the ways in which these neoliberal projects intersect with, build on or 

disrupt a range of other diverse economic projects and logics are underexplored. This chapter 

examines the entangled market and non-market interactions and values of a reforestation 

program in the Matebian mountain range of the Baucau Municipality, a project financed by a 

voluntary carbon offset program. It highlights the opportunities and tensions faced by farmers 

and their extended kin networks in relation to the carbon values of their fields and forests.

Keywords: carbon offsets; community forestry; ecosystem services; markets; customary 

governance

climate change mitigation and adaptation, biodiversity conservation and water 
management are pressing societal challenges necessitating new approaches to the 
management and governance of nature-society relations. Market-based instru-
ments under the ecosystem services framework have emerged as innovations in 
conservation policy and practice. Yet the ways in which these neoliberal projects 
intersect with, build on or disrupt a range of other diverse economic projects and 
logics are underexplored. Through a brief engagement with selected literature and 
preliminary empirical work, this paper begins the task of examining the entangled 
market and non-market interactions and values of a reforestation program in the 
Matebian mountain range of the Baucau Municipality, a project financed by a 
voluntary carbon offset program (WithOneSeed/carbonSocial). program documen-
tation asserts that it provides viable and environmentally sustainable livelihoods 
by restoring watershed services, enhancing farm productivity, improving access to 
cultural resources, and contributing to more diversified local economic markets, 
skills and participation.1 The long-term objective is to leverage the ongoing sale 
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of the country’s carbon offsets and ultimately assist Timor-Leste in becoming 
carbon neutral. in this paper we inquire into the ways in which the carbonSocial 
reafforestation program is framed and understood locally, as well as the ways in 
which it may or may not be intersecting with localised processes of customary 
environmental governance.

The paper is part of a broader comparative project which is studying the diverse 
social relations bound up in the production of two emerging ‘commodities’, namely 
carbon and water (Tsing 2013; Bakker and Bridge 2006; Bakker 2009).2 Drawing 
on longstanding geographical and anthropological critiques of the conception of 
markets as apolitical or non-cultural (Appadurai 1988; Gibson-Graham 2006), we are 
exploring, in an open-ended way, the points of social and political change emerging 
in new water and carbon commodity contexts, examining the factors driving their 
generation and any sociocultural benefits. Throughout we are paying particular 
attention to two factors: how people shape the “commoditisation, and sometimes 
decommoditisation and recommoditisation, of things” (langton et al. 2006) and the 
ways in which, especially across cultural units, “what is apparently transacted or 
communicated is not necessarily what is received or understood” (Kapferer 1976, 11). 
As geographers we are particularly attuned to the socio-spatial dynamics that drive 
global exchanges of carbon credits in voluntary markets, creating spaces through 
which carbon and their local valuations travel. Our aim is to explore how these 
differing cultural logics exceed (or not) the influence and rationality of the neoliberal 
policy measures which are ostensibly enabling these new markets and are, in much 
of the critical literature, considered to always and inevitably inflict harm on unwill-
ing recipients (upton 2019) and reinforce the cycle of poverty and environmental 
degradation. The implications of this coexistence of cultural and economic logics (see 
chapters 1, 5, and 8, this volume) for emerging environmental markets in the diverse 
economic context of contemporary Timor-Leste will then be considered.

Carbon trading: ‘cultures of carbon’

now considered as mainstream climate mitigation options, carbon emissions 
trading and offsetting have created new forms of exchangeable property which 
become commodities when traded (corbera and Martin 2015). According to corbera 
and Brown (2010, 1792) carbon becomes a commodity “when property rights over 
[forest] offsets are defined and the results are economically valuable and tradable 
through an institutional market-based framework, as well as alienable from its 
ecological context as a standardized good”.

This largely voluntary offsetting market is governed by the private sector and 
nGOs. proponents of such projects often advance the claim that they are reducing 
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poverty as well as carbon emissions. Since 2005, hundreds of companies have 
employed a range of approaches and practices to source projects, generate carbon 
credits and sell them (lovell 2010). Many of these projects fall within the remit of 
payment for ecosystem services (peS), which is an increasingly dominant global 
model for environmental policy and management. Ecosystem services include 
provisioning services such as food, water, timber, and fibre; regulating services 
that affect climate, floods, disease, wastes, and water quality; cultural services that 
provide recreational, aesthetic, and spiritual benefits; and supporting services such 
as soil formation, photosynthesis, and nutrient cycling (MeA 2005, v). Through these 
peS processes, the ‘stock’ of nature and its value are comprehensively measured 
and the services that ‘nature’ provides to humans are commodified, appropriated 
and commercialised under the rubric of ecosystem services.

elsewhere we have analysed these emerging trends toward peS and have 
argued that it may indeed be better to value instead actual human and non-hu-
man interrelations and practices associated with these ‘services’, especially in the 
context of indigenous and local peoples (Jackson and palmer 2015). in this way, we 
argued, we might usefully reconfigure not the reified ‘stock of nature’ or things but 
diverse socio-cultural relations between people and nature as the valued ‘stock’. 
Drawing insights from the trajectory of indigenous environmental management 
experience in Australia and elsewhere we explored how valuing ‘nature’ may be 
reconfigured as a way of enabling the valuation of alternative or non-capitalo-
centric (Gibson-Graham 2006) ways of being in, knowing and doing nature. The 
challenge of reconfiguration we argued is to think through the ways in which these 
peS value fields can make visible the significance and worth of communicative 
reciprocity within and across human and non-human realms (Jackson et al. 2017). 
In understanding the value of ecosystem services in this way, we prioritised atten-
tion to the efforts of indigenous groups and others to preserve, extend, adapt and 
benefit their lifeways in rapidly changing global and local contexts. By opening up 
spaces to explore the pragmatic possibilities emerging from this now dominant 
form of environmental governance, we resisted the urge to only see the conceptual 
alienation of relationships between humans and nature through these processes. 
We also highlighted the ways the ‘local’ is always actively engaged in creating the 
‘global’ (nielson and Serjesen 2013; head and Gibson 2012).

In a subsequent paper focussed on carbon, carbon offset trading and what we 
termed ‘carbon cultures’ (Jackson et al. 2017), we further argued that “[c]limate change 
and the associated need to decarbonise poses not just risks to cultures but potential 
opportunities for cultural experimentation, renewal and economic dynamism [… 
and that for indigenous peoples this often involves] a very distinct conceptualization 
of payment for ecosystem services, one that values the labour and reciprocal rela-
tionships and logic of care required to abate or sequester carbon” (2017, 878).
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In their attempts to carry out a diverse range of often novel carbon projects, 
we argued that indigenous and local peoples, their advocates, policy-makers and 
nGOs in Australia are exploring and discursively shaping both carbon policy 
initiatives and private willingness to pay for indigenous carbon abatement and 
sequestration schemes. We argued that such ‘carbon work’, including the work 
done to define, promote and market carbon products and attendant services, also 
acts to reconfigure relations between people and nature. Rather than alienating 
and abstracting human-nature relations, this reconfiguration we argued might also 
enable a cross-scalar deepening of relations imbuing the local with the global as 
well as vice versa. For this reason, we suggested that such emerging ‘cultures of car-
bon’ might be considered for their potential to enrich human life including people’s 
place-based connections to ‘nature’ and each other. These arguments are supported 
by similar research carried out in indigenous contexts elsewhere (Shapiro-Gaza 
2013; Osborne 2015; see more recently Shapiro-Garza et al. 2019; upton 2019).

At the same time, we reviewed the torrent of academic and popular criticism 
against offsets, including global schemes such as redd+ (reduced emissions 
Through Avoided deforestation and Forest degradation) (see roth and dressler 
2012; Fletcher et al. 2016). We stated that:

“[a] body of literature on the process of carbon commodification has developed in parallel 

with interventions from transnational activists and civil society organizations […] A key 

conclusion from this critical literature is that carbon offsetting is implicated in commod-

ification and financialisation processes that in places dispossess and de-territorialises 

vulnerable groups from carbon rights and/or land resource (by producing a standard 

fungible commodity that infuses spaces of carbon in the global South with flows of capital) 

(corbera and Martin 2015; Wang and corson 2015)” (Jackson et al. 2017, 4).

Alongside this critique, we noted that other scholars of market-based conservation 
have shown how social movements and local communities have (sometimes) 
been able to beneficially “hybridise” the market-based ideal type of payments for 
ecosystem services, including carbon mitigation (Shapiro-Garza 2013, 5; Singh 2015; 
Jackson and palmer 2015; diaz et al. 2018). We argued that incorporating community 
perspectives and investigating the potential for qualitative data found in narrative 
accounts to contribute to carbon offset monitoring, evaluation and verification func-
tions is essential to a more nuanced understanding of the emerging nature-society 
relationships. It contributes to a more rounded understanding of the wider processes 
enrolled in and shaping the commodification. These often expansive and locally gen-
erated qualitative accounts, or ‘back stories’, are, we argued, also often attractive to 
those investors interested in supporting and potentially sustaining the socio-cultural 
benefits associated with particular forms of carbon offsetting (Jackson et al. 2017).
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In the remainder of this paper we seek, in a preliminary way, to build on this 
alternate body of scholarship and provide an initial account of some of the (potential) 
socio-cultural benefits associated with carbon commodification and governance in 
Timor-leste. Our aim here, as before (Jackson and palmer 2015; Jackson et al. 2017), 
is not to refute the critique of these neoliberal processes, but to begin an alternate 
reading, which, while acknowledging the dangers of (capitalist) domination, reifica-
tion and alienation (dunlap and Sullivan 2019), is attuned to alternative possibilities 
present or latent within capitalist social formations and relations (cf. Gibson-Graham 
2012). inspired by the work of Gibson et al. (2018) we are also attuned to the ways 
in which practices of caring might be woven through this carbon program, how a 
diversity of understandings of labour and property might be deployed, and the ways 
in which these things and relations are being recognised and exchanged as they are 
continuously brought into being through these new arrangements.

in the following section we provide an overview of the WithOneSeed program and 
offer some preliminary thoughts on the way in which the program is received and 
construed locally, as well as briefly elaborating on some of the program’s challenges 
and opportunities. We then turn to an examination of the way a range of customary 
processes are subtly implicated in the production of carbon offsets under the program.

WithOneSeed: Program overview

The WithOneSeed carbon offset program involves over 800 small-holder farmers 
in the Baguia sub-district in the Municipality of Baucau, Timor-Leste. In this region, 
remote highland forests have been decimated during decades of conflict with 
Indonesia and through subsequent land clearing activities. The Indonesian mili-
tary settled permanently in the region around 1978 and, concerned about potential 
attacks from Timorese resistance forces, ordered the local population to clear the 
forest. The felled timber was then taken by the Indonesian forces and sold on for 
use in construction. Since national independence was achieved in 1999, population 
growth (mainly from an increased post-war birth rate) has led to further forest 
felling for house construction, swidden gardens and timber sales.

The WithOneSeed program is asserted to provide viable and environmentally 
sustainable livelihoods by restoring watershed services (through the establishment 
of an interconnected mosaic of forests from the mountains to the coast), enhancing 
farm productivity (e.g., via increased soil fertility and crop yields), improving access 
to cultural resources and wellbeing (i.e., through the reforestation of particular 
trees, associated forest products, restoration of the forest canopy and locally signif-
icant springs, as well as forest and indigenous knowledge based school educational 
programs), and contributing to more diversified local economic markets, skills and 
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participation. The latter is to be realised through annual cash benefits accruing 
to each participating farmer from carbon offset sales, increased local sales of the 
agricultural surplus resulting from enhanced soil productivity, and associated 
livelihood initiatives including 13 plant nurseries and a community-based tourism 
and trekking program.

Figure 10.1. Baguia forestscape. image credit: lisa palmer
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One of Timor-leste’s most prominent politicians states that “[t]he program 
is helping to build the local economy, boost education and training, and increase 
social and economic participation [adding that] while it is a small program today, 
we aim for its expansion nationwide” (horta 2018). The program is Timor-leste’s 
first (and currently only) Gold Standard certified community forestry program 
(https://carbonsocial.global).3 Actors involved in the program include small 
landholder farmers, nGOs, government and international donors and agencies, 
consumers of social carbon credits (marketed and sold to a range of Australian and 
other international corporations and individuals with ethical commitments to the 
new nation of Timor-leste) and scientific experts.

Preliminary field research

in May 2018, palmer made a preliminary visit to Baguia to meet with WithOneSeed 
program staff. She was hosted during this time by leopoldina Guterres, a local 
Baguia woman and the country program director for WithOneSeed. WithOneSeed 
(Tetum: Ho Musan Ida) has been an entity in Baguia since 2010. it was founded 
by Australian Andrew Mahar representing the xpand Foundation (an Australian 
based social enterprise funded by philanthropic organisations) who worked to set 
up the initiative in Baguia in collaboration with Leopoldina and her late husband, 
Joao. The program now employs eight full-time staff and five assistants. Their work 
revolves around the management of three main seed nurseries (all propagating 
with the use of local manures) and the co-ordination of more than 800 farmers 
who have planted over 150,000 trees. Some of these farmers have had trees in 
production for nearly 10 years. each farmer receives 50 cents per year for each 
tree they have planted (after the tree has survived the first year of planting). Many 
of these farmers have now planted around 800 trees, some have up to 1200 or 
more trees. hence farmers are able to earn around uS$600 per year from their tree 
plantations, a significant sum of money in this region where most farm production 
is for household consumption. Most will use this money to assist with the long 
distance educational expenses of their children and grandchildren. The maximum 
number of trees each farmer can plant under the program is normally 1200 (so as to 
allow resources to be shared, or ‘tree justice’ as the program calls it, allowing new 
farmers to join). To accommodate early adopter farmers who have already reached 
plantings of 1200 trees, farmers with 1200 trees may now augment their crop by 
planting an additional 100 trees per year. A key aim of the program is to distribute 
wealth rather than see it concentrated (Andrew Mahar, pers. comm.).

Aside from these restrictions, the number of trees each participating farmer 
has planted depends on the length of time they have been participating in the 

https://carbonsocial.global
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program and/or on the amount of land they have available for planting. The trees 
are planted on individually (or family) owned land. Ownership of this land is 
recognised through customary processes. In common with much of rural Timor-
Leste, there are no formal land titles issued by the state for farmland in the Baguia 
region. customary landowners formalise an agreement with the program, receive 
(for free) their trees and register them as soon as they are planted. The agreement 
is that the trees must be grown to sequester carbon for 30 years. At the end of this 
period, tree owners can do as they wish with them. It is hoped that any felling of 
mature stands at that point will be offset by ongoing plantings.

in 2010 the program began by focussing exclusively on mahogany (ai-mahoni) 
production (Swietenia macrophylla is a naturalised tree in Timor-Leste and inter-
national studies had identified that this tree sequesters a high amount of carbon). 
However, over the years it has become clear that mahogany will not grow well at 
the higher altitudes in the region and, in 2016, the program diversified the type of 
trees which can be propagated and included. Additional species currently endorsed 
are eucalyptus (ai-bubur), casuarina (ai-kakeu), rosewood (ai-naa), sandalwood 
(ai-kameli) and wild almond (ai-nitas). cacao is also now propagated under the 
program (although for its fruit resources, not for carbon sequestration).

in 2018 the program had sequestered over 40,000 tonnes of carbon and the 
investor price paid per tonne for carbon offsetting was uS$10 (https://carbonsocial.
global/about/).4 In order to explain the rationale behind the global trade in carbon 
credits, WithOneSeed program staff have developed their own ways of explaining 
the idea of payment for carbon offsets to farmers. They frame the program’s exter-
nal economic rationale and appeal to investors about the need to counter the global 
problem of ar foer (dirty air). These explanations, adapted to people’s experiences 
of the local economy, focus on Baguia forests’ potential contribution to decreasing 
the polluting effects of the smoke from household fires, electricity use, land-use 
burning, car exhausts and tobacco smoke. While some farmers want to know more 
about the specific details of the program (such as the price paid per tonne of carbon 
sequestered etc), most appear happy with only a basic explanation of the complex 
program mechanics. program staff are now trained in basic GpS (Global position 
System) data collection and annually collect data on the area and extent of plantings 
as well as tree diameters (the latter used as an indicator of the amount of carbon 
being sequestered by each tree) so as to validate the program’s carbon reductions.

The program has four main objectives:
1. To improve the local environment including increasing the stock and quality of 

forest, water, and agricultural plants.
2. To diversify the local economy.
3. education.
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4. collaboration and networking to build beneficial linkages locally, nationally 
and internationally.

While the promotion of a tree monoculture at the expense of a diversity of food 
crops is an often expressed concern for similar carbon offsetting initiatives 
(Spash 2010), in this Timor-leste case agroforestry diversification is central to the 
program’s grow/eat/buy local initiative. program staff have identified at least 41 
food types which can be planted alongside tree stands, depending on the age and 
type of trees in the stand. A lot of these food types are no longer cultivated by 
farmers due to the widespread availability of cheap imported rice and noodles. 
In the understorey of young mahogany trees, people are encouraged to grow corn 
and many other of these 41 foods. even older shady stands of mahogany can also 
still host a range of food crops. Additional crops planted include turmeric, ginger, 
sweet potato, kidney beans, wild beans (lehe), kontas, wild yams, wild banana, and 
pineapple. Such diversity contrasts markedly with teak plantations (encouraged 
during portuguese colonial times) that can only host wild yams. in many cases, 
farmers elect to plant program trees around the edges of existing fields.

At least once a year, program staff gather together at one site with all the local 
school children from the Baguia region’s ten or so schools. They invite the children’s 
parents and elders (most of whom are farmers) to come and talk about the benefits 
of the forest. Discussion during these gatherings frequently revolves around the 
medicinal use of forest products (something local farmers know a lot about) and 
the benefits of forest conservation (a priority for the WithOneSeed program). The 
latter discussions around forest conservation are an attempt by the nGO to address 
a perceived local tendency to consider that the ‘forest grows itself’, that it does not 
need active cultivation or care (leopoldina Guterres, pers. comm.).

The program is also opening up fresh conversations about trees that were once 
used frequently by local people but which are now no longer widely available. For 
example, a tree known in the Makassae language as kokoreli is favoured by both 
colonies of wild bees and by local people who prize it for its suitability for coffins. 
Its moist wood enables the body of the deceased to be embalmed in coffins and 
laid in the home for the often long periods of time needed for people to gather 
and negotiate complicated funerary proceedings. This tree is now scarce and the 
potential for it to be a part of the WithOneSeed program is an idea that at least some 
people are considering (Abel Guterres, pers. comm.).

Alongside their medicinal and other local uses, trees are quite simply valuable 
property. Trees which are planted (and hence owned) are frequently gifted by 
parents to their children as a part of their inheritance (and these rights may or 
may not be linked to property rights in the land where they are grown). hence 
under the program, farmers value the trees they are planting both for the current 
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annual payment they receive, and for the economic windfall that will be available 
to them (or their descendants) once they are harvested. For this reason, farmers 
often choose to plant their tree stands in areas accessible to vehicles, so that when 
they are eventually felled the trees can be more easily transported.

Across Timor-Leste, trees are both property and markers of property (and 
property boundaries). communally and even individually owned land can be at 
least partially alienated by tree plantings, and people pay close attention to the tree 
planting histories and activities on particular lands. While in Baguia all farmers par-
ticipating in the program claim ownership of both the land and their planted trees, 
it is important to recognise that these claims are social tenures, recognised through 
local customary processes and activated in-common with other farmers. Given this 
localised and socially embedded recognition of tenure (and the social fact that tree 
plantings can open the path to later claims over land) there was some concern about 
the implications of outsiders providing trees for the farmers to plant. Indeed, when 
the program first began in Baguia, many farmers were concerned that by planting 
these trees the organisation supplying the trees would become the de facto owners 
of the trees and so (partially) alienate the landowners from their own land. it was not 
until a Memorandum of understanding (MOu) was signed between WithOneSeed 
and the Timorese Government that these farmers felt secure enough to participate 
in the program. This MOu was also one way of meeting the Gold Standard interna-
tional certification process requirement that the program guarantee the legitimacy 
of tenure arrangements of all participating tree farmers and secure their free and 
prior informed consent to participate in the program. The program also has a range 
of agreements with farmers that are based on western legal frameworks. Yet in a 
context where social tenures and resource management practices are negotiated 
in-common as always to be determined by social facts and outcomes, the efficacy of 
these western frameworks for meeting program objectives is uncertain.

Intersection with customary practices

in this study, we are also interested in the potential for the carbonSocial and 
reafforestation program to intersect with the concomitant renewed Timorese 
focus on cultural and customary environmental governance. In particular, we are 
interested in the relevance (or not) for the program of a geographically widespread 
form of ritual resource prohibition known in Tetum as tara bandu. These ostensibly 
similar, but always locally enacted customary practices of ritualised prohibitions, 
are given their moral force through forms of human communication and negotia-
tion with the ancestral realm. Across the country, this comprises a suite of highly 
locally contextualised practices that regulate a range of social and environmental 
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relationships. Since early in the independence era, a resurgence of such customary 
practices has been linked to community initiatives aimed at controlling natural 
resource exploitation, enabling and controlling resource access for housing recon-
struction and restoring social cohesion (d’Andrea et al. 2003; carvalho and correa 
2011; Meitzner yoder 2007; palmer 2016). As an agglomeration of practices used to 
regulate place-based social and environmental relationships, it is as practice with 
obvious resonance and relevance to the new environmental and social interactions, 
as well as local governance processes, which comprise the WithOneSeed initiative.

While susceptible to state and development industry co-option (Meitzner Yoder 
2007; McWilliam et al. 2014; Silva 2016), such tara bandu like processes also have 
their own logics. It is our conjecture that such logics are capable of both building 
on and exceeding the influence and rationality of the neoliberal policy measures 
being rolled out to enable these new carbon markets. Based on research carried 
out elsewhere in the country, it is clear that customary communities in Timor-Leste 
are well aware that they must draw together and pull apart these kinds of often 
divergent and conflicting logics (palmer and McWilliam 2019). Over time we hope 
to explore the intersection of these diverse economic processes in Baguia, drawing 
out the range of understandings, strategies, disbenefits and benefits with which the 
various program participants engage and respond.

in contrast to other major crops (such as rice and corn), there are no rituals 
required when the trees under the program are planted, rather they are treated in 
the same way as crops of other types of commonly grown fruits and vegetables.5 
The oldest trees counted under the program (all of which are mahogany) are now 
10 years old. The trees have been planted under the volition of individual farmers 
and are grown largely outside of the influence of more communal customary reg-
ulation. However, the need for some kind of communal regulation is now a topic 
of local discussion. There are a number of reasons for this. Within the next five 
years these older trees will become valuable, fungible timber resources (mahogany 
is particularly good for furniture), and it is anticipated that farmers may start to 
feel the urge to monetise the value of these trees and abandon the program. The 50 
cents per year per tree offered through the sequestration program will start to seem 
somewhat less attractive than the windfall available to farmers from a wholesale 
harvest of the now valuable timber. A further complication for the program is that 
mahogany tree stands, although good for co-planting with food crops, are known 
by farmers to be less fire resistant. As such they are susceptible to escaped burns 
from nearby swidden fields or even incendiary attacks from jealous passers-by (in 
contrast to teak which is largely fire resistant). For this reason, some farmers worry 
about investing in this crop over large areas of land and for long periods.

To address such possible threats to the program’s viability and individual returns, 
program staff have initiated community level discussions about ways in which the 
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Baguia community might work to diversify and protect tree stands and ensure com-
pliance with the agreement to not harvest for 30 years. discussions have included 
the idea of fines to dissuade early harvesting and a regime whereby any early har-
vested trees must be replaced with two new saplings. Other ideas have centred on 
the reinvigoration of tara bandu, the customary domain of ritual resource regulation 
discussed above. However, the latter is especially complicated. As discussed below, 
it would involve bringing together and finding common agreement between all the 
various ritual leaders, village heads and farmers of Baguia’s ten villages.

Tara bandu was carried out regularly, and widely upheld, in Baguia in portuguese 
times, mainly to protect valuable tree plantations such as teak. It was not done at all 
in Indonesian times, nor in contrast to other areas of the country has it been done 
since independence. In contrast to some other areas of Timor-Leste where a large 
amount of conflict and post-conflict related in-migration has occurred, outside of 
Baguia township itself there is little dispute over land ownership or issues with peo-
ple stealing each other’s crops and other resources. In these small mountain villages 
everyone knows one another and the histories and stories which connect people to 
land and other property. people do carry out their own individual rituals, known 
in Tetum as tara horok (hanging the talisman) to protect particularly valuable fruit 
trees from the interest of passing foot traffic. Ignoring such ritual signage is a serious 
misdemeanour, the spiritual repercussions of which can include illness and eventual 
death. While tara bandu is in many ways a community level extension of this indi-
vidualised tara horok practice (see palmer and McWilliam 2019), a recent tara bandu 
(not specifically related to forest products) in a more distant village has not been 
successful. This was due, it is said, to the fact that the process was driven by outside 
actors rather than originating as an idea and process from within the community.

In contrast, in Baguia, the idea of a tara bandu like process has been under 
discussion with program farmers for four years now. program staff are adamant 
that the community needs to have ownership of any process which transpires. This 
means the conversations and initiatives must start from within the community 
and include the various ritual and political leaders from each of the 10 villages, 
along with, eventually, the sub-district head, local clergy and police. Ensuring all 
these actors are mobilised and working together towards the same goal would take 
considerable time, economic, social and cultural capital. In addition, each village 
would need to carry out their own specific tara bandu ritual to draw on and respect 
their own specific ancestral traditions. While, as noted above, in contrast to some 
other areas of the country, issues of land and resource disputes are not a driving 
force behind the desire to reinstate communal customary processes, there are 
other areas of community governance which the community do consider are in 
urgent need of addressing. These include a high incidence of adultery and divorce, 
domestic violence, and youth related violence. Any proposal to use tara bandu to 
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ritually protect the tree plantings would need also to address and include these 
other community concerns.

While background discussions around the efficacy and need for tara bandu con-
tinue at the program level, other factors which regulate and enable social tenures 
and exchanges are already present in the region’s quotidian customary economies. 
When palmer visited the region in 2018, leopoldina Guterres took her to several 
of the tree planting areas in the region. Along with trees, the food crops growing 
in a given area’s fields and in the understorey of its newly emerging canopy was 
a focus of our attention. As we walked the muddy tracks up and down the valleys, 
Leopoldina pointed out each food source we came across and explained its use in 
careful detail. She took great pride in identifying the ones that had slipped out of 
local diets, but which the program was working to bring back into dietary ‘fashion’. 
‘Kontas’ a red lily like plant with a long white tuber and which grew seemingly wild, 
was explained as “something that kept us alive when we were hiding out in the 
jungle during the early years of the invasion. It is good food. We need to keep using 
it”. During the early years of the Indonesian occupation, Leopoldina who was still a 
child had sheltered for years in these remote mountain terrains. It was during these 
terrible years that her family and much of the regional population who had fled to 
the mountains, learnt how to live from the forest. Even as people were continually 
on the run from Indonesian guns and encirclement, they also somehow managed 
to clear and tend to remote forest gardens. Likewise, they learnt to survive by 
encouraging the more random cultivation of wild tubers and fruits. They learnt too 
about using the bark of particular trees for clothing and to rely on forest foliage for 
bedding and shelter. Given the hardships of their new forest lives, they built too on 
the medicinal knowledge handed down from their forebears. Many became med-
ical specialists, trialling and testing a range of forest medicines on themselves and 
their families and then spreading these plants and knowledge to others. When it 
was possible these plants were cultivated, expanding their ecological range through 
careful, if deliberately opaque, processes of human attention. This knowledge, 
which kept people alive in desperate circumstances, remains deeply embedded and 
valued in rural Timorese households into the present (palmer 2020).

These stories of people’s dynamic connections to their forest and each other, 
resonate with the work in other indigenous contexts. in northern Brazil, Manuela 
carneiro da cunha (2012) has documented the ways in which the huge diversity 
of plants are cultivated and brought into being. Focussing on cassava seedlings 
and their cultivation as prized objects of gift exchange, cunha argues that these 
exchanges are facilitated primarily between women (mothers and their daughters-
in-law) in the context of rotational swidden farming. She notes however that these 
seedlings are also frequently exchanged between more geographically dispersed 
groups of people as they come together for cultural and religious events. These 
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exchanges, she argues, are highly dynamic, producing extraordinary biological 
diversity that is embedded and activated through nuanced cultural and commu-
nicative processes involving people, plants and soil. This biodiversity is made 
visible through the naming practices attached to each new cassava seedling type (in 
some cases numbering in the hundreds). The pride of the often female cultivators 
of these cassava types ensures pride and careful attention to the history and neces-
sity of ongoing exchanges. It also encourages constant seedling type innovation.

Likewise, in Baguia it is fruitful to think further about the ways in which food 
and tree plantings are embedded in histories and exchange networks which acti-
vate and enable botanical flourishing, as much as they link as well to people’s ideas 
of property, of sharing and of interconnection. Such intergenerational processes of 
botanical exchange are discernible in the highland valley farmed by Leopoldina’s 
parents. leopoldina’s father is a farmer and early adopter in the WithOneSeed pro-
gram. While he and his wife once tended many gardens and rice fields, they now 
have only two swidden fields active in the valley at any one time. Leo’s mother’s 
ill health means she is no longer able to be as active in the fields and the couple’s 
terraced rice fields have been dysfunctional since the 1980s (due to landslides dam-
aging the irrigation canals). These terraces and retired swidden fields have now 
been turned by Leopoldina’s father and brother into sites for various tree plantings 
(mahogany, casuarina and wild almond). in recent years, leopoldina’s father has 
been able to make up to uS$1000 a year from these trees. he makes another uS$1000 
a year or so from the local sale of betel leaf and areca nut sourced from his spring 
groves. he might also make up to uS$1000 from the sale of the peanuts which he 
cultivates in his active swidden fields. He also receives a biannual retirement 
pension of uS$180 from the government which he uses to purchase rice, oil and 
other basic items. The range of other food crops he grows in his mixed-use fields, 
foods like pineapple, long beans, cassava and corn, are for his extended family to 
consume. Indeed, Leo’s large household of twenty or so mainly adopted children 
rely on the weekly harvest of these foodstuffs. The money the old man makes is also 
a ‘bank’ for leo and her other siblings who would otherwise struggle to meet the 
needs of their households for items such as children’s schooling expenses.

Many of leo’s household, including her daughter enny who is the WithOneSeed 
program secretary, trek the long journey from their house to this forested valley 
each Saturday. They collect the food growing in the fields and in the understorey of 
the valley’s newly planted forest, along with any fallen wood for their cooking fires. 
Returning home with all they can carry on their backs, these items they collect will 
be enough to feed their own large household for the week. This kind of embodied 
knowledge about tree plantings and the possibility for understorey and adjacent 
crop plantings are then exchanged through program meetings which bring together 
households from across the region’s 10 remote villages. in this account too, we can 
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see that women, their knowledge and cultivation of foodstuffs and firewood, are 
critical to this emerging biodiversity and the carbon it stores.

Conclusion

These emerging entanglements between farmers, their extended kin networks 
and their fields and forests are clearly an important facet of Baguia’s emergent 
post-conflict local economy. clearly as well, the market-driven underpinnings of 
the program are having effects on both the commons and practices of communing. 
Many questions arise and need to be investigated further. How are these new 
practices intersecting with and/or challenging local understandings of communal 
and private agro-forestry resources? Are these new approaches to tree planting 
creating the risk of a narrowing of both agricultural practices and the values 
embedded within these practices? What tensions will emerge between customary 
land managed in-private, or in-common, as ancestral bequeath? What changes will 
occur as these new forest resources are increasingly standardised and co-produced 
with outside actors? We do not yet know the answers to these questions. Below we 
summarise what we do know.

In Baguia, as well as elsewhere in Timor-Leste, the planting of trees is linked 
to the establishment and maintenance of property and property rights. The 
WithOneSeed program encourages farmers to plant trees on their own land and 
hence affirms and augments their claims to particular areas. As with other tree 
plantings, these trees are valued primarily for their (always diverse) economic 
values including the co-production of agro-diversity and wellbeing. contrary to 
the critical literature on the dangers of environmental market-based instruments 
commodifying ‘nature’ and alienating people from its production, in this setting 
‘nature’ to some extent already has a ‘price’ (although its value is always contex-
tually determined). in this way, the WithOneSeed program fits within, rather than 
creates anew, already existing property rights within an existing agro-forestry 
logic. however, potential problems might arise if the aims of the program (a 30 
year sequestration of carbon per tree) contradicts desires on the part of the farmers 
to benefit more quickly from this ‘stock of nature’ in other more lucrative ways.

The ways to address this latter issue are as yet unresolved. What is clear is that 
a fully indigenous regime of private property—not common property—in planted 
trees has provided the basis for a successful reforestation program to date. Farmers 
may one day be tempted to sell for timber the trees they have planted under the 
thirty-year reforestation scheme. Whether this should be prevented by coercive 
means, whether farmers should be provided with new monetary incentives not to 
do it, or to plant new trees in the place of the ones they fell is a matter still under 
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discussion. In this suite of discussions, recourse to customary ritual regulations 
such as tara bandu is another possibility to add to the WithOneSeed program 
response. While post-independence tara bandu processes have not been successful 
in other parts of the Baguia valley, they are successful as a community governance 
mechanism in some other parts of the country (see palmer and McWilliam 2019).

Along with a diversity of understandings of labour and property in Baguia, we 
have glimpsed how a range of practices of care are already woven through this car-
bon program and the ways in which these things and relations are being exchanged 
and brought into being.6 What is being actively reworked in such contexts are the 
ways in which particular relations between people and nature and between people 
and people are recognised, enabled and valued. customary processes repurposed 
in this way to include the aims of a carbon trading scheme could, as we have seen 
above, trigger a range of other social and cultural benefits as well as biodiversity 
exchanges. program leaders are aware that there is also the potential (un-explored 
in this chapter) for these additional ‘co-benefits’ to be recognised in the carbon ton-
nage price offered to investors/consumers in the voluntary carbon market. These 
important human-nature social relations and practices of care may well become a 
valued quality of the carbon credits produced for the global market from Baguia.

people in Timor-leste are adept at reworking external logics to fit in with their 
own. In this case, what we can see is that a number of externally derived concep-
tual frameworks, namely sustainability, poverty reduction, and climate mitigation, 
are actively infusing local people’s concerns and practices. Yet from a preliminary 
analysis of local framings and understandings of this program, it is clear that a 
number of key endogenous principles underpin the ways in which these external 
frameworks are being reworked. These principles (which are broadly similar 
across the country) include a commitment to locally instantiated inheritable land 
and property rights, including those concerning the cultivation of land and 
planting of trees, and a commitment to intergenerational wellbeing and exchange. 
The idea of ameliorating ar foer (dirty air) and generating carbon-social credits 
are simply an added bonus for this already established set of land use practices 
(one that is also contributing to the diversity of trees/crops being planted). As we 
have seen above, program staff are focussed on carrying out GpS data collection 
of trees stands, tree diameters and sequestration rates. Farmers in Baguia do not 
necessarily understand the details or the need for this data collection, but they 
are happy to enable and support this process if this is what is needed to be known 
and measured, even if the staff show a stronger desire to participate directly in 
calculation and evaluation exercises.
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planted trees are property with or without the WithOneSeed program. This is a 
basic fact of life in Timor-Leste—trees are linked to a range of property rights and 
exchange processes all of which are contextually activated by the histories and 
stories of who, when and why these trees were planted, and what is known about 
their use. In the West, where the investors in carbon offsets largely live, people are 
hungry for stories that, in meaningful ways, link people with place and nature. 
Stories like the need to reafforest the kokoreli ‘coffin’ tree or the potential for a tree 
planting program to reinvigorate local diets, medicinal knowledge and customary 
governance are just the sort of ‘back stories’ that investors in carbon social credits 
desire (see Jackson et al. 2017). in Baguia, and Timor-leste more broadly, where 
there are so many such stories, the idea that they might be beneficially framed, of 
interest and capitalised to external others is still taking hold.
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Notes

1 See https://carbonsocial.global/about/ Accessed 9 April 2020.
2 A collaboration with geographers lesley head, noel castree, Morgan robertson, and Marie 

Stenseke.
3 “Gold Standard was established in 2003 by World Wildlife Fund and other international nGOs 

to ensure projects that reduced carbon emissions featured the highest levels of environmental 
integrity and also contributed to sustainable development. With the adoption of the paris climate 
Agreement and the Sustainable development Goals, we launched a best practice standard for cli-
mate and sustainable development interventions, Gold Standard for the Global Goals, to maximise 
impact, creating value for people around the world and the planet we share”. See: https://www.
goldstandard.org/about-us/vision-and-mission, Website Accessed 9 April, 2020).

4 By October 2021 the Ho Musan Ida program in Baguia had increased to 1000 participating farmers, 
20 full time staff, four central plant nurseries, 250,000 trees sequestering 106.000tcO2 with the 
investor price paid per tonne uS$30.

5 As well as the cosmological context in which staples such as rice and corn are grown and exchanged 
with the ancestral realm, a further reason for the close and often communal ritual attention to 
planting and harvesting periods is the higher susceptibility of these crops to pests (palmer 2015).

6 The ways in which these exchanges might be understood relationally by carbon credit consumers 
is beyond the scope of this chapter.

https://carbonsocial.global/about/
https://www.goldstandard.org/about-us/vision-and-mission
https://www.goldstandard.org/about-us/vision-and-mission
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chApTer 11

china’s engagement in Timor-leste’s economy

Laurentina ‘Mica’ Barreto Soares

Abstract

chinese nationals have been playing a dominant role in china’s engagement in Timor-leste’s 

economy. The chinese are known for their entrepreneurial spirit and business acumen. They 

possess great commercial skills, financial capital and wide business networks. They have become 

important economic intermediaries between china and other countries through various eco-

nomic activities. Since Timor-leste’s independence, the presence of chinese nationals has been 

on the rise. Their increased presence, coupled with the return of local Timorese-chinese, has 

significantly changed Timor-Leste’s economic landscape. This chapter argues that their particular 

economic activities can be considered as new forms of economic and settler colonialism. notable 

evidence is seen in the influx of chinese migrants and their occupation of strategic locations as 

well as domination in local economic activities.

Keywords: chinese nationals; economic activities; business networks; economic intermediary

This chapter examines china’s economic activities in Timor-leste post-independ-
ence. The analysis focuses on china’s state and non-state actors’ immersion in 
Timor-leste’s economy over the past two decades. china’s non-state actors refer in 
particular to the overseas chinese community in Timor-leste. The term overseas 
chinese refers to the Huaqiao and Huaren groups. The Huaqiao(s) are those over-
seas chinese who reside outside of china and have obtained permanent residency 
abroad but still maintain their chinese nationality, while the Huaren(s) are defined 
as those ethnic chinese who reside and become nationals of foreign countries (Tan 
2013, 2-3). in this case, the analysis of the chinese community in Timor-leste focuses 
on chinese nationals or chinese newcomers and Timorese-chinese and their 
different economic activities in the country.12 In-depth accounts concerning the 
history of Timorese-chinese communities can be found in douglas Kammen and 
Jonathan chen’s 2019 book China Timor: Baba, Hakka, and Cantonese in the Making 
of Timor-Leste and Juliette huber’s 2021 chapter “At the periphery of nanyang: The 
hakka community of Timor-leste” in caroline chia and Toom hoogervorst’s edited 
volume on overseas chinese in Southeast Asia. This study, carried out between 2014 
and 2018, is based on extensive analysis of documentary sources and fieldwork 
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interviews with relevant state and non-state chinese actors, including independent 
scholars from china and Timor-leste.

The presence and economic activities of china have significantly changed 
Timor-leste’s economic landscape. Overseas chinese, particularly the chinese 
newcomers, and to some extent the Timorese-chinese community and their par-
ticular economic practices can arguably be considered a new wave of economic and 
settler colonialism. This claim is evidenced by the influx over the last two decades 
of chinese nationals and their settlement in strategic locations as key players in a 
range of economic activities in the country.

Over the past two decades, enhancing its strategic influence and economic 
objectives has arguably become china’s primary consideration in its engagement 
with Timor-leste. nonetheless, china is not the leading player in Timor-leste in 
major capital investment and major economic activities such as oil and gas indus-
tries. These areas have been dominated by the Australian, united States, italian, 
and Japanese firms.3 However, its interactions are significant and on the rise. In the 
past five years or more, china’s economic interactions have become increasingly 
noticeable at both the state and non-state level. At the non-state level, there is a pro-
liferation of chinese nationals present and carrying out economic activities in the 
country. At the state level, there are an increasingly amplified number of coopera-
tion agreements which emphasise economic development. These include invitations 
for Timor-leste to participate in different economic forums in china including 
the Boao Forum for Asia. china has also expressed great interest in investing in 
Timor-leste in the future in the areas of petroleum, the Tasi Mane project along the 
south coast, ZeeMS in Oecussi and the agricultural industry (Sampaio 2015). This 
makes china a significant player in Timor-leste’s economic landscape along with 
indonesia, Singapore, Australia, the united States, portugal, Malaysia, and others. 
The Timor-leste government’s annual trade statistic report in 2019 indicates that 
china is the fourth most important country from which Timor-leste imports goods 
and services and that 14% of Timor-leste’s exports go to china (rdTl 2019).

Overseas chinese are known for their entrepreneurial spirit and business 
acumen. They are well-equipped not only with high-level commercial skills but 
also with financial capital and wide business networks. chinese leaders as well as 
chinese scholars attach great importance to overseas chinese and consider them 
a great asset for china’s economic development (see Zhu rongji 2001 quoted in liu 
2005, 302; Guoto 2017). Overseas chinese are seen as a ‘secret economic weapon’ to 
advance china’s desire for national rejuvenation. china uses economic power to 
reclaim its past identity as a great power within the international system.

in 2014, it was estimated that between 7,500 to 8,000 people identifying as over-
seas chinese resided throughout Timor-leste. Among them, the number of chinese 
nationals and overseas chinese from other countries in the region was predicted 
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to be between 3,000 to 4,000 people, with Timorese-chinese around 4,000 people.4 
newcomers and other overseas chinese from the region come to Timor-leste 
for different economic reasons. chinese citizens come predominantly from the 
southern coast of china, particularly from Guangdong and Fujian provinces. The 
latter area has been well known as china’s great source of internal and overseas 
migration for centuries (liang and Morooka 2004, 145).

in the independence era, overseas chinese have been key players in Timor-
Leste’s local economic activities ranging from small to medium and large-scale 
enterprises. chinese state-owned and non-state-owned enterprises are involved in 
various infrastructure and non-infrastructure projects and benefit from Timor-
Leste’s public funds, particularly those that involve infrastructure projects.

This discussion on china’s engagement in Timor-leste’s economy begins by 
presenting an overview of china as state actors and their economic relations 
with Timor-leste between 2002-2018. Subsequently, it outlines china’s economic 
activities through trade and investment. it then examines overseas chinese 
engagement in Timor-leste’s economy by highlighting chinese state and non-state 
owned companies and overseas chinese economic activities between 2002-2018. 
prior to the conclusion, it discusses the ramifications of china’s increased economic 
engagement in Timor-Leste.

China’s economic diplomacy with Timor-Leste

china’s early economic interactions with Timor-leste can be traced through 
the arrival of chinese traders on Timor island in the 13th century (Kammen and 
chen 2019; durand 2016; Gunn 2016, 1999; pinto 2014; Fox 2003). chinese traders 
were among the early arrivals prior to the portuguese spice traders in 1511 and 
the dutch a century later in 1613.5 This early economic contact was marked with 
sporadic trading in various Timorese commodities such as sandalwood, beeswax 
and honey. however, the chinese trade-network appeared more effective with the 
arrival of the europeans in the 16th century (Gunn 2016; Fox 2003). The europeans 
eventually colonised and divided Timor Island into two parts, Dutch to the West 
and portuguese to the east.6 For centuries, chinese settlers focused on commercial 
activities and established communities across the island (Kammen and chan 2019). 
chinese merchants dominated and took charge of the trading markets—they 
controlled the trade of both local and foreign produced products (roque 2010, 315).

in contemporary Timor-leste, china began to establish significant economic 
links with the country as early as 2000 whilst Timor-leste was still under the united 
nations transitional administration. A chinese delegation visited dili and met 
with Timorese leaders and expressed their willingness to engage in Timor-Leste’s 
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economy.7 in an effort to further strengthen its presence in the country, in 2003 
china signed a cooperation agreement with Timor-leste in which china outlined 
aspirations to be involved in rebuilding Timor-leste (Storey 2011, 279). The agree-
ment indicated china also aspired to explore economic and trade cooperation with 
Timor-Leste and it was this cooperation agreement which provided a window of 
opportunity for china’s public and private business enterprises to engage in Timor-
Leste’s economy.

in April 2014, china and Timor-leste signed another cooperation agreement. 
Both countries agreed upon a number of areas for cooperation and named the 
cooperation an “all-round cooperative partnership” (dan 2014). These partnerships 
included, among others, a plan to expand bilateral economic relations through 
trade and investment, to deepen cooperation in security, to make an agreement 
on visa exemption for holders of diplomatic and service passports, to enhance 
relationships between the two countries through people-to-people relations such 
as cultural and sports exchange, and reciprocal visits of state and non-state actors 
and tourism (rdTl 2014). Following this agreement, Beijing has been actively 
intensifying its economic diplomacy with Dili.

it is observed that apart from bilateral arrangements, china’s economic 
relations with Timor-Leste are also organised regionally within the framework 
of Timor-leste’s engagement with the Macau Forum and the community of 
portuguese-speaking countries (cplp). While the existence of the Forum and Timor-
Leste’s active participation is a positive development for the country, overall, the 
country has yet to see significant benefits from its involvement in the Macau Forum.

china attaches great importance to Timor-leste’s geographical location within 
the Southeast Asia region. in his welcome message to Timor-leste in 2015, chinese 
Ambassador liu hongyang stated, “Timor-leste is one of china’s neighbours in 
Southeast Asia, which is of great importance in the neighbourhood policy of the 
chinese Government” (hongyang 2015). Such neighbourhood policy considerations 
incentivise Beijing to consider Timor-Leste as part of its grand strategy for global 
economic connectivity through the 21st century Maritime Silk road (MSr) proposal. 
The MSr is part of the One Belt One road (OBOr) or the Belt and road initiative 
that was introduced by chinese president Xi Jinping in 2013 to boost infrastructure 
connectivity throughout Southeast Asia, Oceania, and east Africa. The MSr focus 
on maritime trade complements the Silk road economic Belt that also focuses on 
infrastructure development over land through central Asia (Green 2018, 1).

in china’s view, the Belt and road initiative aims to promote connectivity 
through land and seas between china and Asian, european and African countries. 
While Beijing argues that the Initiative focuses largely on economic development, 
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some observers argue that the Initiative also involves a geopolitical component 
wherein Beijing aims to enhance its influence in the world and challenge the world 
order (Green 2018; Sagi and engelberth 2018; cau 2018). This issue is beyond the 
scope of this chapter, but it is important to note that for china, the initiative is 
not a new approach but a revival of its ancient trade road known as the Silk road 
from 2000 years ago (Sagi and engelberth 2018, 13-14). Thus, china considers Timor-
leste’s participation in the initiatives as a revival of its old trading link from the 13th 
century before the arrival of Europeans on Timor Island.

Since the MSr proposal was introduced to Timor-leste in 2014, china has 
framed its relationship with the country as part of its overall cooperation under the 
initiative of building the 21st century MSr. like other Southeast Asian countries, 
Timor-leste welcomes this proposal and has been willing to cooperate with china 
under the proposed initiative. in his visit to Macau in May 2019, former president 
of Timor-Leste, Jose Ramos-Horta, reiterated Timor-Leste’s eagerness to boost the 
country’s cooperation with china in order to develop its economy and expressed 
his full support of the OBOR proposal.8 Speaking to lusa news Agency, the former 
president at that time said that for the purpose of Timor-Leste’s national devel-
opment, the country could benefit from partnerships with china, as well as other 
partnerships (Macauhub 2019).

Timor-leste is now among the 64 member countries which officially takes part 
in china’s OBOr project. in 2017, the OBOr Bank’s Board of Governors approved 
dili’s application to become the institution’s “regional prospective Member”. As 
such, Timor-leste now joins more than 60 other countries as the Bank’s members 
with its first capital investment around uS$16 million. in Timor-leste’s view, its 
participation in the Bank aims to “improve economic and social development in 
Asia by investing in high quality, financially viable and environmentally friendly 
infrastructure projects” (rdTl 2017).

Despite the proposal’s ambition, the ways in which this initiative is mutually 
beneficial for both china and Timor-leste remain unclear. While china considers 
that the proposal has been effected through the involvement of its nationals in 
different infrastructure projects and other economic activities, Timor-Leste 
remains unclear on how exactly the proposal will be implemented and how it 
will benefit. in September 2015, in my fieldwork interview with a senior official 
of Timor-Leste’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it was apparent that, although Timor-
Leste had officially welcomed the initiative, the country was still far from ready to 
properly make use of the opportunity in order to benefit from it. Between 2015-2018, 
Timor-Leste made unsuccessful attempts to mobilise finance mechanisms under 
the OBOR framework.
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Trade and investment

it has yet to be seen how china’s economic initiatives and investment will impact 
Timor-leste’s development plans. nonetheless, china has been investing in strate-
gic areas of Timor-leste’s government infrastructure: chinese has helped to build 
the presidential palace, the ministry of foreign affairs and its diplomatic training 
center, and the ministry of defence. Similar investment exercises are carried out 
by china in other developing countries, including portuguese-speaking countries. 
The chinese Ministry of commerce reported that china’s general foreign direct 
investment to Timor-leste between 2010-2014 soared from uS$7.5 million to 
uS$15.8 million (hKTdc research 2016, 2). in 2018, this increased significantly to 
over uS$45 million (hKTdc research 2019, 8). in 2014, the Macau Forum media 
reported that three chinese companies had indicated strong interest in investing 
in Timor-leste’s uS$400 million ZeeMS project (Sampaio 2014). it is important to 
note that the majority of chinese companies operating in Timor-leste are state 
owned companies. While at the time of writing, none of these chinese companies 
have become involved in ZeeMS projects in Timor-leste’s enclave of Oecussi, 
some chinese companies have put forward concrete proposals for investment 
in agricultural production. For example, one proposal involved 400 acres of land 
to plant bananas to be exported to china. Another proposal involved 100 acres 
to plant pineapples for export (Sampaio 2015). A chinese state-owned company 
called china civil engineering construction corporation has also signed a contract 
with Timor-Leste’s national oil company Timor Gap to construct a port in Beaco, 
viqueque district. The estimated cost of the Beaco port construction is uS$943 
million dollars (Macauhub 2019). Beaco is expected to become the destination for 
the oil pipeline from the Timor Sea connecting to other sites along the south coast 
designated for processing natural gas as well as a port facility for the export of 
liquefied natural gas (Timor Gap 2019). A chinese airline company has expressed 
interest in investing in aero-connectivity between dili and hong Kong (plataforma 
Media 2019).

However, given their active involvement in the oil and gas sector, Australia, 
the united States and italy are the major investment players in Timor-leste. Along 
with portugal and indonesia, Australia is also involved in financial investment. 
nevertheless, china and indonesia have higher numbers of registered companies 
and business enterprises in Timor-Leste. A lack of statistics on foreign business 
enterprises in Timor-leste makes it difficult to provide an exact figure for chinese 
and Indonesian business properties. However, with the increased number of 
chinese newcomers present in the country, it can be said around 300 business 
enterprises belong to chinese merchants. in his 2015 interview with the Jakarta 
post newspaper, former prime Minister rui Maria de Araújo stated there are over 
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20 indonesian state-owned companies and up to 400 indonesian private companies 
operating in Timor-leste (Aritonang 2015).

The volume of china’s bilateral trade with Timor-leste has also increased stead-
ily over the past years. china is now one of the major import trading partners in 
Timor-leste. indonesia is the source of Timor-leste’s largest imports—almost 90% 
of goods circulating in Timor-Leste’s market are from Indonesia. Other major trad-
ing partners include the united States, Australia, hong Kong, Malaysia, portugal, 
Thailand, South Korea and Japan. Timor-leste also has direct trade relations with 
Taiwan—an activity mostly revived from Timor-leste through Timorese-chinese 
and in which the main export commodities have been coffee and some other 
organic agriculture products. Taiwan’s exports to Timor-Leste include foods, diesel 
and vehicle parts, and accessories.

In general, as a small country, Timor-Leste is highly dependent on imports due 
to its limited domestic industry. Statistics on china’s trade with Timor-leste as 
recorded by the Forum for economic cooperation and Trade between china and 
portuguese-speaking countries revealed that from 2013 to 2019 china’s total export 
to Timor-leste is over uS$79.5 million and its total imports from Timor-leste is over 
uS$3 million. Table 11.1 below indicates china’s trade relations with Timor-leste as 
reported by the Forum for economic cooperation and Trade between china and 
portuguese-speaking countries from 2013 to 2019.

Table 11.1: Statistics on china’s trade with Timor-leste from 2013-2019 (uS$‘000)

Year Import Export

2019 2,456.09 14,357.88

2018 300.59 13,294.56

2017 156.21 13,327.37

2016 29.97 17,188.29

2015 72.49 10,595.44

2014 9.99 6,034.79

2013 39.7 4,730.67

Total 3,065.04 79,529.00

Source: This public document was extracted from the permanent Secretariat of the Forum 
for economic cooperation and Trade between china and portuguese-speaking countries. See 
http://www.forumchinaplp.org.mo/category/news/trade-data/?lang=pt

Meanwhile, data from the Timor-leste government revealed that from 2004 to 2019, 
with the exception of 2007 due to the 2006 political crisis, total imports of both 
merchandise and non-merchandise items from china increased exponentially. See 

http://www.forumchinaplp.org.mo/category/news/trade-data/?lang=pt
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Table 11.2 below regarding Timor-leste government’s statistics on Timor-leste’s 
exports to and imports from china from 2004 to 2019. The statistics reveal a massive 
trade imbalance between china and Timor-leste. china’s main imported goods to 
Timor-Leste include pre-fabricated building materials, vehicles, cigarettes, uncooked 
pasta, uncooked rice, tractors, mounting fittings for building of base metal, appara-
tus for carrier-current or for digital system and medical treatment, and household 
and sanitary products. Timor-leste’s exports goods to china are mainly coffee and 
a few other organic agriculture products such as vanilla, candlenuts and turmeric.

Table 11.2: Statistics on Timor-leste’s export (including re-export) to and import from china 
between 2004 and 2019 (uS$’000)

Year Imports Export & Re-Exports Coffee Exports*

2004 1,321 10 0

2005 1,684 13 0

2006 2,209 126 0

2007 0 0 0

2008 5,363 0 0

2009 11,572 57 28,110

2010 21,531 295 103,197

2011 55,913 13,911 111,360

2012 43,603 559 82,800

2013 39,787 309 0

2014 41,335 77 0

2015 53,151 81 0

2016 97,775 674 304,504

2017 83,457 2,062 58.464

2018 65,157 2,599 66,528

2019 69,243 20,005 361,351

Total 593,101 40,778 1,057,908.46

* The nominal from coffee export is expressed as it is
Source: This statistic is extracted from Timor-leste government’s public document on 
external trade annual statistic report with modification from the author. See http://www.
statistics.gov.tl/tl/category/survey-indicators/external-trade-statistics/anual-reports/

http://www.statistics.gov.tl/tl/category/survey-indicators/external-trade-statistics/anual-reports/
http://www.statistics.gov.tl/tl/category/survey-indicators/external-trade-statistics/anual-reports/
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in 2008, the chinese government offered zero-tariff treatment to Timor-leste’s mer-
chandise exports to china (chinese embassy in Timor-leste 2011). Such treatment 
is arguably part of china’s soft power approach to gain Timor-leste’s attention in 
strengthening its trading activities. While Timor-leste welcomed china’s offer, due 
to Timor-Leste’s limited merchandise exports, the opportunity has not been fully 
utilised by the country. Timor-Leste most likely will not be able to reduce its trade 
imbalance with china for obvious reasons relating to its geography, demography 
and economic capacity. See Table 3 below regarding Timor-leste’s trade balance. it 
indicates from 2004 to 2019, Timor-leste’s total trade deficit is over uS$5.2 billion.

Table 11.3. Statistics on Timor-leste’s Trade deficit 2004-2019 (uS$’000)

Year Export Import Trade Balance

2004 105,654 164,108 -58,454

2005 43,451 109,127 -65,676

2006 60,685 100,802 -40,117

2007* 19,179 206,133 -186,954

2008 49,207 268,584 -219,377

2009 34,512 295,096 -260,584

2010 41,660 298,091 -256,431

2011 53,253 339,630 -286,377

2012 76,893 670,121 -593,228

2013 53,278 528,824 -475,546

2014 39,065 553,658 -514,594

2015 38,415 491,230 -452815

2016 161,800 511,703 -349,903

2017 24,857 588,217 -563,360

2018 48,302 565,246 -518,944

2019 153,741 596,989 -443,248

Total 1,003,952 6,287,559 -5,258,608

* Statistics recorded for 2007 were based on trend estimates for missing months
Source: This is extracted from Timor-leste government’s public document on external trade 
annual statistic report with modification from the author. See http://www.statistics.gov.tl/tl/
category/survey-indicators/external-trade-statistics/anual-reports

http://www.statistics.gov.tl/tl/category/survey-indicators/external-trade-statistics/anual-reports
http://www.statistics.gov.tl/tl/category/survey-indicators/external-trade-statistics/anual-reports
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Overseas Chinese involvement in Timor-Leste’s economy

despite the early origins of china’s involvement in Timor-leste’s economy (Kammen 
and chen 2019; see also chapter 1, this volume), its economic presence rose steadily 
following Timor-leste’s internal political crisis in 2006. As the economy steadily 
recovered from this period, there was a massive influx of chinese private and state-
owned companies and business enterprises to the country. However, the absence of 
formal statistics on international foreign business enterprises makes it difficult to 
present accurate figures of overseas ‘chinese’ business in the country.

The visibly increased presence of these entities in the Timor-Leste business 
landscape was on the one hand a part of china’s ‘going out strategy’ policy that 
was introduced in the 1990s. This strategy encourages not only chinese citizens 
who are interested in better economic conditions to leave china, but also chinese 
business enterprises, both state and non-state owned enterprises, to venture and 
operate overseas in the form of outward foreign direct investment (Abeliansky and 
Martínes-Zarzoso 2019; Wang 2016; nash 2012). For some, migration was facilitated 
by the chinese government, notably the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of 
public Security, and Overseas Affairs Office of the State council, in the form of 
financial capital and other related administrative arrangements. While others, 
particularly the private-owned companies and business enterprises, develop their 
own arrangements through family and friendship network connections (Fieldwork 
interview with representative of chinese newcomers—dili, 6 September 2015).

On the other hand, the increased presence of chinese business enterprises and 
companies and other international economic players in the country can be read 
as an outcome of incentives offered by Timor-Leste’s strategic development plan. 
its 2030 Strategic plan and related investment laws encourage a diversification of 
foreign direct investment in the country.9 Since its restoration of independence in 
2002, whilst trying to improve the nation’s quality of life, health and education, the 
government of Timor-Leste has also been focusing on infrastructure development 
aimed at laying groundwork for its economic development. This includes building 
and improving roads, bridges, waterways, power plants, expansion of airports 
and seaports and telecommunications. The government has allocated over uS$1.2 
billion specifically for infrastructure development. Such an enabling environment 
opens up a window of opportunity for international economic players from differ-
ent parts of the world to come to Timor-Leste.

From 2008 to 2019, chinese companies received over uS$450 million of Timor-
leste public funds through a public bidding process. For example, china Overseas 
engineering Group co. ltd and china railway First Group co. ltd won public bids 
for building the first highway construction on the south coast of Timor-leste. 30 km 
of a 151 km highway was completed in late 2018. The road is expected to connect Suai 
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and viqueque districts and facilitate road transport between the aforementioned 
south coast Tasi Mane oil and gas industrial hubs. china regards the completion 
of the project as a sign of chinese companies’ great accomplishment and the news 
was widely reported by different chinese state media outlets in china. The china 
harbour engineering co. ltd was subcontracted by a French transport company 
called Bolloré ports who was contracted by the Timor-leste Government to build 
the new Tibar port and harbour (Macau Forum 2017a). The Tibar harbour project 
is by far the biggest public construction project to be built on the outskirts of Dili 
with an estimated cost of around uS$490 million. it will be funded through a pub-
lic-private partnership arrangement, in this case, private partners, the Timor-Leste 
government and Bollore ports (ibid.).

in 2008, the chinese nuclear industry 22nd (cni22) was awarded over uS$350 
million via public tender, the highest amount ever awarded in Timor-Leste’s 
history, to build a power plant in Timor-leste. According to la’o hamutuk nGO, 
cni22 was also awarded another government contract totalling over uS$1 million 
for school table and chair supplies (la’o hamutuk 2013). This has made cni22 the 
biggest beneficiary of Timor-leste government funds among chinese companies, 
its dominance prompting criticism from local non-governmental organisations. In 
2013, la’o hamutuk wrote a formal protest letter to the Government procurement 
Office but received no formal response (ibid., 2013).

china sees its companies’ engagement in Timor-leste as an opportunity to 
expand its Maritime Silk road influence through infrastructure development. in his 
remarks to journalists in a media gathering in dili in April 2019, chinese ambassador 
Xiao Jianguo named the projects as ‘one grid’, ‘one road’ and ‘one port’—a play on 
Beijing’s narrative with regards to the networks of the One Belt One Road Initiative 
(chinese embassy in Timor-leste 2019). chinese firms have not only competed 
and received funds through Timor-Leste’s direct public funding, they have also 
competed for and received loans provided by the World Bank, Japan and the Asian 
Development Bank for public infrastructure projects, particularly road construction.

it is important to note that Timor-leste’s Service for Business registration (Serve) 
has also registered companies from indonesia, portugal, Australia, Japan, Malaysia, 
South Korea and Spain to be involved in large infrastructure projects in Timor-leste 
(Fieldwork interview with head of Serve—dili, 2 September 2015). indonesian 
companies have significantly benefited from Timor-Leste’s public funds. Indonesian 
Ambassador to Timor-leste, Sahat Sitorus, in his interview with indonesian online 
detik Finance news on 19 September 2017, confirmed the dominant presence of 
Indonesian state owned companies in Timor-Leste’s development projects:

pembangunan di sini memang didominasi sama BuMn indonesia. Kita berperan penting 

terhadap pembangunan yang terjadi di Timor-leste. Bisa dilihat BuMn indonesia ini 
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komplit ada di sini, hutama Karya, Waskita, WiKA, pT pp, Adhi Karya. Bikin jalan, peru-

mahan, gedung sampai bioskop pun ada di sini (Simorangkir 2017).

Development in Timor-Leste is indeed dominated by Indonesian state-owned enterprises. 

We play an important role in Timor-Leste’s development. You can see many Indonesian 

state-owned companies that are here such as hutama Karya, Waskita, WiKA, pT pp and 

Adhi Karya. They construct roads, houses, buildings as well as cinemas.

At the level of small to medium scale businesses in Timor-leste, overseas chinese 
and Timorese-chinese are also important players. prominent enterprises among 
chinese-Timorese include AKAM (the owner of leader, lita Store, and Toyota 
dealer), Jape family of Timor-plaza and Star King. These business enterprisers are 
located in dili and considered the top three players among the Timorese-chinese 
community. during the portuguese colonial regime, ethnic chinese monopolised 
the territory’s market economy—they controlled 95% of some 400 wholesale and 
retail commerce in the territory (dunn 2003, 38). They also cultivated and exported 
Timor coffee. It was reported that out of the twenty-five largest firms in the terri-
tory under portuguese administration, only two of them were portuguese firms, 
namely SApT and SOTA.10 The most vibrant and largest business owner among the 
ethnic chinese at the time was the two brothers of the Sang Tai hoo family (dunn 
2003, 38-39). This family business managed to extend their commercial network to 
other parts of Asia predominantly occupied by ethnic chinese such as hong Kong, 
Singapore and Macau.

post-independence, most chinese newcomers involved in trading activities set-
tled in the capital Dili, as it is the centre of economic activities. They are involved in 
various economic activities from trading and retailing of cheap goods to wholesale 
construction materials, business in hotels, gas stations, restaurants, internet cafes 
and brothels. interestingly, most of the goods and materials sold by the chinese 
new merchants are directly imported from Indonesia. This shows how overseas 
chinese economic activities in Timor-leste have also indirectly contributed to 
Indonesia’s economic development.

Many of these chinese merchants occupy strategic locations along the main 
roads of Dili. The neighbourhood around Hudi-Laran Road and Fatuhada Road in 
dili is now populated mainly by the new chinese traders from Fujian province. The 
new chinese traders rent the land and properties from the Timor-leste government 
and private individuals for a minimum of 10 to 20 years. land and property rents 
cost between uS$300 to more than uS$1,000 per month (Fieldwork interview with 
a chinese new merchant, Zhen Jiang—dili, 3 September 2014). Similar localised 
patterns of occupying most strategic places and involvement in various types of 
business are found in the economic activities of chinese migrants in Africa (park 
2009, 7-9) and small-island developing pacific countries.
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Implications of China’s increased economic engagement in Timor-Leste

china and Timor-leste’s economic relations are asymmetric in many ways. While 
undeniably china’s engagement has contributed to diversifying Timor-leste’s 
economy, its increasing economic presence has ramifications at both state and 
non-state level in the country and to some extent beyond Timor-Leste’s border. Its 
dynamic interactions, particularly through its overseas community’s engagement 
in different economic activities, prompts conflicting views among Timorese locals, 
including the Timorese-chinese community and government officials (Barreto 
Soares 2019, 323). Some locals are critical of china’s economic engagement strategy 
as advanced through chinese newcomers’ increased presence and economic activ-
ities in the country. Others, including Timorese officials, have raised no concerns 
about it (Fieldwork interviews 2014-2018). These official views largely asserted that 
the presence of chinese newcomers and their economic activities was an important 
contribution to the country’s social and economic development as well as helping 
to address local needs. In the interview with former chief of staff of the president’s 
office it was stated that:

I think, like many countries in other parts of the world, the influx of new immigrants such 

as newly arrived chinese and other foreign workers could recreate and create opportunity 

for parts of the local economy to grow. Having a rather criminalizing immigration is not a 

solution, or having utterly and strongly xenophobic policy is not a solution either…rather 

than criminalizing that, we have to make sure that our people become more competitive and 

be more prepared (Fieldwork interview with Fidelis Magalhaes—dili, 2 September 2014).

Evidence also suggests that the presence and economic activities of newcomer 
chinese traders provide employment to locals, improve local skills and knowledge 
in business development particularly for young Timorese, generate income for 
Timorese families and the state by leasing private and state land and properties, 
paying tax to the government and creating competition in the market by making the 
price of goods affordable for many ordinary Timorese (Barreto Soares 2019, 323). 
Furthermore, the chinese newcomers are seen as risk-takers, willing to expand 
their economic activities to remote villages where other traders, including locals, 
are hesitant to undertake business activity (Barreto Soares 2019, 323).

On the other hand, the increased presence and economic practices of chinese new-
comers, and to a certain extent some Timorese-chinese returnees, can be considered 
new forms of colonialism. Their occupation of strategic economic sectors and also 
domination of some key economic activities is evidence of this and resembles what 
Ogunrotifa Ayodeji Bayo refers to as the neo-colonial processes bound up in Africa’s 
recent experience with the arrival of chinese economic migrants (Bayo 2011, 228).
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Such practices generate concern over the long-term social, cultural, economic 
and political consequences for the country. As one Timorese economics scholar 
observed:

With many chinese newcomers coming into Timor-leste, their relationship with Timorese 

is also full of risk—they will influence Timorese’s social and cultural domain through 

inter-marriage … I see this phenomenon as natural but it is not normal. It is natural 

because we see interracial marriage is everywhere but it is not normal because it does 

not follow Timor-Leste’s cultural norms and as a result, things that are supposedly natural 

become not natural. This will bring risk to Timor-Leste in the future (Fieldwork interview 

with lucas da costa—dili, 2 September 2014).

chinese migrants’ involvement in various economic opportunities, particularly in 
local economies have created a sense of tension among both Timorese-chinese and 
Timorese locals. Timorese-chinese feel threatened that newcomer chinese mer-
chants and other ethnic chinese are taking over their historically privileged role as 
major economic players in Timor-leste’s economy. chinese newcomers’ intrusion 
into local markets has also impacted the demographic of traditional market develop-
ment, which so far has been dominated by locals (see chapter 2, this volume). in an 
interview with a representative of the dili-based chinese-Timorese Association, the 
respondent stated that chinese newcomers are greedy and very aggressive in doing 
business and that their increased presence has destroyed local market development 
and impacted property rental prices (Fieldwork interview—dili, 8 October 2014).

interestingly, while the Timorese-chinese community raise concerns over 
chinese newcomers’ economic practices, many Timorese have been disturbed by 
some of the Timorese-chinese community’s economic engagement. Of most concern 
is the Jape Kong Su family, who has been accused of ‘land grabbing’.11 The family was 
accused of evicting Timorese families to build its large commercial property known 
as Timor-plaza creating tension between the Timor-plaza owners, local landown-
ers and a local nGO Matadalan ba rai, which advocated for the evicted families 
(Barreto Soares 2019, 325). Being a key player in the property market amongst the 
Timorese-chinese community, the Jape family also reportedly purchased cheaply 
over 50 acres of land over the hills in eastern dili for different economic purposes, 
including renting out land to other business developers (ibid., 2019). At the time 
of writing, some construction works on this land include land demarcation and 
road construction, sparking much criticism by local nGOs regarding the issue of 
environmental degradation in the area.

remittances of funds generated by overseas chinese business interests is 
another significant issue. The absence of official statistics makes it difficult to 
present the actual figure. however, as profit-takers, it is believed that most chinese 
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migrants sent their remittances back to china or other countries. This is consistent 
with past practices. during the portuguese administration, most ethnic chinese 
sent their remittances to Taiwan and Macau, including some to sustain the revo-
lutionary wars of ciang Kai-sek and the nationalists. This is a similar remittance 
pattern to overseas chinese in other Southeast Asian countries (yong and McKenna 
1990 quoted in cheok et al. 2013, 76).

The increased presence and engagement of chinese migrants has also brought 
with it urban environmental and safety concerns. For example, their increased 
presence has increased the capital Dili’s density and land and property rentals 
have become expensive. This has forced some Timorese families to relocate 
further inland or move to other more remote areas in search of affordable accom-
modation. nonetheless, to date, there have not been incidents of public hatred or 
public expressions of anti-chinese sentiment. however, there are some isolated 
cases which have prompted localised tensions and some read these incidents as 
expressing racially motivated sentiments against chinese newcomers. There are 
also reports of isolated incidents of fighting between locals and chinese newcomer 
shopowners in some neighbourhoods in Dili and in the Municipalities due to social 
jealousies. Some of these tensions have been brought to the attention of the chinese 
Embassy in Timor-Leste who have been asked to intervene to assure the safety and 
security of chinese newcomers (Fieldwork observations between 2014 and 2018).

it is also asserted that some chinese newcomers have been involved in illegal 
practices including gambling, money laundering and human trafficking. A number 
of brothels in dili are owned by chinese newcomers and the women who work 
there have been brought from china and other Southeast Asian countries. Some 
chinese migrants are also involved in supporting black market money lending 
directed not only at new chinese migrants but also to some locals (interview with 
un police officer Jose Brito—dili, 13 October 2014). in 2017, the activities of a chinese 
company named Fuzhou hoo long Ocean Fishing co. ltd, which was licenced by 
the Timorese Government to fish in Timor-Leste seas, prompted public protests 
over its alleged involvement in illegal fishing of protected sharks in Timor-Leste 
waters. The company’s fleet of 15 vessels was held but then released without charge 
after paying a considerably small bail of uS$100,000 (Sea Shepherd 2018).

Conclusion

Any consideration of economic diversity and community-based economic acitivites 
in contemporary Timor-Leste must consider the long-standing, active and ever 
changing participation of chinese state and non-state actors in Timor-leste’s 
economy.
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Beijing’s judicious economic diplomacy has turned china into one of the 
significant economic players in Timor-Leste. Having observed Beijing’s active 
economic diplomacy and its non-state actors’ considerable activities over the past 
two decades, it can be concluded that china has profound interest in Timor-leste’s 
economy. Overseas chinese community involvement in Timor-leste’s economy 
has gone beyond state level—the newcomers in particular have encroached into 
the local economy. Their active engagement has brought certain ramifications 
for Timor-leste and others beyond its borders where china’s economic bolster is 
turning Timor-Leste into a battle ground for competing economic and geopolitical 
interests of major powers.

On the other hand, the chinese are not alone—indonesian and other non-
Timorese owned business companies and enterprises have increasingly intruded in 
the local economy. They have benefitted significantly from both public and private 
funds, although the latter is less significant compared to the relative availability of 
public funds in Timor-Leste.

china’s engagement is expected to increase over time. its Belt and road initiative 
will serve as its strategy for further connectivity with Timor-Leste’s economy in the 
years to come. Meanwhile, Timor-Leste’s national development plan has created an 
enabling environment for china and other countries to take up various economic 
opportunities in the country.

The ramifications of this for the national and local community economies 
require both the chinese and Timor-leste governments’ attention in order to avoid 
the potential for increased negative impacts at the state and society level.

Notes

1 The term Timorese-chinese is commonly expressed in reverse order in Tetum (the national lan-
guage of Timor-leste) as Xina-Timor.

2 in this paper, the term chinese newcomers is used interchangeably with chinese migrants.
3 however, recently, a united States’ firm has withdrawn from one of the oil and gas project deals 

in the Greater Sunrise project.
4 According to a research report conducted by the Office of president in 2014, in that year around 

1,000 new chinese migrants arrived in Timor-leste. The immigration Office reported around 3,000 
to 4,000 new chinese migrants arrived in Timor-leste between 2002 and 2014. Some of them left 
the country after their contracts terminated with the chinese companies. however, the number 
of new arrivals continues to increase every year. In a fieldwork interview with a representative 
of a chinese newcomers’ association by the author in March 2022, it was reported that as of 
december 2021 there are around 5,000 chinese nationals residing in Timor-leste.

5 Apart from chinese traders, there were Malay, Javanese, Arab, indian and Gujarati merchants who 
frequently visited Timor island for trading of beeswax and sandalwood (lea and Milward 2001, 42).
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6 it is important to note that despite portugal’s initial contact in 1511, its official colonial rule did not 
begin until 1702.

7 This is based on personal observations since 2000 and an informal conversation with a Timorese 
leader in dili during my fieldwork in 2017.

8 At the time of writing, Jose Ramos Horta sworn in for second time as president of Timor-Leste for 
the period of 2022 to 2027.

9 While the exact number of chinese firms in Timor-leste is unknown due to the absence of official 
statistics, those that operate on the ground include china Overseas engineering Group co. ltd, 
china railway First Group co. ltd, china harbour engineering co. ltd, china railway international 
Group, Shanghai construction Group co. ltd, china Wuyi construction no Guang Sha co. ltd. Other 
chinese enterprises currently working in Timor-leste include china international construction 
cooperation (cicO), Fujian international cooperation, Guangxi international construction 
engineering, china Shandong international economic and Technical cooperation Group co. ltd 
and Shun international economical and Technical corporation Group company. Most of these 
establishments are state-owned.

10 SApT (Sociedade Agricola Patria e Trabalho, also known as the Sociedade) was a state-owned firm 
that was established by portuguese Governor celestino da Silva towards the end of the 1800s. 
Meanwhile, SOTA (Sociedade Orientale do Transportes e Armazens) was an investment company 
controlled by the Japanese before the portuguese took over after Japanese’s occupation during 
WWii. it was a successor to the pre-war Asia investment company. These two companies were 
involved largely in coffee plantations and export/import activities (dunn 2003, 38).

11 The Jape Kong Su family are Timorese-chinese who returned to Timor-leste after Timor-leste’s 
independence. The Jape family is a well-established business group in Australia’s northern 
Territory.
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Migrant work and homecoming: 
Experiences of Timorese seasonal workers

Ann Wigglesworth and Abel Boavida dos Santos

Abstract

Most of Timor-Leste’s population is dependent on subsistence agriculture and young people 

flock to the capital in search of further education or work in the capital. With the lack of work 

opportunities in Timor-Leste, the government sought to send young Timorese overseas as tempo-

rary migrant workers. Two official programs for temporary workers were established in South 

Korea and Australia, but a greater number travel to the uK (united Kingdom) through informal 

migration channels. This paper focusses on the development outcomes of migration programs, 

seeking to understand how migrant work impacts the family economy and wellbeing. It draws on 

the case study of Timorese workers in Australia’s Seasonal Workers program, their experiences 

as migrant workers, their use of remittances and how migration contributes to their potential to 

support their family on return to Timor-Leste.

Keywords: Timor-Leste; labour mobility; work; remittances; family economy

Labour mobility is driven by social inequalities in the global marketplace, evident 
by the gap between the poor rural agricultural producers and the middle classes in 
the ‘modernising’ urban areas. The exploitation of migrant labour in low grade jobs 
making cheap goods for the consuming middle classes has become the face of stark 
global inequalities. Meanwhile in the locations of poverty, rural-urban migration 
has become a strategy to reduce poverty by families around the world, often as 
a first step leading to international migration. It provides vulnerable households 
a way to engage in asset accumulation that can provide families with exit routes 
from poverty (ellis 2003).

Labour mobility is a relatively new phenomenon in Timor-Leste. There are 
thousands of Timorese working overseas as a means to support their families, in 
three major destinations: Australia, Korea and the uK. The conditions they face 
overseas are diverse, but the reasons they go are similar. This paper is focussed 
on understanding how migration opportunities are taken up by young Timorese, 
drawing on an in-depth study of the Australian Seasonal Worker program (SWp) to 
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identify the short to medium-term impacts for workers participating in the SWp. it 
also situates this research in the broader context of Timorese migrant experiences 
in Korea and the uK. This research finds that these migrants see themselves as 
contributors to their families and communities through their financial contribu-
tion (see chapter 14, this volume). At the same time, a broadening of their horizons 
has supported criticism of some traditional practices, resulting in their desire to 
challenge local customs that are inequitable.

Labour mobility in Timor-Leste

The movement of people from their place of origin is often influenced by diverse 
factors such as poverty, war or conflict. Labour migration is driven by expected 
improvements in the life of a migrant’s family which might include higher wages, 
employment, health and education. International migration generally is beneficial 
for most of those involved, resulting in higher Gross domestic product (Gdp) growth 
for countries of destination and increased wages for migrants (eScAp 2016, 10-11). 
Remittances sent by migrants have positive effects not only for their families, but 
also for communities and their country in general. potentially, countries of origin can 
benefit when migrants return with new skills that are useful to the national economy.

The theory of new economics of labour Migration recognises that migration 
decisions (who goes, where to go, for how long, to do what etc.) are not individual 
decisions but joint decisions taken within the ambit of the household, and for 
different members of the household (King 2012). This is particularly the case in 
communitarian societies such as in Timor-Leste where the extended family plays a 
central role in decision making.

Economic inequalities between urban and rural Timor-Leste are increasingly 
evident, with the wealthier residing in urban areas, while the vulnerable poor are 
predominantly in the rural areas (McWilliam 2015). This wealth contrast is a driver 
of rural-urban migration. Internal migration to the urban centres also resulted 
from people fleeing the conflict in 1999. Since 2000, the economic opportunities 
from aid and development resources have been concentrated in the capital, leading 
to rapid population increases in Dili.

The mobility of young people to access education and work opportunities starts 
with school students moving to their district town (municipal centre) and then often 
onto the capital Dili to attend secondary school. Most of them do not return to the 
rural areas to live but remain in the urban areas seeking further education or work 
opportunities. During the Indonesian occupation, students were told that they should 
go to school so that they could get a job in the government. now this is every student’s 
aspiration. As Ego Lemos, Timor-Leste’s premier permaculturalist stated, “Young 
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people were not interested in agriculture. Once they had some education they assume 
agriculture is not a good source of employment” (quoted in Wigglesworth 2016, 108).

in 2009, around 22% of the total working age population living in dili were 
migrants and close to 39% of the working-age population moved to dili for economic 
or educational reasons (ilO 2016, 11). permanent jobs remain elusive for most young 
people. The number of available jobs has been small relative to the large size of the 
cohort of youth leaving formal education in search of work each year (undp 2018, 58).

McWilliam and Monteiro (2019, 48) observe that continued poor employment 
conditions and a persistent lack of work opportunities in the Timor-Leste economy, 
especially in rural areas, resulted in migration. Their research in lautém district 
found that high school graduates who failed to secure places at a university or 
employment in town, and whose parents were not in a position to support further 
education, often elected to work in the uK as a way to build savings and gain expe-
rience prior to pursuing studies in later years.

A political crisis in 2006 saw youth gangs take to the streets in violent com-
munal conflict, which triggered some concern about the disaffection and social 
marginalisation of youth as a result of lack of employment opportunities. Following 
this, the government of Timor-Leste sought to enhance work opportunities through 
labour migration, initially through the South Korea Temporary Workers program 
pilot from 2006.

The second official labour migration program to be established was the 
Australian Seasonal Workers program (SWp), which started in Timor-leste in 2012. 
The SWp is an Australian government initiative which allows workers from the 
pacific and Timor-leste to work for up to nine months (previously six months) to 
fill low-skill seasonal vacancies in Australia.1 It is supported by the Labour Mobility 
Assistance program (lMAp) which provides in-country support to the in-country 
labour supplier. In Timor-Leste this is the Department of Overseas Workers at the 
Secretariat of State for vocational Training and employment policy (SeFOpe).

Timor-leste was the fifteenth Asian country to join the South Korean 
employment permit System (epS), which regulates labour migration. The epS 
allows young Timorese to work in South Korea for three to five years. potential 
migrants must learn Korean to be eligible. Of 8,638 participants in the Korean lan-
guage course between 2009-2015, 40% passed and 60% failed the test (Wigglesworth 
and Fonseca 2016). like the SWp, this program is run by SeFOpe. This small study 
of Timorese workers who had returned from South Korea was carried out by Ann 
Wigglesworth and Zulmira Fonseca in 2015.2

A much larger number of Timorese migrant workers travel as undocumented 
migrant workers to the uK. Since the first Timorese found work in northern 
ireland in 2000, thousands have travelled a well-trodden path to join family or 
friends working in the uK. This is possible because Timorese born before 2002 have 
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the right to a portuguese passport which gives them access to european union (eu) 
countries. There are now an estimated 16,000-19,000 Timorese resident in uK, on 
portuguese passports and without official support, predominantly working in meat 
factories, warehouses and cleaning jobs. A small qualitative independent study 
of Timorese working in the uK was undertaken by Ann Wigglesworth and lionel 
Boxer in 2016.3 In the research the workers had spent from one to fourteen years 
in the uK. new arrivals are assisted by family members or friends who are already 
there and these networks are disproportionately linked to the eastern districts of 
Timor (Wigglesworth and Boxer 2019). Migrants who had worked in the uK, South 
Korea and Australia all said that the lack of job opportunities at home was their 
reason for engaging in overseas work. The scale of this migration reflects a strong 
unmet demand for paid work in Timor-Leste. Andrew McWilliam, in the following 
chapter, provides more insight into the cultural and social impacts of uK migration 
in one of the eastern districts.

The numbers of Timorese migrants that have worked in the two official over-
seas work programs in Korea and Australia are relatively small, with less than 
2,000 migrants having been placed in the epS from 2009-2015 (when the research 
was undertaken) and 1,400 by the SWp from 2012-2017. The program was growing 
quickly with thousands waiting in the Work ready pool (with equal numbers of 
men and women) for a placement. cOvid has had a profound impact with border 
restrictions curtailing movement over two years.

Remittances are now Timor-Leste’s largest source of foreign revenue after 
oil and aid, overtaking coffee, the major export. An estimated uS$44 million was 
remitted in 2017, uS$27.1m from the uK, uS$9.6m from Korea and uS$5m from 
Australia (curtain 2018).

This paper draws on the three research projects on Timorese migration as 
mentioned above. The Korea and uK surveys used a similar simple questionnaire 
to gather quantitative and qualitative data. Thirty returnees from Korea were 
interviewed. For the uK study some interviews were conducted with migrants in 
northern ireland or england and others with returnees from the uK in dili. A total 
of 21 interviews were held, a cohort too small for quantitative analysis.

The SWp questionnaire was much more comprehensive, particularly about 
working conditions, the use of remittances and post-SWp activities on return home. 
As with the Korea study, all interviews were conducted with returnees in Timor-
Leste. This comprehensive survey also reached fifty respondents in the first phase 
and 39 of these same workers in the second phase. The data interrogates the terms 
and conditions of the migration experience, the rationale for becoming a migrant, the 
purposes for which remittances were used and migrants’ aspirations for their future.

While the experiences of working in different countries were different, it was 
found that the motivations, expenditure of remittances and future aspirations of the 
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migrant workers were similar across all three programs. Due to the more compre-
hensive data from the SWp research, this paper will use SWp data on the experiences 
of Timorese migrant workers, their motivations and aspirations for the future.

Timorese seasonal workers in Australia research

The labour Mobility Assistance program (lMAp) is funded by the department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (Australia’s foreign aid program) with the specific 
purpose of supporting SWp partner countries to increase the number and quality 
of workers participating in the programme, and to support targeted activities that 
will increase the benefits (financial and other) for workers and their communities 
resulting from their participation.

A study of Timorese seasonal workers was commissioned by cardno as part 
of the lMAp in 2016-2017.4 The research team for the SWp study was led by dr 
Ann Wigglesworth with Mr Abel Boavida dos Santos and a team of three women 
and two men who were recruited and trained as data collectors. The first phase of 
research involved interviewing 50 returned workers shortly after their return. in 
the second phase these same workers were interviewed after five or six months at 
home and before they returned for another season of work.5

The SWp is a complex program with multiple stakeholders in Australia and has 
operated in Timor-leste since 2012. After a slow start, the program recruitment 
has built up. At the time of the research in 2016 almost 600 workers had been sent 
since 2012. By late 2017 this had more than doubled to 1,400 workers and the annual 
participation is said to have continued to increase.

Table 12.1. numbers of Timorese SWp workers per year up to 2017

Year Male Female Hospitality Horticulture Total

2012 7 5 12 0 12

2013 25 10 21 14 35

2014 100 31 46 85 131

2015 115 46 41 120 161

2016 227 71 34 264 298

2017 556 225 42 739 781

Total 1,030 388 196 1,222 1,418

% 73% 27% 14% 86% 100%

Table developed from data from lMAp reintegration and tracer survey and updated on 2017 
annual data via personal communication with lMAp.
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in Australia the registration of SWp employers is managed by the department 
of Jobs and Small Business. its purpose is to meet seasonal labour shortages in 
Australia in the horticulture and accommodation sectors.

The lMAp support the in-country labour supplier, SepFOpe, particularly in 
relation to pre-departure briefings and reintegration briefings. Seasonal workers 
brought into Australia by employers are subject to the same workplace relations 
and work health and safety safeguards as Australian workers.

Of the 50 workers interviewed, 10 were women and 40 were men, the majority 
between 26-35 years old with an average age of 30. Of workers interviewed, 70% 
had just secondary school education and 22% had a university degree. in this 
largely catholic country, 98% were catholic, 58% were married and 36% had never 
married including four of the ten women in the sample.

Gender disaggregated data indicates that 27% of Timorese SWp workers are 
women, a higher proportion than any pacific country participating in the SWp. This 
compares with women making up only 5% of Timorese workers who go to South 
Korea and probably not more than 10% who go to the uK. This is in part due to the 
gender equality policy of dFAT (department of Foreing Affairs and Trade) paying 
attention to the gender balance of participation. They also provide an orientation 
on gender equality and norms in Australia prior to departure.

When asked which district they are from, every district of the country was rep-
resented. however, 45 of the returned workers were recruited in dili and continue 
to be resident in Dili. This is because large numbers of young people migrate to Dili 
for education, training or work opportunities which are greater in Dili, generally 
staying with extended family members. Typically, when asked what district they 
are from, Timorese will respond with the origin of their family, often also their 
place of birth, even if they are no longer living there.

initially, the Korean epS and the Australian SWp were both seen by the govern-
ment as a way of resolving the issue of high youth unemployment in Dili in order 
to reduce youth on the streets, so recruitment from the urban areas was intended, 
even though most of the SWp work was in horticulture. The consequences of this 
will be discussed later.

Research findings

The work

The two types of work in the SWp are horticulture, the largest category, and hos-
pitality in northern Australia during the cooler winter tourism season. At the time 
of the research in 2016, most men work in horticulture (72%) while the women 
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interviewed were more evenly split between the two categories (60% horticulture 
and 40% hospitality). This imbalance is influenced by perceived gender roles in 
Timor-Leste where housekeeping is seen as women’s work and hard labour as 
men’s work.

The decision to send a family member to work overseas is often based on 
decision making within the extended family (see chapter 6, this volume). Where 
the migrant is a woman, and often a wife and a mother and the major provider 
through food production, child care and other domestic tasks, women migrants 
make personal sacrifices in leaving their children for the benefit of her family. 
However, she can also make an increased economic contribution to her family and 
often gain an increased status within the family. Sometimes women also gain new 
perspectives on gender roles which enables her to challenge those local customs 
that lead to inequality.

A higher proportion of women in hospitality than horticulture is partly due to 
the fact that some Australian farmers are reported to consider size and strength 
as a factor in worker selection and thus prefer to recruit men, just as some labour 
recruiters choose to recruit Tonga men rather than the smaller Timorese. However, 
others have reported that Timorese workers are more reliable than some of the 
pacific islanders. On the other hand, employers tend to see women as more suitable 
to kitchen and housekeeping services in hotels in the hospitality sector and many 
women workers prefer this type of work.

When workers return to Australia for a second (or more) time, the workers 
are often invited to return to the same employer. In this research, all hospitality 
workers returned to the same workplace. However, there was a significant reduc-
tion in horticulture workers returning to the program. Horticultural work was 
found to be hard, and in victoria and Tasmania workers suffered from very cold 
working conditions. A number of workers, particularly women, chose to change 
their workplace from horticulture to hospitality in the north of Australia as their 
preferred option.

Within the two broad sectors of work there is a considerable variety of tasks. 
Some workers named just a single task they were doing every day while others 
named a variety of tasks. crop work made up 68% of horticultural work, the largest 
number in fruit picking and others in land clearing, preparation, planting, weeding, 
driving or a combination of these. In hospitality, housekeeping involved making up 
bedrooms and laundry work, while some simply said ‘hotel work’ implying more 
varied tasks within the hotel.

Most workers worked six days a week (68%) with some 12% of workers work-
ing only five days and 20% of workers working 7 days a week. The hours worked 
was more variable. Most hospitality workers averaged eight hours a day, while 
85% of horticulture workers worked either eight or nine hour days. Some of the 
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horticulture workers were paid on a piece rate basis and could work longer hours 
to get more money. Of those interviewed, 36% received piece rates for some or all 
of their work, while the majority (64% of workers) were paid by regular wages.

There were a few workers who were unhappy about the hours they worked. 
This included workers who said the hours of work were insufficient, due to limited 
fruit available to pick, and others who did not like having to work into the night (i.e., 
asparagus pickers). Some workers had been sent too early in the year and incurred 
accommodation and living costs several weeks before the fruit was ready for picking 
and they could start earning. The majority, however, became accustomed to the 
working hours and the hard work, and appreciated the work they had, well paid by 
Timorese standards, that enabled them to adequately support their families at home.

Working conditions and life in Australia

A pre-departure briefing provided by lMAp is important for workers to have a 
thorough understanding of the work and living conditions that they will have, and 
the rights and responsibilities of themselves and their employers.

More than 80% understood what their working and living conditions, rights 
and responsibilities would be. Weaker understanding was evident for the questions 
on Australian Law about which less than half the respondents had a good under-
standing, and Australian culture and gender issues. The uK study illustrated the 
importance of migrant workers understanding the laws of the country, for instance 
in northern ireland several workers got into trouble for inadvertent illegal activi-
ties and unacceptable behaviour (Wigglesworth and Boxer 2019, 10.1).

in relation to accommodation, 42 workers (84%) rated the quality good or very 
good and 38 workers (76%) rated the value for money good or very good and also 
accepting the rules imposed at the accommodation. This was in spite of the fact that 
acceptable accommodation is a major area of complaint within the SWp in general.

elsewhere, SWp workers have had excessive rent deducted from their salaries 
for a shared bedroom. For example, one employer charged A$195 a week each from 
six workers who were living in a shipping container.6 Where such exploitation 
comes to the attention of organisations or trade unions, they can advocate on 
behalf of the workers, and by doing so assist SWp in weeding out unfair practices 
by employers.

in contrast, northern ireland workers are free to make their own arrangements, 
resulting in a considerable variation in their preferred accommodation arrange-
ments. Some shared between many workers, for example a dozen people sharing 
a three or four bedroom house to reduce outgoing expenditure and maximise their 
remittances home. Others chose to rent a house alone or with a friend or partner at 
greater cost, wanting to better connect with the neighbours and local community. 
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Thus, workers may accept basic accommodation to save money, but this is very differ-
ent from paying high rent for substandard accommodation as can occur in the SWp.

In many worksites, transport was made available for workers to go shopping 
(36%) and for recreation (24%) but it was charged to the worker as a deduction. 
Access to banks, medical services and religious centres was acceptable for the 
majority. church attendance has been a major source of connection with the host 
community in rural towns. Those who attended a local catholic church had a 
greater opportunity to associate with local people outside of their workplace. In 
some cases, it has been an important source of support and advice for migrant 
workers as well as opening possibilities of engagement with the host community. For 
instance, some Timorese have joined the local church choir and others have been 
invited to participate in local community activities through church connections.

Access to the internet in Australia was available to only 30% of workers. Some 
workers were in such remote locations that they could not make calls home by either 
phone or internet except on weekend shopping trips to town. in northern ireland, 
where many workers do not return home for many years, workers often speak to 
their family on a daily basis through Skype, Facebook or other social media sites. 
This shows how important communication with the family back home is. Some SWp 
workers pointed out that where contact with their family is lacking there is a risk 
that doubts, jealousies and uncertainties can interfere with harmonious family life.

Worker’s skill development and job satisfaction

The vast majority of workers felt that they had benefited significantly from the 
SWp experience, not only for the money they earned but also workers believed that 
they had gained useful skills which they could put to use when they return home. 
high on the list was english speaking, Occupational health and Safety, working in 
groups, using household appliances and punctuality. Many also mentioned horti-
cultural skills, however the second phase of research showed that skills gained in 
Australia that were used included hospitality skills, English skills and general work 
skills. none of them had used horticultural skills.

Across Timor-Leste, subsistence farming is associated with poverty, so return-
ing to the land is considered a backward step, not only by youth but by their family. 
Skills to enhance agricultural practices to make them more productive and market-
able are much needed which will require the young generation to be educated in 
a way that both changes their negative beliefs about agriculture and enables them 
to make improvements in local production, preservation and marketing of food.

Most of the returning workers do not own or have access to land because they 
are urban residents. An important recommendation by SWp workers was that 
youth from the rural areas, who were accustomed to agricultural work, should be 
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recruited in order that their skills development can contribute to development in 
Timor-leste. Some workers criticised young urbanised team members citing that 
they did not pull their weight in horticultural work in Australia which impacted 
negatively on their team’s work to meet productivity targets. As a result of the find-
ings of this research, lMAp have trialled recruitment of SWp workers in rural areas.

When asked how satisfied they were with their recent SWp experience, 96% 
of workers said they were satisfied with 68% being ‘very satisfied’, which is an 
extraordinarily high satisfaction rate. It may have been influenced by their desire 
to return to Australia. However, wanting to return is also an indication of satisfac-
tion with the overall experience.

Figure 12.1: Satisfaction with SWp experience. Source: lMAp data Base Q7 (this graph was 
prepared by lMAp).

For levels of satisfaction, the Australian SWp compares favourably with the Korean 
epS. Of the returnees interviewed from Korea, 30% had not completed their contract 
and returned home early. Many struggled with the demands to work ‘fast, strongly 
and diligently’ for long hours. Some only received two Sundays off a month. Some 
lived on a boat at sea for extended periods, others were in isolated locations. Many 
tried to change their employment, in the process breaking their contract which 
resulted in them being deported. Two interviewees faced serious injury and were 
expected to return to work more quickly than they felt was reasonable.

The challenges faced by Timorese workers in Korea are considerably greater 
than those that SWp respondents presented in the course of this research. however, 
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the longer period of work contract (3 years, with possible extension to 5 years) 
gave workers greater levels of skill development than is available to SWp workers. 
Many also worked on small family farms and at fisheries in contrast to the large-
scale farming in Australia, thus offering more suitable models of productivity to 
replicate at home. The placements were mostly family businesses, for instance 10 
(33%) workers were in a company with four or less workers and another 10 (33%) 
in a company with 5-10 workers. While many male workers in the fishing industry 
did not complete their contracts, the most successful category of workers were 
female agriculture workers. They were most likely to complete their contracts in 
a single company and spoke positively of their experiences (Wigglesworth and 
Fonseca 2016).

Impacts and remittances

The benefits to the family of labour migration are substantial. SWp horticultural 
workers saved on average Aud 6,000-10,000, while hospitality workers had more 
varied (higher and lower) savings. Some workers have the opportunity to work 
overtime to increase their income if they wish.

in Korea, average earnings were uSd1000-2000 per month, and more than half 
of the workers in Korea would send back more than uSd 6,000 a year to their 
families (Wigglesworth and Fonseca 2016). in the uK, many workers were living 
on, or near to, the minimum wage (£950 per month), which is locally considered a 
hardship. However, Timorese workers worked overtime or sometimes two jobs to 
send money home. unlike the Korea and SWp programs, workers can stay for the 
long term in uK and some settled down there. if a Timorese couple had children in 
the uK, then the bulk of their earnings would be spent on their family in the uK and 
remittances would be reduced. They would also receive uK government benefits 
for their children. A few of the interviewees sent £6,000 a year (uSd8,000), others 
sent half that amount and some families with children at school in the uK sent little 
or nothing (Wigglesworth and Boxer 2019).

The average remittance sent by SWp workers during six months was Aud3,200. 
The most common use of remittances is for daily living expenses (78%), house ren-
ovations or building (54%), educational expenses (50%) and customary obligations 
(44%), followed by household purchases and health related expenses.

customary obligations arise from the communitarian social structures in which 
the family takes priority over the individual. Further discussion on this is found in 
the following chapters by McWilliam and Rose.

research with Fataluku migrants in lautém district and dili by McWilliam and 
Monteiro (2019) shows the remittances were spent principally on consumption, 
house building, education 22% and cultural gifts 28%. They note that construction of 
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houses amongst migrant households is a clear indicator of their improved circum-
stances. The comparatively high spending in obligatory gift exchange suggests that 
migrants remain closely engaged and connected to the daily rhythms and events 
of everyday family life in Timor-leste (McWilliam and Monteiro 2019, 52). in this 
volume, McWilliam has shown how the flow of remittances to both Dili and Lospalos 
has been important to support both immediate household priorities but also cultural 
obligations and activities, thus investing in the ancestral traditions in Timor-Leste.

Many SWp workers referred to customary gifts as a part of their obligations. 
However, young people sometimes criticised the high level of expenditure in cus-
tomary ceremonies, believing that it prejudices the health and education of family 
members by prioritising family expenditure in such ceremonies over sending the 
children to school and other basic needs. One worker lamented he had nothing 
to show for three years of work in Korea because all the money was spent on a 
funeral. Some SWp workers claimed to have set up a secret bank account to quietly 
save for a future business to protect the money from family demands.

An average of Aud 1,242 per worker was spent in Australia on goods to carry 
home, mostly mobile phones, computers, and clothes, shoes and educational mate-
rials. These items are visible signs of economic wellbeing.

Returning home

The second phase of the survey took place in november 2017. On returning to 
Timor-leste, after six months at home, 75% of male workers lived off their savings, 
with 18% involved in house building or renovation activities. Of the 20% who had 
wanted to look for a new job only 13% actually did so and all but two failed to find 
one. Many young Timorese earn money through informal work such as selling 
goods on the street, driving taxis or running minibuses but it is not considered 
exactly ‘employment’, but as temporary, transitional work whilst awaiting a 
‘proper’ job in an office (Wigglesworth 2016, 76). Some SWp workers decided not 
to look for a job because they wanted to return to Australia and would not want to 
give up a job they had recently acquired.

Of half the returned male workers who had wanted to start a business, less than 
half of these achieved this. Many reasons were given for the difference between 
the planned and actual activities. Some 20% said that they changed their plans 
because they had to spend their money on supporting relatives and paying school 
fees. One had to spend all the money on a funeral and another had to spend most 
for customary obligations for a wedding, so they did not have the start-up capital. 
Others who wanted to start a business failed to find a suitable premises, changed 
their ideas on the type of business to establish, built or renovated a house or spent 
the capital on other items instead.
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Half of the women also wanted to start a business and one worker previously 
had a job in a restaurant and returned to that job. no women planned to live off 
their savings rather than work. All the women who wanted to start a business 
achieved this.

Of the 10 interviewed male and female workers who started a business, all 
involved other family members, mostly 2-4 other members. They established busi-
nesses using their own financial resources, including a guest house, a restaurant, 
three shops, sale of processed food and transport businesses. The majority either 
had no training or advice or they learnt skills from a family member (including a 
sister, a father and a husband). One mentioned they developed the required skills 
in Australia. Only one had formal training from the institute of Business Support 
(iAde) in dili to develop a business plan. This is one of a range of business support 
and market access programs in Timor-Leste that could offer support to returning 
workers on their return home, if appropriate linkages were made to better assist 
the workers on their return.

Workers were asked if they had difficulty adjusting to life when they returned to 
Timor. Their major concern was that it is difficult to come back to where there was 
no work, and the only possibility was to wait until they could go to Australia on SWp 
again. Some men expressed a sense of demoralisation or being ‘in limbo’ because 
there were few options to contribute to the family in Timor. This is another reason 
for maximising the opportunities of returning workers to use their new skills in the 
Timorese economy. However, many Australian employers are opposed to limiting 
the number of times that SWp workers can return, because they want to build a 
reliable workforce where trained and effective workers return year after year.

SWp’s role in meeting livelihood needs of the family varies over time. initially 
much money is spent on improving home infrastructure, buying material goods 
and paying education fees for family members. After these expenses have been 
met, workers start to consider longer term investments in their future, often 
looking to set up a business. Most married workers see SWp work as a means to an 
end, to earn enough money to meet their family’s needs and to establish a better 
life for their family in Timor-Leste. For this to occur they need to look for ways to 
leverage their SWp skills and capital to establish a business or to find work in the 
Timorese economy. It is a sacrifice to be away from their families and while the 
children are young, they say this is not a problem, but many want to be at home 
while their children are growing up and at school. Married workers do not want to 
be a permanently absent parent. Some workers reported that their children were 
proud that their parent was working overseas, as it is a source of status.

Single workers said they sent remittances to support their parent, to purchase 
equipment for disabled members of their family and to support the education of 
their siblings.
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The physical expression of improved circumstances is evident by the newly 
renovated or built houses which are springing up in communities that migrants 
come from. Workers spoke sometimes of building a house for themselves as well as 
for their parents in the village, or if they lived in Dili they might have to buy land 
first before they can build a house.

Cultural-gender impacts

When a family member is away overseas for a prolonged period there are domestic 
adjustments to be made. The family may call on older daughters, grandparents and 
nieces to help in the home. Women who had worked in Australia or the uK spoke 
of their husbands and other family members taking a bigger role in household 
activities and looking after the children while she was away. This was accepted 
within the context of the wellbeing of the extended family and indeed it is common 
for children to be sent to live with extended family members in Timor-Leste in a 
range of circumstances.

Disadvantages to migrant work that were highlighted included distrust between 
couples, particularly of female workers by their husband or boyfriend while they 
are overseas. concern about how the money is spent was sometimes an issue, par-
ticularly by female workers who fear their husband might gamble the money away.

Before going to Australia, SWp workers received training in gender and cultural 
differences and how in Australia men and women should be treated equally. They 
also observed that in Australia they learnt that women can play many diverse roles 
in society, such as driving trucks and may also be a boss or supervisor. These new 
experiences opened their minds about the roles of women and had an influence on 
how they thought about gender issues.

Asked whether their views on gender had changed since returning from 
Australia, workers gave a surprising response. in the november survey, 62% of men 
and 60% of women said they had significantly changed their perspective about 
their own role in their family. By the second research phase, all the women and 82% 
of the men said their views had changed, indicating that the change in attitude had 
consolidated with time in Timor-Leste.

A number of male workers said that before going to Australia they had 
forbidden their wife, younger sister or daughter to continue her education. It is 
commonly believed that it is a waste to educate girls because they will be married 
into another family and only do domestic duties, which include the double burden 
of food production and marketing, as well as household duties. A number of work-
ers explained that after they returned from Australia, they assisted female family 
members to enrol and pay to attend school. They realised that they had been wrong 
to limit the potential of women and girls in their household.
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Women workers spoke of the experience of being treated as an equal in the 
workplace, not having to defer to men that they worked alongside. This gave 
them more confidence. They took this experience home and shared it with their 
families, sometimes finding voice in place of formerly subservient behaviour. One 
described how previously she had to obey her drunkard husband, but in Australia 
she learned that women and men are equal which gave her confidence to make 
decisions for herself. Other women workers expressed pride and confidence from 
making a greater contribution and economic responsibility for the household.

The rate of domestic violence in Timor-Leste is very high, as it is in Australia, 
and in both countries it is illegal. In Australia the principles of equality of women 
are more accepted (although still under-implemented) in many spheres of work. 
In contrast entrenched ideas of patriarchy in Timor-Leste result in male leadership 
and decision making still considered normal in Timor-Leste. Women are raised to 
keep their opinions to themselves and defer to their husband’s decision making. 
consequently, there is a very low representation of women in rural village councils.

in 2010 a law against domestic violence was passed in Timor-leste. The law 
refers to the term Violência doméstica (domestic violence), a phrase imported from 
portuguese and entirely new to the Tetum vocabulary. research into violence 
within the family revealed that this allowed it to be associated with new meanings. 
Rural leaders appeared to have re-interpreted the national law so that it is more 
consistent with customary law that considers intimate partner violence in the 
family as normal. They considered ‘domestic violence’ to be only when a woman 
suffered serious injury such as drawing blood or requiring hospital treatment, 
contrary to the broad definition in the law against domestic violence (dos Santos 
and Wigglesworth 2016, 63).

This shows the importance of changing attitudes. new social values can be 
established through exposure to new ideas such as the workers were exposed to 
in SWp. Amongst the workers interviewed, the majority of men said that they had 
changed their attitudes toward the women in their families and are now more 
supportive of women getting an education and of helping with domestic duties 
than they were before. Women workers have strengthened their resolve to take 
greater control over their lives. These workers provide important insights into 
their experience of different cultural attitudes to male and female roles.

Analysis of the impacts of migrant work

Labour migration offers higher wages that are generally paid regularly and on 
time, typically earning more in a week than what they could earn in a month in 
Timor-leste (if they could get a job). The three studies (Korea, uK and SWp) cannot 
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be directly compared because of different methodologies, however some common 
themes emerge.

Whether earning in Korea, the uK or Australia, most remittances were used 
to fund their family’s daily living expenses, pay school and university fees for 
siblings or other family members and invest in home improvements. The pattern 
of expenditure changes over time. Firstly, workers meet immediate family needs 
for housing, equipment and transport. When workers come towards the end of 
their contract in Korea or have worked for a number of consecutive years with 
SWp they look at how they can use their work skills and cash to establish a liveli-
hood in Timor-Leste. For many workers, the technical work they had been doing 
was a source of inspiration to establish a business back home, and they started to 
save money, looking to the future. For some workers, customary obligations may 
unexpectedly require large proportions of their earnings to be spent on family 
ceremonies such as funerals or weddings, which put on hold other plans. Many 
educated and aware young people disagree with excessive spending on traditional 
ceremonies which have no productive value. Also, the strong paternalistic nature 
of Timorese society makes the voices of educated young men and women under-
valued, leading to a kind of covert protest by some of them. While all workers saw 
it as a duty to contribute to the extended family wellbeing, they did not agree when 
expenditures were perceived as jeopardising the family’s ability to meet their basic 
needs of consumption, education and wellbeing.

Temporary workers in Korea had been away for 3-5 years but when they 
returned home, they received minimal support for their reintegration. A number 
of returnees from Korea had worked in small family agriculture or fisheries 
businesses and mentioned wanting to establish a horticultural or aquaculture 
business similar to the one in which they worked. Although they had a very useful 
experience for the Timorese context, they felt isolated on return from a long time 
overseas and did not know how to go about getting the support they needed, and 
were not assisted in any way by the sending agency, nor was there any debriefing 
process for returnees.

The uK workers have no support to assist departure or reintegration, yet most 
of the ten returnees interviewed in Dili had successfully established a business 
or got a job on the basis of their English skills. These migrants had not waited for 
support but had worked off their own initiative since going to the uK, and this 
continued when they returned home. Also they were in general more mature than 
the average SWp and Korea workers, because there was no age limit to go to the 
uK and many had stayed many years and had worked toward planned activities 
they would do on return.

The SWp holds re-integration briefings which includes sharing information 
about the various business support programs in Timor-Leste, but follow-up support 
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is needed to help workers access these services. SepFOpe needs to make suitable 
arrangements for support of returning workers in order to facilitate both the SWp 
and the Korean epS returnees to find a livelihood at home, as workers from both 
programs express the same difficulties in economic integration at home.

Younger Timorese are often lacking confidence to approach government offi-
cials and others perceived as ‘senior’ to them. Thus, opening the door for them to 
feel welcome in such settings is important. commentary from workers returning 
from both SWp and South Korea showed that they felt they needed such technical 
support to be able to establish themselves in the local economy, particularly given 
the government’s notoriously difficult process to register a business.

Of particular note was that returned workers from all three destinations were 
proud of being able to improve the lifestyle and wellbeing of their families which 
was their main objective in going overseas for work. visible improvements in the 
economic wellbeing of their families have a positive impact on people’s perceptions 
of their family, increasing their social status in the community.

A highly significant and remarkable finding of the SWp research was the 
degree to which workers claimed to have changed their behaviour with respect 
to gender attitudes since working in Australia. The requirement to attend gender 
equality training in the lMAp program, followed by experiencing women working 
as equals in a range of traditional male work roles, opened their minds to new ways 
of thinking. Timorese society is a transitional society where the cultural context 
and old values still have a strong influence. But younger generation Timorese are 
also keen for change. With their new experiences and knowledge there has been 
greater recognition of the need for greater fairness and equality in relation to the 
right of all family members to adequate food, housing, education and health care.

As Jose ramos horta stated days after his inauguration as president in May 2022 
regarding Timorese people going abroad to work: “They make much more money 
than we will ever be able to pay them and they send money home. They learn new 
skills and they come back changed. It’s a bit like going to university but instead 
they go to work.”7

Conclusions

Timorese workers are appreciative of the opportunity to support their families 
through migrant work. Overall, they contributed a large part of their time and 
money in Timor-Leste towards house improvements and daily living expenses. 
Labour migration has become the most important source of income for many fam-
ilies. The government of Timor-Leste sees these programs as reducing the numbers 
of unemployed youth and building work skills.
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The experience and work skills that were acquired through migrant work 
motivated many workers to establish business activities at home. Long term devel-
opment outcomes is a stated objective of the Timorese government in promoting 
labour migration, so more attention should be paid to supporting the reintegration 
of the returnees. Then the national development impact would be much greater.

In Timor-Leste the younger Timorese have a high degree of respect for their 
elders and cultural values, but there are also two areas of social change being called 
for. One is a women’s lobby aiming to achieve equality for women, particularly the 
political participation of women in local and national government, and an end to 
the high rate of domestic violence that exists. The second is a concern about the 
monetisation and commodification of customary ceremonies which introduces a 
competitive status-seeking approach to spending large amounts of money, replac-
ing the traditional practice of exchange of goods (dos Santos and Wigglesworth 
2016, 62). Many young people see this as being to the detriment of family wellbeing.

Globally, migration has become a widespread strategy by poor families to gain 
the resources they need to improve the wellbeing of their family. In Timor-Leste, it 
is an opportunity to lift families in the subsistence economy out of poverty. As well 
as the benefits that remittances bring, the impact of migration on social change in 
Timor can also arise from new perspectives on how to respond to immediate eco-
nomic needs of families. new international experiences can accelerate the process 
of social change which has been taking place in the country since independence. 
So far, migration appears to have brought benefits to poor rural communities that 
have seen little in the way of economic opportunities since independence.

Notes

1 The SWp is led by the department of Jobs and Small Business (formerly department of employment), 
supported by the department of immigration and Border protection (diBp), Fair Work Ombudsman 
(FWO) and department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (dFAT). Operating since 2009 in the pacific, 
SWp is available to nine pacific countries: Fiji, Kiribati, papua new Guinea, nauru, Samoa, Solomon 
islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, vanuatu as well as Timor-leste.

2 Wigglesworth and Fonseca, “Experiences of young Timorese as migrant workers in Korea” pre-
sented at the Australasian Aid conference 2016, development policy centre (dpc). The research was 
commissioned by the ‘labour Mobility in the pacific project’ at the dpc at the crawford School of 
public policy, Australian national university (Anu).

3 Wigglesworth and Boxer, 2017, “Transitional livelihoods: Timorese migrant workers in the uK.” 
presented at the Australasian Aid conference 2017. The original research involved 19 participants, 
ten in northern ireland and nine interviewed after returning to dili. A second visit included revisit-
ing some earlier participants about the implications of Brexit and interviewing two new migrants in 
uK, bringing the participant number to 21. A revised and updated version of the paper was published 
as Wigglesworth and Boxer 2019, “positioning for their future: Timorese migrant workers in the uK.”
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4 A change of management of the SWp since the research resulted in palladium taking over from 
cardno as the managing contractor, referred to by rose in chapter 14 of this volume.

5 Wigglesworth and dos Santos, 2018, “Timorese migrant workers in the Seasonal Workers program.” 
presented at the Australasian Aid conference 2018, development policy centre (dpc).

6 conversation with a colombian priest and member of Australian catholic religious Against 
Trafficking in humans (AcrATh) in victoria. As a member of the Seasonal Worker’s program 
Advisory Group, AcrATh plays an active role in bringing issues of exploitation or unfairness to the 
attention of the SWp team (interview, peter O’neil, Melbourne, 11/11/2019).

7 Allegra Mendelson interview with Jose Ramos Horta, “East Timor’s president to focus on economy, 
political stability”, Al Jezeera, 24 May 2022.
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Refashioning Fataluku origin houses

Andrew McWilliam

Abstract

A prominent feature of post-independence Timor-leste has been a sustained ‘return to custom’ 

across the country. This includes the phased rebuilding of clan origin houses (Uma Lulik: ‘sacred 

house’), many of which were destroyed during the indonesian occupation. As economic conditions 

improve, Uma Lulik are once again becoming architectural features of the rural landscape. In this 

paper, I reflect on the delayed re-emergence of the Fataluku equivalent of the Uma Lulik and the 

innovative changes that have been made to traditional construction in recent years. The changes 

speak to shared expressions of a characteristic pragmatism that epitomises Fataluku cultural 

adaptation to changing circumstances and the embrace of modernity. It also highlights what is 

arguably, following Gudeman (2016), a successful economic accommodation between mutuality 

and the market.

Keywords: Fataluku houses; economy; innovation; ancestors

One of the striking features of the post-independence landscape of Timor-Leste 
has been the sustained revival of Timorese customary practices. Susanna Barnes 
(2017) has described this trend as a ‘return to custom’ as the response reflected 
the limited choices that village communities faced in the immediate aftermath 
of the Indonesian occupation and the absence of functioning government and 
limited provision of support services (hicks 2004, McWilliam 2008). Faced with 
few viable alternatives, a majority of Timorese households have stayed in place 
and embarked on the arduous task of economic recovery and re-building their 
shattered communities. They have done so by drawing on their own reserves of 
customary resilience, local resources and the enduring inter-generational relations 
of reciprocal exchange and obligation that have long shaped the sociality of their 
settlements and familial alliances (Barnes 2011; McWilliam 2007). drawing on the 
language of Stephen Gudeman, we might see this choice as one of supporting the 
community base and economic relations ‘kept for their own sake’, in the absence of 
a supportive market economy (2001). Gudeman refers to these customary contexts 
as, ‘high relationship economies,’ where motives of mutuality, namely the meaning 
people seek in community relations and reciprocity, play a vital role in guiding 
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collective action (Gudeman 2016). in the context of the immediate post-conflict 
landscape of lautém, practices of mutuality were especially prominent in the 
absence of operating banks, market trading and commodity supply chains (see 
introduction, this volume).

Among the array of activities and household level projects that supported 
the recovery has been the well-observed rebuilding of ‘origin’ or ‘sacred’ houses, 
Uma Lulik in the Tetum vernacular, that have mushroomed across the landscape 
(Barnes 2011). each house represents the focus of an extended kin group, origi-
nating from a revered founding ancestor (male or female depending on the mode 
of reckoning) and expresses simultaneously a social construction and a ritualised 
focus for the articulation of social relations and exchange among ‘house’ members’ 
(see McWilliam 2005, 28).

In a diversity of architectural variations around shared symbolic themes, the 
re-emergence of these origin houses asserts in striking material and public form, a 
kin group’s commitment to ancestral clan communities and the revitalised spiritual 
protection of its agnatic membership. An example of the intensity of these rebuilding 
projects, following decades of neglect and wilful destruction during the Indonesian 
occupation, is provided by loch (2009, 99). he recorded roughly two hundred Uma 
Lulik under construction in the Baucau district over the two years of his residence dur-
ing the early post-occupation period. The scale and extent of these efforts demanded 
considerable economic sacrifice on the part of the agnatic membership, to generate 
the resources required for both the construction and the demanding ritual costs that 
accompany the process. This commitment has been even more impressive, given 
the widespread economic impoverishment of the people at the time. comparable 
efforts to reinstate Uma Lulik are occurring across the country with a similar kind 
of prioritising of scarce resources that underpins the deeply held esteem accorded 
these structures and their lasting significance (see Barnes 2017; Bovensiepen 2014).

Uma Lulik, ‘Houses of origin’ in Timor-Leste reflect local variations on a broadly 
shared Austronesian heritage of built structures where the particular configura-
tion of posts, beams, platforms and thatched roofs provide what Fox (1993, 23) has 
termed, ‘a theatre of memories’ for the encoding and storing of cultural knowledge. 
Over generations, different language communities across Timor-Leste have devel-
oped their own distinctive styles of construction and decorative forms of Uma Lulik 
designs. Each provides a focus for the life cycle rituals of its clan membership and 
serves as a repository of ancestral sacra and other revered objects of venerated 
power (McWilliam 2005). The intense focus on Uma Lulik as a central structure for 
social identity and inter-generational, familial performance creates what Sandra 
pannell has described as an “imaginative arena for living that signposts forms of 
social behaviour, rights, responsibilities and relations” (pannell 1997, 165). Their 
complex symbolic and relational qualities speak to long histories of residence and 
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authoritative assertions of claim and entitlement over local resource domains. 
However, the process can also re-ignite old disputes and tensions over status and 
recognition among the agnatic group. Judith Bovensiepen for example, shows how 
Funar rebuilding of origin houses “led not only to the reproduction of previous 
modes of sociality but also to their reconstitution” (2014, 291).

The rebuilding of sacred houses across the settled landscapes of Timor-Leste 
has been a widespread feature of post-Independence and provides an important 
anchoring point and undoubtedly a psychological comfort for so many households 
whose lives were blighted during the struggle for liberation. But the process has 
unfolded unevenly across the country and not all customary communities have 
exhibited the same urgency to revitalise their Uma Lulik structures. One region of 
Timor-leste where the rebuilding of ‘origin houses’ has arguably been slow and 
apparently not accorded the same level of attention as elsewhere, is the far eastern 
municipality of lautém. here among resident Fataluku language communities, 
whose distinctive and iconic house structures have long been viewed as the arche-
typal model of the Uma Lulik in Timor-leste (McWilliam 2005, 31), redevelopment 
has been muted. For many years during the post-independence period of recovery 
and restitution, apart from a few externally funded project ‘houses’ built in the 
traditional style for heritage or perhaps tourism purposes, there were few new 
traditional style houses constructed. A scattered number of still impressive old 
style stilted, Fataluku houses remained intact and preserved, but they represented 
largely remnant structures that had survived the destructive rampage of the local 
pro-integration militia group (Tim Alfa) and the indonesian withdrawal.

As elsewhere, the road to recovery in lautém has been a slow and difficult 
one. Most families elected to repair their damaged houses to a habitable condition 
with whatever materials came to hand and then gradually improved the quality of 
construction as resources came available. Others constructed more rudimentary, 
one room, rectangular stilt houses (lalu cu) with split bamboo cladding and palm 
thatch or re-used corrugated iron roofs. Fataluku house designs of this type are 
still widely observed across the landscape of lautém. however, they are mainly 
interim structures or stop gap measures while their owners generate the means 
to build in the now aspirational style of rendered rectangular cinder block houses, 
(known as le varaca or le pitine [white house]) with corrugated iron roofing (kalen) 
and tiled floors (keramik). it is only in recent years that a revitalised commitment 
to re-constructing the highly stylised and decorated family based ritual houses 
known generically as le ia valu (lit: house with legs/stilts) has emerged and with 
it, concerted efforts among growing numbers of lineage groups to publicly express 
their commitment to the built tradition.

In this paper, I reflect on the delayed revival of the iconic Fataluku origin 
houses highlighting a suite of factors that have influenced their re-emergence. 
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These include impacts of historical displacement and a gradual improvement in 
economic conditions; growing population numbers and the continuing vitality 
of ancestral religion, and not least, the advent of certain innovative changes that 
kin groups have made to traditional forms of construction in recent years. The 
changes speak to shared expressions of what I see as a characteristic pragmatism 
that epitomises Fataluku cultural adaptation to changing circumstances and their 
enthusiastic accommodation to modernity (McWilliam 2008, 2020). They also high-
light the complexity of choices that confront contemporary Timorese households 
and economic ecologies as they strive to build prosperity and material well-being, 
while retaining their intense social obligations to customary relationships includ-
ing ancestral ones. Finally, there is also the possibility that in terms of the politics 
of group identity, the delay in Fataluku origin house reconstruction may have more 
to do with prioritising the central role of the sacrificial hearth (acakaka or lafuru 
tei), than the material structure in which it is desirably housed. These are matters 
of interpretation and go to the definitional scope of terms like Uma Lulik.

Fataluku origin houses: Archives of memory

in her landmark study of the traditional houses of lorehe village (lautém), Maria 
O. lameiras-campagnolo (1975) charted in meticulous detail the range of residential 
structures that comprised Fataluku built heritage. Her study, undertaken during 
the late portuguese period in the years before the indonesian occupation, offers 
compelling insights into a time before the widespread destruction of traditional 
settlements and their residential dwellings, all of which were sourced from locally 
procured materials and laboriously, shaped, notched, fitted, thatched and tied 
together. From the humble and seasonal garden huts (cu and mo) to the grandly 
decorated and symbolically gendered, double houses with linked walkways (le 
amarua—‘twin houses’), each structure expressed in a variety of condensed forms 
the cultural heritage of Fataluku emplaced traditions and their rich symbolic 
associations.1 To understand something of the significance of these structures 
into contemporary times, this chapter focuses on Fataluku customary ideas and 
practices associated with the house as a ritual and familial centre.

Fataluku refer to their four posted stilt houses with steep sided thatched roof 
and elevated living quarters as the le ia valu. This model follows a consistent archi-
tectural pattern and core structural features, but the finer details, arrangements of 
panels and decorative elements vary with house design (see lameiras-campagnolo 
1975). They are typically specific to different origin group architectural heritage and 
ancestral histories. One of the largest and most impressive of these architectural 
styles are the imposing high peaked houses known as the fia le. The fia le house takes 
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its name from the distinctive black thatch roofing derived from the fibrous webbing 
that grows around the trunk of the Areng, ‘black sugar palm’ (Arenga saccharifera: F: 
ma’arau), a key resource for Fataluku households and one that is deeply implicated 
in the very constitution of Fataluku society (McWilliam, 2022b). The black fibre 
thatch has for generations, provided a vital element in the lasting integrity of the 
house roof. Four sheets of the thatch (80cm x 40cm x 3cm deep) are bundled together 
to form a large panel (fia lafai ukani) and dozens of panels are then layered over the 
roof battens and fixed with handmade areng and jungle rope ties (taru) to create a 
dense watertight covering that can last for decades with regular maintenance.

Historically and into contemporary times these tall, timber and black thatch 
structures that fade to grey over time, with their singular decorated rooves rising 
6 metres and more above the base, are striking symbols of high-status households 
and the provenance of senior agnatic, land-owning lineages (mua ocawa ratu—lord 
of the land) within a settlement. The capacity to build in the fia le, sei-mecen le or le 
lohai (tall house) style was the privilege of high rank lineages (ratu). conventionally 
built on the customary lands of the owners, each house has unique features and 
a bespoke ritual name that distinguishes its ancestral heritage and references the 
mythic origins of the ownership group (ratu) itself. The following example is the 
long form name of the fia le (house) of the Konu ratu origin group:

Le lafai, Le pokala

Fia le, Taru le

Asi Renu ara, Ao Renu ara 

O’o lo Kon ara, Moi lulur ara

Sepe li ara, Kai ron ara.2

Lesser status or subsidiary lineages typically did not aspire to constructing these 
structures, and consequently housing styles historically gave general, public expres-
sion to the ranking of social status between households (lameiras-camapagnolo 
1975). A subsidiary house form was known as Vata’asa le (lit: coconut frond house) 
or with lesser status again, as a Ver’asa le (referencing their use of long grass thatch 
(imperata) gathered in open fields to create the thatching).3 Historically, these 
material distinctions reflected inherited caste-like status differences between the 
three main groupings in Fataluku society; namely ratu, paca and akanu families. 
The latter group is a ‘slave’, category with ancient origins across the region (see 
chapter 4, this volume). during colonial times, war captives or households that 
became indebted and then indentured to more powerful patrons due to punitive 
colonial tax regimes have subsequently inherited that status. In the past, the le 
ia valu was a form to which most people aspired, but only the senior ratu status 
groups had the rank and means to build the fia le. In present day democratic 
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Figure 13.1: image of twin houses (le amarua). image credit: Andrew McWilliam.
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Timor-Leste these distinctions are much more muted, but they remain important 
social categories with sensitive dimensions of difference between groups in a 
variety of arenas especially marriage and origin house structures.4

The size and expense of construction is one of the constraining aspects of 
rebuilding fia le, with their massive ironwood posts and beams, intricately carved 
timber panelling and roof structures sheathed in tightly fixed layers of black 
thatch. On the apex of the roof are attached elaborate comb fans (leu loporu) with 
decorated shell strings and large nautilus shells (liliru), and depending on the 
history of the group, carved wooden figurines or birds adorning the apex.56 Each 
house expresses the public signature of agnatic group identities and, by inference, 
the networks of affinal households that coalesce around them in long-term rela-
tionships of reciprocal exchange and obligation. Fia le (houses) represent one of 
the crowning artistic and architectural achievements of Fataluku living heritage 
and remain richly symbolic and evocative structural expressions of their shared 
material culture. Many elements of the house, its verticality and orientation, as well 
as the architectural and stylistic aspects of construction convey multiple cultural 
meanings and significance. For this reason, it has long represented a key ritual 
arena for the conduct of performative life cycle transitions of the agnatic group and 
its constituent related households.

The construction of the origin house conventionally involves a collaborative 
project between the agnatic and affinal household networks involving reciprocal 
exchanges that mirror the pattern seen in marriage or funeral gifting and feasts 
(McWilliam 2011).7 The first structural element that initiates the construction of a 
new house is the planting of the primary house post (the ‘elder sibling post’: tutu 
kaka), traditionally a redwood or ironwood post (ete materia, or fara) harvested and 
carried from the forest, shaped and positioned facing the favoured eastern direc-
tion (mua cao—the head of the land). The process also initiates a series of sacrificial 
offerings and invocations to ‘strengthen the house’ and ensure the well-being of 
those who dwell and are protected within it. The following prayer is an example:

house and ‘nest’ Le ho vari

to cleanse, em varis em pai

to strengthen em kesim pai

to sacralise (protect) em tei pai

so that illness and sickness are warded off nawar potina hara tana acone

so that there is vitality nawar huhu meren ane

there is life pupuk ane

there is abundant growth lao-he ane

there is increase. tune ane
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The ritual includes an offering of rice and distilled liquor (tua harak) in the 
conventional manner of presenting a series of small portions of food (rice and meat 
and small amounts of liquor laid out in a double row [7 x 2]). The offering is directed 
to the first 14 origin ancestors and the main house post is circled seven times before 
a chicken (aca) is torn open (to inspect its liver) and its blood is sprinkled over the 
offerings. A commensal meal accompanies the work on the construction.

completion and inauguration of the new house also requires a celebratory 
commensal feast, with sacrificial offerings and ritual feeding (fané) along with the 
requisite divinations (mu’u-fuka totole and lonia) to confirm that all is in order and 
there are no lingering, unfulfilled obligations or errors of omission that might attract 
retributive spiritual measures.8 As a final stage, a house cooling ritual is undertaken 
that includes commensality for the participants and the splashing of coconut water 
mixed with blood (vata ira) on the walls of the structure and intended residents.9 
Other protective measures include the placement of ritually charged invocations 
accompanying offerings of a whole egg placed over small forked sticks (saka/aca) 
fixed at strategic openings to the house. Known as le o’o utu-natana (guarding the 
door of the house) these devices are designed to ward off any unwanted malevolent 
forces (human or spirit in form) entering the domestic space.

Traditionally the origin house served as both a living space for senior house-
holds as well as symbolically charged repositories for ancestral sacra and protective 
regalia of the lineage.10 The most important element, however, was and remains the 
installation of the sacred hearth (lafuru tei or acakaka), which is always secured 
opposite the hatchway (wai hula) in the corner above the eastern facing support 
pillar (tutu kaka). Fataluku have commented to me that the principal role of the 
ritual house was and remains to provide a secure repository for the sacred hearth 
(acakaka). The reality is that the ‘sacrificial hearth’ is the primary focus for most 
households, more so in practice than the structure in which it is installed. It follows 
that it is possible to maintain the integrity of the sacrificial relation to the collective 
spirit world without the need to maintain an origin house (le ia valu). This has been 
the reality for most households since liberation.

The sacred hearth has the singular purpose of cooking sacrificial food and 
presenting prayers and offerings to house and origin ancestors, while enjoying 
commensality with immediate male agnatic kin (see chapter 7, this volume). 
Sacrificial meat is referred to in parallel speech as leura tei // ipilu tei and may not 
be consumed by female members of the ratu lineages or non-kin.11 Traditionally a 
separate boxed hearth (lafuru) is utilised in the house to prepare daily meals for 
family consumption.

In Fataluku cultural practice, the establishment of an acakaka is a gift from 
a father to his sons on the occasion of their marriage and the establishment of a 
separate household.12 The process of initiating a new acakaka requires the passing 
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of a burning piece of firewood (acakaka nana kafu) from the father’s ritual hearth 
to that of his sons to ignite the new hearth.13 The transfer is one replicated over 
generations of practice and means that conceptually and ritually all acakaka are 
ultimately connected to the original hearth of the founding ancestor of the origin 
group (acakaka i irinu). in this respect the idea of sacred hearth (lafuru tei) in 
Fataluku culture may be thought of as a conceptually distributed but ultimately 
indivisible protective and interactive field that extends across the living members 
of the ratu clan and encompasses group ancestors who maintain a watchful pres-
ence over their living descendants.

Over time, the development of extended families within the origin (ratu) group 
generates a disbursed but closely interrelated set of households with their own sac-
rificial hearths, shared family histories and a common identity within the group. 
In these circumstances, the acakaka of the grandfather (calu) or father (palu) of 
the group becomes a site where the sons and grandsons will gather (acakaka na 
cuaré) to seek blessings and protection through sacrifice and divination on special 
occasions, usually when there are matters arising that affect the wider group. 
These issues include concerns over illness, disputes and misfortunes affecting 
the extended family, as well as annual celebratory gatherings to renew familial 
commitments to one another.

The point to highlight here is that historically the preferred installation site of 
a sacrificial hearth was in its rightful place in the eastern corner of the elevated 
le ia valu, ancestral or origin house. For this reason, another name used for this 
style of house was and remains le tein, ‘a sacred house’, or an Uma Lulik in the 
Tetum vernacular, because it holds the sacrificial hearth. The apparent linguistic 
equivalence here holds even though it is evident that the Fataluku ritual house does 
not share the same attributes and centrality of the stand-alone origin group, Uma 
Lulik found elsewhere in Timor-Leste, often with specific named functions within 
a ranked ritual community (see clamagirand 1975; Traube 1986).14 At the same time, 
its historical and functional role in social life remains strongly resonant.

The integral role of the le tein(u) in the conduct of Fataluku ceremonial life 
and religious practice came under intense pressure during the Indonesian military 
occupation (from 1976 in lautém). Many houses were simply destroyed, or damaged 
beyond repair during the initial years of active warfare and the mass dislocation 
of local populations (1976-1978). This period was followed by highly restrictive 
movement and resettlement regimes, implemented as part of a sustained program 
to eradicate armed resistance and to separate the local populations from their 
Falintil relatives and combatentes operating in the forested uplands of lautém 
district (1979-1999). in this protracted context of mutual suspicion and repressive 
control, one that included the promotion of catholicism (over ancestral sacrifice) 
as the preferred religion of a modern Indonesian Timor-Leste, the capacity of 
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Fataluku agnatic communities to publicly perform their traditional practices at 
sites of ancestral veneration was severely curtailed. In the shared Indonesian 
view, any obvious continued attachment to tradition and customary practice 
was regarded with suspicion and people faced the real risk of being targeted as a 
‘communist’ sympathiser of the resistance against indonesian rule. in the face of 
persistent military repression and surveillance, for many extended families a focus 
on maintaining or rebuilding ritual houses was simply not a priority, nor one that 
was readily condoned by the authorities.

Ironically, however, even during those difficult times as the iconic Fataluku, 
fia le houses were disappearing from view, the occupying Indonesian government 
in a celebratory gesture promoting a generic Timorese customary identity was 
adopting the stylised images of the same structures.15 The distinctive architectural 
forms gracing the covers of government reports, tourist brochures and various 
public relations events reflect an unspoken appeal to an inclusive East Timorese 
integration within the Indonesian nation-state.16

Changing patterns of practice

The liberation of Timor-Leste when it finally arrived in the wake of the destructive 
withdrawal of indonesian troops and personnel in 1999 ushered in a wholly new 
phase of independent governance and economic uncertainty. With the end of travel 
restrictions and intrusive surveillance, the achievement of independence brought 
with it a strong desire across the country to rebuild shattered lives and the familiar 
relationships of customary exchange that inform the conduct of community life.

Over the course of my field work and ethnographic writing about Fataluku 
communities, which has now covered over 20 years of regular, if intermittent field 
visits, I have written extensively about processes of social and economic recovery 
that have transformed social life in lospalos and lautém. Over that time, i had 
come to the view that Fataluku agnatic kin groups had reconciled themselves to the 
idea of no longer reconstructing their large and finely crafted origin houses. Their 
priorities simply lay elsewhere focusing on conserving the ritual hearth (acakaka) 
for ancestral protection. It is true that a small number of impressive new houses 
were built in selected locations in the years following independence, but the great 
majority of these were funded by external projects to encourage the preservation 
of Fataluku architectural heritage.

For most residents who needed to gather local resources for the task, there 
were simply too many impediments for such projects to proceed. These included 
the emotional difficulties of reaching consensus within the kin group about when 
and even whether to embark on the joint project at all. There is a strong Fataluku 
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convention that you should not declare your intentions to pursue a particular 
venture or activity if you do not subsequently intend to carry it out. Such actions 
attract spiritual sanction and misfortune especially in relation to activities that 
would arouse ancestral interest. There were also inevitable tensions over the 
shared costs associated with its construction at a time when general economic 
resources were limited. The costs included both sourcing the appropriate mate-
rials and a weighty ritual loading in sacrificial animals for different phases of the 
construction. At the same time there was a growing scarcity (and cost) associated 
with securing quality supplies of the heavy hardwood support posts (tutu). A key 
issue in this respect was the establishment of the nino Konis Santana national 
park covering extensive forest reserves in the region with regulatory restrictions 
on extractive timber activities (see McWilliam 2013). The desired fibre (fia) of the 
black sugar palm for roof thatching is available at a price, but the technical skills 
required to create a high quality steeply sloping thatched roof are in short supply. 
Finally, the commitment to honouring ancestral traditions also had to be weighed 
against the competing demands on scarce family resources and their aspirations 
for improved material well-being and quality of life. These tensions are a growing 
feature of contemporary social life across Timor-Leste where the expectations to 
meet customary obligations such as bridewealth exchanges (F: valahana, T: bar-
lake) and elaborate funeral gifts, challenge the aspirational desire among Timorese 
families for self-provisioning and enjoyment of consumer goods and other markers 
of economic distinction (see hicks 2012; niner 2012; Silva 2018). in lautém these 
confounding issues appeared to outweigh the customary imperative to install the 
sacred hearth (lafuru tei) of the ratu lineage in a finely crafted and symbolically 
charged, traditional stilt house.

However, as it turns out I was premature in my judgement on this matter, and 
over the past few years of travelling around lautém, there has evidently been a 
growing number of the striking Fataluku stilt houses (re)-appearing in villages across 
the municipality. Their visibility is made more apparent with new constructions 
in relocated villages that line the main roads. The elegantly shaped buildings are 
immediately recognisable but often with a striking (purists would say, scandalous), 
modification of the traditional structure. In place of the thick black fia roof thatch 
are sheets of variably blackened corrugated iron roofing (kalen); and instead of the 
massive, hand carved support posts (tutu) with their encircling rectangular, carved 
wooden disks (sala fuka) and heavy timber cross beams (fatu, pokala), the whole 
base structure is at times fashioned out of moulded concrete.17 The effect is striking 
in its strong resemblance to the general appearance of the original timber and thatch 
models, especially as many of the new versions incorporate the older decorated 
panels and timber beams, reclaimed from the superstructures of previous tradi-
tional houses that had fallen into disrepair. This work of reclamation and reinstating 
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original elements of the former ritual house into the new structure is a vital element 
of continuity and the symbolic transfer of protective ancestral authority.

In observing the emergence of this contemporary interpretation of the custom-
ary house, it was apparent that Fataluku agnatic groups may have resolved a series 
of long-standing concerns that have impeded its (re)appearance. The first concern 
was a practical one, given the propensity of the original building style to deteriorate 
over time in the tropical monsoon climate, especially without careful and costly 
maintenance. Thatched rooves rot and lose their waterproof qualities over time, as 
do support pillars, driven into the ground they gradually succumb to processes of 
decay and borer attack. The lack of alternative options may have constrained any 
enthusiastic prioritising of construction. But the recent appearance of relatively 
cheap corrugated iron sheeting available through an influx of chinese traders in 
the markets of Lospalos and the now wide availability of imported cement and 
steel reinforcing from Indonesia, offered the prospect of a cheaper and more 
durable solution to the problem. These market developments were evidently not 
lost on many attentive Fataluku families, who were seeking to re-constitute their 
ancestrally authorised ritual centres for the celebration of agnatic solidarity and 
the social prestige and recognition that accompanies their restoration.

The next important requirement for ritual house reconstruction was the need 
to assemble sufficient resources and labour commitments from within the local 
kin group. The general absence of paid work opportunities in the local economy 
and a reliance on near-subsistence agriculture to provide sufficient food stocks and 

Figure 13.2 and 13.3. new style Le ia valu houses. Image credits: Andrew McWilliam.
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resources to participate in obligatory social exchanges, may have all contributed 
to lengthy delays in the building of new origin house forms. But here again, two 
significant developments in Fataluku household domestic economies changed 
their fortunes. The first was a decision by the national government to pay old age 
pensions and cash compensation to the families of former resistance fighters (vet-
eranus) who died fighting for national independence (Wallis 2015; roll 2018). Many 
Fataluku families in lautém and dili benefitted from these direct social transfers 
and allowed them to cover household consumption costs. But of much greater 
financial benefit has been the dramatic expansion of informal labour migration to 
the united Kingdom (Britain) where some thousands of aspiring young Fataluku 
have been working in Britain on portuguese passports, across a range of compar-
atively well paid, unskilled factory and services sector jobs. The savings generated 
from this work has seen a regular and very welcome flow of uS dollars remitted 
to grateful family members in dili and lospalos (see chapter 12, this volume; also 
McWilliam 2012; McWilliam and Monteiro 2019, McWilliam 2022a).

Much of this income has been allocated to immediate household priorities 
(especially consumption, education support for siblings, residential house repair 
and construction). There have also been funds available for cultural obligations 
and ceremonial activities (marriages, funerals, grave construction) that include the 
restoration of lineage based ritual houses. putting this another way, the fruits of 
labour generated in the market economy of the united Kingdom have contributed 
the means to re-invest in the mutuality of ancestral traditions in Timor-Leste.

Overcoming financial constraints to construction may have changed the 
equation in relation to reinstating Fataluku origin houses, but there remained a 
third important dimension and challenge to finalise traditional house construc-
tion projects. This was the question of whether the ancestors (kaka ho pal // calu 
ho papu) would approve of the adaptive departure from the traditional building 
forms and techniques of the Fataluku ritual house. These structures are after all, 
culturally infused archives of human habitation and ritual knowledge. They serve 
as vital centres of protective ritual blessings for the agnatic community and via the 
transformative power of the sacred hearth (lafuru tei), a focus for the sacrificial 
feeding (fané) of house ancestors. errors of omission or transgression of customary 
forms and ritual practice, risk spiritual retribution or misfortune in varying ways. 
Furthermore, most people are naturally cautious about changing well-established 
conventions, particularly the canonical stylistic features of named and ancestrally 
protected structures. Elsewhere in Timor-Leste, the idea of building Uma Lulik with 
concrete and corrugated iron is strongly resisted out of fear of retribution from angry 
ancestors.18 There are similarly Fataluku cultural advocates and general observers 
of these developments who remain uncomfortable and unconvinced about the new 
trend, considering the innovation a risky practice that may yet rebound on those 
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involved in the form of illness, misfortune and loss. One of the people I canvassed 
on this issue dismissed the trend as a form of household display of financial capacity 
and group aggrandisement. “But it makes no difference”, he added, “because every-
one knows who they are”, referring to their existing social status.

However, in what I take to be an openness on the part of Fataluku culture 
for adaptive accommodation to contingent events and embracing new opportu-
nities, the ‘modern’ style of construction appears to be readily accepted by many 
household groups, and so far at least without mishap. The use of the new materials 
still requires ancestral permission or at least their acquiescence via divinatory 
signs, for the integration of the new materials. But in the cases where I have 
sought confirmation on this point, there have been no outright refusals. One house 
member offered the insight that when they sought guidance through divination 
(ari toto—liver divination) about the use of the corrugated iron roofing, the initial 
red and white coloured sheets were rejected. Subsequently the idea of painting 
the roofing sheets black to mimic the fia thatch was accepted. Others appear more 
sanguine on these matters, such as my Fataluku colleague who explained that ‘we 
don’t mention the changes in the house [to the ancestors], we just refer to the le tein 
and invite their assistance’. Another interlocutor suggested that there was likely an 
element of prestige, pride and public signalling in being able to display a fine new 
le ia valu. At this point then, it seems that an innovation to a long-established set of 
customary procedures and protocols has been realised and provisionally accepted. 
It announces in a modified but celebratory way, the revival of the uniquely styled, 
Fataluku origin house.

Balancing pragmatism and preservation

The quiet reappearance of Fataluku le ia valu across the settled landscapes of 
lautém, albeit in modified form that seeks to emulate traditional structural fea-
tures and aesthetics while utilising new technologies and materials, signals a new 
phase in the process of post-conflict recovery. The changes to traditional struc-
tures arguably speak to a cultural pragmatism that epitomises Fataluku historical 
accommodations to processes of change and modernity. Having reached a point 
where immediate household needs and aspirations were now adequately realised, 
attention has focused on a renewed commitment to revitalising ancestral traditions 
as part of the age-old Fataluku concerns with health and well-being (McWilliam 
2008). in this process, ‘modern’ technology has played a crucial role.

I have focused in this chapter on the re-emergence of the agnatic, origin group 
ritual house (le ia valu) as the obligatory repository for the sacrificial hearth 
(acakaka) and other sacra. it forms a key site for offerings and prayers directed to 
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the health of family members secured through the protective agency of ancestral 
blessings. The process of restoration has required a significant commitment on the 
part of related households and familial networks, providing household and group 
resources to projects for the common good. In Gudeman’s terms, the interactive 
dialectic between mutuality and the market has found common ground in a shared 
commitment to reinstate the sacred house and with it, a public (re)affirmation of 
group identities and the ancestral spiritual commons on which they depend. The 
result is the re-creation of ritually potent and materially striking built structures 
for the celebration of life cycle transitions, especially the public formalisation of 
marriage alliances and the commemoration of death including the ritual curation 
of deceased souls (i huma’ara) into the ancestral collective (calu ho papu).1920 But I 
would go further than this and suggest that the recent enthusiasm for re-instating 
origin houses as a focal feature for ceremonial life is but one aspect of an extended 
process of restoring Fataluku ancestral spirit ecologies into mainstream social and 
economic life (palmer 2015). Fataluku have always directed significant resources to 
funerals and the commemoration of the death of loved ones, given the importance 
placed on their continuing protective agency as ancestral spirit guardians. The 
renewed desire to construct ritual houses has been accompanied by a gradual but 
marked increase in the scale and elaboration of a family member’s grave. As house-
hold incomes and discretionary resources have improved, so too has the desire to 
honour the dead through investments in expensive graves and richly decorated 
memorials that highlight in a very public way, both the heartfelt expression of the 
family’s loss but also the extent of resources assembled to honour their passing. 
Similar kinds of private commemorative projects have been extended to the remains 
of relatives and loved ones who suffered and died in the struggle for independence; 
their former simple graves constructed in a time of deprivation and shortage are 
now subject to expensive renovations and refurbishment in projects of redemption 
and care. But rites of death are also constitutive of social life (Grenfell 2012, 86), 
bringing together networks of kin and their affinal connections in obligatory gift 
exchange and commensality that extends to the ancestors of the house.

It is also worth noting here that the sustained revival of customary practices 
need not be seen as a turning away from the doctrines and ideologies of catholicism 
towards a more animistic embrace of ritual sacrifice. Fataluku, like many Timorese 
communities (Grenfell 2012; rosa 2019) have been able to accommodate both forms 
of religious practice as complementary and mutually reinforcing expressions of 
protective power, despite misgivings among the catholic priesthood (viegas and 
Feijó 2019; Bovensiepen and rosa 2016). One only needs to witness the enthusiastic 
support offered by Fataluku families during the periodic overnight visits of saintly 
effigies and statues (Nossa Senora or Kristu Rei) when they make their much 
anticipated rounds of the district. In the all-night vigils and prayers of the faithful 
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culminating in a thanksgiving service (Missa agradesimentu) for the forgiveness of 
sins and the healing of the sick and infirm, the Fataluku embrace of catholicism is 
clearly and genuinely felt. It provides a now familiar and comforting set of prac-
tices in the social life of village communities that cohabit (viegas and Feijó 2017) 
with the ancestral presence and the interactive benefits and mutual obligations 
that the enlivened spirit world confers.

Across Timor-Leste, customary communities continue their engagement with 
the rebuilding and restoration of their ancestral house traditions, especially the 
built form referred to as the Uma Lulik or ‘sacred house.’ The range and mate-
rial expression of these structures of sociality are highly variable and reflect the 
specific ethno-linguistic traditions of their source communities. Their progressive 
re-appearance across the landscape highlights the high esteem and value attrib-
uted to their symbolic status as both a source and reflection of social identity, and 
the readiness of origin groups to commit limited resources to their reconstruction. 
I have argued that Fataluku origin houses share a range of attributes with the 
Uma Lulik traditions of Timor-Leste, but also significant differences, particularly 
with the central focus accorded to the sacred hearth (lafuru tei or acakaka) that 
instantiates the house as a le tein (Uma Lulik). in the end however, for Fataluku it is 
not so much the structural form sheltering the sacrificial hearth that matters, but 
rather the communicative value of the sacred hearth as a medium for invocation 
to and intercession of group ancestors.
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Notes

1 Structures known as cu and mo are associated with simpler built forms made of timber and bamboo 
frames with loosely tied thatch. A cu is a basic residential structure within a settlement (lata) and 
may also be elevated on timber poles (lalu cu). The mo is usually associated with seasonal dwellings 
erected outside or on the edge of the settled areas. Garden huts (pala mo) or camps associated with 
the distillation of palm liquor (tua mo) are examples (see McWilliam 2022b).
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2 The pokala refer to the two large round ‘head beams’ that form the major structural cross beams 
and rest on the fata timber beams above the four supporting house columns. The term taru le 
means ‘the tied house’ and refers to the strong areng palm twisted black rope that secures the 
structural features in place.

3 There is some variation across lautém on this matter, in drier areas where areng palm is not 
abundant, the use of coconut or lontar palm thatch was substituted.

4 These distinctions are not formally observed in contemporary housing styles, although relative 
wealth differences between ratu, paca and akanu households can be reflected in the scale and style 
of their respective housing choices.

5 The term leu loporu refers to a flowering plant in the forest with large cup-like flowers, that resem-
ble the cone style structures that cap the roof.

6 In former times of endemic and internecine warfare, reportedly bleached human skulls (cao hafa), 
the result of victorious, headhunting raids sometimes were used to decorate the roof thatch (F. 
Santana, pers. comm.).

7 They comprise the agnatic ‘brothers and fathers’ (kaka ho pale), friends and acquaintances (lan ho 
tava) of the sponsoring house, and the affinal, ‘sisters and children’ (leren ho moco) and ‘brothers-
in-law and uncles’ (vain ho paien[u]). The groups exchange reciprocal gifts with one another—pigs 
and textiles flow from the sponsoring house to their daughters and husbands (tupurmoko) and 
buffalo and gold/money are reciprocated to the woman’s natal house of origin (omara/ ara ho pata).

8 These and other forms of divination remain important diagnostic techniques for ensuring the 
safety or appropriateness of courses of action (see McWilliam 2008).

9 The action mimics the use of catholic holy water for religious blessings of new houses highlighting 
the historical influence of catholic practices and expressive forms that by association have been 
integrated into the ritual techniques of the ancestral religion (see rosa 2019 for discussion).

10 The traditional large fia le style house could also include an inbuilt, boxed framed storage structure 
under the main floor of the building with access from above via a trap door.

11 Sacrificial meat is taken from the thorax and internal organs of the animal—boiled and roasted and 
cut into smaller portions to be served on shallow plaited trays (neru moko) to the male members 
of the ratu group.

12 unmarried sons will make use of their father’s or older brother’s sacrificial hearth.
13 It is conventional for the youngest son (moco vehula) to inherit the house and acakaka of his father 

upon the latter’s death. If a man has no sons, his acakaka will be closed down and laid to rest on 
his grave following death.

14 I note that Fataluku also use the phrase le tein(u) (sacred house) in reference to a catholic church 
and its priests as ma’a tei, loosely translated as ‘man of the lulik’. Similarly, a very old ritual house 
which contains the sacred objects and other potent symbols of power, may be referred to as the 
‘sacred house’ (le tein) for a dispersed clan group.

15 in the early 1980s in a demonstration of defiance by the armed Falintil resistance, many of the 
iconic Fataluku le ia valu were torched in strategic raids on Fataluku settlements to demonstrate to 
the Indonesians that their resolve and capacity for resistance was undiminished.

16 The same gestural reflex is observable in contemporary, post-Independence, Timor-Leste where 
the state has adopted a similar appropriation of Fataluku fia le images for their own promotional 
purposes.

17 A structure to stop rats climbing into the house and despoiling stored food and grain.
18 changing times however, can prompt a rethink of older practices as in the recent trend among 

Mambai Uma Lulik (fad luli) in Ainaru to install reinforced concrete support pillars in their 
otherwise intricately worked traditional timber and thatch houses. The thinking here is that the 
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innovation will guarantee structural integrity and facilitate easier maintenance of the overall 
structure in the years to come.

19 ceremonial activities focused on the origin house combine the ritual language of marriage 
exchange and agreement with various aspects of the architectural qualities of the house itself. A 
series of bridewealth gifts for example are linked in ritual verse to the steps of the house ladder 
(ke’eru) that permits the groom access to his bride in the platform above.

20 In Tetum these key elements are summarised as lia moris and lia maten.
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chApTer 14

The frente ekonomika (economic front) : 
Timorese perspectives on seasonal work 
in Australia

Michael Rose

Abstract

This paper looks at how, in Timor-Leste, the ways in which people perceive and experience the 

Australian Seasonal Worker program (SWp) are contingent on a range of distinctly Timorese per-

spectives on life, labour and identity. Those working abroad give meaning to their hard work in 

Australia by framing it as part of a continuing national struggle for economic justice. Despite this, 

the widespread perception that patronage and family networks remain instrumental in deciding 

who gets access to lucrative positions in Australia remains a source of frustration for many. While 

the policy aims of the SWp are clear enough, in seeking to realise them there is a case for more 

closely engaging with the subjective experiences of those within it.

Keywords: Timor-Leste; Australia; agriculture; migration

Remittance sending from Timor-Leste–new forms of an old struggle

in their introduction to this volume, palmer, Silver and cunha characterise the 
breadth of scholarship it gathers as united by a concern with ‘unmasking com-
munity economies’. In a sense the inclusion of a chapter such as mine might seem 
somewhat counterintuitive. not only is my work focused primarily on perspectives 
of people who have made the decision to absent themselves (geographically at 
least) from their birth communities, but who have done so specially to undertake 
alienated wage labour in an unapologetically neoliberal Australian agricultural 
sector. My fellow contributors have, by contrast, largely focused on modes of 
thought, economic activity and social organisation that can be closely linked to a 
geographical place. chapters 1 (Sousa), 2 (hicks), and 3 (Grainger) interrogate the 
spatiality of colonial markets and housing developments. chapters 4 (Barnes), 5 
(Fidalgo-castro and Alonso-población), 6 (Trindade and Oliveira), 7 (nogueira da 
Silva), and 8 (cunha and Bessa) look at issues related to ritual, authority, exchange, 
food and (above all) land. chapters 9 (crespi), 10 (palmer and Jackson), and 11 
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(Barreto Soares) step back from this focus on ritual and agrarian life to focus 
on an altogether distinct vision of Timor-Leste, one defined by forms of capital 
investment and engineering, that while decidedly not of the knua (village) are most 
certainly contingent on the physical reality of the rai (land).

To a certain extent the final three chapters that focus on labour migration, of 
which mine is one, are distinct, but perhaps not as much as they might seem to 
be at first. Although not completely unconcerned with the reality of the Timorese 
house, whether that be as a literal abode (see chapter 12, this volume) or as a ritual 
centre through which (and where) alliances and exchange can be mediated (see 
chapter 13, this volume), my colleagues and i all seek to uncover and describe the 
ways in which Timorese workers, even when literally immersed in neoliberal wage 
labour, continue to participate in the community economies that typically continue 
to provide a framework for living in their home communities.

in writing on this, McWilliam, Wigglesworth and Boavida dos Santos and 
myself come to similar conclusions—Timorese ritual economies that revolve 
around geographically rooted elements, such as sacred houses (Uma Lulik) and 
holy land (rai lulik), remain surprisingly robust in the face of globalised wage 
labour. In this chapter I draw on research undertaken among young people who 
have returned to Timor from work in Australia under its Seasonal Worker program 
to show how, for most of this cohort, leaving their homeland to work was not so 
much an opportunity to escape social and ritual duties to which their families hold 
them accountable as to acquire the wealth to service them better. paradoxically, 
the increased participation of Timorese workers in work ordered by neoliberalism 
abroad may feed into the continued (and even expanded) importance of alterna-
tives to neoliberalism in Timor itself.

viewed from afar, the reasons why young Timorese might go abroad to work 
are not hard to see. Timor-Leste’s young population is growing fast, its two-speed 
economy is dominated by resource extraction, and although there is plenty of work 
to do looking after its large families and small farms, the paying jobs school leavers 
dream of are vanishingly rare. The clique of leaders that led its famous 1975-99 
independence struggle have maintained control ever since and mostly squandered 
their chance to invest the windfall from nearly depleted petroleum fields on laying 
the foundation for a diversified economy. With current reserves almost exhausted, 
the fund being depleted at an unsustainable rate (World Bank 2020), Timor-leste 
is a nearly classic example of the paradox that Auty (1995) and ross (1999) have 
famously described as the ‘resource curse’. A nation that people both refer to as the 
beloved land (rai doben) and try to leave as they see no future there.

Fieldwork for this paper took place in the latter half of 2019 as part of my work 
as a research fellow at the Australian national university and involved around two 
months of regular, face-to-face interaction with overlapping, extended networks 
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of people associated with the SWp. in the end i spoke to thirty-three workers, and 
several times as many who aspired to be part of the program, had family partici-
pating, or just had strong opinions about the whole issue and wanted to talk about 
it. These networks were centred in Dili, and mostly consisted of people who had 
worked together abroad or studied together in Timor, but included people living as 
far afield as Oecussi, Same, and Aileu.

While finding people who had returned from Australia took some doing, I was 
overwhelmed by people who desperately wanted me to help them get there. Some 
had gone through the application process but never been called for an interview. 
Others said they would like to apply but either didn’t know how or thought there 
was no use without a personal ‘in’. Although constantly telling them otherwise, all 
of them believed I could make a difference.

Two elements of their experiences are of particular interest. The first is the 
tendency people have to envisage the SWp as part of a national struggle for devel-
opment and dignity, contiguous with that carried out by the preceding generation 
who used their exile to fight for independence. The second is the continuing 
perception that, in spite of official protestations to the contrary, personal networks 
within Timor rather than formal, ‘merit’ based processes are what really matter in 
gaining access to overseas work in Australia.

In prefacing a discussion of these themes, a broader discussion of the current 
situation regarding employment in Timor-Leste is in order.

Over the next five years, the ability of Timor-Leste’s politicians and policy 
makers to find jobs for its young may well determine its future as a sovereign 
state. At present, around 30,000 Timorese reach working age each year (rdTl 2017). 
Officially youth unemployment is only around 12% (Belun 2018), but for the major-
ity who scrape by in precarious agriculture or commerce (sometimes clinically 
referred to by outsiders as ‘self-employment’) the line is blurry. Many of those who 
identify as jobless actually spend their days working hard on the family farm or at 
various forms of small scale commerce.

Historically, the most common aspiration for young Timorese graduates has 
been to find a post with the government. In past times this was not unrealistic, 
however in an age of mass education there are simply not enough places for 
everyone. The State of Timor-leste only employs around 35,000 people (rdTl 
2017). This is ominous for two reasons. Firstly, the inefficient and bloated public 
sector remains Timor-leste’s only major source of salaried work. Secondly, the 
producing oil reserves that pay for virtually all of it are almost gone and (despite 
official optimism) the development of new ones is not a sure thing (cardoso 2019).

For more than a decade now foreign investment envisaged to follow ‘front load-
ing’ on various infrastructure projects has been touted as a panacea for resource 
dependency, but little has come of it. coffee and tourism have both, thus far, failed 
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to thrive, and there is reason to be sceptical of Mr Gusmão’s (2017) confident asser-
tion that “Timor-Leste offers a predictable and secure environment for investment 
and business.”

no less an authority than the World Bank (2020) places Timor-leste at 181 out 
of 190 on the ease of doing business index and the cost of a ticket from dili to 
Darwin can compare to one from Australia to Europe. Although the nation’s aging 
political leaders rarely miss an opportunity to make emotive declarations about 
the continuing struggle, sometimes dressing in camouflage fatigues while doing it 
(leach 2015), the less glamorous question of how the nation’s young are going to 
live has yet to be confronted.

The 2011-2030 ‘strategic development plan’ held superficial promise in this 
regard but given its lack of costings and/or other details dalton’s (2014, 211) descrip-
tion of it as “a utopian wish list of how life will be in Timor-leste by 2030” seems 
justified. Likewise, the previous government’s pronouncement that it would create 
300,000 new jobs by 2023 (for a population of 1.3 million) had its heart in the right 
place, but very little connection to reality (Gusmão 2019). unless they manage to 
get some sort of job with the state, there are few opportunities for the young in 
Timor-Leste to find regular, paid work.

Given this situation, the tendency of young Timorese to seek their fortune over-
seas is not surprising. The numbers, though not precise, are striking. Wigglesworth 
and Boxer (2017) estimated there could be as many as 19,000 Timorese in the uK, 
a figure that may well have ticked over to 20,000 in the years since. Brexit will 
slow the growth of its community but will more likely result in its gradual shift to 
the republic of ireland or elsewhere in the eu than its destruction. Taking a cue 
from this demonstrated appetite for work abroad, Timor-Leste’s government made 
it their policy to seek inclusion in various guest and seasonal worker schemes. 
According to official sources, in mid-2018 around 2300 of its citizens were serving 
as guest workers in Korea, mostly on three-year contracts in fisheries, retail or 
manufacturing. At around the same time around 1000 were working in Australia, 
mostly in six-month stints harvesting fruit and vegetables as part of its seasonal 
worker program (SeFOpe 2018). Thus, as of two years ago we come to a minimum 
figure of Timorese working abroad that is approaching 24,000. Soon there will be 
more Timorese making their living from the diaspora than from the state. in 2018, 
according to the Observatory for economic complexity, Timor-leste earned a total 
of $67.3 million from exports, mostly of fossil fuels. in the same year, according to 
the World Bank data that takes into account only formal money transfers, Timor-
leste earned over $96 million from remittances.
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Local and global in international work

Globally, Timor-Leste’s story of limited prospects at home driving people to seek 
their fortune abroad is not a new one. At least since the Industrial Revolution the 
flight of impoverished and disenfranchised folk from hard up or overcrowded 
rural areas in search of a brighter future has shaped the urban landscapes and 
cultures we take for granted today.

Because labour migration is such a universal phenomenon and managed/mon-
itored by governments and with an appetite for quantitative data, there remains a 
danger of neglecting the diversity of ways in which it is experienced, especially by 
the workers it impacts most directly. “Discussions on globalisation, to borrow the 
words of Gustavo lins riberio (2009) can “tend to focus on processes commanded 
by powerful agents” (2009). inspired by the case for using ethnographic methods to 
address this issue set out in the co-authored 2012 volume, Globalisation from Below 
(Mathews, ribeiro, and vega 2012), this research proceeds from the premise that the 
perspective of Timorese workers within the SWp are not only distinct from those 
normative to policy makers in canberra, but sometimes expressed through words, 
narratives and somatic dispositions that may be incomprehensible to them. While 
approaches to understanding the SWp that gloss over this diversity in favour of 
research filtered through metrics and assumptions about life familiar to Australian 
policy makers are understandable, they are also intellectually disingenuous—and 
indeed risk complicity in the erasure of subaltern perspectives that can charac-
terise globalisation at its worst. This article seeks to throw into relief how and 
why, although Timorese perspectives on international work may not be readily 
comprehensible to outside ‘experts’, they should not be dismissed.

The ways in which people in Timor-Leste perceive international work are 
shaped by their position betwixt Southeast Asia and the pacific and their dramatic 
recent history of governance by and struggling against Indonesia. Those old enough 
to participate in the SWp were raised with tales of Timorese abroad advocating for 
independence prior to 1999 as part of the frente diplomatika (diplomatic front). The 
highly visible presence of the united nations and various inGOs since 1999 has also 
strengthened the perceived value of money from abroad promoting development 
at home. For Timorese of an earlier generation, studying in Indonesia could be 
a way of accruing the intellectual resources to continue their fight for a home-
land. In a similar way, for the current generation, work abroad that feeds back 
into household and village economies can be ‘reconfigured’ (leach 2018, 294) as 
contiguous with the heroic efforts of the recent past. certainly, while commentators 
who identify the growth of Timor-Leste’s diaspora as being driven by the fizzling 
of its domestic economy have a valid point, from within, the discourse is less neg-
ative. “Luta nafatin!” My informants would regularly tell each other when facing 
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challenges at home or abroad—‘continue the struggle’. As i seek to show further 
on, through envisaging their lives as part of this historical arc, members of Timor’s 
diaspora can find purpose and optimism even in the face of hopeless odds.

The governance of labour sending in Timor-Leste, in particular the popular and 
rapidly growing option of going to Australia for seasonal work, is also distinct and 
worthy of attention. unlike migration to the uK which is a largely private matter 
(although, as McWilliam [2020, 106] has shown it is still usually dependent on being 
able to secure sponsorship to attain a passport from the Government of portugal), 
people who go to work in Australia, South Korea, Japan or canada do so as part 
of government programs that are, in theory, open to anyone who meets the basic 
qualifications. In the Australian case, which is my focus, applicants submit their 
documents to the local SeFOpe office and then undergo a language and physical 
test before being accepted into a ‘work ready pool’ from which they can be selected 
for an interview with a foreign employer, usually in Dili.

In reality, despite support from the Australian government, in Timor the 
recruitment process is widely perceived to be anything but clear, and whilst on the 
island I regularly had people sidle up to me and ask how it really worked, and if I 
could put in a good word for them. It is widely believed that personal connections 
play a role in who is called for an interview, and recurring rumours of bribery 
are not implausible. This is to say that, although selection to the SWp is officially 
a merit-based system, in reality access to lucrative international work is believed 
to be, like access to other forms of work with the government, contingent on local 
networks of power, patronage and reciprocity. While this perception is generally 
invisible to outside actors, for Timorese it is taken-for-granted, and in line with 
their experiences of accessing government services more broadly— an amalgam of 
norms that draws on both the steep hierarchies of the island’s indigenous polities 
and the socially contingent models of governance prevailing in indonesia (peake 
et al. 2014). The result seems to be that while outsiders usually see the SWp as 
flattening Timor-Leste’s prevailing hierarchies (including those related to social-
rank, education and gender) in-so-far as access to this work appears to sometimes 
leverage patronage networks, at times it may well also perpetuate them instead.

Labour as national struggle

One truly odd but telling feature of my conversations with these frustrated young 
people in Dili was the regularity with which, in seeking to explain their educa-
tional background, they would ask me if i had heard of the Westphalian System. 
This slightly obscure term refers to the modern system of nation-states and its 
beginnings in a treaty signed in the German city of Westphalia in 1648—interesting 
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but not a major concern for young folk in dili in 2020, one would think. in the 
end i spoke to some 33 returned workers, as well as many more people from their 
families or communities. While there were exceptions, they were almost all of a 
certain type—educated and intellectually curious youth who had been among the 
first in their family to finish school and had then travelled to Dili in search of work, 
education, diversion, love or some combination of all four. Although they had stud-
ied various things, a course in international relations was the most popular choice. 
A history of the nation-state, including the peace of Westphalia, seems to have been 
covered early on, and although their understanding of global affairs was usually 
cloudy, they were enthused by all things international, something that often went 
along with a passion for studying English. These energetic joven (youth) had been 
raised on stories about the role of how the frente diplomatika which (along with the 
frente armada and the urban pro-independence underground known as the frente 
klandistina) had defied both the indonesian neighbours and a sceptical world to 
win their nation’s independence. A slogan used by former president and current 
prime Minister Taur Matan ruak captures the zeitgeist well: “in the past we shed 
our blood for independence, now we must sweat and work hard for a better life” 
(T: uluk ho imi fakar ran ba ukun rasik aan, fila fali ho imi, hisik kosar ba moris diak). 
Hard work in peacetime, Ruak says, is not just virtuous in itself but also a way of 
continuing the struggle and sacrifice of those who fought in the war (Anibal 2016).

Speaking to returned or aspiring seasonal workers, i found they were typically 
sanguine about the extent to which their formal qualifications were not in demand 
by employers in Timor-Leste, or anywhere else. They expressed little or no sense 
that menial work in Australia was ‘beneath’ them. Almost without exception they 
were either happy they had been selected to pick fruit, or disappointed that in spite 
of their English language skills and demonstrated determination, they had been 
unable to find a place in the program. Some of the reasons why my interlocutors 
wanted this work so badly are common to labour migrants the world over— most 
notably a need to support themselves and their family. Some younger interlocutors 
also spoke of a desire to see a land beyond Timor and learn about a way of life 
other than their own. Yet the degree to which they mostly placed their individual 
experience within a larger national struggle is distinctive and significant. Almost 
everyone who had been to Australia agreed that work there was hard, sometimes 
very hard—entailing long hours, exposure to heat and cold, absence from family or 
loved ones and sometimes onerous discipline. It was the sense that they endured all 
this in the service of something bigger that made it bearable. One interlocutor set 
this out for me directly. “Our fathers were part of the frente armada” he explained, 
“we are of the frente ekonomika (economic front)”. For the educated young, most 
of whom had dreams of a life that went far beyond picking fruit, this collective 
narrative was a way of coming to terms with the menial nature of their work 
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and the shortfall between it and their hopes of becoming an ema boot (important 
person) with an office job. Whatever hardships they had to endure, it was for the 
greater good. There was a sense that no matter how difficult things were, through 
their own willingness to work hard in an unfamiliar foreign land the struggle for 
national development would also be successful.

This tendency of young Timorese workers to position their diasporic labour 
within a broader narrative of national struggle, has striking parallels with the spirit 
that pervades life at the Timor-leste’s premier language training centre Science of 
life (SOlS) 24/7.1 There students are explicitly inculcated in the idea that training 
will not only improve their own prospects but make them better able to contribute 
to the development of their country. As a regular visitor to their four various 
residential training centres in Oecussi District over the years, I watched the live-in 
students begin and end their days raising the flag and reciting the national anthem. 
They would practice their English by chanting slogans like “I love East Timor very 
much!” Once they asked me to give a motivational speech on how I thought they 
could make Timor-Leste an “advanced country like Australia”. Although English is 
taught in Timorese secondary schools, in Timor SOlS has developed a reputation as 
a cheap and affordable place to acquire this prestigious skill. Most young Timorese 
who speak English, seasonal workers included, have lived at one of their centres 
or benefitted from their courses.

For anyone who has spent time in Timor-Leste recently, it would be difficult 
not to be aware of SOlS, and indeed in collecting data for this paper it was a key 
research site.2 it arrived in 2005, and although its size has fluctuated, current 
members say it has around 30 residential centres and sub-centres throughout the 
country. Its mission, genuinely non-profit, is to provide people with the chance 
to improve their lives through education. This consists largely of English lessons, 
although other subjects including IT and money management are also offered, 
as well as its eponymous Science of life System™—a set of golden rules urging 
diligence, discipline, compassion and positive thinking.

Although it was founded in cambodia, SOlS in Timor-leste is strikingly local. 
centres consist of thatched huts or reclaimed indonesian-era ruins with exceptionally 
simple classrooms (open-air), dormitories (sleeping mats) and kitchens (serving boiled 
cassava leaf and rice) that run on a minimal budget. Good students eventually become 
teachers. Fees compare favourably with what it would cost students to live at home.

When asked what brought them to SOlS, students invariably answered, with 
heart-breaking earnestness, that they hoped English would increase their chances 
of finding a job. When i started visiting them in 2011, this response was typically 
more an aspiration than anything else—a plumb nGO position was unlikely to 
appear, and while migrating to the uK was an option for some it came with daunting 
social and financial costs. now most of them do have a plan—to register to pick fruit 
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in Australia. It is noteworthy that, although it is a non-government organisation, life 
at SOlS is overtly nationalistic. As mentioned above, each day begins and ends with 
a raising or a lowering of the national flag and the singing of the national anthem. 
Students pledge that they will strive to become ‘leaders with character’ in order to 
‘develop Timor-leste’. Also interesting is the way in which, alongside language train-
ing, SOlS teaches its students other skills specifically (most notably basic accounting 
and money management) intended to help them get by as respectable wage earners 
in a market economy—something that is particularly significant given that many 
of its students are drawn from communities in which subsistence agriculture and 
ritualised exchange have historically been more important than the cash economy. 
in this sense, SOlS is arguably engaged not in ideologically neutral instruction in 
numeracy and language skills, but a form of what Silva (2017) describes as ‘economic 
pedagogy’—‘a project intended to ‘monopolise the sources of government, prestige 
and social reproduction via the state, its institutions and projects.’ Analysing gov-
ernment sponsored tara bandu (ritual prohibition) ceremonies carried out around 
ermera in 2012 with the intention of encouraging people to dedicate less of their 
wealth to ritual exchange, Silva describes how the state was able to effectively 
appropriate customary authority in order to promote ways of understanding and 
use wealth that would ultimately undermine its influence. in the case of SOlS we 
see a comparable situation—an nGO that has successfully mobilised the nationalist, 
spiritually minded, do-it-yourself ethos of Timorese collectivism in order to promote 
the idea that individual wage earning is a better way to live.

For all its similarities with its pacific neighbours, SOlS in Timor-leste highlights 
that working abroad is embedded in a distinct context—specifically a tradition of 
self-organised, nationalist youth. Organisations such as this have had a long history 
in both fascist portugal and the indonesian Orde Baru (Bexley and Tchailoro 2014; 
Kuin 1993). Archival footage from the early 1970s shows children being drilled by the 
short lived FreTilin government (Tv new Zealand 1975). Almost fifty years later 
one of these kids, now my landlord in a coastal village in Oecussi and about 60 years 
old, delighted in entertaining his own children with a half-remembered portuguese 
marching song about how the youth should give everything for their country.

The Indonesian concept of organised nationalist youth has had an even longer 
lasting impact. The concept of pemuda has been central to Indonesian nationalism 
since its inception, and the generation of Timorese students that absorbed this 
narrative as part of their education in the 1980s and 1990s were, ironically, able 
to make it the basis for their own nationalism. Although the armed resistance was 
never completely wiped out, as the 1990s wore on it was the frente klandistina, a 
mostly urban movement of nationalist youth who became the driving force behind 
it. One of the most significant components of this was an organisation known as 
reneTil (a portuguese acronym for The national resistance of Timorese Students) 
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whose main purpose was to organise nationalist activities among Timorese stu-
dents in indonesia. veterans of the movement describe how, although they hoped 
that studying abroad would give them an edge in the job-market, their activities 
there were orientated not towards personal gain but collective struggle (Silva 2013).

To an outside observer the future of young Timorese workers abroad, including 
Australia, is challenging to say the least. The work they do is precarious, the expe-
rience of being away from home is often disorientating, the wages they send back 
tend to get quickly eaten up servicing the needs of those who stay behind, and no 
matter how well they look after their own families their country’s economic future 
is highly uncertain. And yet, in spite of all this, Timorese workers in Australia persist 
at their difficult jobs, and thousands wait enthusiastically (if not impatiently) to 
join them. While this is partially explicable in terms of people simply trying to meet 
their own needs, the Timorese national story of struggle against all odds (including, 
notably, pronouncements by outside observers that their cause was hopeless, see 
Braithwaite, charlesworth, and Soares 2012, 61-78) clearly plays a part in bolstering 
their resilience. Regardless of how things might appear to researchers who are 
unfamiliar with their home context, Timorese can draw on this heritage to envisage 
their work abroad not primarily as alienated labour within a grossly unequal global 
system but also as a way of contributing a meaningful part to a national struggle they 
have been inculcated into since childhood. A struggle which they will eventually win.

The fog of peace: accessing international work through local networks

Just as Timorese seasonal workers in Australia can draw upon their national story 
in giving meaning to their work abroad, so too are the processes through which 
they seek to attain such work contingent on local modes of governance. These ways 
and means of acting are generally not visible to those without a detailed knowledge 
of the Timorese context.

in theory, the SWp is managed jointly between Australia and Timor-leste. While 
recruitment is the preserve of SeFOpe, Australia seeks to support these workers 
through its pacific labour Facility (plF), currently operated by a contractor, 
palladium. Although this work is complex, a significant part of its focus is seeking 
to ensure that clear information about the program is publicly available and to 
put in place measures, “to ensure recruitment processes are fair, transparent and 
equitable” (dFAT 2019, 12).

Although the good-will of all parties in this can be taken for granted, it is 
acknowledged that Timor-leste may lack the ‘capacity’ to achieve this goal without 
assistance, and there are a range of materials designed for distribution through 
social media that aim to answer questions relating to the SWp, including the steps 
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one needs to take to sign up to the program. Identified in neat stages, these steps 
begin with an initial visit to the SeFOpe office for an interview with an Australian 
employer. Reading these materials, one could be mistaken for believing that 
winning a coveted place working in Australia was a straight-forward seven step 
process and that clarification is just an email away (SeFOpe 2019).

In reality, from talking to returned workers (or, even more often, frustrated 
prospective workers) it was apparent that this was not how they saw the situation. 
Whatever the truth about what is happening, there is a widespread sense of confu-
sion about how someone might go about being selected, and a sense of desperation 
among potential applicants who are convinced that the system is rigged in favour 
of those with connections.

The nature of this discord quickly became apparent as soon as I arrived in 
Timor and began seeking out people who could help me better understand this 
topic. When I put the word out that I was interested in speaking to people who had 
returned from Australia, my Facebook and WhatsApp messages quickly started 
piling up.

Despite being clear that I was not a government representative and had no 
power over who was selected to the SWp, i quickly found that many didn’t seem 
to believe me:

“Maun (older brother), would very much like to work in Australia. can you help me?”

“Maun, I am very sad because I am unemployed. I speak good English. Do you know how 

I can work in Australia?”

“Maun, I applied to work in Australia, but I was not called for an interview.”

While I eventually also managed to speak with individuals who had come back 
from Australia and their families, the overwhelming majority of the messages I 
received were from people who wanted to go to Australia and hoped that I could 
somehow assist them in doing so. confronted with this i would attempt to clarify 
the situation, sometimes by directing would-be applicants to the official material 
that had been produced by SeFOpe. More than anything else these efforts tended to 
elicit disappointment. Most gave up quietly, but there were a couple of individuals 
who didn’t get (or ignored) the hint, and continued to badger me, repeatedly asking 
to meet up with me and insinuating that I was willing to help other people and not 
them. My protestation that there was already an established process for applying 
for the seasonal worker program (‘just check the website’) and that they needed to 
talk to SeFOpe was clearly not credible to them. later i asked a number of inform-
ants I had known for years why this might be the case. They confirmed what I had 
already suspected, that people who were behaving in this way felt I had unfairly 
brushed them off, and that if I really wanted to help them I could.
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“everyone knows that SeFOpe just send their families”, i was told by one 
unhappy young man as he sat miserably in his front yard, ‘there’s no point in even 
applying’. Whether this was accurate was impossible to say. certainly, i met people 
who did seem to have succeeded in joining the SWp without personal connections. 
nonetheless, the idea the process was rigged was widespread—repeated to me by 
most of the aspiring young workers I spoke to.

The view, normative in Timor-Leste, that regardless of what might be stated offi-
cially, access to seasonal work was mediated by personal connections, stands in stark 
contrast with the perspectives of Australian actors within the program. For them such 
behaviour is viewed as corrupt and totally unacceptable. Australian actors within the 
SWp evince an understandably inflexible commitment to the idea that the program 
sits within a publicly acknowledged and agreed upon set of rules and regulations. 
Indeed, a major part of the Australian aid effort to Timor-Leste and other countries 
in the region is its Governance for development (Gfd) program which describes itself 
as aiming to effect ‘poverty reduction in Timor-leste through economic development 
and improvement in the delivery of government services’ (cardno 2019). While Gfd 
is separate from the plF, both reflect Australia’s commitment to helping Timorese 
institutions embody professional, transparent, and apolitical forms of governance.

For Timorese actors involved in the governance of the SWp there are many 
reasons to be receptive to this well intended agenda. However, although the Timor-
Australia relationship tends to be construed as a partnership, in both the specific 
case of the SWp, and in its dealings with international patrons more generally, there 
is an unspoken asymmetry of power. Timor-Leste is only one of many countries 
that sends workers to Australia, and there is an overwhelming number of people 
waiting to go. This is a relationship in which Australia is in the position of strength 
and, by extension, the socially contingent Timorese ways of getting things are in a 
distinctly subaltern position.

It is not the purpose of this article to cast judgment on this situation. Rather my 
point is that that governance in Timor-leste reflects what Brown (2014) describes 
as an “ecology of relations” that can be “described neither by liberal nor customary 
frameworks” and in which patronage relationships deeply matter. This situation 
also appears to be reflected in the way people think about the SWp. To put it another 
way, in the case of the SWp, as with most other Timorese government processes, the 
formal mechanism is at best a framework, and at least just an acceptable public 
face for a more complex, culturally contingent reality (Aspinall et al. 2018; cummins 
2015). What foreigners may see as corruption or incompetence is, in some cases, 
simply the manifestation of a way of getting things done which values relationships 
over bureaucratic process.

The procedure by which people apply for a place in SWp is worth describing 
further.
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until last year, people who wanted to join the seasonal worker program had to 
travel to Dili and submit their documents (fó dokumentus) at the central SeFOpe 
office there. This is a highly stylised process adapted directly from that prevailing 
in Indonesia whereby applicants muster copies of their identity card, school leav-
ing certificates and a cv written according to a uniform format (all of which takes 
considerable doing in itself) along with an application form and submit them all 
in a manila folder. Informants told me that it is very important that these folders 
are blue. The background of the passport photo that comes along with it has to 
be a certain type of red. One striking aspect of this is that the applications cannot 
be in any way personalised, in fact if anything the process is seen as being more 
about showcasing the ability of applicants to conform with the rules and display 
deference to authority rather than demonstrating any special aptitude for the job 
in question. For any sort of government job, but especially for the SWp, the number 
of applicants is generally overwhelming. Although these numbers are far from offi-
cial, SeFOpe staff told me they thought that even before the 2018-2019 recruitment 
almost 9000 new applicants submitted their documents, and there were already 
10,000 waiting to go.

What happens after documents are submitted is less clear. candidates who 
fit the basic age and health criteria are, in theory, invited back for a physical test 
intended to ensure that they have the minimum strength and agility to do the work 
at hand, although the way in which this was carried out seemed inconsistent. Some 
returned workers chuckled as they described how at their physical test, they had 
been asked to lift up a box and put it on the table. Others recalled having been put 
through large sports day style events in which hundreds of candidates were doing 
push ups and endurance runs—a routine rumoured to have been adapted from 
that used by the army to select recruits. One returned worker admitted that she 
had not done the physical test at all but was somehow still selected. There is also 
supposed to be a written exam intended to ensure that prospective workers have 
a basic knowledge of English, although once again the degree to which this was 
effectively applied is questionable. Many workers reported working with people 
who knew no English at all. Others who were near fluent were rejected. Finally, 
some, though not all, of the returned workers reported being asked for a short 
interview (perceived by some as a test of their ability to speak english) in which 
they were asked about their motivations for working in Australia, although again, 
what role this played in who got selected was completely opaque.

in theory, workers who passed all these stages were then placed into a ‘work 
ready pool’. from which people would be called upon for interviews with foreign 
employers. contact from SeFOpe, if it was to occur, was by telephone, something 
which caused anxiety in itself. Timor-Leste’s mobile network, though extensive, is 
unreliable, and those who lose their phone or their number cannot always afford 
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to immediately replace it. Many of the people I spoke to lived in terror of missing 
the call, which could change their life.

The sum result of all of this among prospective seasonal workers was confusion, 
and a widespread conviction that the unwieldly official path was at best unlikely 
to provide results and at worst not really intended to. There was widespread 
puzzlement as to why one person was selected for an interview and not another, 
and indeed even from an outsider’s point of view there was no good explanation 
for this. When i asked SeFOpe and other figures with an inside knowledge of how 
government worked in Timor-Leste they would typically chuckle and say some-
thing like ‘this is not Australia, Mike’. As mentioned above the applications were not 
personalised, and for each opportunity that comes up there are hundreds of equally 
qualified candidates to choose from. While there have been widely publicised 
examples of public servants involved in labour sending being moved for allegedly 
favouring friends and relatives in the selection process, the degree to which this 
was politically motivated is hard to say. Actual or aspiring seasonal workers were 
also a fraught source of information about this. Those who had been waiting for a 
call back from SeFOpe for years tended to be embittered, often pointing to people 
they perceived as less qualified (that is to say with less ability to speak English than 
themselves) but better connected who had been called for an interview. returned 
workers, on the other hand, would sometimes concede that getting an interview 
for a position could be a matter of knowing the right person, although not in their 
case, or that of anyone they directly knew.

Given the reality that selection to the SWp in Timor occurs within a setting 
where it is widely accepted that access to jobs or other state resources is contingent 
on political and social affiliation, it is probably disingenuous to believe it is fully 
merit based. For outsiders, in particular those working in the policy space, this 
presents both a challenge and an opportunity. The challenge lies in accepting, 
non-judgementally, the reality that in Timor-Leste the norms surrounding public 
governance are different from those prevailing in Australia. The opportunity is 
that once having recognised this gap exists, work can begin on building a real-
istic understanding of how recruitment processes in Timor-leste work. Such an 
understanding might, eventually, inform a solution to this specific issue that is sat-
isfactory to everyone. While it is all very well for policy to be informed by principle, 
pre-existing practice must also be considered if it is to be effective.
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Conclusion

Labour mobility is a global phenomenon lived through local frameworks. While 
the movement of labour can be approached through the prism of economic data 
and high-level policy, the experiences of labourers cannot—a reality that is too 
often overlooked or glossed over. Top down research approaches to understanding 
the SWp and similar programs are necessary and no doubt well-intended, but such 
research needs to also find ways of engaging with the stories of those who do the 
work, in all their cultural and linguistic distinctiveness.

While the focus of this research has been on the specific case of Timor-Leste, 
in considering the SWp more broadly the enormous variety of places from which 
workers come poses a serious challenge. Although all ten participating countries 
might fairly be placed within Austronesia, from papua new Guinea to Fiji, they 
vary greatly in terms of their languages, religion and economic activity. By sketch-
ing how the experiences of Timorese SWp workers in Australia are embedded in 
distinctly Timorese frameworks for being in the world that may not be readily 
apparent or comprehensible to foreign observers, this paper seeks to gesture to the 
importance of recognising and engaging with this diversity in thinking about how 
the SWp works and its impact on sending countries.

Although from an outsider’s point of view Timorese participation in the SWp 
might seem to be primarily about the accumulation of wealth or personal experi-
ence, closer engagement shows it is also inspired by a spirit of collective sacrifice 
and struggle abroad that has roots going back at least forty-five years, arguably 
longer. In so far as this narrative is important to how workers meet the challenges 
of toiling in an unfamiliar environment, its existence is of significance to anyone 
interested in understanding the program’s impact on Timorese individuals and 
communities. Likewise, whilst an outside observer would likely see recruitment 
to the SWp as a flawed, though merit-based process, the reality, only perceptible 
through observation from the inside, is that in Timor there is a widespread belief 
that it is often contingent upon personal connections and patronage relationships. 
While the degree to which this is in fact the case is difficult to say, the reality that it 
is widely believed has a tangible influence on how people think about the SWp and 
is thus significant regardless.

The idea that policy relating to labour migration should be attentive to the 
perspectives of those who participate in it, or aspire to, is not a novel one, or at 
least should not be. While the SWp, and similar programs, can operate without such 
an awareness (and indeed, to a certain extent, are currently doing so), without it 
they will struggle to fully appreciate the needs of the workers within it. Expanding 
the role of ethnographic methods in understanding their experiences would be a 
great first step towards changing this.
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Notes

1 in 2019, SOlS 24/7 in Timor rebranded as AhhA education.
2 My material on SOlS 24/7 became a blog on the subject for the development policy centre (rose 

2019).
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